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Foreword
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The Electrical Age has opened new
problems to all connected with modern
industry, making a thorough working
knowledge of the fundamental principles of applied electricity necessary.
The author, following the popular appeal for practical
knowledge, has prepared this progressive series for the electrical
worker and student; for all who are seeking electrical knowledge
as a life profession; and for those who find that there is a gap in
their training and knowledge of Electricity.
Simplicity is the keynote throughout this series. From this
progressive step-by-step method of instruction and explanation,
the reader can easily gain a thorough knowledge of modern
electrical practice in line with the best information and experience.

The author and publishers here gratefully acknowledge the
hearty and generous help and co-operation of all those who have
aided in developing this helpful series of Educators.
The series will speak for itself and "those who run may read."

The Publishers.
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CHAPTER 77

Relays
By definition a relay is a device which opens or closes an
auxiliary circuit under pre-determined electrical conditions in the
main circuit.
The object of a relay is generally to act as a sort of electrical multiplier, that is to say, it enables a comparatively weak
current to bring into operation a much stronger current.
The usual purpose of a relay is to assist in disconnecting that part of an
electrical system, in which a fault has occurred, from the rest of the system,
with the least possible delay; and to limit such disconnecting to that part
of the system that is in trouble. Relays, however, are used for other purposes, such as for signaling; for controlling the operating current of solenoids, motors, etc., and thus reducing the amount of current to be broken
by the control switch and the size of leads run to the switchboard; for bell
alarm or lamp indication of the automatic operation of oil switches or circuit breakers; and for electrically interlocking switches or circuit breakers.

In the development of relays to meet the various requirements of protection for the circuits and apparatus, there are a
number of protection principles upon which their design depends. The advantages and disadvantages of these various
principles can be studied, and their particular fields of application defined. These principles are:
5. Differential
1. Over current
6. Ground or residual
2. Inverse time
7. Over current with under voltage
3. Definite time
4. Directional
8. Thermal
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Over Current.-The simplest protective principle is that
which uses a so called instantaneous over current to distinguish
between normal and abnormal conditions.*
An example of over current principles is the ordinary series trip coil when
used without a time device. Since transient excess current must be considered as normal, it is necessary to make the protective scheme inoperative
under these transient conditions. This can be done only by increasing the
current setting so as to be out of range of the normal transients; hence
schemes involving this principle will never be sensitive to small over

currents.
With regard to selectivity, schemes working on this principle will be
effective under two conditions. First, in cases where the main supply divides
into a large number of radial feeds and the fault current on one of the radial
feeds is less than the minimum permissible setting of the main supply. The
protective device on the main supply can then be set high enough tobe
inoperative for a fault on one of the radial feeds; and thus service will not be
interrupted except in the faulty section. This is usually the case when distribution feeders radiate from a substation bus. Second, in cases where
there are several parallel feeds, and current flows to the fault in one through
all the others; if ,there be a sufficiently large number of parallel feeds, so that
the maximum current due to a fault in one, when divided among the others,
will be lower than the minimum setting of the protective device on all
feeders except the faulty one. This condition is rarely encountered.

Inverse Time.-The time of operation of relays operating
on this principle varies approximately inversely with the
Figs. 4,195 and 4,196.-Text Continued.
in the disc as they pass under the electro -magnet is such that the additional torque required
initial
as the spring winds up is provided, thus making the starting current uniform for all
positions of the disc. In reality the relay requires slightly more current to close the contacts
to
than is required to start the disc in motion from the initial extreme position. This serves
relay
prevent the disc creepingon fluctuating loads, where there are frequent peaks above the
relay.
inducticn
type
of
the
present
setting. This feature is an important advantage of
*NOTE. Normal conditions include conditions not only up to the allowable con4inuous
over current, but also transient conditions, which, although involving current values greatly
in excess of normal, are not of sufficiently long duration to have harmful effects. This definition includes as normal such currents as motor starting current, the rush of current when
are
a transformer or long line is first energized, and synchronizing current when machines
paralleled.

'
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magnitude of the current. This permits lower current settings,
thus giving increased sensitivity.
Under abnormal conditions, if a fault produce a slight over current for a
long enough time or a large enough over current for a short time, the protective device operates.

Frc. 4,197.-Westinghouse (induction) over current relay with cover removed showing mechanism.

Definite Time.-A third protective principle which is of
'great value is the definite time over current. This principle is
,usually used in combination with the preceding one to give
the familiar inverse definite minimum time relay.
Protective devices operating on this principle have inverse time characteristics up to a certain value of current, while at all higher values they
operate in a .certain definite minimum time. Such schemes are necessary

Relays
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where there is no branching of the circuit at the junction of the faulty section to the rest of the system, as in a radial or a tandem system.
In applying this principle, the protective devices at the different points
have their definite minimum times adjusted so that with abnormal values of
current they operate in a definite order, beginning with the ones farthest
from the generating station.

Directional.-Relays working on this principle permit a normal direction of current only.*
3Phase Bus
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FIG. 4,198.-Westinghouse induction type directional relays protecting two incoming lines and
induction overload relays arranged to open both breakers in case of trouble ou the bus bars.

Differential.-In any section of a system the current flowing
into the section must equal that flowing out so long as the section
*NOTE. Direction of current in an a.c. system means the vector relationship between

voltage and current. Hence, to apply the reverse current principle, voltage must be introduced as the base of reference. It has been suggested to use as a reference a current whose
direction is fixed, such as the fault current in a ground neutral_ This scheme is not used very
extensively, voltage is ordinarily the standard reference. Since under abnormal conditions
the voltage may fall to a very low value, it is necessary to make the directional element very
sensitive.
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Contacts

1

;1*.:

Cantact
Elated

Drag
Magnet

nos.

4,199 and 4,200.

-Views showing construction of General
Electric induction
element differertial relay.

single

NOTE.-T here are two
directional

classes of

relays: the ordinary or

uni-directional and the
duo-directional. The uniDisk
directional relays are intended to be installed
on each separate feeder,
Drag
Magnet whereas the duo -directional relay is to be connected between a pair of
incoming lines at the
substat ion end. The current transformers on the
two lines are cross connected, so that the
relay will trip whichever line is carrying the greater current away from the bus bars. The
advantage of this arrangement over the use of the uni-directional relays is that one set of
duo -directional relays costs less than -two sets of the ordinary type. However, part of this
advantage is lost because of the extra trouble and expense of making the cross connection.
The duo -directional relay has been used on tie lines between generating stations where
the balanced feature was important, hut the selective differential relay is more suitable
for this purpose. The duo -directional relay and the cross -connected scheme is not recommended for ordinary application. This relay is an excess current relay element, with its
contacts in series with those of a selective watt meter; or directional element. The excess
current element closes its contacts on excessive current in either direction, but the contacts
of the selective watt meter element remain open as long as power flows into the station. Each
relay has three separate adjustments: 1, the current at which it will operate; 2, the time in
which it will operate, and 3, the direction in which the power must flow to operate it. It
should always be connected to the circuit in such a way that it will trip its circuit breaker
when the power is flowing away from the bus bars. The term "reverse power relay" is somewhat misleading while "directional relay" is nearer correct and preferred.
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the difference of the two secondary currents when the currents in the two sum coils are flowing in the same direction. Under
normal conditions current passes through the current transformers, through coils No. 2 and No. 3 in series, and back to the
current transformers. The currents in the sum coils are additive and produce an onening torque. When the secondary currents from the current transformers become unbalanced due to an internal fault in the protected apparatus, or for any other
reason, the differential current must pass through coil No. 1 to the common junction of the current transformer secondaries.
Thus an inequality of secondary currents results in unequal currents flowing in coils No. 2 and No. 3, and when these currents
are in the same direction, the differential current flows through coil No. 1. When the secondary currents in the current transformers, or in the sum coils, are in opposite directions or bucking, the relay operates on a constant current in the difference
coil (coil No. 12. The value of this current depends upon the tap setting of the relay.

FIGS. 4,201 to 4,204.-Westinghouse ratio differential relays. In operation, in order to secure the ratio feature, both secondary
currents to be balanced, as well as the differential current, are used in the relays. The currents in the two sum coils (the coils
connected to terminals No. 2 and No. 3) produce an opening torque proportional to the sum or difference of the two secondary
currents. The current in the difference coil (the coil connected to terminal No. 1) produces a closing torque proportional to
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has no electrical fault within itself The device for detecting
abnormal conditions is arranged to balance the normal input
current or power against the normal output; it operates when
any abnormal condition such as a short circuit or ground produces an unbalance.
.

The transient current of transformers, or the power loss within the section, acts in the same way as a fault, but of course to a much lesser degree;
and these normal unbalances can be taken care of by the relay setting. A
A.C.BUSES
2
3

D.C. CONTROL BUS
FUSE

OIL
CIRCUIT BREAKER

AUXILIARY SWITCH OPEN
WHEN OIL CIRCUIT BREAKER
IS OPEN

TRIP COIL

00

-

RELAY

o-*
0

CURRENT
TRANSFORMERS

Flo. 4,205.-Wiring diagram showing application of General Electric induction differential
relay for protection against phase unbalance of a three phase line.

protective scheme operating on this principle and applied to each individual
piece of apparatus or section of the line, therefore disconnects the faulty
section, but is inoperative under normal conditions and when faults occur in
other sections of the system. It does not detect faults that draw no current
(such as an open circuit, or a ground on an ungrounded system) and it must
be set high enough to be inoperative on power losses or charging current
within the section at abnormal current values caused by external faults.
Difficulties arise in the practical application of this scheme, because quite
often current transformers must be able to maintain a balance all the way
from partial load to perhaps twenty times full load. Trouble is also caused
by unequal burdens placed on the current transformers by the leads and
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other loads, and by improper impedance of the relay used to detect an
unbalance.

Ground or Residual.-In numerous cases it is possible to use
the magnitude of the ground current present in a system, as
an indication of the presence or absence of abnormal conditions
Adjustable Contacts
Operation
Indicator
Contactor

Switch

Exfro
Contact
(Middle)

.l
r;.

R-1

Moving

Contacts^

Bell Alarm Terminal

Flexible Connections
Operation

Indicator
Contactor
Switch

Extra Contact

(Middle)
Connector
Block

Laminations

Torque Com-

pensator

Rear View

4,206.-Internal connections of Westinghouse selective differential current relay. This
relay is intended for short circuit and ground protection of parallel lines. It operates on
current alone. It has two overload elements acting. upon a common disc through a com-

FIG.

mon magnetic circuit. Each element is connected separately to its own current transformer
in corresponding phases of two balanced lines. The two elements are electrically opposed
and under a condition of balanced line loads the fluxes in the magnetic circuit of the relay
are equal and opposite giving a resultant zero torque on the relay disc. Under these conditions the disc which carries the moving contact is held in a middle position by the control
springs. These springs are initially restrained in the zero position which prevents the disc'
making any movement until a predetermined current unbalance exists between the
two lines. Under the proper conditions of current unbalance, the disc can rotate 80° in
either direction from zero and make contact on either side. Thus the moving contact acts
as a single pole double throw switch in the trip circuits of the circuit breakers of the two
balanced lines, and will trip out the circuit breaker on the line carrying the heavier load.
This action is the same regardless of the relative directions of the currents in the two lines.
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on the system. With systems normally grounded at one point
only, the existence of a current to ground is an indication of
an abnormal condition.
This ground current may be detected directly, or as the difference from
zero of the vectorial sum of the line currents at any point (this current is
called the "residual current").. Complete protection is never obtained in
this way, since these schemes are not sensitive to short circuits between
phases.

Over Current with Under Voltage.-According to this prin.
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rte 4,207.-Westinghouse

selective differential relays applied to four parallel feeders. Only
one phase is shown. The arrows indicate instantaneous directions of the current under
normal line conditions.

ciple, when there are short circuit conditions, the voltage at
points close to the fault is very low when the current is very high,
while the voltage is progressively higher and the current is substantially the same at points nearer the generating station. The
protective device using this principle is essentially an over
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of internal conrections of Westinghouse thermal overload relay, 60
cycle. The active element in the relay is made up of bimetallic springs which are connected either by means of suitable shunts or current transformers so as to receive a current
proportional to the load current. The inner end of each spiral spring is fastened to a common shaft which is pivoted at each end. Due to the heating effect of the current as it flows
through the bimetal springs a deflection results which causes the shaft to rotate. Near
the top of the shaft is mounted an indicating dial carrying the moving contact. The stationary contact is mounted on the upper indicating dial. The position of this dial and
contact can be changed by moving the time lever on top of the care of the thermal element
and in this way it is possible to adjust the time of operation of the relay with a given current.
flowing through the bimetal springs. A glass window in the case makes it possible to see
the dials for setting the position of the stationary contact, and observing the temperature
indication of the lower dial. The position of the lower dial and the moving contact is dependent upon the temperature of the bimetal springs, while the position of the upper dial
and stationary contact is determined by the setting of the time lever. Thé dials are divided
into eight equal parts. The numbers 0 to 8 are arbitrary markings and are used for reference in setting the time delay. The trip circuit of the relay is closed when the same numbers on both dials are approximately in line. For example, in case of a circuit closing relay
whose contacts are normally open, if number 7 of the upper dial be placed under the hair
line of the glass window the contacts will close when number 7 of the lower dial comes under
the hair line. The relative position of the two dials, therefore, determines the time delay
before the Uin 'ircuit is operated for a definite load condition.
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current inverse time device in which the time setting is automatically adjusted to be proportional to the voltage, so that
the lower the voltage the lower is the time setting. Therefore,
the ends of the faulty section nearest the short circuit clear
in the minimum time, while the time settings at all other
points on the system automatically assume higher values.
This principle is usually combined with the directional principle.
Thermal.:Relays acting on this principle depend not on the
value or duration of the current, but on the rise of temperature
due to an abnormal condition.
The thermal principle does not give complete protection, but
must be combined with short circuit protection.

Classification of Relays.-In all electrical installations protection of apparatus is important, but in some large central
stations this is secondary to continuity of service.
To combine maximum protection without interruptions of service is not
always possible, but these requirements can be approximated very closely
by the use of reliable and simple controlling or protecting devices if proper
care be taken to select the relays suited to the special conditions of the
installation. To do this intelligently, a knowledge of the principles just
given and the various types of relays developed to embody one or more of
these principles is necessary.

There is a multiplicity of types and a classification to be comprehensive, should, as in numerous other cases, be made from
several points of view. Accordingly relays may be classified:
1. With respect

to the nature of the service performed, as

a. Protective;
b. Regulative;
c. Communicative.
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2. With respect to the operating current, as
a. Alternating current;
b. Direct current.

3. With respect to the manner of performing their function, as
a. Circuit opening;
b. Circuit closing.

4. With respect to the operating current circuit, as
a. Primary;
b. Secondary.

5. With respect to the abnormal conditions which caused

them to operate, as
a. Overload;

Underload;
Over voltage;
d. Low voltage;
e. Reverse energy;
f. Reverse phase.
b.
c.

6. With respect to the time consumed in performing their
function, as
a. Instantaneous (so-called);
b. Definite time limit;
c. Inverse time limit.

7. With respect to the character of its action, as
a. Selective;
b. Differential.

8. With respect to whether it act directly or indirectly on
the circuit breaker, as
a. Main;
b. Auxiliary.

2,366
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Protective Relays.-These are used to pi otect circuits from
abnormal conditions of voltage, or current, which would be
undersirable or dangerous to the circuit and apparatus contained therein.

Ques.

How do protective relays operate?

Ans. They act in combination with automatic circuit
breakers, operating when their predetermined setting has been
reached, energizing the trip coil of the circuit breaker and
opening the circuit.
Regulating Relays.-This class of relay is used to control
the condition of a main circuit through control devices operated
by a secóndary circuit.
Ques.

For what service are relays of this class employed?
Ans. They are used as feeder circuit or generator regulators.

Ques.

How do they differ from protective relays?

Ans. They have differentially arranged contacts, that is to
say, arranged for contact on either side of a central or normal
position.

Communicative Relays.-These are used for signalling in a
great variety of ways for indicating the position of switching
apparatus or pre -determining the condition of electric circuits.
A.C. and D.C. Relays.-As nere used, the classification refers to the kind of current used on the auxiliary circuit. In
some cases direct current is used to energize the trip gear of
the circuit breaker or oil switch, and in others, alternating

current.
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A.c. and d.c. relays are respectively known as circuit opening and circuit closing relays, being later fully described..
Circuit Opening Relays.-The duty of a circuit opening relay
is to open the auxiliary circuit, usually alternating current, and
thereby cause the oil switch or circuit breaker to be opened by the
use of a trip coil in the secondary of a current transformer, or by
low voltage release coil.

AUXILIARY CIRCUIT

CIRCUIT

OPENING
RELAY

,000--) INSTRUMENT
000000

TRANSFORMER

MAIN

CIRCUIT

4,209.-Diagram illustrating the operation of a circuit opening relay. When the relay
contacts are in the normal closed position, as shown, the coil is short circuited. When the
predetermined abnormal condition is reached in the main circuit, the relay contacts are
opened with a quick break, sending the current through the trip coil momentarily, and
opening the breaker.

FIG.

The trip coil of the breaker is generally shunted by the relay contacts
and when the moving contact of the relay disengages from the stationary
contact, the current from the transformer which supplies the relay, flows
through the trip coil thus opening the breaker. These features of operation
are shown in fig. 4,209.
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Ques.

Where are circuit opening relays chiefly employed?

Ans. In places where direct current is not available for energizing the trip coil.

--

Ques. What is the objection to alternating current trip coils?

BATTERY OR OTHER
CURRENT SOURCE

IIII II

AUXILIARY CIRCUIT

/11

DO

CIRCUIT

CLOSING
RELAY

TRIP COIL

INSTRUMENT
TRANSFORMER

FIG. 4,210.-Diagram illustrating the operation of a circuit closing relay. When the pre.
determined abnormal condition is reached in the main circuit, the relay closes the auxiliary
circuit, thus energizing the trip coil and opening the breaker.

Ans. They have relatively high impedance and impose a
heavy volt ampere load on the transformers.

Circuit Closing Relays.-The duty of a circuit closing relay
is to close the auxiliary circuit at the time when the predetermined abnormal condition is reached in the primary circuit. The closing of the auxiliary circuit energizes the trip coil,

and opens the breaker.
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Fig. 4,210 shows the operation of a circuit closing relay. When the current or pressure in the main circuit reaches the predetermined value at
which the protective system should operate, the relay magnet attracts the
pivoted contact arm and closes the auxiliary circuit; this permits current to
flow from the current source in that circuit and energize the trip coil thus
opening the main circuit.

Ques. What kind of current is generally used for the auxiliary circuit of a circuit closing relay?
Ans.

Direct current.

4,211.-General Electric single pole induction overload relay. The principles o/ operation are similar to those of induction meters. These relays are circuit closing and operate

FIG.

with a time relay which is inverse at low current values and which approaches a definite
time at high current values. In operation, the holding magnet keeps the contact closed
until circuit breaker opens. The trip circuit must be opened by a separate auxiliary switch.

Ques.
Ans.

Ques.
Ans.

At what pressure?

From 125 to 250 volts.
Where is this current usually obtained?

From a storage battery, or from the exciter.

Contact Mechanism
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FIGS. 4,212 to

4,214.-Views showing mechanism of General
Electric single pole induction overload relay.
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For what current are .the contacts ordinarily de-

About 10 amperes.
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f to. 4,215.-Current tap

plate of General Electric single pole induction overload relay. The
primary winding of the saturating transformer is provided with taps for different. current
settings. Connection for any tap is made by means of a tap plug which is screwed into the
terminal of the tap until its shoulder hears against the face of the tap plate. This plate
is permanently connected to one of the current studs of the relay, and is numbered for the
identification of the taps. The numerals 4, 5, 6, 8, and 10 represent the minimum current
in amperes that each tap requires to cause the relay to close its contacts. The ampere
rating of the tap used should approximately equal the secondary current which corresponds
to the normal "full load" current of the line or machine to be protected.

NOTE.-Operation of induction overload relays. See figs. 4,212 to 4,214. When an
overload occurs, the rotation of the disc, actuated by a "U" shaped driving magnet and retarded by a pair of permanent magnets, causes the contact tips to be forced together after
an interval of time, which is dependent upon the current, also the starting position of the
disc as predetermined by the setting of the time lever. The driving torque is generated by
the phase splitting action of shading coils on the pole faces. The coil of the holding magnet
is connected in series with the tripping contacts, causing this magnet to he energized at the
instant the contacts close, and to attract and firmly hold an armature secured to one of the
contact members. This holds the contact firmly closed until the tripping current is interrupted by a circuit opening auxiliary switch on the circuit breaker, thus preventing flashing
+r burning of the contact surfaces.
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Flo. 4,217.-Connections for three phase, three wire circuit with General Electric induction overload relay, using two current
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Primary and Secondary Relays.-Primary relays are sometimes called series relays as they have the current coils connected directly in series with the line, both on high and low
tension circuits.
.
Secondary relays receive their current supply from the secondary circuits of current transformers. Alternating current
relays connected to secondary of pressure transformers and
relays with both current and pressure windings are included in
this class.
Secondary relays are more accessible and more easily adjusted than priwary relays, as they are always at low voltage, which makes it possible to
change the calibration or even the coils without the necessity of shutting
down the lines, regardless of their voltage. Such relays are subjected to
secondary load conditions only; consequently, the mechanical construction
does not receive the heavy service that series relays are subject to, and,
therefore, a greater degree of refinement and more accurate characteristics
are obtainable. For these reasons, secondary relays are used for the majority of conditions that require the automatic tripping of oil switches. The
secondary rela}s operated by current are connected to the secondary circuits of current transformers and in operating the contacts are either instantaneous or time limit. The latter are used extensively to obtain selective
opening of circuits in a pre -determined sequence.

Ques. What is the usual winding of the coils?
Ans. The current coils are usually wound for 5 amperes and
the pressure coils for 110 volts.
Overload Relays.-Series relays are connected directly in
series with the line and are chiefly used with high pressure oil
break switches for overload protection. If current transformers
are to be used on the same circuits for other pt:rpo3es, and
have sufficient capacity to admit of adding a relay coil, secondary relays would be more economical; otherwise, the series
relays are less expensive.
.

By means of a specially treated wooden rod, the relay operates a tripping
switch, closing a separate tripping circuit, usually 125 or 250 volts direct
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FIG. 4,218.-Connections for three phase, three wire circuit, neutral grounded with General
Electric induction overload relay. Auxiliary switch open when oil circuit breakeris open. A
circuit opening auxiliary switch which will be operated by the pening movement of the
breaks," to be tripped, must be connected in series with the relay contacts.

:

FIG. 4,219.-Connections for two phase, four wire circuit with General Electric induction over,
load relay. Auxiliary switch open when oil circuit breaker is open.
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current. Series relays are essentially the same as secondary relays except in
the coii winding and insulation.

Underload Relays.-These are similar in construction to low
voltage relays but have current instead of pressure windings.
Over Voltage Relays.-These are usually of the circuit closing type and are similar to secondary overload relays, but have
pressure instead of current windings.
3
2
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I

Open when
Breaker is
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-204 Relay
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Potential. Transformer when Used
Fte. 4.221.-Connections of General Electric induction under voltage relay for protection
a three phase system.

o1

Low Voltage Relays.-Relays of this class are in most cases
used for the protection of motors in the event of a temporary
weakening or failure of the pressure. They are also used in
connection with a low voltage release or shunt trip coil on an
oil switch or a circuit breaker.

Reverse Energy Relays.-The chief object of this species of
relay is to protect the generator. When so used, the overload
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adjustment is set at the maximum value to give overload pro,
tection only at the maximum carrying capacity of the generator
and a sensitive reverse protection to prevent a return of energy
from the line.
Reverse Phase Relays.-This type of relay is used chiefly
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Ftc. 4,222.-View of General Electric induction overload relay showing relation of contact,
time lever and black spot on disc. The time lever scale is adjusted so that when the time
lever is set on zero the contacts are just closed. The contact springs are adjusted to give
the contacts a separation of 64 in. when free. A black spot has been painted on the edge
of each disc. The center of this mark should come exactly on the center line of the bracket
supporting the permanent magnets when the time lever is set at zero.

NOTE.-Saturating transformer of General Electric induction overload relay. This device

The primary winding is connected to the current studs of the
relay and the secondary winding is connected directly in series with the coils on the "U"
shaped magnet which drives the disc. At high currents the saturation characteristic limits
the torque and produces approximately definite time action.
is mounted in the relay case.
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to prevent damage in case of reversal of leads in re -connecting
wiring to two or three phase motors.
Time Element.-It is often inconvenient that a circuit
breaker should be opened immediately on the occurrence of
what may prove .to be merely a momentary overload, so that
time lag attachments are frequently provided, particularly with
relays. These devices, which may form part of the relay or
may be quite distinct from it, retard'its action until the overload has lasted for a pre-determined time-several seconds or
more.
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FIG. 4,223.-Time index plate of 3enerai Electric induction overload relay. Each time of
operation given on the index plate corresponds to some multiple of the minimum operating
current for which the tap plug is set, and some position of the time lever (the designation
"Times Current Tap Setting" at each end of the index plate refers to the adjacent column
of multiples, or numbers of times the current tap setting).

Ques. What should preferably govern the time lag?
Ans. It should depend on the extent to which the overload
is reduced as the time elapses.
So Called Instantaneous Relays .-The so called instantaneous
relays operate almost instantly on the occurrence of the ab'
normal condition that they are to control.
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There is of course a slight time element comparable with that of an overload circuit breaker, but for practical purposes, the operation may be
considered as instantaneous.

Time Limit Relays.-Under this classification there are two
sub -divisions.
1.

Definite time limit;

2. Inverse time limit.

Ques. Describe the time mechanism of a definite time
limit relay.
Ans. It consists,of an air dash pot, and an air diaphragm or
equivalent retarding device connected to the contact mechanism.
Ques.

How does it operate?

Ans. In some designs, when the contacts are released, they
descend by gravity against the action of the retarding device
thereby making contact a definite interval after the occurrence
of the abnormal condition.

Ques. How does the inverse time limit type operate?
Ans. The actuating and contact mechanism is attached directly to an air bellows and in operation tends to compress the
bellows against the action of a specially constructed escape
valve in the latter.
Ques.

Why is the arrangement called inverse time limit?

Ans. Because the retardation varies inversely with the pressúre on the bellows, and therefore inversely with the magnitude
of the abnormal condition.
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What other device may be used to retard the' op-

,Ans. A damping magnet is sometimes used which acts on a
disc or drum and which may he adjustable.

Ques. How is the inverse time element introduced by this
arrangement?
Ans. The retardation is due to eddy currents induced by
moving the disc or drum through the magnetic.field. The reaction thus induced varies inversely with the magnitude of the
force with which the disc or drum is urged. through the field
and hence inversely with the abnormal condition.
Queg. What are the ordinary limits of adjustment for inverse time limit relays?
Ans. From one-half second to 30 seconds, depending upon
the time setting and magnitude of theoverload current.
A setting of from two to six seconds is ordinarily Used, depending upon
the requirements. Where selective operation is desired a minimum setting

of two seconds is recommended.

Differential Relays.-In this type of relay there are two
electromagnets. In normal working these oppose and neutralize each other. Should, however, either winding become
stronger or weaker than the other, the balance is upset, the
magnet energized, and the relay comes into operation.
A modification of such a relay for alternating current is
shown in fig. 4,233. Assume that the circuit A, has the larger
pressure induced in it, whereas, should the main current reverse
with reference to the shunt current, the circuit B, would have
the larger induced pressure.
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Impedance or Distance Type Relay.-This relay is of the induction disc type, similar to the ordinary over- current type
relay, but with the addition of a voltage restraining coil which
is connected mechanically to the disc and to the contact
mechanism. Fig, 4,224 shows an impedance relay of the non directional type with the cover removed.
The disc is rotated whenever the current in the current coil exceeds a
definite value and is damped by the permanent magnets in such a manner
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Fin. 4,224.-Westinghouse non directional impedance relay with cover removed.

that its speed is approximately proportiohal to the magnitude of the current. Instead of operating the contacts directly, the movement of the disc
winds up a spring, one end of which is fastened to a shaft that is geared
to the disc shaft. The other end of the spring is connected by means of a

lever to a rocker arm pivoted at its center and mounted directly above
the disc. This rocker arm carries the contact on one end. The core of
the restraining coil is suspended from the other end.
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In operation, the pull of the voltage coil, which opposes the closing
of the contacts is directly proportional to the voltage. It will be seen
that for any given applied voltage,
the spring must be wound up a definite amount before enough pull will be
developed to overcome the pull of the
voltage coil and close the contacts.
The speed with which the spring is
wound to this definite amount is dependenton the magnitude of the
current. The time of operation,
since it is directly proportional to
the voltage and inversely proportional to the current, is proportional
to the impedance or the distance
from the fault. Thus, by properly
setting the relays, discriminative
by means of
c action can be obtained
which the relay nearest the fault
i£ will operate and open its circuit
breal.-ei before añy other relay on the
other sections of lines will close its
º contacts.
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Since in some cases a delta voltage
may be reduced to zero without affecting the magnitude of the star
2 voltages to any great extent, and
o
vice versa, it is always necessary to
use two relays per phase where line
v H and ground protection are desired on
ñ 1 a grounded system. One set of re 'I v lays will he restrained by the delta
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This impedance relay may be combined with an ordinary directional
watt element to give a directional
impedance relay which will trip its
breaker only when the power flow
is in the predetermined direction.
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Induction (Instrument Type) Inverse Time Limit Relay.The instrument type relay is not as rugged mechanically as
the solenoid relay, and the contacts are not as heavy, although
ít affords instrument accuracy and gives satisfactory operating
characteristics:
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Fro. 4,227.-Pictorial diagram of Westinghouse impedance (distance) relay. As usually applied this relay requires for its operation the use of current and voltage
transformers. The
current element tries tó close its contacts in a time varying inversely as the current whereas
the voltage coil holds then. ópen for a time varying directly as the voltage. Stated mathematically
E
E
T = T but
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Stated in non -mathematical language, the time of operation of this relay varies as the distance of the short circuit from the relay. This applies not only to "dead" but also to "high
resistance" short circuits, assuming that the latter be possible.

If the tripping current be too heavy for the relay contacts, they may
be connected to a tripping relay that is instantaneous and requires only
a small amount of current to operate.

The time delay is obtained by a specially designed rotating
induction disc similar to that used in watt meters.
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As shown in fig. 4,229 the movement of a contact pin on a gear closes
the contacts. The current calibration is obtained by using different taps
in the current coil, and in this way controlling the speed of the disc. The
time calibration is obtained by adjusting the distance through which the
disc travels before contact is made.

`How to Select

Relays.-The following general information

Generating
Station

Fte. 4.230.-Diagram of transmission system illustrating the use of impedance (distance)
relays.. The conditions most difficult for proper discrimination in the time element are
those encountered by relay A and B, when a short circuit occurs at the point X. Since
both A and B, have the same current flowing through them, the increased time element
required by B, can only be obtained by the increase in voltage at B, above that at A. The
impedance relay is so designed that, it with the minimum possible short circuit current
which can flow to X, there is a difference of 5% in the voltage between A and B, proper
discrimination will be obtained. For heavier short circuit where t.ne drop in voltage will
be more than 5% the action of the relays can he made much quicker and more reliable.
In other words, the only limitation on the application of the impedance relay is that the
sub-stations or the switching stations must not be too close together. Another condition
which must he met is that which is due to a short circuit at Y, in the diagram. Under
such a condition the relay at C, in sub -station N, should of course operate, but the voltage
and current conditions will be exactly the same on both relays C and D. Therefore, in order
to prevent the relay D, operating, it is necessary to equip it with a device similar to a check
valve which will prevent it operating whenever power is (lowing into the sub -station. This
device is known as the directional element and consists of a contact making watt meter
with its contact in series with the main contact of the relay. This principle is the same
as that employed in the impedance relay. In the diagram the arrow shows where directional
relays are required and also indicates by the same symbol, the direction in which they
will operate when trouble occurs.

*NOTE.-As suggested by the General Elect,-i; Ca
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on relays, will be of interest and assistance in making a selection from the various relays previously described to meet the
requirements of modern power house and sub-station layouts.
Single pole relays are used on single phase and on balanced three
phase circuits.

Double pole relays are used on ungrounded three phase and on quarter
phase.

FEDCB

A

B"

B'

ix

r
1.0
O

Z

o

U

W

2

LENGTH OF L NE

3

4

5

If in fig. 4,230 trouble
Ftc. 4,231.-Time distance curves for impedance relays. Example:
second. The circuit breaker

should occur at X, the relay at A, should operate in say .1
.35
will require about .25 second to open, the total time required to clear the short being
not close its
second. Now the relay at B, should have sufficient time delay so that it will
time be
contacts before the breaker at A, has had a chance to open (.35 second). If this
relay at B,
doubled in order to allow an ample margin of safety, a reasonable setting for theindicate
the
drawn
to
diagram
is
is then obtained. Therefore, the dash line across the
extreme case;
maximum time which should be required to operate any relay. This is the
in time
the average short circuit will be cleared in considerably less time. This difference With
between adjacent stations is of course due to the difference in voltage between them. carrystations
consecutive
two
the present design of relay the difference in voltage between
ing the same trouble current must be at least 5% in order to secure proper discrimination.

Triple pole relays are used on three phase grounded neutral and interconnected quarter phase.
Circuit closing relays are recommended in all cases where a constant
source of direct current is available for operating trip coils.
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Considering first alternating current circuits, the prevailing practice is to
make the circuit breakers by which the alternators are connected to the low
tension bus non -automatic, in order to insure minimum interruption of
alternator service. The chance of trouble in this part of the circuit is
remote, but should it occur, the station attendant could generally open the
circuit breaker before the machines are injured.
Reverse current relays of instantaneous or time limit types are often
connected to the secondaries of current and of pressure transformers to indicate by lamp or bell any trouble that may occur in the generator circuit.

rn
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'

ContoctorSwitcb
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£1mcnt
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Element

3
2
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Fro. 4,232.-Diagram of Westinghouse impedance (distance) relay with directional element.

These relays operate with a low current reversal at full pressure and
conversely with a proportionally greater current at voltages less than
normal.
At zero pressure, the relay would act as an overload one, set for high
overload.
At zero current, a voltage considerably in excess of normal would be regtiired to operate it.

Specifications sometimes call for automatic generator circuit

Relays
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breakers; in this case definite time limit overload relays are used.
They are connected in the secondaries of current transformers
and are designed to give the same time delay for all trouble
conditions; they allow the defective circuit to be opened, if
possible, at a point more remote from the alternator than the
alternator circuit breaker.
When the total alternator capacity exceeds the rated rupturing capacity of the circuit breakers, one or more sectionalizing circuit breakers are placed in each bus.
If operating conditions admit, these devices are made non -automatic and
are left disconnected except in case of emergency; but if it be necessary for
them to be continually in service, they may be made automatic by means of
instantaneous overload relays connected to current transformers in the low
voltage bus; the relays being adjusted to trip the circuit breaker under short
circuit conditions, confining the trouble to one section and preventing the
circuit breakers rupturing more than their rated capacity.

Installations with but one bank of power transformers, and
without a high voltage bus, are provided with automatic circuit
breakers operated by an inverse time limit relay.
The relay is connected to the secondaries of current transformers, which in
turn are connected in the low voltage side of the power transformer.

Stations with more than one bank of power transformers, a high voltage bus,
and high and low voltage circuit breakers, may have both circuit breakers
arranged to trip at the same time or one after the other. As in the former
case, they are operated from the inverse time limit relay Connected in the
low voltage side.

In plants in which two or more banks of transformers are
operated in parallel between high and low voltage buses, it is
desirable to have for each transformer bank, an automatic circuit breaker equipment which will act selectively and disconnect only the bank in which trouble may occur. With a circuit
breaker on each side of the transformer bank, selective action
may be secured in two ways as follows:

Relays
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1. By means of an instantaneous differential relay connected
in the secondaries of current transformers installed on both the
high and low voltage sides of each transformer bank.

The relay operates on a low current, reversal on either side of the bank.

2. By means of one inverse time limit, secondary or series
relay installed on that side of the transformer bank which is
opposite the source of power, the relay being arranged to trip
both the high and low voltage circuit breakers.
-

ALTERNATOR

FIG. 4,233.-Difieren ial relay transformer and reverse current circuit breaker discriminating
device. A dilierent'al relay is one whose electro -magnet has two windings. In normal working these oppose and neutralize one another. Should, however, either winding become stronger
or weaker than the other, the balance is upset, the magnet is energized, snd the relay comes
into operation. A modification of such a relay for alternating current is here shown, from
which it will be seen that when the currents are as indicated, the circuit A, has the larger
pressure induced in it, whereas, should the main current reverse with reference to the shunt
current, the circuit B, would have the larger induced pressure.

The first method has the disadvantage of high first cost due to the high
voltage current transformers required, but is more positive than the second
method and is independent of the number of transformer banks in parallel.
The second method is the iess expensive of the two and protects against
overloads as well as short circuits in the transformers, but it is less positive
and introduces delay in the disconnection of the transformer when trouble
occurs. Furthermore, it is not selective when less than three banks are
operating in parallel.
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The automatic circuit breakers in the outgoing line may be
operated from inverse time limit relays connected in the secondaries of current transformers; or in case transformers are
not necessary for use with instruments, series high voltage inverse time limit relays connected directly on the line may be
used.

Whether to select current transformers with relays insulated
for low voltage, or to choose series relays, is a question of first
cost and adaptability to service conditions. Below 33,000 volts,
the commercial advantages in favor of the series relay are slight,
and since it is somewhat difficult to design this device for the
large current capacities met with at the lower voltage; it is
generally the practice to use the relay with current transformer,
because of its operating advantage. This practice, however, is
not entirely followed, since some service conditions (described
later) make the use of series relays very desirable and practical.
Inverse lime limit relays are satisfactory for one, or more
than two outgoing lines in parallel as they act selectively to
disconnect the defective line only, but installations with only
two outgoing lines in parallel have the same load conditions in
both lines and selective tripping of the circuit breakers in the
defective line is obtained by means of a selective relay acting
without delay under short circuit conditions only.
The relay design and action is similar to the reverse .current relay previously mentioned, and is connected to the secondaries of current transformers in each high voltage line and pressure transformers in the low
voltage bus.
In the sub -station, the conditions are the reverse of those in the main
station, the incoming lines becoming the source of power.
If there be only one incoming line and no high voltage bus, the line circuit
breaker is generally non -automatic. With one incoming line and high
voltage bus, the circuits from the service side n f the bus are equipped with
automatic circuit breakers and relays. These relays and those used for
other arrangements of two or more incoming lines in parallel, as well ac
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high and low voltage circuit breakers, are of the same design and are applied
in the same manner as for the generating station.
Regarding the relay equipment for auxiliary machines, the same practice is recommended with the generator end of alternating current motor generator sets as with the main generators, the outgoing feeder circuit breakers
being tripped from inverse time limit or so called instantaneous relays.
With several synchronous machines in parallel, the relays are arranged to
operate with the least time delay with which it is possible to get selective
A

B

Al

B1

B1

A2

C

NORMAL

PHASE ROTATION

ABC

FIGS. 4,234 and

4,235.-Diagram of external connections, Westinghouse phase
current
It consists of four branches F, E, D, and R, which are connectedbalance
in series and
whose four corners are connected to two current transformers. These two current trans.urmers are connected to two of the three phases of the circuit. F, resistance; D, plus G, an
impedance; E, reactance; R, relay element itself, which is similar to the standard induction
over current relay. The relay is so designed that no current flows through the relay element
R, so long as the polyphase circuit is balanced and the phase rotation is correct. Upon the
occurrence of one of the abnormal conditions mentioned above, the relay element receives
an appreciable value of current and operates. The relay has two separate and distinct
settings, one for amperes and the other for time element.
relay.

,

action, in order to prevent the machines being thrown out of step in event
of trouble conditions causing a decrease of voltage.
The various types of induction motor and various conditions under which
they are employed, have brought about the development of several types
of relay to protect the motors and the apparatus with which they are used.
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It is desirable to disconnect a large motor in case of voltage
failure, and with conditions requiring either a motor operated,
or a solenoid operated circuit breaker, a low voltage relay is
used to close the tripping circuit whenever the voltage decreases
to, approximately, 50 per cent. below normal.
Up to 550 volts, these relays may be connected across the line, but for
higher voltages they are connected to secondaries of pressure transformers.
Smaller motors with which hand operated circuit breakers are used, are generally provided with low voltage release attachments that perform the same
function as the relay.

Induction motors are sometimes subjected to high voltage
conditions and to protect them from injury, high or excess
voltage relays are employed to trip the automatic circuit
breaker. These relays are of similar design and wired in the
same manner as the low voltage relays.
Reverse phase relays have been developed for operating conditions under which a reversal of phase would cause trouble,
as for example, in the case of elevator motors.
These are so designed that any phase reversal that would reverse an
induction motor would operate the relay and disconnect the automatic
circuit breaker.
The design is based on the principle of the induction motor, and in the
case of low voltage motors of limited capacity, the relay may be connected
in series in the motor leads. If the voltage or capacity of the motor make
this arrangement inexpedient, the relay may be placed in the secondaries
of current or pressure transformers connected in the motor leads.

Underload relays are often used to trip the automatic circuit
breaker that is placed in the primaries of arc lighting circuits to
prevent an abnormal rise of secondary voltage. in case of a
break in the secondary circuit.
The underload relay is similar in design to the low voltage relay excepting that it acts on a decrease of current.
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The problem of protecting induction motors, from injury

that may result from running on single phase, or from an overload, and at the same time permit the motor to be started with
the necessarily high starting current that may be greatly in
excess of the overload current, has caused the development of
the series relay.
This device may be connected in series with the motor leads for voltages
up to 2,500; it is designed with an inverse time limit device which may be
adjusted to give the desired protection.

The field for relays is more extensive for alternating current
than for direct current power circuits, the latter being generally
confined to much smaller and simpler systems and areas of
distribution, and generally sufficient selective action can be obtained by the use of fuses or circuit breakers arranged with
instantaneous trip.
Operating conditions sometimes make it advisable for the
generator circuit breakers to open only after the auxiliary and
feeder circuit breakers have failed to 'isolate the trouble.
This is accomplished by using direct current series inverse time limit
relays to trip the generator circuit breakers.
* Instantaneous reverse current relays are used to trip the machine circuit breaker of battery charging sets, rotaries and motor
generator sets to prevent their running as a motor on the
charging or direct current end. These relays can act only in
case of current reversal.

'NOTE. Strictly speaking the word instantaneous should never be used because it is
impossible for any kind of a device to operate instantaneously. It is used for convenience to
distinguish a very quick -acting device from others which require a longer time interval in their
operation.
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FIG. 2,436.-Characteristic curves showing burden placed on the current transformer with
various currents flowing in the relay windings.

TEST QUESTIONS
1. What is a relay?
2. Name the various principles on which relays operate.
3. What is understood by the term inverse time?
4. What is the difference between inverse time and definite time?
5. Explain the terms directional and differential.
6. Explain over current with under voltage.
7. State the thermal principle.
8. Give classifications of relays.
9. How do protective relays operate?
10. How do regulating relays differ from protective relays?
11. What are communicative relays?
12. Explain the classification a.c. and d.c. relays.
13. What are circuit opening relays?
14. What is a circuit closing relay?
15. What is the difference between primary and secondary

relays?
16. Describe an overload relay.
17. How does an under voltage differ from

an over voltage

relay?
18. Describe a reverse energy relay.
19. What is a reverse phase relay used for?
20. Explain the time element.
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21. How do so called instantaneous relays operate?
22. Describe the construction and operation of a time
limit relay.
'23. Describe the construction of a differential relay.
24. 1-How does an impedance or distance type relay work?
25. Describe the induction instrument type inverse time
limit relay.
26 Give some general information on how to select a relay.
-

-
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CHAPTER 77A

Plunger Type Relays for Overcurrent and Auxiliary Service*
This group of relays operate on the solenoid principle and are
shown in figs. 1 to 5.

and 2.-Plunger type over-current circuit, clo,ing and circuit -opening relays respectively.

h'tos.

1

*The relays discussed are manufactured by the General Electric Co.
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Each relay consists essentially of an iron clad operating coil
and a movable plunger. The plunger actuates contacts which
opens or closes the controlled circuit, depending upon the particular application.

Fins. 3 and 4.-Relays with cover removed.

Operation Principles.-When due to certain conditions in the
circuit to be protected, the current exceeds the value at which
the relay is set to operate, the plunger raises and carries up with
it the movable cone contact, or it strikes against the center of
the toggle mechanisms, depending upon the type of contacts in
the relay, the contacts are thus caused to function.
Generally, when a relay functions to open its contacts it is
referred to as a circuit -opening type, and when it functions to
close its contacts, it is referred to as the circuit -closing type. In
this manner the function of the contacts of a relay is most
frequently used as a means of identification, a relay being
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circuit -closing or circuit -opening or circuit -opening and circuit closing.

Timing Features.-In regard to speed of operation a relay
may be referred to as instantaneous or lime delay. The word
instantaneous convéying a general qualifying term applied to
any relay indicating that no delayed action has been purposely
introduced.
The time relays are similar in construction to the instantaneous type, except for the addition of an air bellows which limits
the rate of travel of the relay plunger, and in this way introduces- an interval of time to the opening or closing of the relay
contacts.
This time delay may be regulated to suit the special service
desired, which is accomplished by means of a needle valve
located in the head of the bellows as shown in fig. 5. This valve
controls the rate of air flow from the bellows under various
operating conditions.
All relays with timing features belong to either of two classes,
namely: 1, Inverse time, and 2, Definite time.
The definite time relay is characterized by a compression
spring interposed between an armature and a diaphragm of the
air bellows. The contacts are actuated upon the movement of the
diaphragm. With the function of the relay, the plunger tends to
compress the spring which in turn reacts upon the diaphragm.
Again, for the inverse time relays, this spring is made stiff
enough to resist the aforementioned compression except for a
heavy overcurrent. Thus the time of operation is in inverse
proportion to the over -current, and hence the definition inverse
time relay.

Applications.-The aforementioned type of relays has a fairly
broad field of application. However, it should be distinctly
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Cater
Needle Valve Adjusting Nut
Lock Nut

Bellows Support

Tap For Quick Release Valve
Used

Bellows

Compression Spring

Stationary Contact
Movable Contact

Contact Base

Plunger Slop

7

Frame
Magnet Frame Cover
Pole Piece

Plunger

-0peraliogCoil
Magnet Frame Shell

Magnet Frame End Piece
Magnet Frame .Supporting Screw

Calibrating Rod
Calibrating Tube
Dust Cover

Adjusting Nut

Feo. 5.-Cross-sectional view of standard unit plunger type over-current. circuit -closing relay.
inverse time or definite time. When bellows is omitted this relay is practically instantaneous.
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understood that the type described is not intended to cover all
kinds and types of application permissible.
The various conditions attending individual installations
very often vary, and hence each application should be carefully
3

D.C. OPERATING BUS

7

AUXILIARY SWITCH OPEN
WHEN OIL CIRCUIT
BREAKER IS OPEN

CURRENT
TRANSFORMERS

THREE
PHASE SOURCE

(Generator or Transformer

1

WITH UNGROUNDED NEUTRAL

Fro. 6.-Indicating method of connection for over -current circuit -closing relays when a direct
current source be available for tripping of the oil circuit breaker. Normally the trip coil circuit
is open at the relay contacts. Wncn toe over -current becomes sufficiently large for the relays
to close its contacts, the trip coil becomes energized tripping the oil circuit breaker, removing
the machine or source from the over -load.

analyzed and the type of relays selected which will most nearly
perform to the desired operation features.
The application of the instantaneous and time relay is dependent upon local conditions and preferences. However, time
relays are generally recommended where it is desirable to prevent interruption of the circuit where over -currents are only
momentary._
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The instantaneous types are most usually recommended
where it is desirable to prevent damage, which may occur to
.machines and apparatus if not immediately disconnected from
the source of load. For example, in the case of a large synchronous converter above 300 volt direct current, it is necessary to
3

CURRENT
TRANSFORMERS

THREE
PHASE SOURCE
(Generator or Transformer)
ITH UNGROUNDED NEUTRAL

fto. 7.-In this Circuit over -current protection

is accomplished by means of a set of current
transformers, with its associated relays and trip coils. In this system the relay contacts are
normally closed. When the over -current through the coils exceeds that for which the relays
are set to operate, the contacts opens, placing the trip coils in series with the relay coils,
causing the trip coils to trip the circuit breaker.

disconnect the únit from the line as quickly as possible in
order to assist in extinguishing commutator flash-overs when
they occur. Time relays are used extensively for over-current
protection of motors or other machine circuits where a simple
time delay is desired.
In other applications, selective action may be desired and
two or three stops of action are utilized. Systems of this kind
are shown in figs. 8 and 9.
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Locking Relays.-Sometimes due to special conditions,
economy in oil circuit breakers may be effected by grouping a
number of feeders together, controlled by one heavy duty
breaker, and each separate feeder equipped with a light duty

breaker.
1

TRIP COIL

GROUP CIRCUIT
BREAKER

A. C. BUSES

2
3

FUSE

rD. C. OPERATING

BUS

1
I

V

3
I

-

L

{I

I

I

I

FUSE

OIL CIRCUIT
BREAKERS

TRIP COIL
TIME
OV_RCURRENT RELAYS

I

I

I

I

I

CURRENT
TRANSFORMERS

3

2

1

FEEDER

3

FEEDER

FIG. 8.-Group breaker connections with a set of locking relays, to protect feeder hi-takers on
excessive current (Group breaker only tripped).

The feeder circuit breaker will have sufficient interrupting
capacity to open the circuit upon the occasion of over -current,
but not sufficient interrupting capacity to clear a short-circuit
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or excessive over -current. In such cases locking relays, as shown
in fig. 8, are employed to lock the feeder breaker in. In this system each feeder is equipped with a complement of time over current relays adjusted to function to trip the feeder breaker on
simple over -current., and a set of instantaneous locking relays
with high current coils, adjusted not to function as long as the
primary current does not exceed the capacity of the feeder
breaker, but to function instantaneously in case the current
exceeds this value.
The operation of the locking relays opens the tripping circuit
of the feeder breaker, thus locking the feeder breaker closed,
and closes the tripping circuit of the heavy duty group breaker.
It will be noted that all of the circuit opening contacts are in
series and the circuit closing in parallel, which condition is
necessary for satisfactory operation in case of trouble in any
phase of the system.
Another method of application of locking relays to a group of
feeder circuits is shown in fig. 9. Here as in the previously described circuit the locking relays operate only upon excessive
over -current, in which case the locking relays closes the feeder
breaker and opens the group breaker.
An additional relay equipped with a direct current coil is
arranged to close instantaneously and reset (open) in a definite
time is furnished as an auxiliary relay to work in conjunction
with a circuit closing auxiliary switch on the group breaker to
open the feeder breaker after the group breaker has opened.
In this manner the operator is able to close the group breaker,
without having to find which feeder is in distress and to open its
breaker as he would otherwise have to do,

Relay Calibration.-The setting of the relays, for operation
at various currents passing through the coil, is accomplished by
varying the position of the plunger in the coil. An adjustment
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9.-Group breaker connections with locking relays to protect feeder breakers

Current (Group breaker tripped and then faulty feeder breaker).
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nut at the bottom of the calibration tube is provided for the purpose. The values marked on the calibrating tubes for both the
instantaneous and time relays represent the minimum number of
amperes in the relay coil, which will lift the plunger and open.
or close the relay contacts.
As already mentioned the time settings on all the inverse and
definite time relays are obtained by means of a needle valve
located on the top of the air bellows. This valve governs the
escape of air from the bellows. With the valve wide open the
operation of the relay is practically instantaneous. A knurled
lock nut is provided for locking the needle valve after the adjustment is made. Time delays can be introduced by adjustment
within the limits of approximately 2/10 to 20 seconds with
125% of the minimum current at which the relay is to function.
Relay Tests and Setting.-The method and care used in
testing and setting of relays, often determines its proper functioning, and hence the proper operation of the power system.
It should be remembered that all tests should if possible be
made under conditions as nearly equivalent to the operating
conditions as possible, which makes it desirable to include all
the wiring and complete relay equipment in the test.
The testing of the relay for time settings should be made with
some form of timing device that gives absolutely accurate timing intervals. The stop -watch method is entirely inadequate
for fine calibration.
The determination of relay settings must receive careful
consideration. An analysis of all circuit conditions is necessary
and a calculation of the short-circuit currents which may be
produced at different points on the system is desirable so that
the selective time -current characteristic curves can be made
comparative for different points of the system under consideration.
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The circuit contacts consist usually of carbon and may be
adjusted for more or less contact pressure by bending the
stationary contacts toward or away from the movable carbon
cone.
A. C. SOURCE

SWITCH

FUSES

VOLTMETER

FINDICATORREQUENCY

SYNCHRONOUS
MOTOR

SYNCHRONOUS
TIMER
R

Q

C

-

CCLUTCH
R

-RESISTOR

I
1

SWITCH

ELAY UNDER
TEST
AMMETER

RELAY TESTING
LOAD BOX

Fro. 10.-Testing circ tit for circuit closing relays. It should be noted that instrument
employed in tests sucl as timers, frequency, volt and ammeters must be of precision type,
otherwise the tests and setting of the relays cannot be accurately performed.

The amount of current through the contacts should not exceed 20 amperes for 1 minute or a continuous current of 21A
amperes.
Tripping Source.-It is of paramount importance that a.
reliable tripping source be available for the proper functioning
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of the relays. The tripping source may be either a.c. or d.c.
,depending upon local conditions.
To mitigate the failure of the tripping source (as in the case
of severe shorts ín a.c. systems) tripping reactors are often
used in connection with the relays.

CURRENT
TRANSFORMERS

THREE
PHASE SOURCE
(Generator or Transformer)
WITH UNGROUNDED NEUTRAL

Fro. 11.-Over-current protection by means of circuit closing plunger type relays. When
tripping reactors are used, as in over -current and other type of relays, instrument and meters
should be connected from an extra set of current transformers. The tripping reactors are frequently employed when a direct current or reliable alternating current potential is not available as a tripping source for the relays. Normally the trip coil circuit is open and the reactor
forms the closed circuit of the current transformer secondary. When the over -current isofa
sufficiently high value to cause operation of the relay, it closes the trip coil circuit in shunt
with the reactor causing sufficient current to he passed through the coil to trip the breaker.

In this case the trip coil circuit is open and the reactor forms
the closed circuit of the current transformer secondary. When
the relay operates it closes the trip coil circuit in parallel with
the reactor, causing sufficient current to be diverted through
the coil to trip the breaker. An application in which tripping
reactors are employed is shown in fig. 11.
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CHAPTER 78

Condensers
The economical operation of a generating and distributing
system is dependent on the maintenance of a relatively high
power factor. The reduction in the output of alternators, transformers and distributing feeders, as well as the increase in
heating and losses, and the impaired voltage regulation resulting from low power factor loads, are of such nature in the
power plant that the improvement of power factor is a matter
of utmost importance.
Power Factor. Although the author has given a whole
chapter to power factor a brief explanation here is added for
the convenience of the reader.
By definition power factor is the ratio of power current to
total current flowing in a circuit.
When the voltage and current become out of phase, the current may
be considered to be made up of two currents, one in phase with the voltage
and the other 90° out of phase with it. The out of phase current is called
the reactive or wattless component. It is stored energy that is being
transferred back and forth through the circuit with no resulting losses,
except the heat losses due to resistance. This loss occurs in the line and
in all current carrying parts.

When the power factor becomes low, large amounts of energy
are expended in heating up conductors that would, under proper
operating conditions, be available for useful work.

.
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' An inductance in a circuit will cause the current to lag with respect to
the voltage and a capacity will cause it to lead the voltage. Under either
condition there is a reactive component of the current with a consequent
lowering of the power factor. The ideal condition would be where the
inductance and capacity balance so that the current and voltage would
be in phase. In this case the power factor would be 100%. In the majority of cases low power factor is due to the current lagging the voltage.

Apparatus such as transformers and induction motors having magnetic
fields require a magnetizing kva. just as a generator requires field excitation. This magnetizing kva. is 90° out of phase with the voltage and adds

0

E

X

FIG. 4,237.-Simple vector
OI, is the actual current
component in phase with
is IX. The power factor
the actual current

OX

oI

diagram by which most power factor problems may be solved.
which lags behind the voltage OE, by the angle q. The active
the voltage is OX, and the reactive component 90° out of phase
of a circuit is the ratio of the active component of the current to

which is the cosine of angle

ca.

The common definition of power

ratio of the power lo the apparent power. The apparent power in a three phase
circuit is <3'EI, which is kva. and the actual power is, *,13 El cosine 0, which is kva. times
power factor and equals kw. It is apparent that kva. and kw. are one and the same thing
at unity power factor and that for power factors other than unity, the current for a given
kw. load changes inversely with the power factor. These curves terminate at the safe current carrying capacity of this particular line; the various curves show clearly the increased
line loss at the lower power factors, as well as the decrease in safe load carrying capacity
with decrease in power factor.

factor is

the

to the wattless component that is carried by the line. Lightly loaded transformers or induction motors reduce the power factor to a much greater
extent, than when fully loaded, because the wattless component is greater
in proportion.

Induction motors and other inductive apparatus take a component of
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current which lags behind the line voltage and thereby lowers the power
factor of the system, while a non -inductive load, such as incandescent
lamps, takes only current in phase with the voltage and operates at 1.0
power factor. As transformers require magnetizing current, they may
seriously affect the power factor when unloaded or partially loaded, but
when operating at full load their effect is practically negligible. The relative effect of fully loaded and lightly loaded induction motors on power
factor in indicated in fig. 4,241. The magnetizing current is nearly constant at all loads and is wattless, lagging 90° behind the impressed voltage, or at right angles to the current which is utilized for power.
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Ftc. 4.238.-Curves showing fields of application for static and synchronous condensers 2,300
volt service, 60 cycles.
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Effect of Low Lagging Power Factor.-Low, power factor
operation results in increased losses in alternators, exciters, dis-'
tribution lines, transformers, and in the consumer's plant. In
a system working at 70% power factor the losses will be twice
as great as they will if working at unity power factor. This
increased loss is caused by increased currents for the same
amount of power, and stronger fields are needed by the alter 120

100

995
80
(

Q.F

a
(DPI

.")

40

20

00

2

3

4

KW LOSS

4,239.-Curves showing line loss for a 1000 ft. No. 0 wire, 3 phase, 60 cycle circuit, 9 in
spacing, 440 volts at motor. These curves terminate at the safe current carrying capacity
of this particular line; the various curves show clearly the increased line loss at the lower
power factots, as well as the decrease in safe load carrying capacity with decrease in power
factor.

FIG.

nators to furnish this power which causes undue heating. It
follows from this, that if the losses be kept the same at 70%
power factor as they are at unity power factor, the cross section of the copper will have to be doubled.
The following formula gives the currents at various power
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factors that will be required to carry a 75 kw., 550 volt, single
phase motor load:

1-

Watts

E (%) P.F.
These currents for power factor 100 to 50 are given in the
following table:

Currents for Various Power Factors
Power Factor

Current....
Kva

100

90

80

136.3

151.5

170.5

75

83

94

70
195
107

60
228
125

50
273
150

4,240.-Vector iiagram of a typical a.c. load.

Another factor that this table shows well, is that at lower power factors,
there is considerable line drop, which necessitates impressing over voltage
at the supply end, making the voltage regulation poor.
The regulation of transformers is approximately 1% at unity power
factor, and 3% at 70% power factor.

The relative effect of fully loaded and lightly loaded induction motors on the power factor is indicated by the diagram,

2,400
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The magnetizing current is nearly constant at all
loads and is wattless, lagging 90 degrees behind the impressed
pressure, or at right angles to the current which is utilized for
power.
fig. 4,241.

In the figure, AB is the magnetizing component, which is always watt less, and CB the power component. The angle ACB, gives the phase
relation between voltage and current; the cosine of this angle CB
is

the power factor.
It is evident from the diagram that if the load he reduced, the side

A

z

C

POWER

FIG.

KW.

D

B

4,241.-Diagram showing relative effect of fully loaded and lightly loaded induction

motors on power factor.

CB, is shortened, and as AB, is practically constant,the angle of lag ACB,
is increased. It therefore follows that the cosine cif this angle, or the
power factor is reduced.
The figure clearly chows the reason for the low power factor of induction motors on fractional loads and also shows that since the magnetizing
current is practically constant in value, the induction motor can never
operate at unity power factor.
With no load, the side CB (real power), is just sufficient to supply the
friction and windage. If this be represented by DB, since AB, remains
constant,, the power factor is reduced to 10 or 15 per cent. and the motor
t2kes from the line about 30 per cent. of full load current. It therefore

.
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follows that a group of lightly loaded induction motors can take from
the system a large current at exceedingly low power factor.

.

Transformers are rated in kilovolt ampere output that is, a
100 kva. transformer is supposed to deliver 100 kw. at unity

power factor at normal voltage and at normal temperature; but
if the power factor be .6 lagging, the rated energy output of
the transformer would be only 60 kw. and yet the current and
consequently the heating, would be approximately the same as
when delivering 100 kw. at unity power factor.

7//z

1.0.00

_Line Loss in

190

200

250

Percent of Line Loss at Unity P.F

300.

4,245.-Curve showing relation between power factor and line loss when carrying constant kw. load.

FIG.

The regulation of transformers is inherently good, being for small lighting transformers about 1% to 2 per cent. for a load of unity power factor,
and about 4 or 5 per cent. at .7 power factor. Larger transformers with
a regulation of 1 per cent. or better at a unity power factor load would
have about 3 per cent. regulation at .70 power factor.

Alternators are also rated in kva. output, usually at any
value of power factor between unity and .8.
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The deleterious effects of low power factor loads on alternators are
even more marked than on transformers. They are: decreased kilowatt
capacity, decreased efficiency, impaired voltage regulation, and the, necessity for increased exciter capacity.
Example.-In the case of a 200 kva. alternator designed for .80 power
factor (160 kw. output), if the power factor in the circuit supplied by this
alternator, be about .6, it is probable that normal voltage could be obtained only with difficulty even though at this power factor the alternator
would be delivering no more than 120 kw. The lagging power factor current in the armature sets up a flux which opposes the flux set up by the
fields, and in consequence tends to demagnetize them, resulting in low
.0

O

t

.7

1.0

100

150
200
250
LINE. DROP IN PER CENT OF LINE DROP AT UNITY P.F.
FIG. 4,246.-Curve showing relation between power factor and line drop for constant kw.
load over a 1000 ft. 3 phase, 60 cycle circuit of No. 0 wire, 9 in. spacing, 440 volts at motor.
It will be noted that the drop increases more rapidly than the power
factor decreases, which
in turn is due to the reactance of the circuit. This circLit might be considered as typical.

armature voltage. It is often impracticable, without the installation of
new exciters, to raise the alternator voltage by a further increase of the
exciting voltage and current.
The field losses, and therefore, the field heating of the alternator, when
it is delivering rated vel*age and current, are greater at lagging power
factor than at unity. Increased energy input and decreased energy output both cause a reduction in efficiency.
The regulation at unity power factor of monern alternators capable of
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carrying 25% overload is usually about 14%.
power factor lagging is about 30%.

Their regulation at .7

The effect of low power factor oh the lines can best be shown
by examples.
Example.-Assume a distance of two miles and a load of 100 kw. It

/

to deliver this toad at about 2,300 volts,
with an energy loss of 10%.
is desired

50
40
0.

0

30

Li)

J
O

3

phase, 60 cycles,

4./

Q

F.

PP"

20

l0
p

25

50

PF'

.h.W. LOAD

75

loo

4,247.-Curves showing volts drop over a 1,000 ft. 3 phase, 60 cycle, circuit of No. 0
wire, 9 in. spacing, 440 volts at motor. The curves show the actual volts drop in this circuit carrying various loads at various power factors. These curves are intended to give a
picture of the effect of reduction of power factor and are not intended to be used in actual

FIG.

calculatións.

Each conductor at unity power factor would require an area of
25,000 cir. mils; at .9 power factor, 30,820 cir. mils, while at .6 power
factor, 69,500 cir. mils would be necessary. From this is will be seen
that the investment in copper will have to be nearly 2.8 times as much
at .6 power factor as at unity. If the same size wire were used at .6 as
at unity, the energy loss would be 2.8 times the loss at unity, or 28%.
Low lagging power factor on a system, therefore, will generally mean
limited output of the prime movers, greatly reduced kilowatt capacity
of alternators, transformers and lines, as well as increased energy losses.
The regulation of the entire system will also be poor.
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Example.-Assuming a distance of five miles and a load of 1,000 kw.
and desiring to deliver this load at a pressure of about 6,000 volts, three
phase, with an energy loss of 10 per cent., each conductor at unity power
factor would have to be 79,200 cm., at .9 power factor, 97,533 cm., and
at .6 power factor, 218,000 cm. In other words, at the lower power factor
bf .6, the investment in copper alone would be 2.8 times as much.
2o0.
1.80

160
140
K

7

sa 120
100
a:

É 80

a

60

40
20
o

-10

0

10

20

AMPERES

30

FIELD

40

50

69

Frc. 4,248.-Diagram showing a set of phase characteristic curves taken from a General
Electric synchronous motor. These curves show the current input to the motor at various
loads with constant voltage and varying field excitation. There is a certain field current at
each load that causes a minimum current. Any increase or decrease of field from the value
increases the current and causes it to lead or lag with respect to the line voltage.

If the same size of wire were used at both unity and .6 power factor
lagging, the energy loss would be about 2.8 times the loss at unity power
factor, or about 28 per cent. Low lagging power factor on a system,
therefore; will generally mean limited output of prime movers; greatly
reduced kilowatt capacity of generator, transformer and line; and increased energy losses. The regulation of the entire system will also be poor.

Cost of Synchronous Condenser vs. Cost. of Copper.-Referring to the example given in the preceding paragraph, and
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calculating the necessary extra investment in copper with the
.6 power factor load, and copper at 17 cents per pound, the
result is that 29,292 pounds more copper is required than
with the power factor of .9 which means a total extra investment in copper alone of $5,000 (29,292 x $.17).
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Fro. 4,249.-Diagram showing the field current taken by a synchronous motor of normal
design when operating at normal kva. input at various power factors. It will be noted
that a slight departure front unity power factor necessitates a considerable change
.in field current.

-

A synchronous condenser of sufficient capacity to accomplish the same
result would cost about the same amount. It would therefore cost less
to install the condenser because at the same time a considerably increased
capacity would be obtained from the alternators, transformers, etc.

Cause of Low Lagging Power Factor.-In general, on systems where the power factor is low the cause is almost entirely
induction motors.
Unreasonably low power factor will usually be found due to:
1, The use of motors of inferior design and construction
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requiring larger magnetizing current than necessary; 2, the use
of motors too large for the duty they perform; 3, the practice of allowing motors to run idle or lightly loaded.
The exciting current is practically constant, irrespective of load. If the
motor be carrying less than full load, the in -phase component is less, and
since the reactive component remains the same, the angle of lag B becomes
greater and the cosine o or power factor becomes less.
With the motor running light the in -phase component is just sufficient
to supply the friction and windage and core losses of the motor, the power
factor is reduced to 10 or 15% and the motor takes about 35% of full
load current.
The effect of the magnetizing current of transformers is practically
negligible when operating at or near full load, but a large number of unloaded or partially loaded transformers on the line may seriously affect
the power factor.

Advantage of Improving the Power Factor.-It is apparent
from the disadvantages of low power factor, that there are
corresponding advantages of high power factor, and, therefore,
it is to the advantage of the ultimate consumer to obtain the
highest possible power factor consistent with economy:
It is a problem of balancing the benefits obtained such as
lower charges from the power company, lower investments
within the plant and improved operating conditions, against
the increased cost of equipment necessary to improve the
power factor.
The benefits obtained naturally depend largely upon the
particular case
Improving the power factor in an industrial plant might mean the
avoidance of installing an additional alternator, additional transformers
or additional lines. It might mean a considerable saving in power bills
due to better rates and, in addition, a saving in losses, in transformers,
lines and motors sufficient to warrant investment in power factor improvement devices. It might mean an improvement of voltage conditions,
such as to increase production as a result of maintaining rated speeds of
induction motors. Improved lighting and voltage conditions might
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Power Factor Chart
Present
Peery Factor
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4,250 to 4,253.-Chart for use in determining the per cent reactive kva. requi ed to raise
the power factor to a desired value. Example: To find the "per cent reactive kva." necessary to raise the power factor from present power factor to desired power factor, lay a straight
edge across the chart connecting these two values. Read' the reactive kva. in per cent of
the present kw. load on the middle scale.

FOGS.
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Power Factor Improvement -Table l
(The figures below X kilowatt input =leading kva. required to improve from one power factor
to another.)
ORIGINAL

D651RRD POWER FACTOR

POW.
%,
20
21

22
23
24

25
28
27
28
29
30

31

32
33

ORIGINAL

7,

95 %

90 %

4.415
4.171
3.949
3.747
3.561

4.279
'4.038'
3.813
3.811
3.425

4.149
3.906
3.883

4.045

4.570
4.327
4.104
3.902
3.718

3.873

3.544

3.714
3.568
3.429
3.300

3.385
3.238
3.100
2.971

3.389
3.229
3.082
2.944
2.816

3253

3.180
3.087
2.981

2.851

100 %

.4.899

4.856
4.433

4.231

2.861

2.738
2.632
2.532
2.437

'

85

80%

%

100 %

95 %

90 %

80 %

80 %

61

L299

3.481
3.295

1.268
1.233
1.201
1.169

.970

62
63
64
85

.5449

.549
.515
.482
,450
.419

3.094
2.946
2.809
2.880

3.123
2.984
2.816
2.679
2.550

66
87
88
69
70

1.138

.518
..488
.453
.429
.400

.388
.358
.328
.298
.270

2.696
2.583
2.476
2.376
2.282

2.560
2.447
2.341
2.241
2.148

2.420
2.317
2.211
2.111
2.016

71

.992
.964
.938
.909
.882

.683
.635
.553

898

2.192
2.107
2.027
1.950

2.058

1.926
1.842
1.781
1.684
1.811

76
77
78
79
80

.855
.829
.802
.776

.527
.500
.474

.371

.447

.750

.344
..318
.292

'.4.21

,266

.235
.209
.182
,158
.130

1.480
1.421

1.541
1.475
1.410
1.349
1.291

81
82
83
84
85

.724
.698
.872
.646

.395
.389
.343
.317

.240
,214
,188

.104
.078
.052

..162

.620

.291

.028

.136

.593
.567
.540
.512
.484

.285
.238
.211
.183
.155

.109

.456
.428
.395
.363
.329

.127
.097
.066
.034

73
74
75

34

2.788
2.676
2.592
2.511
2.434
2.361

2.347
2.263

2.291
2.225

1.963
1.896

1.807
I.740

2.161

1.832
1.771
1.712

1.876

1.856
1.602
1.548
1.499
1.450

1,501
1.448
1.392
1.343
1.295

1.385
1.310
1.257
1.208
1.159

1.235
1.180
1.128
1.077
1.029

86

1.403

1.248
1.202
1.158
1.116

1.112
1.067
1.023

91

1.074

40
41

42
43
44

45
48
47
48
49

2.100
2.041

1.985
1.930
1.877
1.828
1.779

50
51
52
53
54

1.732

55

56
57
58
59
60

2.182
2.105

2.032'

1.687

1.358

1.843
1.600

1.314
1.271

1.559

1.230

1.51$
1.479

1.189
1.150
1.113
1.078
1.040
1.004

1.442
1.405
1.368
1.333

Examp e. -Total

1.972
1.891
1.814
1.741

1.877

1.615
1.557

1.871

1.805
1.541

,
I

.

87
88
89
90

.939

.982
.936
.892
.850
,808

1.034

.898

96

,99.5

.859

.768

.691
.654
.618
. 583

98

.957
.920
.884
.849

.980

.822
.785
.348
.713

.729

1.108
1.078
1.049

1.020

72

35

38
37
38
39

D65146DNW6RFACTOR

POWER
FACTOR

'

FACTOR

92
93'
94
9.5

97
99
100

"

.B15

.6'79

.937

781

.748

.646

.904
.872
.840

.810
.779
.750
.720
.691

,808
.580

.613

.716

585
554
324
.594

.565
,536

.507

.,480

.452
.425

.581
.

.372
.344
.316
.289

262

.241
'

.214
.186
.158
.132
.105
.078
.052
.026

.1182

.056

.928

.292
.251
.203
.142

kw input of plant from watt meter reading 100 kw. at a power factor
The leading reactive kva necessary to raise the power factor to 90% is found by
multiplying the 100 kw. by the factor found in the table which is .849. 100 kw. X.849 =84.9
kva. If static con'ensers be used, choose the standard unit nearest to 84.9. If synchronous
motors be used, see example under the table on page 2,410.

of 60%.
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further mean a considerable saving in maintenance, as low voltage usually
results in overheating of motors, transformers and cables.

How to Improve the Power Factor.-In a plant the power
factor may be improved to some extent by re -arrangement of
the motors so that they will operate more nearly at full load.
Even after the motors are correctly applied, production requirements may vary, demanding motor sizes that result in
poor load factors, and consequently, poor power factor conditions, because they are not fully loaded at all times. It is
usually impossible to secure good power factor conditions,

Power Factor Improvement -Table 2
P.P.

1.00
.99

.98
.97
.98

.95

Reactive Kv -a.

l'.P.

Reactive Kv -a:

P.P.

Reactive Kv -a.

.000

.83

.82
.81
.80
.79

.672
.698
.724
.750
.776

.66
.65
.64
.63
.62

.1.138

.78

.802

.60

1.299

.142
.203
.251

.292

.94
.93
.92

.329
.383
.395
.426

.77

.91

.458

.74

.90
.89

.73

:88
.87
.86

.484
.512
.540
.567
.593

.85
.84

.620
.646

.78
.75

.829
.855
.88?
.909

.60

1.233
1.266
1.333
1.388
1.405

1.442

.56
.55
.54
.53

1.479
1.508,
1.559
1.600

.70
.69

.52

.68
.67

1.078
1.108

.51
.50

.71

1.201

.59
.58
.57

.938
.964
.992
1.020
1.049

.72

1.169

¿1.643
1 .687

1.732

NOTE. -The figures in the table show the amount of reactive kva. for each kw. energy load
at various power factors. For synchronous motors, the figures show the leading reactive kva.

per kw. input. For induction motors or a load with lagging power factor, the figures show the
lagging reactive kva. per kw. energy load.

Example. -Refer to table on page 2,409 Assume improvement desired by substitution
.8 power factor synchronous motor fur induction motors. For each kw. load driven by induction motors operating at average power factor of .6, the table shows there is 1.333 lagging
reactive kva.For each kw. input in .8 power factor synchronous motor, the table shows a leading
reactive kva. of .75. If .8 power factor synchronous motors replace .6 power factor induction
motors, each kw. in synchronous motors reduces the lagging reactive kva. 1.333 }.75 =2.083 kva.
The total reduction necessary to improve the power factor is shown by table on page 2,4Y)
to be 84.9 kva. The capacity in .8 power factor synchronous motor required is 84.9 =2.033 =
40.8 kw. A 50 h.p.-.8 power factor motor setould'be recommended.
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without the use of some corrective device, but, before 'installing
devices to supply it, the magnetizing kva. should be reduced
to the minimum.
There are two kinds of corrective device used to correct the
power factor:
1.

Synchronous condenser;

2. Static condenser.
The choice between these two types depends on the conditions in the
industrial plant. The substitution of a few comparatively large synchronous motors in place of induction motors, where conditions are suitable, often is the most economical method of improving the power factor.
The usual application is met best, by the simple squirrel cage induction
motor, but it is common practice to obtain the desired power factor for
the plant, by installing a few synchronous units, or static condensers,
whichever be better adapted to local conditions.

Selection of the Corrective Device.-As before stated there
are two types of equipment available for correcting low power
factor: synchronous condensers and static condensers.
In general, the characteristics of each type make it better
suited to specific classes of service, and for every individual
application one type or the other is preferable.
The choice is usually one of relative economy, although in some cases,
service conditions are the determining factor, as, for example, where the
requirements for mechanical drive indicate definitely synchronous condensers, or on the other hand, where provision must be made for expansion
at a future time, in which case, static condensers are more suitable.

The selection for any particular application is best made by
calculating the net return on the investment required for each
type of equipment. This involves determining:
1.

First cost:
a. Equipment including necessary accessories.
b. Installation expense.
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b. The unit construction of static condenser equipment affords easy
handling without special equipment and with few men. The foundation
required is less expensive than for the synchronous condensers, since the
only requirement is to support the dead weight.

In general, from the standpoint of first cost, the static condensers show up best in the smaller sizes and the synchronous
condensers in the larger sizes.
2. Operating cost:
a. The power loss in a static condenser ís approximately .5% except
where transformers are required, when the transformer losses, carrying
from 3% in the small sizes to 2% in the large sizes, must be added. The
losses in a synchronous condenser vary from 10% in the small sizes to 3%%
in the large sizes. For the application under consideration, the cost of
these power losses should be figured at the prevailing energy rate aid for
the normal hours of operation to give the total yearly cost.
b. While the attendance required for static condensers is somewhat less
than for synchronous condensers, it may be assumed, with at most a small
error, that a yearly charge of 15% represents a normal carrying charge
for either equipment.

Here again the static condenser appears to better advantage
in the smaller sizes and the synchronous condenser in the

larger.
3. Gross return:
a. For each application the reduction in the yearly power bill must be
determined from the anticipated load and the rate schedule in force.
This item should be the same for either type of equipment.
b. In some cases appreciable savings result from reduction of the line
loss between the meter and the corrective equipment. Except :n cases
where the two types would be placed in different locations relative to the
meter, this item would be the same for both.
c. Improper installation (as where load has been added without increase in the size of the transformer or of the supply wiring, or where the
low tension leads are long) causes the line voltage regulation at the motor
to be poor. In operations requiring frequent starting or stopping of the
motor, or where the motor load varies over a wide range, this may have

.
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a radical effect on production speed. These conditions can be improved
by power factor correction through the use of either type of equipment.
The only difference between the types would arise from a difference in

location.

From the data secured by this method, the amount of investment required and the net return on that investment, can
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FIGS. 4,255and 4,256-Westinghouse diagrams showing application of low voltage static condensers to induction motors. Fig. 4,255, results when a 4 and 8 kva. static condenser is used
with 20 h.p. three phase 60 cycle, 8 pole, 220 volt squirrel cage induction motor; fig. 4,256,
results when a 1, 2 and 3 kva. static condenser is used with a 5 h.p. three phase, 60 cycle.
6 pole, 220 volt squirrel cage induction motor. Application: Low voltage static condensers
may he applied on any circuit where power factor correction is necessary, being limited only
by the initial cost as compared with the initial cost of group connected 2300 volt condensers,
plus transformers. The most favorable applications for low voltage static condensers are, on
individual feeders, which are running hot, due to the poor power factor of the loads, and on

isolated induction motors, with poor power factors.

he determined for each type of equipment. This will give a
basis for determining the most economical type of equipment
to use. Also, it is necessary to take into account, in. addition
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to the considerations of economy, the differences between the
characteristics of the two types that may make one or the
other better suited for use in some particular application.
Synchronous condensers provide a ready means for adjusting the amount of the corrective kva. in response to the changes
in the load conditions, and therefore, meet some conditions
of installation better than static condensers.
Static condensers usually are provided in assemblies of
fixed corrective .kva. although in the larger sizes some adjust-a:

4,257.-Field of a synchronous condenser. Note the amortisseur winding, erroneously
called squirrel cage winding, consisting of two end rings which serve to short circuit
spokes passing through the pole tips as shown. The amortisseur winding assists ire
starting and serves also as a damping device to minimize hunting.

FIG.

ment by comparatively wide steps can be secured. It is possible in special cases to provide for closer regulation by the
addition of accessory equipment.
The function of condenser and mechanical drive can be combined in synchronous condensers, but not in static condensers.
In many cases it is an advantage to distribute the corrective kva. over
the system in a plant, or over a large system in a city. This can be done
without loss of economy through the use of static condensers, because of
the uniformity of price per kva. and the efficiency of all sizes. Therefore,
it ís necessary, ín any complete economic analysis involving this equipment, to have established the amount of the investment, a certain
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percentage for the fixed charge, a schedule for operation, an energy rate
and maintenance cost data.

Curves showing the fields of application for synchronous
and static condensers are given in fig. 4,238.
Synchronous Condensers.-A synchronous motor when sufficiently excited will produce a leading current, that is, when
over excited it acts like a great condenser, and when thus operated on circuits containing induction motors and similar apparatus for the purpose of improving the power factor it is
called a synchronous condenser.
Although the motor performs the duty of a condenser it possesses almost none of the properties of a static condenser
other than producing a leading current, and is free from many
of the inherent defects of a stationary condenser.
The relation of power factor to the size and efficiency of
prime movers, altrnators, conductors, etc., and the value of
synchronous condensers for improving the power factor is generally recognized.
Assuming that everything that is feasible has been done in applying
induction motors with a view of obtaining high power factor and that
the power factor is still unsatisfactory, synchronous motors, if applicable,
generally prove to be the most economical and effective means of bringing
about the desired improvement.
The application of synchronous motors is not so well understood as the
application of induction motors, and therefore, it would be well to discuss
some of the more pertinent factors regarding characteristics, fields of
application, and types or lines available.
Such marked improvement has been made in the starting characteristics
of synchronous motors within the past few years, that, as far. as starting
is concerned, synchronous motors can now be considered for any application where squirrel cage induction motors are satisfactory.

The pull-out torque of a synchronous motor varies directly
with the voltage, while the maximum running torque of the
induction motor varies with the square of the voltage.

Condensers
.
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Under starting conditions, however, the starting torque and pull -in torque
.vary with the square of the voltage, the same.as with induction motors.

Synchronous motors can be designed for unity power factor
current in phase with the voltage, or for leading power factor
current leading the voltage.
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4,258.-Comparison of the speed current curves and speed power factor curves of a
typical synchronous and induction motor.

1'rp.

It should be understood, however, that the leading power factor synchronous motor is inherently more expensive and less efficient than the
unity power factor synchronous motor, and for this reason, it is to the
user's advantage to use unity power factor synchronous motors where
the desired power factor improvement can be obtained by their use. The
same applies to .9 power factor motors, as compared to .8 power factor
motors.

2,418
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It may be found that .9 power factor motors will give the desired factor
improvement and the user will usually benefit by a lower price and a higher
efficiency than if he had purchased a .8 power factor motor.

It ís customary to operate synchronous motors with the
field excitation held constant at the value corresponding to
normal full rating as regards output and power factor.
POWER TRANSFORMER

INCOMING LINE
HIGH VOLTAGE

BUS

POTENTIAL TRANSFORMER

LOW VOLTAG

RESISTANCE

BUS

BOX
SYNCHRONOUS
.

BUCK
CONTACTS

CONDENSER

AUTOMATIC
RHEOSTAT
CURRENT
WINDING

RAISING

COIL
EXCITER

POTENTIAL

WINDING

EXCITER
FIELD
RHEOSTAT

NO VOLTAGE

CONTACTS
NORMAL VOLTAGE

LOW VOLTAGE
CUT OUT COIL

CONTACTS

Flo. 4,259.-Wiring diagram of equipment for holding constant power factor.

Under these conditions of operation, the characteristic of the synchronous motor is such that for loads less than normal, the amount of leading
reactive kva. available for improving the power factor is greater than at
as
full load. This is an important asset of the synchronous motor
factor improvement
power
for
considered
be
should
condensers
NOTE.-Synchronous
is 300 kva. or more and where this can be

when the amount of leading reactive kva. required
condensers can be used to
applied to advantage at one point. Generally speaking, static
than 300 kva. There is no
better advantage where the leading reactive kva. required is less
synchronous condensers
well defined line where static condensers should be used and where of 1000 kva. static conorder
in
the
should be used, and even where the capacity involved is synchronous condenser while a syna
than
better
densers may suit a particular application
condenser where
chronous condenser might fit another application better than the static
capacities of less than 300 kva. are involved.
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Compared to the compensated or synchronous induction motor, which has a
characteristic such that the leading reactive kva. decreases with the load.

The curves shown in fig. 4,260 illustrate what might be
expected of different types of synchronous motors.
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4,260.-Curves for synchronous motors; reaction kva. available for power factor correction al different h.p. outputs. Assume motor field current is held constant at normal
value. These curves are based on average values and therefore are approximate. 1, 1 p.f.
belt driven motors; 2, .8 p.f. belt driven motors; 3, 1 p.f. air compressor motors; 4. .8 p.f.
motors of 50% overload MG sets; 5, .85 p.f. motors of continuous rated MG sets.

l ic.

Synchronous Condenser Calculations.-In figuring on the
installation- of a condenser for correcting power factor troubles,
a careful survey of the conditions should be made with a view
of determining just what these troubles are and to what extent
NOTE.-The principal advantages of the synchronous condenser are: 1, Low first
cost; 2, Inherent characteristics which tend to stabilize the voltage; 3, Easy adjustment of
the leading reactive kva. supplied; 4, Possibility of applying the synchronous condenser in
conjunction with a voltage regulator to maintain constant voltage at a given point. The
disadvantages as compared to a condenser are: 1, greater losses; 2, higher attendance; 3, higher
maintenance costs.
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they can be remedied by the presence of a leading current in
the system.
It is necessary to possess a thorough knowledge of the system, covering the generating capacity in energy and kva., average and maximum load, and power factor on the alternators,
system of distribution, etc.

Ftc. 4,261.-Diagram for synchronous condenser calculations.

The desirable location of a condenser is, of course, nearest the inductive
load in order to avoid the transmission of the wattless current, but it
often happens that a system is so interconnected that ene large condenser
cannot economically meet the conditions, in which case it may be better
to install two or more smaller ones.
NOTE.-Synchronous condensers can be made to operate automatically, although this
involves a more expensive control equipment. The big field for synchronous condensers
is in main distributing substations, particularly those connected with large power systems,
where it is desired to maintain voltage, and in larger industrial plants which require a considerable amount of leading reactive kva. and better voltage regulation.
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The question of suitable attendance should also be considered and, for
this reason, it may be necessary to compromise on the location.

When the location of the condenser has been decided upon
and the load and power factor within its zone determined, the
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Ftc. 4,262.-Curves showing amount of wattless component required to raise the pose[
factor of

1

a given kw. load to required higher value. The wattless components are expressed
as percentages of the original kw. load. The numbers at the right which indicate the
points of tangency of the power factor curves to the 100 per cent. line, show the amount
of wattless component required to raise a given kw. load of given lagging power-factor to
unity power factor. Obviously the addition of further wattless component in a given case
would result in a leading power factor less than unity.

proper size of condenser to raise the power factor to a given
value can be found in the following:
Example.-Assume a load of 450 kw. at .65 power factor. It is desired
to raise the power factor to .9. What will be the rating of the condenser?
Referring to .the diagram, fig. 4,261, it is necessary to start with 450
kw. At .65 power factor, or 692 kva., this has a wattless lagging component of 'V6922 -4502 = 525 kva. With the load unchanged and the
power factor raised to .9, there will be 500 apparent kva., which will have
a wattless component of N/5002-1-4502=218 kva.

Condensers
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It

is obvious

that the condenser must supply the difference between

525 kva. and 218 kva. or 307 kva.
fore, meet the requirements.

A 300 kva.

condenser would, there-

If it be desired to drive some energy load with the condenser and still
bring the total power factor to .9, proceed as indicated in fig. 4,263. Assume a total load of 150 kw. on the motor. As before, 450 kw. at .65
power factor, or 692 kva., with a wattless component of 525 kva.

-r

4

N

450

i

150 KW.
KW.
Fie. 4,263.-Diagram for synchronous condenser calculation for cases where it is desired to
drive some energy load with the condenser and still bring the total Gower factor to .9.

NOTE.-A desirable characteristic of the synchronous motor is its tendency to
stabilize the voltage. Under conditions of high voltage, the leading reactive kva. decreases
and, under conditions of low voltage within reasonable limits, the leading reactive kva. increases. The inherent characteristics of the synchronous motor, therefore, tend to hold a
constant voltage. The price of synchronous motors becomes more favorable as compared to
induction motors as the ratings increase and as the speeds decrease. From a price standpoint,
synchronous motors are not generally considered in ratings of less than 30 h.p. while for low
speed applications 100 kva. to 400 r.p.m. the synchronous motor has a legitimate field regardless of the power factor problem. Since low speed induction motors have an inherently low
power factor and require a large amount of lagging reactive kva. it is evident that the greatest
benefits are obtained in power factor improvement by the use of low speed synchronous motors
in place of low speed induction motors. The foregoing remarks give a general idea of the
fields of application of the synchronous motor.
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4,265.-General Electric static condenser connected to individual motor.
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energy.
NOTE.-The static condenser is a device which utilizes stored electrostatic
energy, since
Stored electrostatic energy is opposite in characteristics to stored electromagnetic
energy
factor,
while
electrostatic
an excess of the latter in the line causes low lagging power
energy is concauses leading power factor. When apparatus capable of storing electrostatic become 100%
nected to a line having low power factor, the power factor is raised, and will stored. When
when there is an equal amount of electrostatic and electromagnetic energy beingthere follows a
,proper proportions of-magnetic fields and static fields are operated in parallel The magnetic
continual transfer of magnetic and electrostatic energy from one to the other.
is confined
field supplies the energy for the static field and vice versa. The wattless current apparatus.
to the portion of the circuit between the electrostatic and the electromagnetic
on the
depending
The power factor of the combination then becomes unity or near unity
size of the condenser relative to the load.

FIG.
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the 3,000 kw. vertical line to the .9 power factor line and from there along
the horizontal line to the margin and find a wattless component of 1,500
kva. The rating of the condenser will then be 3,000 kva.-1,500 kva.=
1,500 kva. This table of course can be used for hundreds of kilowatts
as well.
For determining the rating of a synchronous motor to drive an energy
load this chart is not so valuable, although it can be used ... determining
the wattless component direct in all cases where the energy component
and power factor are known. Knowing this energy component and power
factor or wattless component, the energy load can obviously be found
by referring to the curved lines on the chart, the curve that crosses
the junction of the vertical energy line and the power factor or wattless
component line giving the total apparent kva.

Static Condensers. -By definition a static condenser is a
device that stores up electrostatic energy by subjecting the insulation or the dielectric, between two conducting elements, to a voltage
:tress.
W hen the voltage applied to a condenser is increasing, energy is being
stored, and when the voltage is decreasing, energy is being returned to
the circuit. When an inductance is connected to the line, electromagnetic
energy is stored, but,this storage of energy takes place at a different time
from that of electrostatic energy.
The current taken by a perfect inductance is 90° lagging, while the
current taken by a perfect condenser is 90° leading. The static condenser
therefore acts as a storage tank, receiving the electro -magnetic energy
as it is returned to the line and supplying it back to the motor as needed,
thus confining the wattless current to the portion of the line between the
condenser and .the load, and avoiding its transmission over the line. The
power factor of the line between the condenser and the load, and the
power factor of the load remain unchanged. None of the operating conditions of the motor are changed, other than a possible improvement in
performance, due to better voltage regulation being maintained at the terminals of the motor. Synchronous condensers have played an important
part in this field, but their use is somewhat restricted to plants where
they are needed in large sizes and where the attention necessary to rotating
apparatus is not a serious factor.

In order to meet the demand for corrective devices for
smaller loads and to eliminate the high cost of installation and
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attendance, the static condenser has been developed.

Other

advantages that
may be mentioned
are:
1. No attendance
is required.

;NO.,1-a,1...
:

t

2. No special

,

r

foundation is
quired.

re-

r

FIG. 4,266.-General Electric three phase static condenser. For 2,300 volt service it consists
of a number of static condenser units, a reactance for dampening out the higher harmonics
in the voltage wave which would affect the corrective capacity of the units, a discharge resistance for draining the static condenser charge when disconnected from the line, and an
oil circuit breaker for the control of the equipment. For 220, 440 and 550, volt service.
transforming apparatus is also provided. to step up the supply voltage to 1,200 volts for the
static condensers. The number of static condenser units included in an equipment is directly proportional to the capacity required. The units are treated under vacuum to withdraw all moisture, immersed in oili, and the container then hermetically sealed to prevent
possible absorption of moisture from the air. The units are mounted on a rack as shown
in the illustration. They are connected in parallel across each phase, one terminal being
connected directly to one leg while the other is connected to the other leg of the phase through
a fuse. The purpose of the fuse is twofold. First, to provide protection for the units against
the application of an abnormal voltage; second, to provide a means of automatically opening
the connection of any unit to the bus on the rack in case of failure of the +tnit, making it
unnecessary to disconnect the entire equipment.
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3. Has no moving or wearing parts requiring replacement.
4. Condenser does not "drop off" the line if the voltage fail
for a short time.
5. Noiseless in operation.

*Construction of Static Condensers.-Static condensers are
made in units containing systems of metal plates separated by
dielectric material, so that energy is stored by the application
of voltage to the plates.
In order to conveniently subject the dielectric material to uniform voltages, it is divided into many sheets spaced with metal foil, alternate
layers of metal foil being connected together to form terminals.
Various numbers of sheets are used between the foil depending on the
voltage. The kva. capacity of a given.condenser is a function of the area
of dielectric material and the voltage per unit thickness applied to this
material.
The working voltage per unit thickness has been determined by long
investigation. Static condensers are designed for indoor and for outdoor
service. The outdoor condensers are enclosed in a weather protected
housing.

Calculations for Static Condensers.-The kva. of static condensers required to correct any given power factor to any desired
power factor is entirely dependent on the kw. load of the plant.
A condenser which would correct a 100 kw. load from 50%
power factor to unity power factor would only increase the
power factor to 76% if the kw. load became 200.
Example -An industrial plant has an average load of 100 kw. and
average power factor 45%. The power rates are such that a penalty is
imposed for power factors below 85% and the penalty is sufficient to
warrant the installation of power factor correcting apparatus; that is, the
annual saving by correcting the power factor should more than offset the
interest, upkeep and depreciation of such equipment.
"NOTE.-This description relates to Westinghouse type LD static condenser for power
factor correction on 60 cycle circuits.
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Example.-Present load= 100

kw.

at 45% power factor.

Desired

power factor =85%.

Present kva. =14- =222 kva.
5

Present reactive kva. = N/2222-100' =198 kva.

kva. at desired power factor = 185 =117.8 kva.
Reactive kva. at desired power factor = V117.82-100, = 61.6 kva.
Corrective effect needed =1.98 -61.6=136.4.
Size of standard condenser =150 kva.

136.11

IVA CORRECTION

.RVA AT. PRESENT (RÉACTIVE)
Fie. 4,267.-Diagram for power (actor correction

as

<`

explained in the accompanying example.

In some cases it may prove profitable to correct .the power factor up
to unity, but in the present case all that is desired is to correct the power
factor to 85%. At 45% power factor the total kva. is 222 and accordingly
the power transformer must be sufficiently large to take care of it.
The reactive, or wattless kva. is the vector difference between 222 and
100 or 198 kva.

At 85% power factor the total kva. will be 117.8 which shows that the
customer's transformer capacity can be practically cut in half. The wattless kva. in this case will be 61.6 so that the necessary corrective effect
to change the load from 45% to 85% power factor will be 198 minus 61.6
or 136.4 kva. The proper size of static condenser would, therefore, be
one of a 150 kva. rating. Obviously the new power transformer rating
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should not be less than 150 kva. which is
the continuous demand of the static condenser alone.

When the condenser bra. has been
determined for a given condition,
the power factor correction will
change as the load changes. The
load may change by addition of motors or by increase of the load on
the motor already in operation. The
change in the latter case is dependent upon the characteristics of the
motor. When the load is changed
by the addition of motors having
the same power factor as the first
one, the conditions will change according. to the table here given.
Example.-Assume a plant with thirty
motors of five kw. each, all having a
power factor of 50% when running. On
an average but twenty of these motors
are in operation at one time giving a load
of 100 kw. at 50% power factor. To
correct this load to a power factor of 85%,
115 kva. of condenser is required. When
occasionally, all thirty motors are running, the load will be 150 kw. and the
power factor will then drop to 72% and
when but ten are in operation, the
power factor will become 90% leading.

Data Required for the Application
Condensers.-In contem-

of Static

plating the installation of

a

_
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static condenser, the
obtained:

should

information

following

be

Present load in kw.;
2. Present power factor;
1.

3. Desired power factor;
2300

Volts

2300 Volts 3 Phase 60 Cycle Line

2.Phase 60 Cycle Line

Trip Coils

Discharge

Trip Coils

Coi/s

Automatic

Automatic

Circuit-Breaker

Circuit -Breaker

--

Pen I
Busses

Panel
Busses.

Coodenser

7F7

Unit

áit

fact

W

II

tac;

LAW
Low r Shelf

Middle Shell Upper Shell
Ground

260

V.

440

V.

or 550 Volts

-

2. Phase

-

60

le Line

C

220

Y.

440

Y.

or 550 Volt. -

Trip Coils
Step-up

Tfanaformer

3

Phase -

Automatic

.

iraait-Breaker
Discharge

220440

Coils

2300

Cycle Line

Trip Coils

Automatic.
Ciroºit.Brdek'ef.

Discharge

60

or 550

V.

Transformer
Bank

Coils

Y.

Panel

111._

Pahei

Busses

"Busses
Condenser

Unit

t;.
t[I t1t

C/[El .7Fs:7

iIIiILE
Lower She/f

Middle Shelf Upper S
Ground

It

Lower S elf

tii:

f.a1

7

:5,

Mrddle F, :/1 Upper Shelf
Ground

Fig. 4,268, two
FIGS. 4,268 and 4,269.-Wiring diagrams for 2,300 volt static condensers.
phase; fig. 4,269, three phase.
using
Fins. 4,270 and 4,277..-Wiring diagrams for 220, 440 or 550 volt static condensers
transformers. Fig. 4.270. two phase: fig. 4,271, three phase.
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4. Actual average voltage in plant;
5 Maximum sustained voltage for periods of
6. Frequency and number of phases;
7. Rating of the power transformers:
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at least one half hour;

8. Is the plant at the end of a long feeder or is it located near the center
of an industrial district?
9. Is any future increase over the present load contemplated and if so
how much?
10. Are there any machines, such as compressors, in the plant to which
synchronous motors can be properly applied?
11. Does the plant operate at normal capacity twenty-four hours a day?
If not, what are the load conditions during the night?
12. Is the load subject to seasonal changes and if so to what extent?
13. What is the approximate short circuit current possible at the point
where the static condenser is to be connected?
This information is necessary for the selection of the circuit breaker.

For long lines, where charging current is a factor at light
loads, the static condenser can be divided into two sections
with one unit installed at the receiving end of the Pine and the
other at the generating end.
Thus the charging current of the line through the static condenser at
the generating end gives a drop in voltage equivalent to the rise in voltage
over the inductance of the hue.
In case there be branch circuits tapped from the line, the total capacitance may be split up into sections located just ahead of each tap off point
to hold the voltage at these points at a pre -determined value. Furthermore, the stability of a long transmission line can be materially increased
by the installation of a series static condenser because its compensation
NOTE-Control apparatus required for static condensers. No additional switches

or protective devices are required where the individual static condenser is connected directly
to the motor terminals, inside the motor and protective device, since it is protected by the
motor control device and discharges through the motor windings when the motor line is opened.
The combination of a static condenser and squirrel cage induction motor makes an exceedingly
satisfactory high power factor unit. Its price generally is lest than that of a synchronous induction motor. The unit is much more efficient than a synchronous induction motor and in
strength, simplicity, ease of operation, and maintenance cost is superior to all other motors.
Where atmospheric conditions preclude the use of motors with collector rings, the squirrel
cage motor with a static condenser is particularly adaptable.
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of the inductive reactance enables a greater load to be carried over the
line before the load limit is reached.
The application of static condenser equipment to overhead lines of low
voltage is equally attractive. Heretofore, very little improvement in
voltage regulation was obtained by increasing the size of conductors

r
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Mtu
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-

4011.1,!1
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.

ePti
-4,.tl
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Etc. 4,272.-Internal assembly.of General Electric 415 kra., 3,170 volt single phase series
static condenser mounted on insulating rack for 33 kva. line voltage.

beyond a certain limit, because the controlling factor was the inductive
reactance of the line. With the addition of a static condenser, however,
the copper may be increased in size until the economic limit of copper is
reached. Thus it is possible to use low cost line construction in supplying
large rural sections with electric power.
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Series Static Condenser.-The use of a series static condenser, that is, a static condenser in series with a transmission
line to compensate for -transmission line reactance is a new advance in electrical engineering, for the practical application of
such a static condenser has presented problems that, until
recently, had been unsolved.
POWER CIRCUIT

2
POWER CIRCUIT

OIL
CIRCUIT BREAKER

TRIP
COILS

TRIP
TRANSFORMER

SWITCtj

ISCHARGE
COILS

FUSE

UPPER
XI

CONDENSER

3ÍX2

TRANSFORMER

LOWERB

BUS

INDEX
PLATE

CONDENSER UNIT

FESIS OR FUSE

UPPER BUS
1

,1

FUSE

OWER BUS

FIG. 4,273.-Connections for 3 phase 220 volt static condenser with transformer. If the
units were resigned for direct installation on circuits of this voltage a considerably greater
active area would have to be provided in order to handle the increased current and this
would result in increased cost.

Ftc. 4,274.-Connections for

3

phase 2,300 volt static condenser with resistor fuse.

A static condenser can be selected that will compensate for
the inductive reactance of the line and transformers in the
transmission circuit in which it is connected. In this manner,
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the over an voltage characteristics can be made to approximate
those which would exist if resistance only were present.
Figuratively, the static condenser eliminates the element of distance in
power transmission and gives the same voltage condition at the receiving
end of the line as if the alternator were directly connected to the receiver
bus, except of course, for the effect of line resistance. The magnitude of
the line current is not changed. Thus, by utilizing a static condenser,
approximately the characteristics of d.c. transmission can be obtained and
the advantages of the a.c. system retained. For short lines, the static
condenser can he located at any point in the line with the same net over all
results.

Fte. 4.275.-General Electric single phase, assembly of

series ststin condenser.
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TEST QUESTIONS
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

9.
10.

11.
12.

13.
14.
15.

16.

What is a condenser?
What is the effect of induction, and of capacity in
a circuit?
What effect has an induction motor on the circuit
What happens with a .low, lagging power factor?
Describe the effect of fully loaded and lightly loaded
induction motors on the power factor.

What is the advantage of improving the power factor?
What is the cause of low, lagging power factor?
How is the power factor improved?
Name two kinds of condensers used to improve the
power factor.
What governs the choice between synchronous and
static condensers?
Describe in detail the synchronous condenser.
Which is the more expensive and less efficient, a
condenser designed for unity power factor, or
leading power factor?
How is the field excitatioh regulated by synchronous
motors?
Explain in detail synchronous condenser calculations.
What is a static condenser?
Give calculations for a static condenser and describe
its construct ion.

ir
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17.
18.

19.
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What data is required for the application of static,
condensers?
What is a series static condenser?
Explain the application of a series static condenser.
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CHAPTER 79

A. C. Voltage Regulators
Voltage regulation is one of the important factors in providing satisfactory electrical service, the aim of every utility
company. It presents a vital problem, both to the engineer
who designs, as well as to the one who operates the system.
While high efficiency in the conversion of energy in the coal
or waterfall to electric power is essential for the economical
operation of the plant, it is in many ways secondary in importance to the voltage regulation of the system, as poor volt-.
age regulation affects the quality of service and may seriously
impair its commercial value.
Some of the results of poor voltage regulation may be: low candle power,
or high lamp breakage; insufficient development of heat in electric household appliances; the capacity, speed, temperature, and starting torque of
motors may be affected and otherwise unsatisfactory service may become
a burden to the apparatus and to the patience of those depending on it.
Maintenance of voltage at its normal value by automatic induction voltage
regulators not only corrects these conditions and improves the service
rendered the consumer, but makes it possible for the utility company to
effect economies in the operation of the system, and to derive the revenue
anticipated at the time the system was laid out.
Voltages higher than normal result in increased transformer core losses
and increased lamp renewals.
Voltages lower than normal result in revenue losses and dissatisfied
customers.
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Close voltage regulation, not only permits the utility company to provide satisfactory service for the consumer, but it.
also makes possible economies in operation which would otherwise be unattainable.
Electric appliances used in the household are designed for most efficient
G

C

Etc. 4,276.-Diagram illustrating the principle of induction voltage regulators. The primary coil I', consisting of many turns of Jine wire, is connected across the main conductors
C and D, coming from the alternator. The secondary coil S, consisting of a few turns of
heavy wire, is connected in series with the conductor D. The laminated iron core E, mounted
within the coils, is capable of being turned into the position shown by the clotted lines.
When the core is parallel with coil P, the magnetic lines produced in it by the primary coil,
induce a pressure in the secondary coil which aids the voltage; when turned to the position
indicated by the dotted lines, the direction of the magnetic lines of force are reversed with
respect to the secondary coil and an opposing pressure will be produced therein. Thus,
by turning the core, the pressure difference between the line wires G and H, can be varied
so as to be higher or lower than that of the main conductors C and D. Regulators operating on this principle may he used for theatre dimmers, as controllers for series lighting,
and also to adjust the voltage or the branches of unbalanced three wire single phase and
polyphase systems.
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operation at a definite predetermined voltage. Their operation at a
voltage other than normal impairs the service, increases the cost to the
consumer, and reduces the revenue to the operating company.

A large per cent of the regulators now in use are for the
automatic voltage control of feeder circuits taking power
from bus bars having practically constant voltage.
The regulator is used to automatically increase or decrease the voltage
of the outgoing feeder so as to compensate for the variable line drop or
variable bus voltage and thus maintain a constant voltage at the center
of distribution of the particular feeder.
120
VARIATION OF WATTAGE AND CANDLE
POWER WITH VOLTAGE FOR MAZDA LAMP

1
en0

Ir5
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áq5
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ER CENT RAT ED VOLTAGE

85

90

1

5

110

115

4,277.-Curves showing variation of wattage and candle power with voltage for Mazda
lamps. The curves show that a slight variation in voltage seriously affects the performance
of the lamp. For example, a 2% drop reduces the candle power to 93H% of normal and
the wattage to 96M% of normal.

FIG.

Regulators.-In supplying lighting systems, where the load

and consequently the pressure drop in the line increases or
decreases, it becomes necessary to raise or lower the voltage of
an alternating current, in order to regulate the voltage delivered at the distant ends of the system. This is usually
accomplished by means of an alternating current regulator.

-
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There are t ;o types of voltage regulator:
1. Induction regulator.
2. Load ratio control transformers.
Ques. 'Of what does an induction regulator consist?
Ans. It consists of a primary winding or exciting coil, a
secondary winding which carries the entire load current.
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Fin. 4,278.-Diagram of induction regulator raising the voltage 10%. In the diagram an
alternator is supplying 100 amperes at 2,200 volts. The regulator raises the feeder pressure
to 2,420 volts, the current being correspondingly reduced to 91 amperes, the other 9 amperes
flowing from the alternator through the primary of the regulator, back to the alternator.
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Fin. 4,279.-Diagram of induction regulator lowering the voltage 10%. The diagram show..
'

the regulator lowering the feeder pressure to 1,980 volts with an increase of the secondary
current to 111 amperes, the additional 11 amperes flowing from the feeder, through the
primary beck to the feeder.
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What is its principle of operation?

Ans. When the primary coil is turned to various positions
the magnetic flux sent through the secondary coil varies in
value, thereby causing corresponding variation in the secondary
voltage, the character of which depends upon the value and
direction of the flux.
COILS SECURELY
BRACED BY

INSULATED

STEEL RINGS

BOTH INNER AND
OUTER COILS
HELD IN PLACE
BY SPACERS
CORDED TO THE
COILS

i

o. 4,280.-General Electric induction voltage regulator construction 1. View showing
bracing of stator coils on polyphase regulators.

Ques. What is the effect of turning the secondary coil to
the neutral position at right angles with the primary coil?
Ans. The primary will not induce any voltage in the secondary, and accordingly it has no effect on the feeder voltage.

Ques. What are the effects of revolving the primary coil
from the neutral position first in one direction then in the
other?
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Ans. Turning the primary in one direction increases the
voltage induced in the secondary, thus increasing the feeder
voltage like the action of a booster on a direct current circuit
while turning the primary in the opposite direction from the
neutral position, correspondingly decreases the feeder voltage.

Ques.

It was stated that for neutral position the primary
FORM WOUND COILS HELD IN SLOTS
BY BANDING WIRE

OIL
INLETS

BLOCKING BETWEEN
COILS To PREVENT
DISTORTION

HEAVY BANDS OUTSIDE OF
COILS AND EXTENDED
FLANGES UNDER COILS
PREVENT DISTORTION
AND BUCKLING

4,281.-Cenral Electric induction voltage regulator construction 2. View showing
bracing of rotor coils on polyphase regulators.

Ftc.

had no effect on the secondary; does the secondary have any
effect on the feeder voltage?
Ans. The secondary tends to create a magnetic field of its
own self-induction, and has the effect of a choke coil.

Ques.

How is this tendency overcome?
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Ans. The primary is provided with a short circuited winding, placed at right angles to the exciting winding..
In the neutral position of the regulator, this short circuited winding
acts like the short circuited secondary of a series transformer, thus preventing a choking effect in the secondary of the regulator.

Ques. What would be the effect if the short circuited
winding were not employed?
Ans. The voltage required to face the full load current
through the secondary would increase as the primary is turned
away from either the position of maximum or minimum regulation, reaching its highest value at the neutral position.
The short circuited winding so cuts down this voltage of self-induction

that the voltage necessary to force the full load current through the secondary when th3 regulator is in the neutral position is very little more than
that necessary to overcome the ohmic resistance of the secondary.

Ques. What effect is noticeable in the operation of a single
phase induction regulator?
Ans. It has a tendency to vibrate similar to that of a single
phase magnet or transformer.

Ques.

Why?

Ans. It is due to the action of the magnetizing field varying
in strength from zero to maximum value with each alteration
of the exciting current, thus causing a pulsating force to act
across the air gap, which tends to cause vibration when the
moving part is not in perfect alignment.

Methods of Operation.-Induction voltage regulators may
be operated by hand, either directly or through a sprocket
wheel and chain, by a hand controlled motor, or automatically.

,
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If motor operated with hand control, the motor may be of the single
phase a.c. type, although the polyphase a.c. motor is preferred.
If automatically operated, it. is even more advisable to use the polyphase type, as the single phase motor is not well adapted for this purpose,
since, for the same characteristics, the armature of a single phase motor
has approximately twice the weight and twice the inertia of an
of a polyphase motor. This increases the over running of the armature
regulator
and also its tendency to hunt. Furthermore, the commutator and brushes
of a single phase motor require considerable attention.
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TO LOAD
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TO 'BU5
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FIG. 4,282.-General Electric connection diagram for motor operated feeder induction voltage

regulator using three phase operating motor.

When the regulator is motor operated, the motor is controlled by means
,of a small triple pole, double throw switch mounted on the switchboard
or in any other convenient location. Closing the switch one way or the
other will start the motor so as to operate the regulator to permit raising

or lowering the line voltage as may be desired. When the correct line
voltage is obtained the regulator may be stopped by opening the switch.
A limit switch is provided which stops the, movement of the regulator
by opening the motor circuit as soon as the regulator has reached either
extreme position, but which automatically closes this circuit again as soon
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as the regulator armature recedes from the extreme position. The operation
of the switch in either limit position does not interfere with the movement
of the regulator in the opposite direction, which movement the operator

may produce by reversing the controlling switch.

All induction regulators for motor or automatic operation
are provided with a brake to stop the motor as soon as the
voltage has been properly adjusted.
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Prc. 4,283.-General Electric torque mbtor brake for motor operated automatic induction
voltage regulator, station type.

This brake for all standard sizes is the magnetically released type which
is noiseless in its operation and prevents any other running of the motor.
The brake pressure is released simultaneously with the closing of the op-

erating motor circuit, consequently releasing the motor from any load due
to braking action. The opening of the motor circuit applies the brake,
preventing any further operation of the adjusting mechanism after the
proper voltage has been obtained. A diagram of the connections for a
single phase regulator operated by a hand controlled three phase motor
is shown in fig. 4,282. Not only are the connections for the regulator
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indicated, but also the connections for the motor, limit switch, and for
the reversing switch controlling the motor.
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F.o. 4,284.-Connections fir operation of a single phase regulator.
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Ftc. 4,286.-Relay switch. Its use is for handling the motor current inasmuch as this current is too great to be handled by the contact making volt meter. This is a double pole.
double Wvow switch electrically operated by two a.c. magnets. It consists essentially
of two double pole contactors mounted back to back and mechanically interlocked, forming
a double pole double throw contactor type switch for reversing the regulator motor. The
motor is caused to rotate in one direction or the other, depending on whether the voltage
of the feeder is to be raised or lowered, as determined by the closing of the main contacts
on the contact making volt meter which controls the excitation to the relay magnet coils.
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Fin. 4,287.-Wiring diagram of relay switch.
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Auxiliaries for Induction Voltage Regulators.-Automatically
operated regulators do not differ from the motor operated
regulators in so far as the regulating itself is concerned, but
it is necessary to provide a set of auxiliaries for accomplishing
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4,288.-Contact making volt meter. It consists of a solenoid and a laminated iron
core which is supported partly by a spring and partly by the current in the solenoid. This
iron core is connected to one end of a lever which is pivoted at the center. Two contacts
are mounted on the lever equi-distant from the pivot. When the core is raised or lowered,
'one of the two contacts will make contact with the corresponding stationary contact mounted
directly over it, thereby closing the control circuit. One side of a low tension alternating
control circuit is connected to the contacts on the lever, and the other side is brought through
the energizing coils of the relay switch to the stationary contacts. When the line voltage
is normal the lever is horizontal and its contacts are equi-distant from the stationary contacts. A variation in voltage either way from normal causes the lever to move, and if the
change exceed the predetermined value for which the meter has been adjusted, one pair
of contacts will close. This energizes one of the relay switch coils which in turn closes the
motor circuit causing it to move the regulator armature in a boosting or lowering direction
depending on the variation in the line, until-the predetermined line voltage is again restored.
The contact making volt meter is very sensitive and responds quickly to voltage changes.
It is usually adjusted to operate the regulator whenever the line voltage varies 1% either

FIG.
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For the single phase regulator the

auxiliaries consist of:
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4,289.-Contact making volt meter connections.

FIG. 4,288.-Text continued.
way from normal. In order, however, to prevent unnecessary operation of not only the
meter but also of the relay switch, motor, and regulator, caused by small intermittent
voltage fluctuations which it would he undesirable to correct, the meter is provided with
holding coils. These coils are connected in multiple with the relay switch coils and are
energized simultaneously with them, their effect being cumulative with that of the pull
of the solenoid wherever there is sufficient change in voltage to close the main contacts.
This extra force is sufficient to keep the contacts closed until the motor has had time to
start and change the setting of the regulator. Chattering of the contacts is thereby prevented
and the life of the contacts is increased, particularly that of the relay switch contacts, since
these contacts are not called upon to break the starting current of the motor. A low voltage
cutout is also mounted on the meter so that if for any reason the feeder circuit should be
opened the regulator will rotate to the maximum lowering position instead of the maximum
boosting position as would be the usual tendency. In this way the possibility is avoided
of impressing a higher voltage on the feeder than desired when it is again placed in service.
The low voltage cutout, however, can be adjusted so that the regulator will remain in the
same position which it is occupying at the time the feeder is opened if this be desired.
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For three phase regulators the same auxiliaries are provided, with
exception that two current transformers are included instead of onethe
as
for the single phase regulator. Diagrams of the connections for
single
phase and three phase automatically operated regulators are shown
in
figs. 4,284 and 4,285.
In order that the actual voltage at a distant point on a
distribution
system may be read at the station some provision must be made
to
pensate for the line drop, that is to say, for the difference in voltagecombetween the alternator and the center of distribution.
In order to do this a device which is known as a "line drop
compensator" is placed in the volt meter circuit as shown in the diagram, fig.
4,291.
A line drop compensator consists of a variable resistance
and reactance
(each independently adjustable) by means of which, when used
with an

Frc. 4,290.-Line drop compensator.

Used to reproduce in miniature the resistance and
reactance drops to a predetermined point in the line. The function
of the compensator
is to lower the impressed voltage on the contact making volt meter
used with an induction
voltage regulator thereby causing the regulator to maintain normal
voltage at this predetermined point. It consists of a resistance in series with a reactance.
vided with taps brought out to dial switches, so that the amount of resistanceboth being proand reactance
in series with the current transformer can he varied independently. The
with 21 points, that is, 20 steps for both resistance and the reactance dials are provided
windings, each step
being equivalent to 1 volt drop with 5 amperes flowing through the windings.
The voltage
drop is, of course, proportional to the current so that if instead of 5
amperes
it were 2.5
amperes the voltage drop per step would be ,A volt.

NOTE.-The potential transformer for energizing the control coil the contact making
volt meter used with induction regulators, should have such a ratio as toofgive
110 volts on the
secondary with the primary connected across the line and the regulator in the neutral
position.
NOTE.-Standard instrument current transformers are used when it is desired to compensate for line drop. It is permissible to use the current transformers for the
indicating ammeters in addition to the regulator, but it is not recommended that operation of
they be used
with the various types of watt meters as the volt ampere load would
introduce errors in the
reading of such instruments.
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automatically controlled induction regulator, or with an alternator voltage
regulator, correct line drop compensation can be obtained at some predetermined point on the feeder regulated regardless of the load or the
power factor of the load on the feeder, provided, however, that the load
is taken from the feeder at or beyond the point at which constant voltage
is to be maintained.

Polyphase Induction Regulators.-In the polyphase regulator, the excitation is produced by the combined action of
shunt windings connected across the separate phases of the
Aeaciance
Resistance

zó

X

c2 ntoa » 1hdng
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Voltmeter
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/R5 Regulator
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of line drop compensator when used with induction voltage regulator. Induction regulators are usually employed to compensate for line drop in the teeder
and to maintain normal voltage at some predetermined point of the feeder distant from the
station. To accomplish this, the line drop compensator is used to reproduce in miniature
the resistance and reactance drops to the predetermined point designated as the center of
distribution. This is done by adjusting the ohmic and the reactive voltage drops across
the compensator by means of the dial switches so that they will correspond to the ohmic
and reactive drops in the feeder to some predetermined point , so that the voltage impressed
on the contact making voltmeter will correspond to the feeder voltage at this point. The
regulator, therefore, will be caused to raise or lower the voltage in the station in accordance
with variations on the line and provide a means for holding the voltage at the point on
the feeder distant from the station for all conditions of voltage, load, and power factor
within the limits of the capacity of the regulating equipment.

I tc. 4,291.-Connections

NOTE.-It is desirable, in any system of distribution, to read the active voltage at the
point of distribution, by means of the volt meters in the station. A conpensator proper consists of a variable resistance and a variable inductance, and sometimes a current transformer.
In wiring, the volt meter, instead of being connected directly across the secondaries of a pressure transformer, has inserted in series with it, portions of the resistance and inductance of
the compensator. These are so connected that the drop in pressure across them will be combined with that of the pressure transiort.aer, so that the volt meter reading jndicates the pressure at the center of distribution or end of the line.
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system. The magnetizing flux produced has a practically
constant value, but does not have a constant direction. The
magnetic field is a rotating one, not an alternating one, as in
the single phase type. All of the slots on the circumference
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Flo. 4,292 and 4,293.-Diagram of automatic voltage regulator, using line drop compensator. For ordinary installations the compensating winding on the alternating current control
magnet, is connected to a current transformer in the main feeder. A dial switch is provided by
which the strength of the alternating current control magnet can be varied and the regulator made to compensate for any desired line drop up to 15 per cent., according to the
line requirements. Where the power factor of the load has a whie range of variation, a
special line drop compensator, such as shown in fig. 4,293, adapted to the regulator would
be desirable. The connections are readily understood by the diagram. The number of
condenser sections which will prevent undue arcing at the relay contacts depends on the
characteristics of the exciter. They may be roughly estimated by allowing one section for
each .15 kw. capacity for exciters with laminated poles, and one for each 22 kw. capacity for
exciters with solid steel poles. It is necessary though to have one condenser section for
.each pair of relay contacts, and at times it becomes necessary to apply a double section
for each pair of contacts. In the lower figure the line drop compensator and connections are
reproduced in more detail on a larger scale.
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of a polyphase regulator armature are filled with the windings
of the various phases symmetrically arranged, and the secondary or series winding is similarly arranged on the inside

circumference of the stationary core.

The voltage induced in the
secondary is due to the rotation
of the flux produced by the combined action of the primaries.
The voltages generated in the
series windings of the various
phases, are, therefore, of the
same value and are constant for
all positions of the armature.

4294-Diagram of Westinghouse automatically controlled primary relay; front yiew. rhis
relay is connected through the compensator to the voltage transformer and is sensitive to
voltage changes of the outgoing feeder. Under normal conditions the moving arm in the
primary relay is horizontal. With a change in voltage the plunger in the relay coil moves up
or down and closes either the left hand or right hand set of contacts thereby causing the electrically operated secondary relay to close its contacts and start the operating motor in such
direction as to lower or raise the voltage on the feeder as may be required to correct the change
and bring the voltage back to normal.

FIG.

The variation in the line voltage produced by the regulator
is due to a phase displacement as shown graphically in fig. 4,295.
Because of the rotation of a similar field produced by the current in
the series coils, the currents in the shunt windings are constant, regardless
of the position of the armature, for a given line current, and the currents
in the shunt windings are taken from the line or delivered back into the
system as the armature is rotated from maximum boost to maximum
lower in the phase relation as represented by the secondary voltage
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generated. This condition is due to the fact that the current in the series
.winding (the line current) determines the direction of the voltage in the
series or secondary winding.
With the arrangement of the shunt windings necessary in the polyphase
regulator, the impedance of the apparatus is comparatively small without
the use of the short circuited coil required in the single phase machine,
and the total ampere turns of the primary are always equal to the total
ampere turns of the secondary. This accounts for the currents in the
shunt winding being out of phase with those in the series coils in any other
than the maximum boost or lower positions.

I

tc. 4,295.-Diagram illustrating operation of polyphase induction regulator. In operation,
when the regulator is in the position of maximum boost, the.line AB, in the figure represent°
the normal bus bar voltage, BC, the regulator voltage, and AC, the resultant feeder voltage.
When the regulator voltage is displaced 180 degrees from this position, the regulator is in
the position to deliver minimum voltage to the feeder, the regulator voltage being then
represented by BD, and the resultant feeder voltage by AD. When the regulator voltage
is displaced angularly in the direction BF, so that the resultant feeder voltage AF, becomes
equal to the normal bus bar voltage AB, the regulator is in the neutral position. Intermediate resultant voltages for compensating the voltage variations in the feeders may be
obtained by rotating the moving element or primary in either direction from the neutral
position. For example, by rotating the primary through the angle FBE, the resultant
voltage may be made equal to AE, or AJ, thereby increasing thé feeder voltage by an amount
BJ; or by rotating it in the opposite direction through the angle FBG, the feeder voltage
may be reduced by an amount BH.

Ques.

How is the control apparatus arranged?

Ans. Two relays are employed with each regulator, a primary relay connected to the feeder circuit and operating under
changes of voltage therein, and a secondary relay connected
between the primary relay and the motor, and operated by the
contacts of the fórmer, for starting, stopping and reversing the
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motor in accordance with changes in the feeder voltage, thereby
causing the regulator to maintain that voltage at its predeter
mined normal value.
Two relays are us_d because a primary relay, of sufficient
accuracy and freedom from errors due to temperature and frequency variations, could not be made sufficiently powerful to
carry the relatively large current required for operating the motor.
Ques.

What names are given to the relays?

4\

Ys

..

E

4.296.-General Electric three phase induction voltage regulator.
showing operating mechanism.

Close front view

Ans. The primary or contact making volt meter, and the
secondary or relay switch.

Ques. Why does the movable contact arm of the primary
relay tend to remain nearer one of the stationary contact
points than the other?
Ans. This is due to the tendency of the relay to open the
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Fic. 4,297.-Westinghouse diagram of connections for automatic single phase regulator.
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Sso. 4,298.-Westinghouse diagram of connections for automatic three phase regulator
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contact whenever the voltage equals that at which the contact
closes.

Ques. What provision is made in the primary relay to prevent vibration or chattering?
Ans.

Two auxiliary windings are provided: one in series

íl//oinLine

Fase 9Catout
Tronsforfiers for
Operatingd1oior

o

Auxlliorl
Box

Potential or
Distributing Regulator
Transformer

Ground

Branch line

Zi-0--

i

¿ighiningArrester
Frc. 4,299.-General Electric connection diagram for outdoor automatic -induction voltage
regulators, showing protective devkes.

with each of the stationary contact points and so arranged as
to assist in making the contact by increasing the pressure on
the contact points at the instant of closure.
The best effect of the compounding action of the auxiliary coils is obtainable when arranged for % per cent. of the torque of the main --coil.

-
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Outdoor Induction Voltage Regulators.-I:i some generating
stations the voltage is maintained constant at the bus bars and the
line drop compensated by automatically operated regulators connected in the main feeders. It is possible in this way to obtain
constant voltage at all loads at the various distribution centers, that is, at those points on the feeders where the lines of
the majority of consumers are connected as shown in fig. 4,300.
MER
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and 4,301 -Systems of distribution illustrating use of outdoor induction voltsgs
regulators.

FTGs. 4,300

It is evident, however, that, while the voltage at the center
of distribution can be maintained constant, no account can
be taken of the drop in the lines between this center and the
consumers. This drop is generally negligible, except in some
-particularly long lines, as, for example, consumer B, in fig. 4,300.
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In order to obtain perfect regulation at B, it would be necessary to install a separate regulator in that line, this regulator
to be installed either at the center C, or preferably at B.
In a great many cases the power distribution is not as ideal as indicated
in fig. 4,300, but rather as shown in fig. 4,301, that is, the consumers
are connected all along the feeder. In this case there is no definite center
of distribution, and the automatic regulator installed in the station can
be adjusted to give only approximately constant voltage at an imaginary
center of distribution C; that is, the voltage cannot be held constant at
any definite point during changes of load distribution.
The majority of the consumers may, however, obtain sufficiently good
voltage while a few may have
reason for criticism. To overcome this difficulty it is necessary either to increase the
copper in the feeder or else
to install small automatic

regulators.
There are also cases where a
small amount of power is transmitted a long distance through
a feeder direct from the station.

The outdoor type regulator is shown in fig. 4,302.
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Load Ratio Control.This system permits changing the voltage ratio of a
transformer without interrupting the load. Load ratio
control equipment can be
applied to practically all

Ftc. 4,302.-General Electric single phase automatic induction regulator arranged for outdoor installation.
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regulation problems, above a point where it is not economical
to use induction regulators. There is no definite upper limit to
its application either of kva. voltage or current though in some
cases it is necessary to use series transformers and sometimes
'exciting transformers to get. within the voltage or current
limitations of the apparatus.
This method of control involves the use of two
local circuits capable of carrying the load simultaneously. This permits picking up the load on
one ratio before it is dropped from another.
Obviously carrying a load simultaneously on two tap
connections would involve a destructive short circuit
between those taps unless a suitable impedance was
introduced to limit the exchange current.

All types of load ratio control include such
an impedance, usually consisting of leakage

FIGS. 4,303 and 4,304. --General Electric single phase and three phase ratio adjusters for load
ratio control regular )r. They operate by means of an eccentric so that with a light torque
on the shaft, a heavy pressure is placed on the contacts as they "wipe" into position. The
cylindrical contact bars, to which the tap leads are bolted, are insulated from each other

by Herkolite tubes inserted in molded compound heads,

reactance between special windings on the transformer core or
of a separate iron core reactor.
Earlier tap changing .devices _utilized the preventive reactor to obtain
additional ratios between taps by operating continuously on two taps
with the reactor bridging them.
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Later development of load ratio control equipment advanced the scheme
of operation so that an actual tap could be used for each ratio and the
preventive reactor short circuited except during a ratio change. The reactor
is only one half the size required by the previous method and is in series
or parallel with the load only for the two or three seconds required for
the operation of the mechanism. The ratio steps are always uniform regardless of the load and the no load loss is a minimum and the same on
all ratios.

Figs. 4,305 and
4,306, show typical
applications of the

modern method to
>TraneformAl delta and Y concr Wind- nected transformers.
t

ings
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FIG. 4.305.-General Electric
load ratio control in a delta
connecteu transformer.
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Transformer
Windings
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Fly. 4,306.-General Electric

i

load ratio control in a Y connected transformer.

NOTE.-Reference letters
for above diagrams: R.W., reactive windings; E. Tr., excitation transformer; T.A., tap
auto -transformer; S. Tr.. series
transformer; R.A., ratio adjusters; C., contactors ; E.. ez-

jtation leads; S.,

series leads.
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308.-Middle phase of a three phase regulating transformer consisting of

a

tap auto -transformer and a series transformer.

a three phase regulating transformer consisting of an excitation transformer with taps and a

L

r
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S. Tr.

The standard equipment consists of two ratio adjusters and an intermittent gear mounted inside the
transformer tank and two cam operated oil immersed contactors and a driving mechanism mounted
on the side of the tank. Both ratio adjusters are normally connected to a common tap. The operation
in changing taps under load consists of turning first one and then the other ratio adjuster to a new position, the corresponding contactor being open during the movement of each adjuster. The taps are
changed by the ratio adjusters inside the tank, and it is necessary to have only two contactors, one in
series with each ratio adjuster. These contactors are outside the tank, whereas the ratio adjusters and
intermittent gear mentioned previously are inside the tank and minimize the number of bushings
through the tank wall as well as the voltages in the contactor box.

FIG.

series transformer.

Ftc. 4,307.-Middle phase of
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The driving mechanism consists of:
1. D.c. motor.
2. Brake.
3. Relay switch.
4. Limit switch.
5. Position indicator.

no.

4,309.-General Electric single phase contactor for load ratio control regulator. The
two cam operated contactors are assembled as a unit on a heavy steel plate which is bolted
with an oil tight joint to the side of the transformer tank, and are enclosed in an oil box
provided with a suitable breather. The contactor elements are mounted directly on porcelain entrance bushings which project into the transformer tank. They are designed with
current carrying contacts and with arcing tips to which deterioration from operation is
confined.

6. Suitable gears for driving the main operating shaft and a
drum controller mounted on that shaft.
The mechanism is controlled by means of a push pull switch
mounted on the station switchboard. Once started the motór
relay switch is sealed magnetically until a change of one step
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in ratio is completed when it stops the motor. Automatic
control is provided when necessary if the service require it.
To indicate the tap position of the transformer there is a dial indicator
mounted on the mechanism and a dial switch which operates a lamp
indicator furnished for mounting on the switchboard. The motor relay
switch is standard equipment used for the control of machine tool motors.
The magnetic brake is mounted on the motor shaft and is connected
in parallel with the motor field. The limit switch that stops the motor
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4,310.-General Electric intermittent gear, universal coupling and ratio adjuster assembly for load ratio control regulator. The intermittent gear is designed to bring each
ratio adjuster up to spec I gradually before the teeth mesh, thus permitting the equipment
to operate without mechanical shock. On any ratio, the intermittent gear locks the two
ratio adjusters in their correct positions, and also locks each adjuster during the operation
of the other. There is a suitable universal joint between the gearing and the tank wall.

when the mechanism has reached either limiting tap position is similar
Provision is made for
emergency manual operation.
There is a clutch to release the motor and a spring buffered mechanical
stop at each limiting position.

to. the.equipment- used -on induction regulators.
.
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Auxiliary contacts are provided on the dial switch and energize a red
light on the switchboard indicator during the operation of the mechanism.
A delay r-e!ay is connected in parallel with the red light for use with a noise
alarm. Thus, in addition to the red light giving a visual warning there
is also an audible warning which is brought into play by the action of the
delay relay should the operating mechanism fail to cornpiete the tap change
and leave the preventive reactor in the circuit. This visual and audible
warning advises the station operator that the mechanism has not completed its cycle and permits it to be completed manually.
If for any reason the station operator be not available to complete the
operating cycle manually, no harm would be done since the preventive
reactor is designed to carry full load current continuously.
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4.:;11.-General Electric three

phase contactor for load ratio control regulator.

Voltage Regulation of Alternators.-The necessity for voltage regulation of alternators was recognized coincidentally
with the operation of the first Edison bipolar dynamos. The
loads, however, were relatively small and feeder net works
were not required, so that voltage regulation was usually obtained by manually operating the dynamo field rheostats and
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tcs. 4,312 to 4,314.-Front and rear views of General Electric operating mechanism for load ratio control regulator. The driving
mechanism consists essentially of a d.c. motor, brake, relay switch, limit switch, suitable gears for driving the main operating
shaft, drum controller mounted on that shaft, visual position indicator, and dial switch for remote indication. The mechanism
is controlled by means of a push pull switch furnished for mounting on the station switchboard. Once started, the motor relay
switch is sealed magnetically until a change of one step in ratio is completed. This operation requires but from two to three
seconds. The motor relay switch is standard equipment used for the control of machine tool motors. The magnetic brake
operates on the motor shalt and, being connected in parallel with the motor field, insures stopping on exact positions. The
limit switch which stops the motor whep;the mechanism has reached either limiting tap position is standard equipment used
on induction voltage regulators. The mechanism is completely wired through cutouts and fuses to terminal boards. A conveniently located metal conduit entrance is próiided for the control circuits. To indicate the position of the ratio adjusters
there is a dial indicator on the mechanism anda dial switch which operates a lamp indicator (shown in fig. 4,315) furnished (or
mounting on the switchboard. Auxiliary contacts on the dial switch energize a red light on the switchboard indicator during
the operation of the mechanism. A delay relay is furnished for use in parallel a ith the red light to operate an alarm in case
the operation is delayed beyond the normal time. Arrangement is made for manual operation, the handle (fig. 4,313) being so
connected that a change of ratio can be made by four revolutions. There is a clutch to disengage the motor during hand ope)ation; also a spring -buffered mechanical stop at each limiting position.

.,
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the control was further simplified by the practice of supplying
each feeder with a separate dynamo. To meet the increasing
demand for energy, the size of dynamo and the length and
number of feeders had to be so greatly increased that improvements in the methods of controlling the voltage became
imperative.
Furthermore, as the loads became more diversified, elimination of the personal element in the control of voltage was made
necessary. Automatic solenoid operated rheostats, as well
as other devices based on this principle, were
developed to meet this demand, but the problem was not solved until the automatic voltage
regulator was introduced.
The alternating voltage is regulated indirectly by
opening and closing rapidly a shunt circuit across the
exciter rheostat, thus varying the exciter voltage ín
order to maintain the desired alternating voltage. In
order that the simplicity of this regulator may be understood, it should be borne in mind that the regulator
consists mainly of two parts, a d.c. control system, and
an a.c. control system.
The former is simply a d.c. regulator having a main
control magnet and relay magnet connected across the
exciter mains, the contact of the relay being arranged
to shunt the exciter field rheostat. This operation
maintains not a constant but a varying exciter voltage,
the value varying in accordance with the demands of
the a.c. control magnet which is connected to the alternating bus, the latter magnet being considered as the
a.c. portion of the regulator. It will be evident from
the description under the illustration that the exciter
FIG.

4,315.-Lamp indicator for General Electric load ratio control regulator.

voltage is controlled by the rapid opening and closing of the relay contacts.
The value of the voltage depends upon the position of the a.c. magnet
core and lever arm, which in turn is dependent upon the value of the
alternating voltage being held. At any constant load, speed and power
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Should the power factor change. cr should a heavy lead be thrown upon the alternator, the previous
exciter voltage will then not give the correct a.c. voltage, therefore the a.c. core will drop slightly. This
forces the lower main contacts against the upper main contacts which in turn closes the relay contacts.
This, as previously explained, causes the exciter voltage to increase. The travel of the a.c. magnet core
will continue until the exciter voltage has reached a value corresponding to that required to give normal
a.c. voltage under the new conditions. The d.c. side of the regulator will then operate and maintain
the exciter voltage of the regulator at this high value in order to hold again the proper a.c. voltage.

factor, the a.c. magnet core does not actually move, the regulator acting as a d.c. regulator maintaining
the proper exciter voltage to give the correct a.c. voltage.

.-General Electric 2,300 volt single phase induction regulator disassembled.
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In case the load drop on 1he a.c. alternator, the reverse action takes place
and the regulator maintains a lower exciter voltage, in order to give the
correct a.c. voltage.
MAIN CONTACTS
D.C. CONTROL

PIVOT

COMPENSATING

WINDING

CURRENT
TRANSFORMER

COUNTERWEIGHT

MAGNET

CONDENSER

SPRING

RELAY
M AG N E

EXTERNAL

RELAY
....",CONTACTS

PRESSURE

WINDING

PRESSURE
TRANSFORMER

FEEDERS
OR. MAINS

EXCITER
FIELD RHEOSTA

RESISTANCE

A.G.FIELD

ALTERNATOR
RHEOSTAT
FIG. 1,322.-Elementary connections of General Electric automatic alternator voltage regulator. The diagram shows the d.c, control magnet connected a.ro.:s tile exciter bus and
provided with two cores, tile lower being a fixed stop core, the upper a mota'_le core attached
to a pivoted lever at the opposite end of which is mounted a fle.:i'ile contact. The pull
of the magnet is shown opposed by or.e spring, but in practice there are actually four springs
in multiple that pick up at di'Terent exciter voltages. A differentially wound relay magnet
is also shown connected to the exciter bus, one winding being permanently connected -to
the bus, while the other is arranged to be opened and closed by the floating main contacts.
The relay has pivoted armatures to which there is a spring attached to o,pose the pull of
the magnet. The contacts are connected across the exciter help rheostats. Condensers
are connected across the contact points to prevent destructive arcing. The voltage winding
of the a.c. control magnet is shown connected across the generator bus through a voltage
transformer, while the opposing or compensating winding is shown connecte i to a current
transformer in,the feeder circuit. This magnet is of the ordinary solenoid type, having a
laminated.iron core which is attracted upward by, the magnetizing force. The core is attached to a pivoted level, at the opposite en I of which a counterweight is supported-ito
assist in bringing the lever and core to a point of equilibrium, and on the same end of this
lever is shown the lower main contact which, in combination with the upper main contact,
produces what are known as the floating main contacts.

NOTE.-Practically all the methods employed for regulating the voltage of dynamos
and circuits, are applicatle to alternators and alternating current circuits. For eranpfe: in
order that they shall automatically maintain a constant or riving voltage with increase of
load, alternators are provided with composite winding similar to the compound wincing of
dynamos, but since the alternating -current cannot be used directly for exciting the field magnets, an accessory apparatus is required to rectify it or change -it into direct current before it
is used for that purpose. It is a fact, however, that composite wound alternators do not regulate properly for im.uctive as v e,l as non -inductive loacs.
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When two or more exciters are required to furnish excitation to alternators, they may be connected in parallel or they may be controlled individually by standard regulators. Parallel operation of exciters provides
for nearer uniform control and prevents losses in the alternators, due to
circulating currents. When conditions are such as to make it impractical,
to parallel the exciters, standard regulators may be used without change,
and close voltage regulation will be obtained.

A.C. BUS BARS

CURRENT
TRANSFORMER

CONTACTS

0

ADJUSTING
SPRING

III

I

3

2

TO CONTROL
MECHANISM

0-

REGULATING
RHEOSTAT

/', I'll

MAGNET

tll
III

Fu . 4,323.-Diagram of connections óf General Electric contact making ammeter for operating on alternating current circuits. The instrument is designed to indicate with the aid
of a current transformer, certain rabies of current in an alternating current system. This
'alite depends upon the setting of the regulating rheostat. in parallel with the pressure coil
áf the ammeter. It is also possible with this instrument, together with the necessary control apparatus, to hold certain values of current. By using a different magnet coil
this meter may be connected to a shunt instead of a current transformer and. used on
direct current system.

If the exciters be operated in parallel they may bé of different capacities
and. design, or driven by various sources of power, and the circulating
currents resulting from variations in speed or design will merely affect
the'exciters, slightly lowering their efficiency. On the other hand,'if they
he not connected in parallel, the disturbances will be carried through to
the.alternators.and the efficiency of the system will be affected more seriously. When.d.síngle regulator is used, frequent hand adjustment .of the
.
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exciter field rheostats may be necessary in order to reduce the circulating
current to the minimum.
Furthermore, the regulator will lave to be provided with at least one
relay for each exciter, although the exciter capacities may be such that
one relay would be sufficient for the control of the exciters if they were
connected in parallel. The disadvantages of this arrangement can be
overcome very readily by installing a regulator for each exciter and operating the regulators in parallel. Not only can the circulating currents
between the alternators be eliminated, but greater flexibility of control
and higher operating efficiency will be attained.

ADJUSTING
RHEOSTAT
ADJUSTING
RHEOSTAT
RESISTANCE

POTENTIAL.

TRANSFORMER
CURRENT
TRANSFORMERS

-4A.C.
ALTERNATOR

A.C.FIEID
RHED.

EXCITER

EXCITER
FIELD
RHEOSTAT

CONDENSER

Flo. 4,324.-General Electric connection diagram for two alternator voltage regulators operating in parallel. The a.c. magnet has a voltage winding and a compensating winding.
The compensating winding is connected to a current transformer in the line opposite to the
two lines to which the voltage transformer is connected. When the power factor is unity
and the load current is properly balanced between the different machines, the field produced
by the current coil is 90° out of phase with the field produced by the voltage coil, and 'has
an extremely slight effect. Should ¿ he power factor tend to shift from one alternator to
the other, the regulator will be at or.cc affected and will raise or lower the alternator excitation as required to elite iuº'.: the circulating current, since the latter is 90° out of phase
with the load curter;, and therefore in phase with but directly opposed to the field of the
voltage coil. thereby changing the pull of the voltage winding 'until balanced conditions
ha
i?er..]. restored. It should be noted that "out of phase" current transformers will be
rcyuired for all of the regulators operating in parallel. Should it be necessary to con pen rate for line drop, additional current transformers and line drop compensators are required.
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Parallel Operation of Alternator Voltage Regulators.-This
method has become quite popular in a great many installations where it is desired to operate alternators with direct
connected exciters and use a separate regulator for each equipment, permitting the control of each set as an individual unit.
In considering the application of such a system of regulation to a number of alternators in a station, it should he
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Fin. 4,325.-General Electric connection diagram of regulator with one arrangement of two
exciters in parallel in conjunction with storage battery an I booster. The regulator contacts
are connected across the resistance R3, which is considerably greater than .esistance RI
The R1, resistance is also greater than that of R2. For example. should R3, be short
circuited by the regulator, the resistance R1, being greater than R2. causes the current to

flow in the direction to boost the voltage. Should the contacts remain open, resistance R3.
is inserted; the sum of R3 and R2, is greater than Rl, and the current in the booster field
flows in the reverse direction, causing the.booster to buck the exciter voltage. This cycle
of operation is repeated very rapidly., thereby. maintaining a constant voltage on the a.c.
bus. The booster for this system must have a current capacity equal to the combined

currents required by the main alternator fields, and can be furnished for almost any range
of boost or buck which may be demanded.. This system is particularly adapted to large
steam plants where a storage battery is used as an emergency device to take care of the
excitation shoul I anything happen to the exciters. It will be note! that no current transformer or line drop compensator is shown in the diagram, but compensation for line drop
may he accomplished with this system of regulation in the same manrer as with any standard
voltage regulator by placing a current transformer or a line drop compensator in the main
bighting. feeder.
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:remembered that the change in excitation of any one of the
alternators does riot affect the bus voltage appreciably. The
thief effect is to change the current supplied by that machine.
Increasing the excitation will make it take more current and
A.lecreasing the excitation will make it take less current.
To raise the station bus voltage it is necessary to increase the excitation,
for all machines. Division of load between the alternators depeids or.

4,326. --General Electric regulator for alternators having exciters of small capacities.
When two alternators o,era..e in parallel and the exciters are also in parallel, one regulator
may be used for tue control of bo,h exciters, provided the sum of the two field currents of
the two exciters does not exceed the limit for which the relay is designed. The exciters
may be either shunt or compound wound.

the power supply to each alternator and is entirely independent of the
excitation. Successful operation of regulators in parallel, therefore, depends primarily on the control of the circulating current that may how
between two or more alternators or the proper division of the reactive
currents in the system as a result of momentary differences in excitation.
The method followed for eliminating such circulating currents is shown
in fig. 4,325.

Variable Exciter Voltage System of Alternator Voltage Regis particularly adapted to plants where

ulation.-This system
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it is nece-ssary to run motors and other station auxiliaries from
the exciter bus. With the standard type of voltage regulator,
the regulation of the alternator voltage is accomplished by
varying the exciter voltage and it is, therefore, impossible to
run station auxiliaries from the exciter bus, but with this system the exciter bus voltage is not disturbed.
For example, the excitation on an a.c. system, assuming 125 volt
excitation, usually required a range of from 50 to 125 volts but with this
system the exciter bus can remain constant at 125 volts, a booster being
bus flor,

des,stanu

11

Cqpac or

Erpiter
field

Aheostot

Fec. 4,327.-Diagram of connections for hvo General Electric automatic regulators operating in parallel.

Inserted between the bus and the fields of the alternators which is capable
v` varying the excitation to maintain the desired alternator voltage.
the b,:nóter is separately excited t.y a sm311 dynamo, which in turn
has its field excited from the difference in voltage between a point on either
a resistance connected across the exciter bus, or if a storage battery be
used, the middle tap fr'm the battery, and a point of variable voltage on
a series of three resistances connected across the exciter bus. as shown in
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fig. 4,325, so
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that the booster can be excited with either polarity, as re-

quired.

Voltage Regulation of Feeders.-The voltage of an alternator
or number of alternators, as just explained, may be automatically maintained at normal for all conditions of load at
the station bus or at any one center of distribution on the
system, by means of an alternator voltage regulator.
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4,328.-Westinghouse single )hase induction voltage regulator, sectional view showing
construction.
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4,330.-Westinghouse stator for single phase induction voltage regulator.
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Where there are a number of feeders radiating from a station this method of regulation, however, will not be satisfactory unless an of the feeders be laid out for negligible voltage drop, which generally is uneconomical.
Usually the feeders are of different intervals, so that the voltage delivered at the centers of the several feeders will vary widely.
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Fte. 4,331.-Westinghouse operating motor for single phase induction voltage regulator
showing brake, etc.

It is practically impossible, therefore, to raise or lower the
voltage of the station bus so that the voltage at each load
center is proportionate to the demands at that center.
In order to provide for satisfactory regulation of the distributing system, it is essential that each feeder be considered as a unit. The system
can he made very simple and economical if care he exercised at the time
the initial layout is made and many existing plants could probably reduce
the distributing cost and improve their service by investigating their

,
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feeding systems with the view toward making them more symmetrical
and of uniform regulation.
Recording volt meter charts taken at intervals ax various points on
each feeder provide a means for detecting voltage irregularities in the
feeder, which, if not corrected, may become magnified and not only impair
the service but appreciably affect the revenue.

By providing a means for regulating the voltage of the individual feeders, economies may be effected in feeder installation
costs by the selection of a smaller sized conductor for the
initial installation or for extending existing feeders.
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Fie. 4,332.-Connection diagram of Westinghouse neutral line drop compensator.

Furthermore, by maintaining normal voltage at the center of distribution, it is often possible to increase the load on the feeders without making
it necessary to reinforce or replace the existing lines.
With slight modification, the various methods of feeder regulation employed with direct current, may be applied to alternating current distribution circuits. For instance, if a non -inductive resistance be introduced
in any electric circuit, the consequent drop in voltage will be equal to the
current multiplied by the resistance. Therefore, feeder regulation by"
means of rheostats is practically the same in the case of alternating current
as in that of direct current. In the case of the former, however, the effect
of self-induction may also be utilized to produce a drop in voltage. In
practice, this is accomplished by the use of self-induction coils which are
commonly known as reactance coils.
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TEST QUESTIONS
regulation important?
What ís the advantage of close voltage regulation?
Name two types of regulatbr.
Of what does an induction regulator consist?
Describe the operation of an induction regulator.
What are the effects of revolving the primary coil from
the neutral position first in one direction then, in
the other?
Name three methods of operating induction regulators?
What attachment is provided on a motor operated induction regulator?
Name six auxiliaries used with induction voltage
regulator?
What is a line drop compensator?
How do single and polyphase induction regulators
differ?
Describe the control apparatus used with polyphase
induction regulators?
What is the difference between a primary and a secondary relay?
What provision is made in the primary relay to prevent vibration or chattering?
Why are outdoor voltage regulators necessary?
Describe the load ratio type of voltage regulator?
Describe the driving mechanism used with a load ratio
regulator?
Explain how the voltage of alternators is regulated.

1. Why is voltage

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
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19. Make a sketch showing elementary connections of an
automatic alternator voltage regulator.
20. What is a contact making ammeter used for?
21. Draw a diagram of two alternator voltage regulators

operating in parallel.
Under what conditions is the parallel operation of
alternator voltage regulators used?
23. Describe the variable exciter voltage system of alternator voltage regulation.
24. How is the voltage of feeders regulated?
22.

Rectifiers
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CHAPTER 80

Rectifiers
By definition a rectifier is a device used to change alternating
current into a uni-directional or pulsating current.
Direct current, in spite of the many advantages of alternating
current, has its own numerous and valuable characteristics and
uses. Among these might be mentioned- battery charging, telephone and telegraph power units, trolley and other city railway
lines, interurban and main line railroads, rolling mills, special
drives requiring the facility of control made available only by
the use of direct current, electro -chemical applications, etc.
The generation of d.c. power at ordinarily used voltages would be very
uneconomical due to the small power involved for particular requirements.
Furthermore, at the voltages at which it is at present generated and used,
transmission of the d.c. power over long distances could be accomplished
only with conside.a'.le losses. The only solution of this problem, therefore, is to gene,ate alternating current, transmit it at high voltages to
the site of its application, and there, convert it by the best means available into the desired d.c. voltages.

The various kinds of rectifiers may be classed as:
1. Mechanical.
2. Electro-magnetic.
3. Electrolytic.
4. Mercury vapor, or mercury arc.

Mechanical Rectifiers.-By definition, a mechanical rectifier
is a form of commutator operating in synchronism with

the
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alternator and commutating or rectifying the negative waves
of the alternating current as shown graphically in figs. 4,333 and
4,335. The essential features of construction are shown in fig.
4,336.
_
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4,333 to 4;335 -Diagrams showing alternating currents. and partial and complete rectification.

.FIGS.

One application of a mechanical rectifier is its use on a compositely excited alternator as illustrated on page 1,609.

Electro -Magnetic Rectifiers.-This type of rectifier consists essentially of a double contact rocker which rocks on a pivot
(midway between the contacts), in synchronism with the frequency
of the alternating current, so changing the connections at the instants of reversals of the alternating current that a direct current is
obtained.

.
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EXTERNAL ALTERNATING CURRENT CIRCUIT

A'kg,rO

EXTERNAL RECTIFIED
DIRECT CURRENT

CIRCUIT

COLLECTOR RINGS

INSULATED
TEETH

RECTIFIER

FIG. 4,336.-Mechanical rectifier. The rectifier consists of two castings M and S, with teeth
which fit together as shown, being insulated so they do not come in contact with each other.
though
Every alternate tooth, being of the same casting, is connected together, the same as
M, of the
joined by a conducting wire. There are as many teeth as there are poles. The part
ring
by G
other
S
to
the
rectifier is connected to one of the collector rings by F, and the part
110 VOLTS

60-.

D.C.
LORD

-811111ID

FIG. 4,337. --Circuit diagram of Leich electro-magnetic rectifier, railroad type.
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In other words, a vibrating armature makes or breaks a contact at a
certain given time in relation to the backward or forward flow of the
alternating current. The contacting parts touch only at the time that
the current taken from the alternating current system is flowing in the
same direction, thus obtaining a pulsating uni-directional current.
If the contacts do not open and close at just the proper instant, arcing
will occur at the contacts and trouble will be experienced. From the
INTERRUPTER

fi
(rx

ELECTRO -MAGNET

TRANSFORMER

_-PERMANENT
MAGNET

RESISTANCE

f:tc. 4,338.-Diagram of mechanical rectifier. In operation, a.c. is passed tho-ugh the
electro-magnet winding. According to direction of current a north pole or a south pole
may be set up at tl.e end opposite the iron bar. With the rola, ity of soft iron bar as in
the diagram, it will be attracted whenever the current through the electro -magnet sets up
a south pole; redelleJ, whenever the clectro-magnet polarity is reverseu (with battery
connected as shown) whenever the iron bar is repelled the circuit for the battery is completed and current may flow. When the electro -magnet reverses in polarity the battery
circuit is opened and no current can flow. A pulsating charging current is given, useful
work being done during one alternation of one cycle only.

above it will ly! readily seen that to secure proper and satisfactory results
the vibrating part of the rectifier must at all times be exactly in step with
the alternations of the supply mains.
.

The vibrating element may consist of
1. A vibrating spring or rigidly supported reed,
2. An armature pivoted at the center so as to vibrate over
two small magnet coils.
If a vibrating spring or rigidly supported reed he used for the
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This speed or frequency is governed by the length, weight, stiffness and other mechanical features of
the spring or reed. Therefore, a rectifier having a spring armature will operate properly only when the
frequency of the alternating current supply is exactly in tune with the natural frequency of the armature
spring or reed. In other words, with rectifiers of the spring armature type, each spring or reed is tuned

moving part, this reed or spring will operate best at one particular speed or frequency.

'r0 0..e.

4,339--Circuit diagram of Leich full wave electro -magnetic track or battery rectifier.
This differs from the half wave type in that it utilizes both bakes of the a. c. wave
and accordingly has an output sufficient to charge 1 leaf cell battery r t 2 amperes and 2
LOAD
volts or 2 to 10 cells at one ampere and 4 to 23 volts. This rectifier can, because of its
higher charging rate, be used on work consuming a greater amount of current than can Le supplied 1.y tl.e half wave type.
Yto. 4.340 Circuit t'iagram of I oich o'ectro-rragrvtc recti"er for etorage batteries associated with block or crossing signals employing light. In this cectifier is provic'e4 a relay through v hich'Le lamp circuit is operated from a low voltage tap on the transformer when the power 4; en. V'hen ti e ou er fails, tl.e relay armature makes a back contact which disconnects the transformer
circuit and connects t..e I..mp circuit uirect!y to the storage battery.
T tc. 4,341-Leich electro -magnetic double wave rectii er with relay.
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to one frequency, consequently a rectifier equipped with a spring armature does not readily respond to changes in frequency of the alternating current supply.

r

The Leich rectifier shown in the accompanying illustration,
armature type.

is given as an example of the pivoted
Lcórotib

T'

T

4.342.-Diagram of Premier Ampero electro -magnetic rectifier. Owing to the direct
current in the magnetizing coils C and C', one end of SB, will be permanently of north and
the other of south polarity; and since the polarities of the poles E and E', will alternate with
the alternations of the transformer secondary current, SB, will rock rapidly on its pivot.
and contact will he mar'e by turns with CS and CS'.The purpose of the condensers K and
K', is to reduce the sparking at these points. When contact is made at CS, the direct current terminals T and. T', are connected to the S, half of the secondary winding; and when
contact is matte at CS', they are connected to the S', half. Thus a rectified unidirectional
current will flow from T and T', and it may be used to charge the baitery A'. work a small

FIG.

'motor or for various other purposes requiring direct current. When the rectifier is used for
charging storage batteries, the separate cell A,.may sometimes he dispensed with, the winding C,C', being connected to one of the cells under charge. The rectifier is adjusted to suit
the frequency of the supply circuit by altering"the distance of the poles of E, and E', from
the ends of the polarized armature SB; and also by changing the tension of SP,SP', by means
of the screw studs against which they bear.
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In this rectifier, the contacting part is suspended from the armature
similar to a clock pendulum. Due to the fact that the armature swings
free on its stipporting shaft, it can follow the reversal or alternations of
the current supply even if there be considerable variation in the frequency.

Electrolytic Rectifiers.-If two metals be placed in an elec-

trolyte and then subjected to a definite difference of pressure,
they will (under certain conditions) offer greater resistance to the
TRANSFORMER

PR I.

ALUMINUM

LLOY

)

ELECTRODES

FIGS. 4,343 and 4,344 -Mohawk electrolytic rectifier.

To put in comm'ssion, clean out the jar.
Fill with distilled or rain water. Add six pounds of electro -salts, stir and after all salts are
dissolved place the cover in po^ition. The specific gravity of the so ution should be 1.125.
The middle iron electrode must hang straight down in the solution and not touch either of
the other aluminum alloy electrodes. The aluminum alloy electrodes are mounted on an insulated bracket that slides up and down on a 3d" rod. This rod screws in the hole taped in
the middle of the cover. The electrodes give the best results only when perfectly smooth.
Should they get rough, covered with a deposit or a white,cpating, remove from the solution
and clean with fine sand. Paper. Finish with tine sand paper.!Form the film again and the
electrodes will be as good as new. Clean iron electrode occasionally.

passage of a current in one direction, than in the other direction.
On account of this so called valve effect, electrolytic rectifiers
are sometimes called "valves."
.
Aluminum is extensively used for the cathode and.lead or polished steel
for the other electróde. Metálá of ]ow atomic.weight exhibit the'valye
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Fin. 4,345.-Mohawk electrolytic rect fier and switchboard; diagram showing connections
for charging storage battery. Operat'ng instruction: After assembling battery as in fig.
4,343, the film must be formed on the aluminum alloy electror'.es so that the rectifier will
pass current only in the right direction. Open switch 13, close switch T, to the right; discharge
lever can be in any position; charging regulator lever must be to the extreme left, the zero
position: now close main switch M. Move regulator lever R, from the zero position to the
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ELEVATION

FIGS. 4,346 and 4,347.-Two views of Notion valve. This is an electrolytic rectifier in which
the cathode is a rod of aluminum alloy held centrally in a leaden vessel which forms the anode

and contains the electrolyte, a concentrated solution of ammonium phosphate. Only a short
portion al. the lower end of the cathode is utilized, the rest, which is rather smaller in diameter,
being protected from action by an enclosing glass sleeve. The current density at the cathode
ranges from 510 10 amp. per sq. dm. In the larger sizes, the cells are made double, and a current of air is kept circulating between the walls by means of a motor driven fan. In order to
utilize both halves of the supply wave, the Gratz method of connection is adopted. The maximum efficiency is obtained at about 140 volts, and the efficiency lies between 65 and 75 per
cent., and is practically independent of the frequency between the limits of 25 and 200.
Above a pressure of 140 volts, the efficiency falls off very rapidly, owing to breakdown of the
film. The pressure difference is high, being over 90 per cent. at full load. Temperature largely
influences the action of the valve, and should never exceed 122' Fehr.

Frc. 4,3-45.-Text continued.
first button or contact, let it remain there for a time, not less than live minutes; this i.s
important, as the proper rectification of the current depends on the film formed on the
aluminum rods. The ammeter after the first rush of current may not show any current as passing, or it may show a reverse current. In the latter case, leave the contact finger on the first
button until the needle comes hack to zero. This may take some time, but the needle will
eventually come hack; it also indicates that the film is properly formed when the needle returns to zero. Move regulator R, to the extreme right step by step and note that the ammeter
continues to return to zero, which indicates that the film on rectifier electrodes is formed
properly. Move regulator R, to zero, close switch T, to the left in normal charging position.
Close charging switch B. To regulate the flow of current through the battery move charging
lever R. to the right slowly until ammeter indicates the correct charging current. After the batteries are charged and ready for use, discharge lever can be moved to connect either set of
storage batteries to the load terminal. The voltage of the batteries can be read at any time, by
pressing the strap key. The discharge lever connects the batteries to the volt meter and it is
possible by moving it to measure the voltage of either set of battery, charging or discharging.
Trouble in the rectifier demonstrates itself by the solution becoming heated. The condition
of the rectifier can be tested any time in a few seconds by opening switch B, and closing switch
T, to the right. If the rectifier be in proper condition the ammeter will read zero. And if it be
not rectifying and permitting A.C. current to flow through the rectifier, the ammeter will read
negative or to the left of the zero. An old solution that is heating and not rectifying properly
will turn a reddish brown colar.
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effect at high differences of pressure, and heavier metals at low differences
of pressure.

Illustrating the development of electrolytic rectifiers, the following valves are given as typical examples:
Nodon Valve.-In this valve the cathode is of aluminum or aluminum
alloy, and the other electrode, which has considerably more surface, is
the containing vessel. The electrolyte is a neutral solution of ammonia
phosphate.

rs a

#lmr

.1tá

,p

r

401.
FIG. 4,348.-Oscillograph record from Nodon valve showing original supply voltage and the

corresponding pulsating current at the terminals of such a valve.

Its action is due to the formation of a film of normal hydroxide of
aluminum, over the surface of the aluminum electrode. This film presents
a very high resistance to the current when flowing in one direction but
very little resistance, when flowing in the reverse direction.
When a Nodon cell is supplied with alternating current the first effect
is that half of the wave will be suppressed and an intermittently pulsating
current will result as shown in fig. 4,348.
Both halves of the a.c. waves may be utilized by coupling a series of
cells in opposed pairs.
The efficiency of the film depends upon the temperature.
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It should not for maximum efficiency exceed 86 degrees Fahr. There
is also a certain critical voltage above which the film breaks down locally,
giving rise to a luminous and somewhat disruptive discharge accompanied
by a rapid rise of temperature and fall in efficiency.
When an electrolytic rectifier is not in use for some time, the electrodes
will lose the film. In such cases the electrodes must be reformed. The
loss of film may be prevented by removing the electrodes from the electrolyte and drying them. Water must be added from time to time to

Ftc. 4,349.-The Fleming oscillation valve. It depends for its action on the well-known Edison

effect in glow lamps. The valve consists of a carbon filament glow lamp with a simple central
horseshoe filament. Around this filament inside the exhausted bulb is fixed a small cylinder of
nickel, which is connected by means of a platinum wire sealed through the bulb to a third terminal. The valve is used as follows: The carbon loop is made incandescent by a suitable battery.
The circuit in which the oscillations are to be detected is joined in series with a sensitive mirror
galvanometer, the nickel cylinder terminal and the negative terminal of the filament of the valve
being used. The galvanometer will then be traversed by a series of rapid discharges all in the
same direction, those in the opposite direction being entirely suppressed.

make up for evaporation. This is necessary to keep the solution at the proper
density.
Excessive heating of the solution with normal load indicates that the
rectifier needs recharging.
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A rectifier is passing alternating current when it heats, and when it
gives a buzzing sound in the case of very weak solution. Weak electrolyte

will eat away the electrodes.

The Audion Valve.-This valve was invented by DeForest in 1900
and is practically identical with the Fleming oscillation valve, the latter
being illustrated in fig. 4,349.

Grisson Valve.-In this valve the cathode is a sheet of aluminum,

4,350 -The Churcher valve. This is of the modified Nodon type. It differs from the latter
that it has two cathodes of aluminum and an anode of lead or platinum, suspended in the
one cell. This permits the complete utilization of both halves of the supply wave with one
cell instead of the four required in the Gratz method. The connectionsof such a cell are shown
in the figure. The secondary of the transformer carries a central tapping, and is connected
through the direct current load to the central anode, while each of the cathodes is connected
to the ordinary terminals of the transformer itself. The practical limits of the cell are 50 volts
direct current, or 130 volts at the transformer terminals AB. F, is the anode; C, cathode I;

To.

in

D, cathode II.

and the anode, a sheet of lead, supported, in the original form, horizontally in a vessel containing the electrolyte, consisting of a solution
of sodium carbonate. Cooling is effected by circulating water through
metal tubes in the electrolyte itself.

Pawlowski Valve.-This is an electrolytic valve efnploying a solid
It consists of a copper plate which has been coated with a

electrolyte.
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crystalline layer of carefully prepared copper hemisulphide, prepared by
melting sulphur and copper together out of contact with air. The prepared plate is placed in contact with an aluminum sheet and the combination is then formed by submitting it to an alternating pressure until
sparking, which at first occurs, ceases.

Pies. 4,351 and 4,352.-The De Faria valve. This is an aluminum ead rect"fier. The cathode is
a hollow .cylinder of aluminum placed concentrically in a larger cylinder of lead, and the whole
immersed in electrolyte of sodium phosphate in an ebonite con aining vessen. Cooling is ef-

fected by promoting automatic circulation of the electrolyte by providing the lead cylinder

with holes near its extremities; the heated electrolyte then rises in the lead cylinder, passes
out at the upper holes, is cooled by contact with the walls of the containing vessel, and descends outside the lead cylinder. It is claimed that this cooling action ís sufficient to allow of
a current density of 8 amp. per sq. dm. of aluminum.

Buttner Valve.-It is of the Nodon type employing a cathode of
magnesium-aluminun alloy, and probably iron or lead as an anode, with
an electrolyte of ammonium borate. Buttner claims that the borate is
superior to the phosphate in that it does not attack iron, and will keep
in good working condition for longer periods.

Mercury Vapor or Arc Rectifiers.-The terms vapor or arc
as applied to rectifiers do not indicate a different principle; the
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Westinghouse Company employ the former term and the
General Electric Company the latter as a distinguishing title or

trade mark.
The Westinghouse or Cooper -Hewitt rectifier is illustrated in
fig. 4,353.
This rectifier as developed by Peter Cooper Hewitt for changing alternating current into direct current is the result of a series of careful experiments and investigations of the action going on in his mercury vapor
lamp for electric lighting used on direct current circuits only.
CONSTANT
TRANSFORMER
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ALTERNATING CURRENT SUPPLY
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MERCO
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X
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4,353.-Cooper Hewitt Mercury vapor rectifier.

The difficulty of operating a lamp on the alternating current circuit lies
in the fact that while a current will flow freely through it in one. direction, when the current reverses the negative electrode or cathode acts as
an electric valve and stops the current, thus breaking the circuit and
putting out the light.* By following up this new electrical action, Hewitt
applied the principle in the construction of a vacuum tube with suitable
electrodes, and by using two electrodes of iron or graphite for the positive
or incoming current and one of mercury for the negative or where the
current leaves the tube, the circuits could be arranged so that a direct
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current would flow from the mercury electrode and be used for charging
storage batteries, electro -chemical work or operating direct current flame
arc lamps.
As shown in the figure, the rectifier consists essentially of a
glass
bulb into which are sealed two iron or graphite anodes and one mercury
cathode,
and a small starting electrode. The bulb is filled with mercury vapor under
low pressure. The action of this device depends on the property of
ionized
mercury vapor of conducting electricity in one direction only.
PHASE

A

PHASE .B

PHASE C

NEUTRAL WIRE
POSITIVE
ELECTRODES
OR ANODES

GLASS

BULB
NEGATIVE
ELECTRODE
OR CATHODE
MERCU

STARTING

DIRECT
CURRENT

HIGH TENSION CIRCUIT

CIRCUIT

FIG. 4,354 -Three phase mercury arc rectifier. The rectifier bulb is
provided with three positive electrodes or anodes, a negative electrode or
and a starting anode, as shown.
The three phase leads are connected to the anodes cathode,
at
the top of the bulb, a branch from one
phase being brought down to the starting anode, a resistance being
placed in the circuit to
prevent excessive current on account of the proximity of the two
lower electrodes. Since there
is always a pressure on one of the three anodes in the
right direction, a reactance coil is not
necessary. The apparatus is started in the usual way by tilting.

In operation no current will flow until the starting or
electrode resistance has been overcome by the ionization of thenegative
vapor in its
neighborhood. To accomplish this, the voltage is raised
cause the current to jump the gap between the mercury sufficiently to
cathode and the
starting cathode, or by bringing the cathode and starting
electrode together in the vapor by tilting and then separating them, thus
out the arc. When. this has been done, current will only flaw drawing
anode to the mercury cathode, and not in the reverse direction. from the
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Fte. 4,355.-Westinghouse-Cooper Ilewitt mercury vapor rectifier bulb. It consists essentially
of a hermetically sealed glass bull) filled with highly attenuated vapor of mercury, and pro.
vided with electrodes. Its operation is fully explained in the accompanying text.

to 4.359.-Diagram of current waves and impressed pressure of WestinghouseCooper Ilewitt mercury vapor rectifier. The whole of the alternating current wave on both
sides of the zero line is used. The two trope- curves in the diagram show the current waves

FIGS. 4,356
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4,360.-Diagram of Batten type electro-magnetic rectifier. In construction and operation, the soft iron core of the relay is in two halves S' S' and the armature A, carrying C,

FIG.

vibrates between their polar extremities. M, M' are two permanent magnets with their like
poles together at the center C' where A is pivoted. Supposing these poles are north as indicated, the extremities of A will be south. The south ends of M, M being in juxtaposition
with the centers of the soft iron cores S', S' will render their extremities facing the ends of
A of north polarity. The windings on S', S' are connected in series with each other, and
in shunt with P across the main terminals T', T". Then because of the polarization of A
and S', S', the former will vibrate rapidly in sympathy with the alternations of the current. K
is a condenser shunted by a lamp resistance L", this being found to improve the working of R.

Fro. 4,356 to 4,359.-Text continued.
in each of the two positive electrodes, and the resultant curve III represents the rectified
current flowing from the negative electrode. Curve IV shows the impressed alternating current pressure. It is evident that if the part of the wave below the zero line were reversed, the
resulting current would be a pulsating direct current with each pulsation varying from zero
to a positive maximum. Such a current could not be maintained by the rectifier, because as
soon as the zero value was reached the negative electrode resistance of the rectifier would be
re-established and the circuit would be broken. To avoid this condition, reactance is introduced into the circuit, which causes an elongation of current waves so that they overlap before reaching the zero value. The overlapping of the rectifier current waves reduces the amplitude of the pulsations and produces a comparatively smooth direct current as shown in curve
III. In this way the whole of the alternating current is transformed to direct current because
each of the alternations in both directions is alternately rectified.
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In order to maintain the action, a lag is produced in each half wave by
the use of a reactive or sustaining coil; hence the current never reaches
its zero value, otherwise the arc would have to be restarted.

There are two kinds of losses in the tube: 1, arcing, or leakage from
one anode lo the other, and 2, the mercury arc voltage drop. This drop does
not depend on the load, the energy represented by the drop being converted
into heat, which is dissipated at the surface of the containing vessel.
I
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Fie. 4,361.-Elementary diagram of mercury arc rectifier connections. A.A., graphite anodes;
B, mercury cathode; C, small starting electrode; D, battery connection; E and F, reactance
coils; G and H, transformer terminals; J, battery.

According to Steinmetz, the limit of voltage must be very high, as
36,000 volts has been rectified. The current output is limited principally
by the leading -in wires to the electrodes, it being a difficult problem to
seal into the glass container the large masses of metal required for the conduction of large currents. Frequency has but little influence. The direct
current voltage ranges from 20 to 50 per cent. that of the arc supply.
The life of the valve depends somewhat upon its size, being longer in the
small sizes and never, with fair usage, less than 1,C00 hours.
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The construction and operation of the General Electric
mercury arc rectifier is shown in fig. 4,361.
The rectifier tube is an exhausted glass vessel in which are
two graphite anodes A, A', and one mercury cathode B. The
small starting electrode C, is connected to one side of the alternating circuit, through resistance; and by rocking the tube a
slight arc is formed, which starts the operation of the rectifier
tube.
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4,364.-General Electric mercury arc rect'fier outfit, or charging set. The cut
shows front, rear, and side views of the rectifier, illustrating the arrangement on a panel of
the rectifier tube with its connection and operating devices.

FIGS. 4,362 to

At the instant the terminal H, of the supply transformer is positive, the
anode A, is then positive, and the arc is free to flow between A and B.
Following the direction of the arrow still further, the current passes through
the battery J, through one-half of the main reactance coil E, and back to
the negative terminal G, of the transformer.
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When the impressed voltage falls below a value sufficient to maintain
the arc against the reverse pressure of the arc and load, the reactance E,
which heretofore has been charging, now discharges, the discharge current
being in the same direction as formerly. This serves to maintain the arc
in the rectifier tube until the pressure of the supply has passed through
zero, reversed, and built up such a value as to cause the anode A, to have
a sufficiently positive value to start the arc between it and the cathode B.
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A.G. REACTANCE

D.G. REACTANCE

FIG.

4,365.-Diagram showing connections of General Electric series mercury arc rectifier.

The discharge circuit of the reactance coil E, is now through the arc
A'B, instead of through its former circuit. Consequently the arc A'B, is
now supplied with current, partly from the transformer, and partly from
the reactance coil E. The new circuit from the transformer is indicated
by the arrows enclosed in circles.

An arc rectifier outfit with its starting devices, etc., is shown
in figs. 4,362 to 4,364.
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To start the rectifier, close in order named: line switch and circuit
breaker; hold the starting switch in opposite position from normal; rock
the tube gently by rectifier shaker. When the tube starts, as shown by
greenish blue light, release starting switch and see that it goes back to
normal position.
Adjust the charging current by means of fine regulation switch on the
left; or, if not sufficient, by one button of coarse regulation switch on the
right. The regulating switch may have to be adjusted occasionally during
charge, if it be desired to maintain charging amperes approximately con-

stant.

In the operation of a mercury arc rectifier a reverse pressure of approximately 14 volts is produced, which remains nearly constant through
changes of load, frequency, and voltage. Its effect is to decrease the
commercial efficiency slightly on light loads.

Mercury Arc Power Rectifier.-For economic reasons generation and transmission to converting sub -stations at high a.c.
voltages is essential. Conversion from alternating to direct cur current, by rotary converters possesses the inherent disadvantages of rotating machinery and the object of the power
rectifier is to eliminate these disadvantages, and thereby to provide a plant that can be compared in simplicity to the ordinary
static transformer.
Much information on mercury arc phenomena was published during the
period 1892-1911 referring, however, only to the mercury arc in glass
bulbs, while the theory of single phase rectification was especially treated
by Steinmetz and Cooper Hewitt. The latter constructed the first rectifier
of a practical design, which was received with much interest for a time,
especially in this country.
Steinmetz even gave a theoretical treatment of the two phase rectifier,
and discussed the internal phenomena with the help of oscillograms.
After a comparatively long period of inactivity, this problem of rectification by means of the mercury arc valve was again taken up, but this time
in Europe. The large power rectifier was to a great extent made possible

NOTE.-In installing a rectifier it should be placed in a dry room and care should be
taken to avoid dangling wires near the tube to prevent puncturing. If the apparatus be installed
in a room of uniform moderate temperature very little trouble will be experienced in starting,
while extreme cold will make starting more difficult.

-
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by the construction of an ingenious seal for use with steel tanks. Up to
this time only glass vessels could be made sufficiently air tight.

The mercury arc when operating in high vacua has the peculiar property of permitting the passage of a current in one
direction only, as previously explained.
,

In other words, the current is intercepted at each half period, the positive half waves only passing between the two opposing electrodes. The
arrangement thus constitutes an electric valve. An explanation for this

FIG. 4,366.-Photograph of mercury arc. The anode is at
the top and the cup at the bottom. The arc, as will be
seen, is in the form of a halo spread evenly over the surface of the anode while, at the cathode, it centers in the
"cathode spot." The intervening space is largely occupied
by a spongy looking luminous column which extends down
from the anode about three quarters of the way and then
stops abruptly, leaving a dark space.
r,

valve action can be given by assuming that the cathode surface which is
raised to a state of incandescence at the point where the arc strikes it
(known as the "cathode spot") is conducting to electrons in both directions,
while the cooler electrode, the anode, conducts only in one direction.
From this it is seen that the valve action is almost entirely due to the anode.
The arc takes the form of a luminous column spreading like a halo over
the whole surface of the anode and centering in one spot at the cathode,
as shown in fig. 4,366, tnis spot travels at high speed in irregular paths
over the surface of the mercury. This rectifying effect is not the peculiar
property of mercury but is simply due to the arrangement of two electrodes
whereby one (the cathode) is raised to a high temperature (about 3,000
deg. C.) and the other (the anode) is maintained at a temperature (400
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deg. C. to 600 deg. C.) below that at which the formation of electrons
is possible.
In the rectifier, mercury is used because its vapor can be easily condensed and led back to the cathode without loss. It has been shown that
the arc deals only with the positive half of the alternating wave. To
make the arrangement commercially possible, both halves must be utilized
and this is obtained by connecting in the manner shown in fig. 4,367,
which represents a single phase two anode rectifier with step down transformer having a divided secondary, the mid point of which is brought out
and forms the negative pole of the direct current system, the cathode
forming the positive pole. The best results are obtained where the primary supply is three phase.

both halves
Ftc. 4,367.-Single phase two anode mercury arc rectifier and connections to utilize
current in the left
of the a.c. wave. Considering first the positive half wave, this induces a half
winding is inhalf winding flowing toward anode Ai. During this half period the right
polarity.
active but at a pressure equivalent to that of the left half winding, only of opposite
wave passes
the
As
arc.
of
the
No current is flowing in this winding due to the valve action
a current
through zero, the negative half comes into play in the right half winding, inducing pressure
flowing toward anode A2. The left half winding is now inactive but at an oppositeboth half
and
equivalent to that of the other half. With each cycle this process is continued a very small
waves are completely utilized. As it requires only a cessation of the current for
reactance is
fraction of a second to cool the cathode spot sufficiently to eAtinguish the arc,it dropping to
inserted in the rectified circuit at L, thus prolonging the wave and prevenniag
in the
undulations
reduce
the
zero. By making the reactance large enough it is possible to so
converted and
rectified wave that even a single phase primary supply can be satisfactorily
commercially used.
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American Brown
Fro. 4,368.
Boveri mercury arc power rectiller. In operation, the arc
works between the main
anodes B, and the cathode; it
has a well defined path wnich
diminishes the risk of flashing
over. At the point of contact
of the arc with the mercury, a
dense cloud of vapor is given
off. The un -ionized portion of
this vapor rises between the
anodes and finds its way into
the condensing cylinder where
a reduction in temperature
takes place due to the water
jacketing and it is re -condensed and drops back in the
form of globules into the collector H. From here it runs
down the sloping troughs to
the sides of the arc chamber
and thence hack to the cathode so that there is no loss and
the mercury need never be replenished. For cooling purposes a small quantity of fairly
good water is necessary, that
usually obtainable from the
city mains being suitable. It
first passes through the cathode base, N, from there to the
jacketing round the large cylinder and the anode plate by
the connections O, after which
it passes to the jacket surrounding the condensing cylinder and then out to waste
or to a separate re -cooling system.
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For the successful operation
of the rectifier, high vacua are
essential, the normal working
range being .01 to .001 mm. of
mercury. The first problem
therefore that had to be solved
in the manufacture of the mercury arc power rectifier was the
production of large steel cylinders that would be at once accessible and gas tight. The
mercury seal was finally adopted as giving the best results.
Its construction is shown in
fig. 4,369.

A mercury arc power rectifier is shown in fig. 4,368.

Fis. 4,369.-Mercury seal of American Brown Boveri mercury arc power rectifier. It consists
of mercury and asbestos for the hotter portions and mercury and rubber for the cooler parts.
The mercury is at A and the asbestos at B. As a sealing medium mercury has the advantage
that should any filter inward it can only find its way to the cathode and will not interfere
with the operation of the plant.

The major portion is the large welded steel cylinder K, in which the
arc operates and above it is the narrower condensing cylinder C. These
two cylinders are connected by the heavy anode plate D, while the lower
portion of the arc chamber is closed in by the plate M, in the center of
which the cathodc is located.
The condensing cylinder is closed at its top by a plate carrying the
ignition coil B. The rectifier as a whole, is mounted on the insulators P,
these in their turn being carried on the foundation ring Q. There are six
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main anodes E, and two auxiliary anodes G, placed in a circle around the
anode plate.
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Flo. 4,370.-Two stage vacuum pump of American Brown Boveri mercury arc power rectifier.
It consists of a high vacuum mercury pump in series with a rotary oil immersed pump. The
latter pump is direct coupled to a h.p. motor and is capable of creating a vacuum equivalent to about .02 mm. of mercury, the final reduction to .001 mm. of mercury and below being
obtained by means of the mercury pump. The pump has at its base in the chamber b, a pool
of mercury which is heated by an electric heater located immediately below. In operation,
the mercury pump works on the injector principle, this action being produced by the vapors
rising from the boiling mercury and in doing so sucking the air and gases down the pipe a,
connected to the upper portion of the rectifier cylinder. The conical section of the mercury
pump is water jacketed so that, as the mixture of vapor and gas rises, the vapor is recondensed
and drops back into the pool at the bottom while the gas is drawn off by the rotary pump as
indicated by the arrows and then discharged to atmosphere. The rotary, pump has a nonreturn valve d, which operates in the event of the pump shutting down and thus prevents the
oil and air finding its way into the stationary pump and rectifier.
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The auxiliary anodes serve to maintain the arc when the load drops
to a very low level (about 40 amps). They may be said to constitute a
single phase rectifier within a six phase one, because they are connected
externally with a small exciting transformer providing about ?/ kva.
which keeps up the temperature of the cathode spot,
The mid point of the exciting transformer is brought out as in the case
of the main transformer and connected through a resistance and small
reactance to the cathode-the former limits the current consumed while
A. G. SUPPLY

fUXILIARY SUPPLY

I
MAIN

TRANSFORMER¡

rl-É

It
IGNITION

AND

EXCITATION
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.11
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RECTIFIER

CATHODE

ANODES

i

VACUUM PUMP

rectifier equipment. In
Fto. 4,371-Connection diagram for American Brown Boveri single switch
of the excitation
the primary
operation, when the main transformer is energized,
of the ignition coil
transformer Tex, closes at the same time, thereby completing the circuit
bath of the rectifier The
IC. This brings down the ignition anode until it touches-the mercury
the rod to.the ignition anode,
circuit of coil IC, is now opened , due to the current passing down
anode is now drawn
which causes the right hand contacts of relay R, to open. The ignition
rupture with the mercury
up by a spring acting in opposition to coil IC, and at the point of
charged, an arc now starts
an arc is started. As the two excitation anodes Ex, are already
greater than that of the
from them to the cathode. The excitation current strength being are opened, thereby exits
contacts
and
ignition current the second part of relay R, operates
required.
tinguishing the ignition arc and leaving the rectifier ready to he loaded as
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the latter insures that the auxiliary arc will not drop to zero at each half
period.
The main anodes are screwed to the anode bolts which convey the
current to them, the transformer connections are brought to lugs fitted
to the upper part of these bolts. Specially designed insulators separate
the anodes from the anode plate.

Mercury arc power rectifiers are made in various sizes with
ratings from about 150 to 2,000 kw. at voltages up to about
1,800 volts. For higher d.c. voltages up to 6,000 volts, the current ratings are somewhat reduced.
For a rectifier layout in its simplest form there is only one important
auxiliary provided, namely, the vacuum pump set, as shown in fig. 4,370.
D.G. LEADS

FUSE

BULB

FILAMENT
EXCITATION
WINDING
A.G. LEADS
FIG

4,372.-Half wave Rectigon schematic diagram of connections.

From what has already been said, it will be appreciated that a high vacuum
is absolutely essential to the satisfactory operation of the plant.
For the ignition of the arc, alternating current is now employed which
has enabled the plant to be materially simplified. The diagram, fig. 4,371
shows the ignition and excitation circuit.

Argon Gas Bulb Rectifiers.-Instead of putting mercury in an
exhausted glass bulb, argon gas may be used.
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Typical argon gas bulb rectifiers are these made by the
Westinghouse Company and General Electric Company under
the trade names "Rectigon" and "Tungar" respectively.
The Rectigon outfit consists essentially of a transformer for converting
the voltage to the proper value, and a bulb for rectifying. The bulb is
a glass envelope, containing an anode and a cathode in the shape of a
filament, surrounded by an atmosphere of pure argon. Leads to the anode
and cathode are sealed through the glass walls of the bulbs. For convenience of installation, the filament leads are connected to the terminals
of a screw base.

DC
LEADS

V

FUSE

FILAMENT
EXCITATION
WINDING

------

FILAMENT
EXCITATION
WINDING
9-9

A. C. LEADS

pil

Ftc. 4,373.-Full wave Rectigon schematic diagram of connections.

When alternating current voltage is applied to the transformer, the
filament of the bulb is heated to incandescence by current from a special
winding on the transformer. At incandescent temperature, the filament
emits electrons which, by collision with the molecules of the gas, ionize
the gas and provide the means of current [flow from the anode to the
NOTE. Argon gas. This gas forms rather less than one per cent of the atmosphere. Its presence in the air was first indicated by the fact that a liter of nitrogen prepared from air was found
to weigh heavier than a liter of pure nitrogen obtained in other ways. It can be obtained by passing electric sparks through air in presence of caustic potash, and gradually adding oxygen until
all the nitrogen has been converted into potassium nitrite and nitrate. Atomic weight, 40. Has
a characteristic spectrum, a monatomic molecule. It appears to be incapable of enter'ng into
chemical combination with any other element or compouná whatever.
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cathode. Since the anode remains at a comparatively low temperature,
current cannot flow in the reverse direction.
The voltage of the secondary of the transformer is applied to the load
is
through the bulb and due to the valvelike action of the bulb, current
permitted to flow in only one direction.

The General Electric "Tungar" rectifier is
similar to the Rectigon. It consists essentially
of one or two bulbs, a transformer and an
enclosing case.

bulbs. Fig. 4,374, two ampere; fig. 4,375, sit
Fits. 4,374 and 4,375.-Westinghouse Rectigon
designed to charge single batteries in homes and

ampere. ,The small portable Reel igons are
and internal reactance are
private garages In these outfits the transformer secondary voltageunder
any conditions of line
so chosen to give a charging current not far from the rated values
or any adjustment for
or battery within reasonable limits without any change in connections
from 100 to 130
variation
voltage
different conditions. The application is limited to lines of
limits the charging current
volts and to batteries of between 1 and 98 cells. Within these
with a line voltage 10%
varies from 20% above the rated value to about 50% below. 'Thus, 20% above the rated
be approximately
above normal and charging 3 cells the current will and
the current will be
6
cells,
charging
normal
value, and with a line voltage 10% below
appreciably during
approximately 50% of the rated value. The charging current does not vary
charge.
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The bulb is' similar in appearance to an incandescent lamp. A low
voltage filament, the cathode, and one or sometimes two carbon anodes are
used for electrodes. The bulb is filled with argon gas.
When the filament is energized the space between the electrodes acts
as an electric valve of low resistance, allowing current to flow only from
anode to cathode. Therefore, only uni-directional or direct current can
flow from the battery charger. The transformer serves three purposes:
First, it adjusts the voltage of the alternating supply to that required
by the batteries; second, it furnishes a separate source of excitation for

Etc. 4,376.-Westinghouse 12 ampere, 75 volt, Rectigon rectifier with cover removed showing
bulbs, etc. By means of the arrangement of the d.c. leads, the user is given the choice of three
combinations for charging batteries, as there are always two circuits available. The first combination will charge two groups, of from one to ten batteries each, at a six ampere rate. Or,
by turning the regulating handle to the off position, it is possible to eliminate one group. A
second rearrangement of the external connections permits one to charge a maximum of ten
batteries at the rate of 12 amperes. The third combination is an arrangement of batter;es
into three groups so that the current going into one group will equal the sum of the currents
in the other two groups. In this manner it is possible to give a high charging rate to a special
group of batteries and at the same time charge two other groups at a low rate.

the filament; and third, it insulates the batteries from the supply current.
Various battery voltages are used. 24 and 48 volt systems predominate,
although 12 volts is often used on small and 110 volts on large systems.

Bulb Rectifier Troubles.-Typical of the characteristics of
operation of bulb type rectifiers, the following troubles relating
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in particular to Tungar rectifiers, with their remedies are given.
If, on turning on the dial switch, the bulb do not glow:
See whether the arc. supply he on;
the supply line fuses. If these be blown or be defective
replace them with 10 ampere fuses for a 115 volt outfit or with 6 ampere
fuses for a 220 volt outfit;
3. Make sure that the bulb is screwed well into the socket;
4. Examine the contacts inside the socket. If they be tarnished or
1.

2. Examine

dirty, clean them with sandpaper;

.
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FIGS. 4,379 and 4 ,380. -Westinghouse 6 amperes, 75 volts Rectigon battery charger for public
garages and battery service stations. Fig. 4,379, charger closed; fig, 4,380, charger open

showing construction.

5. Try a new bulb. The old bulb may be defective;
6. Have the switch arm make good contact on the regulating switch.

If the bulbs light, but no current show on the ammeter:
1. Examine the connections to the batteries, and also the connections
between them. Most troubles are caused by imperfect battery connections;
2. Examine the fuse inside the case. If this be blown or defective, replace it with a 12 ampere fuse;
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3. See that the clip is on the wire of the bulb;
4. The bulb may have a slow leak and therefore may not rectify. Try
a new bulb.

If the current on the ammeter be high and cannot be reduced:
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Fro. 4,381.-General Electric Tungar battery charger, home type, for lead batteries. 5 ampere
charging rate for 3 cells or 3 ampere charging rate for 6 cells. This type of Tungar is especially
adapted for charging radio batteries. The number of ampere hours replaced should be about
30% higher than those taken out of a battery. For example, if a 3 tube receiving set (1 ampere per tube) be operated 3 hours, the battery will deliver 9 ampere hours. The Tungar should
be operated approximately 2 it hours or a total of 12 ampere hours to replace this amount of
discharge. Keep the battery in a fully charged condition at all times. Always have the leads
from the battery to the radio set disconnected when charging. The radio set is grounded, and
trouble will occur if these instructions he not followed. Always pull the attachment plug out
of the socket. Never merely turn off the socket switch when discontinuing charging. Make the
detector filament connections direct to the battery and not to the Tungar leads. A safe arrangement is to have a small double pole, double throw switch, the battery being connected to
the blade terminals, the Tungar to the terminals on one end and the bulbs to the terminals on
the other end.
1. The ammeter may be sticky; tap it lightly with the hand. The
ammeter will not indicate the current correctly if the pointer be not on
the zero line when the Tungar is not operating. , he pointer may be
easily reset by turning slightly the screw on the lower part of the instrument;
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that the batteries are not connected with reversed polarity;
3. The a.c. supply may be abnormally high. Maize sure that the pri2. Be sure

mary connection is made to the tap nearest to the supply voltage. Always
keep a spare bulb on hand that has been tested for at least one complete
charge before being placed in reserve.
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htc. 4,382.-Westinghouse "Rectox" dry junction trickle

charger.

4,383.-Connection plate of Rectos dry junction trickle charger. This outfit will charge
.75 ampere continuously and
a 6 volt storage battery at a maximum rate of approximately
it is merely
provision is also made for charging at a .4 ampere rate ii desired. In charging,
wires, and then
necessary to connect the battery to the charger by means of short copper
on
plug the c.r. lead into any convenient light socket. The position of the link connector to
he necessary
the front of the outfit determines whether half or lull rate charging will
the charging
select the proper terminals, which are very plainly marked, in order to obtain
rate desired.

Dry Junction Rectifier.-This type rectifier was introduced
with the idea of avoiding electrolyte, gas, or vacuum as employed in the rectifiers just described. The rectifier of this type
here described is made by the Westinghouse Company under
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the trade name "Rectox." This outfit consists chiefly of a
suitably designed transformer and copper oxide rectifying
elements enclosed in a sheet steel case.
The rectifying element consists of copper discs or washers, one side of
which has been treated at high temperature to collect a coating of copper
oxide. These discs are separated from each other by a lead washer to

,

"Ilr".7/9111

-1t1-1:

94RA

431r,27-AlI
NZ".-.T2:1/

FIG

,E

-4.384.-Westinghouse dry junction rectifier unit consisting of treated copper discs as
described in the accompanying text.
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furnish good contact. The d.c. terminals, fuse and charging rate selector
studs are located at one end of the outfit and all parts plainly marked.
The two standard. methods of connecting rectifiers for full wave rectification are shown in figs. 4,385 and 4,386.

thlitatlál
ATAA'IAIí1'I'1

FIGS. 4,385

IQ111 IQ

en el

1A1,111

/i19v1

and 4,386.-Arrangement of dry junction rectifier for full wave rectification.

for
Fig. 4,387.-Kodel "Kuprox' full wave dry junction rectifier assemblydischandling a higher current and voltage than is permissible with a single
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Fig. 4,390 shows an assembly of four copper oxide rectifier elements into
a group for full wave rectification, the connections being the same as in
fig. 4,389. Such an assembly may be used without a central tap in the
transformer. With good ventilation, such a unit wilI supply a unidirectional pressure of 6 volts and a current which depends on the area used.

The current density that may be used depends on the effectiveness of
the ventilation that is provided. In order to dispose of the power lost in

.2

Cl
FIG. 4,388.-Kodel "Kuprox" rectifier disc. The rectification is due to a thin layer of copper
oxide BL -B2, formed directly upon a sheet of pure copper A, and coated on its outer surface
with a thin copper film CI, C2. The direction of current flow, is from the copper films CI, or
C2, through the intervening oxide layers B', or B2, to the underlying copper plate A. If the
positive terminal of a battery -or other source of energy he connected to A, and provided the
critical voltage be not exceeded, no current will pass through the Kuprox disc upon completion

of the exterior surface.

COPPER

OXIDE.
',

LEAD WASHER

FIG. 4,389.-Assembly of single half wave rectifier.
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the rectifier, it may be provided with ventilating fins. With current densities greater than two amperes per square inch, a forced air draught or
immersion in oil is necessary.

.:,

re

Flo. 4,390.-Group assembly of dry junction rectifier discs for full wave rectification.

TEST QUESTIONS
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

What is the purpose of a rectifier?
Give the definition of a rectifier.
For what applications are rectifiers used to advantage
Give a classification of rectifiers.
What ís a mechanical rectifier?
Of what does an electro -magnetic rectifier consist?
Name two kinds of electro -magnetic rectifiers.
What is an electrolytic rectifier?
What are electrolytic rectifiers sometimes called?
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,10. What metal is extensively used in the construction of
electrolytic rectifiers?
11. Describe the Nodon valve.
12. Describe the Fleming oscillation valve.
13. Describe the Grisson valve.
14. Who invented the audion valve?
15. How does the Churcher valve operate?
16. Describe the Pawlowski valve.
17: What type is the Buttner valve?
18. What significance have the terms vapor and arc as
applied to rectifiers?
19. Describe at length the Cooper -Hewitt mercury vapor
20.
21.
22.
23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.
29.
30.

31.

rectifier.
What are the two kinds of losses in the rectifier tube?
What is a mercury arc power rectifier?
Describe a mercury arc rectifier outfit.
How is a mercury arc rectifier started?
Describe at length the American Brown Boveri mercury arc power rectifier.
Describe the construction of the mercury seal for
power rectifiers.
How does the two stage pump used with the power
rectifier work?
What is the range of sizes of mercury arc power rectifiers?
Describe the argon gas bulb rectifier.
Give some points on argon gas.
Give a number of bulb rectifier troubles, with their
remedies.
What is a dry junction rectifier?
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CHAPTER 81

Lightning Arresters
By definition a lightning arrester is á device for providing a
path by which lightning disturbances or other static discharges
are passed to the earth.
A lightning arrester is a device intended primarily to prevent
damage to electrical apparatus which may be caused by disturbances due to lightning. The study of the effects of lightning is of even greater importance than that of the lightning
itself.
Most of the effects of lightning found on electrical circuits are due not
to a direct stroke of lightning striking the transmission line, but rather
due to the so called induced voltage which appears on the transmission
line when a cloud over the line suddenly discharges either to ground or
to another cloud.

Lightning arresters are not intended to take care of direct
strokes, and like poles, or insulators, or other portions of the
structure of electrical circuits, may be destroyed by such a
discharge.
The magnitude of the voltage which appears on a line when
the cloud overhead discharges depends upon the height of the
line above the ground and the pressure gradient at the time
of discharge in the region where the line is located.
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The rapidity with which the voltage appears on the transmission line
ís determined by the rapidity with which the cloud discharges. As is
well known, from watching lightning during a thunder storm, the discharge takes place in a very short time. That time may be, perhaps, the
time it takes electricity to travel from the cloud to the ground, which if
the cloud be half a mile above the earth and discharged to the earth,
would be of the order of 1/400,000 part of a second.

Some observers believe that the lightning discharge is oscillatory in character, while others are of the opinion that the discharge is unidirectional,
Considerable material has been written concerning the magnitude of the
voltage and current which may be found in lightning discharges. Valuable
as these factors are in helping to clear up the lightning problem, the magnitude of the voltage on the line and the rate at which it builds up are
of immediate importance.
Since the portion of the line under the cloud is charged to a certain
voltage against ground, the transmission circuit so affected may be considered as a condenser which discharges into the rest of the circuit not
under the cloud. As a result of such a discharge, two waves of voltage
travel along the transmission line in opposite directions from the disturbance. If these waves do not flash over some insulator as they travel
along the line, they will continue until some inductive electrical apparatus
is reached where insulation between turns or between conductors and
ground may be punctured or otherwise damaged unless properly protected by a lightning arrester. Any study, then, of the lightning problem
must involve the study of the effects of a wave traveling along an electrical conductor, these waves being so constituted that the voltage rises
from zero to a maximum of many times the operating voltage of the line
in a period of time as short as a few microseconds.

Considerable experimentation has been made with discharges of condensers producing waves of this character, but no means have been available whereby the exact form of these waves could be determine d, until
recently.
A scientific study of the whole problem involves the use of some oscillo
graphic device such as shown in figs. 4,391 and 4,392, which will depict
easily and accurately transient phenomena of extremely short duration.
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Fins. 4,391 and 4,392.-Dufour oscillograph. Fig. 4,391. external view; fig. 4,392, elementary
diagram showing operation. There are two sets of deflector coils 1. 2, 3, 4, so arranged as
to produce a time scale hich may give a distance of several cm. on the film corresponding
to a millionth of a second. In one of the sets of deflecting coils a transient current is passed
in such a manner that the electron stream is held off the film until the proper time arrives,
when it sweeps across the film at a uniform rate. The circuit is so arranged that the electron
stream does not again return tct the film. Thus, with these so called sweeping coils only
in use, a straight line is traced. Through the other set of deflecting coils is passed a current
from an oscillator whose amplitude is adjusted so that the electron stream is not deflected
beyond the edges of the film. When these coils only are energized a straight Line is traced.
When both of these coils are energized simultaneously the effect is to produce a wave form.
Nt

By these means a time scale is produced in either of two directions as desired. By using
the sweeping alone without the oscillator, a time scale may be obtained such that 1 in.
along the film is equal to about 8 microseconds. Using the oscillator alone the magnification of the time scale is limited only by the frequency which it is possible to secure in the

oscillator circuit.
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Terms Relating to Arresters

-

For a clear understanding of this chapter the reader should
note the following:
Definitions
Cathode Ray Oscillográph.-A cathode ray oscillograph is an instrument in which the moving parts consist of cathode rays. This has a very
high speed and can be used to accurately record surges of very short
duration.

Characteristic Element.-The characteristic element of a lighting arrester is that part of the arrester which controls the discharge current
and which suppresses .the follow current.
Discharge Current.-The discharge current of a lightning arrester is
the current resulting from the surge which flows through the lightning
arrester to earth during the time the lighting surge is taking place on the
circuit.
Follow Current.-After the surge current caused by the lightning disturbance, passes through the lightning arrester, there is formed a conducting
path through which the normal or generated current of the circuit may also
flow. Although this generated current is finally stopped, some of the
current follows the surge current through the lightning arrester and this
current is called follow current.

Ground.-Any conducting connection between an electrical circuit and

the earth, is called a ground or earth, the word earth being more accurate
when applied in connection with the use of lightning arresters.

Horn Gap.-A horn gap is a spark gap equipped with metal horns to
assist in interrupting the follow current. Such a gap is sometimes used
as a series gap with a lightning arrester.

Lightning.-Lightning is an electrical discharge occurring in the atmosphere from cloud to cloud, between cloud and earth or within a cloud.
When such a discharge between cloud and earth terminates on a transmission line, a distribution line, electrical machinery or other objects, it
is called a direct stroke of lightning. Although direct strokes may be destructive, they usually strike electrical systems only in the transmission

'
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circuit, where, at the present state of the art, it is not economic to completely protect against them. Lightning arresters are not in general designed to protect against direct strokes.

Lightning Arrester.-A lightning arrester is a device providing a path
for electric current between any electric circuit and the earth, through
which, upon occurrence of a lightning surge, current will be conducted in

sufficient amount to reduce the over voltage of the circuit caused by the
surge, and after this reduction, the current will cease to be so conducted.

Lightning Surge.-A lightning surge is a temporary electrical disturbance in an electric circuit caused by lightning.
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4,394.-Method of measuring the voltage of an actual lightning stroke.

Protected Series Gap.-A protected series gap is a series gap protected
from rain and other precipitation by a roof or cover.
Series Gap.-A spark gap connected in series with a ligLtning arrester
which keeps the circuit through the lighting arrester open under normal
conditions, but closes the circuit for the lightning discharge by sparking over.
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Classification.-Lightning arresters may be classified
1.

With respect to their use, as to

a. The kind of circuit to be protected: such as power or communication
circuit.
b. Location: that is, whether it be for use on distribution circuits or at
large stations.
c. Weather protection; whether indoor or outdoor type.
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space caused by charged cloud.

d. Nature of generated current; whether d.c. or a.c.
e. The system of connection; whether

it be earthed or non -earthed.

2. With respect to control of follow current, as
a. Valve type.
b. Follow current type.
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Ques. What are the causes of static charges?
Ans. They may be caused by sand storms in dry climates,
charges from overhead clouds, smoke, dust particles in the air,
etc.
Ques. What causes high frequency oscillations?
Ans. They are usually due to lightning discharges in the
vicinity of the line, either from cloud to cloud, from cloud to
earth, or within a cloud.
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Fin. 4,396.-Curves show'ng the manner in which the voltage increases on the line with decrease in voltage on the cloud.

Ques. What are the requirements of lightning protection
devices?
Ans. They must prevent excessive pressure differences between line and ground, line and line, and prevent damage to
electrical machinery by keeping the pressure, due to lightning,
at a low value.
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Ques. What is a spark?
Ans. The conduction of electricity by air.

Ques. What is an are?
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4,397.-Lightning discharge from transmission line photographed on revolving film tests
made in the mountains of Colorado. A 24 mile idle line was available. The lightning
was permitted to discharge to ground through a large gap in series with a small auxiliary
gap in a dark box. A rapidly revolving photographic film on a steel disc recorded the discharge. Many of these discharges were photographed. In all cases, following the first
impulse, a very highly damped oscillation took place at the natural period of the line or

FIG.

about 1,900 cycles.

Ans. The conduction of electricity by vapor from the elec-

trodes.
Ques. What is the difference between an arrester for a
grounded Y and non -grounded neutral system?
Ans. The difference in design is that the arrester for the non grounded neutral system must be built to ,take care of a higher
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voltage. The reason for this is that under certain conditions
the non -grounded system has a higher voltage to ground than
the grounded system and this requires a higher voltage lightning arrester.
Ques. Why is a higher voltage obtainable with the non grounded system?
_5PAJ

<

PLUG

9GNITER

4\

S PAR n

FIGS. 4,398 and

4,399.-Two familiar illustrations shoeing the distinction between

a spark

and an arc.

Ans. If one line become accidentally grounded, the full line
voltage would be thrown across one leg. On a Y system with a
grounded neutral, the accidentally grounded phase causes a short
circuit of the phase and the arrester is relieved of the strain by
the tripping of the circuit breaker. Briefly stated, a higher
voltage arrester is used when for any reason, the system can be
operated, even for a short time with one phase grounded.
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Valve Type Arrester.-This type arrester is one whose characteristic element has a very high resistance at normal voltage,
which resistance decreases as the voltage increases and then returns
to its normal value when the surge voltage returns to zero. These
characteristics result in suppressing the follow current.
In other words, the valve type acts as a valve and lets the high pressure
surges pass through the arrester, but shuts the valve when the normal
line current attempts to follow.
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4.400.-Westinghouse valve type arrester for protection of distribution transformers;
voltages up to 50,000. The protection of distribution systems is mainly a problem of distribution transformer protection. This differs in every respect from the problem involved
in the protection of station type apparatus. The construction of the arrester is plainly
shown in the illustration.

Ftc.

Follow Type

Arresters.-By definition a follow current type

arrester is one that permits follow current
out the follow current.

to flow

and then puts

This method of putting out the follow current might be by means of
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a magnetic blowout; the change in characteristics of metal vapor preventing the reversal of current; or allowing the heat of an arc to draw it out
and break it as in the horn gap type.

Protective Characteristics.-The protective ability of a lightning arrester depends upon the voltage lo which it allows the
surge to go and the time during which it permits such voltage to
be maintained.

arresters. Fig. 4,401
FIGS. 4,401 to 4,403.-General Electric magnetic blowout (follow type)
fig. 4,403 type for
for outdoor service up to 750 volts; fig. 4,402 for indoor 750 volt service;
mounting under car, 350-750 volts.

Although the time of a lightning surge is very small, and can only be
measured in millionths of a second, this time is important, and the length
of time that the high voltage is impressed on the electrical machinery, in
addition to how high the voltage is, determines whether the electrical
machinery will have a breakdown of its insulation or not.

Air Gap

Arresters.-A method of relieving any abnormal

pressure condition is to connect a discharge air gap between some
point on an electric conductor and the ground. The resistance
thus interposed between the ground and the conductor is such
that any voltage very much in excess of the maximum normal
will cause a discharge to ground, whereas at other times the
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conductor is ungrounded because of the air gap. This forms the
principle of air gap arresters.
The single gap, while adequate for telegraph line protection, was found
insufficient for electric light and power circuits, because since the current
of such circuits is considerable and usually at high pressure, it would
follow the lightning discharge across the gap. Thus the problem
to provide means for preventing the line current going through thearose
arrester, and this has resulted in the introduction of several new forms
GAP

SHUNT SECTION
OF

RESISTANCE ROD

LINE-

RESISTANCE
ROD

BLOWOUT
COIL

GROUND

4,404.-Diagram illustrating operation of magnetic blowout (follow type) arrester. The
arrester consists of an adjustable spark gap in series with a resistance. Part of the resistance is in shunt with a blowout coil, between the poles of which is the spark gap. The

FIG.

parts are mounted on a porcelain base which, for outdoor service, is in turn mounted in an
asbestos lined wooden box. /ti operation, when the lightning voltage comes
the line,
it causes the spark gap to break down and a discharge occurs through the gap on
and the resistance rod to ground. Part of the line current following the discharge shunts
through
the blowout coil, producing a strong magnetic field across the spark gap. The magnetic
field blows out the discharge arc and restores normal conditions.

LINE

.0..000000000

GROUND

III

NON -ARCING METAL CYLINDERS

4,40o.-Non-arcing multi-gap arrester. Based on the principle of employing for the
terminals across which the arc is formed, such metals as are least capable of maintaining an
alternating arc between them. This so called non -arcing property of certain metals was
discovered by Alexander Wurtz. The action is such that the "line current" which follows
the.hghtning discharge follows as an arc, but is stopped at the end of one alternation because of the property of the non.arcing metals to carry an arc in one direction, but requiring
an extremely high voltage to start a reverse arc. The non-arcing metals ordinarily employed are alloys of zinc and copper. Plain multi -gap arresters as here shown operate satisfactorily with the smaller machines and on circuits of limited power, particularly low
voltage circuits.

F[c.
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of arresters, particularly the pellet type and the station type oxide film

lightning arresters.

Operation of a Lightning Arrester.-The cycle by which a
lightning arrester operates includes the following action:
1. Due tó the series gaps, no current from the line passes
through the arrester and the arrester circuit stays open;
2. When the lightning surge takes place, the voltage goes up
high enough to arc over the series gap, and the surge current
or discharge passes through the lightning arrester to earth;
3. The surge current continues to flow as long as the surge
voltage is on the line, and after this stops flowing, a small
amount of the generated current on the line may flow also,
depending upon the type of arrester;
4. As soon as- the surge voltage has been reduced to a very
low value, the surge current stops flowing, and shortly after,
the follow current, if any, stops flowing and the arrester is
restored to the original condition.
As soon as the arrester has discharged as just described, it
should be ready for another discharge in case of other lightning
voltages.

Pellet Arresters. --The essential elements of an arrester of
this type are a number of small pills about $$3a in., in diameter
made of lead peroxide.
These are coated with litharge powder which forms a film around the
pill. These litharge coated pills or pellets are placed in a porcelain tube
and assembled in good electrical contacts with metal electrodes at each
end of the column.

Between the line lead and the pellet column is one or more
series gaps which separate the pellets from the line under normal conditions, but which allow a discharge to take place, when
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the voltage reaches a sufficiently high value above normal
voltage.
This construction is shown in figs. 4,406 and 4,407. The finished arrester
as here shown consists of hundreds of miniature cells in series and in
parallel. The litharge film apparently acts as a porous spacer and not
as a solid insulation. This gives high speed and freedom of discharge.
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Fics. 4,406 and 4,407.-General Electric pellet type arrester. Application: The pellet oxide
film arrester is made for application to a.c. constant pressure circuits of voltages up to
50,000. It is for outdoor service only and is used primarily for the protection of distribution transformers and moderate sized substation transformers. The pellet type of oxide
film arrester is a modification of the well known cell type of oxide film arrester. The latter type,

which was developed for large stations and large outdoor transformers, has been in successful service since 1915 on circuits with voltages ranging from 300 to 220,000. This
arrester is of the valve type.

High voltage surges wo through this pellet arrester in a
number of parallel path's and the sealing occurs at the contact
surfaces of all the pellets in the path of the surge current.
It might be expected that such small contact surfaces as exist between
the pellets would be quickly worn away by the discharges, but this is not
the case. The contact surface is punctured by the discharge, but the
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surface is restored, ready
sealing at once reforms the film and the contact
for additional service.
the heavy surges
The pellets have the mechanical strength to withstand
discharge.
will
of
arrester
type
this
that
lightning arrester,
The satisfactory performance of this arrester, or any
voltage at
maximum
the
where
circuits
to
depends upon its application
arrester.
no time exceeds the maximum rating of the
l
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¢
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chamber arresters; sectional views show
Fins. :,408 and 4,409.-General Electric compression
compression chamber.
pellet type oxide film arresters.
FIGS. 4,410 and 4,411.-General Electric
volt; fig. 4,411 37,000 volt.

FIG. 4,410, 25,000

Compression Chamber Arresters.-These are made for
protection of apparatus on secondary lighting and power
for
cuits. The 750 volt arresters are especially suitable
circuits.
feeder
protection of apparatus on railway signal
are for outdoor service only.

the
cir-

the
All
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The essential elements of a compression chamber arrester
are two electrodes with a small air gap between them, placed between line and ground. The lightning voltage sparks over the
gap and a current flows to ground, thus relieving the lightning
strain.
The gap electrodes are made of a brass alloy, which gives off a zinc
vapor due to the heating of the current. This vapor has a rectifying effect
preventing the reversal of the current, so that at the end of the cycle on
which the discharge occurs, the line current following the discharge is

FIGS. 4,412 to 4,416.-General Electric oxide film arrester cell. Fig. 4,412, assembled cell;
figs. 4,413 to 4,416, cell before assembly. In construction the cells are held together

under moderate pressure and are arranged in sections or stacks according to the voltage
and kind of circuit. The cells are disc shaped, about 714 ins. in diameter and% in thick as
shown. The active area is approximately 23 sq. in. Each cell is made of two circular brass
plates crimped firmly to the edges of an annular piece of porcelain, as shown in fig. 4,416.
A powder, lead peroxide, which has very low resistance, compactly fills the space between
the plates. The inside of the metal plates is covered with a varnish film which is an insulator. The number of cells used in an arrester is such that the voltage per cell is approximately 300 volts. The active area is about 23 sq. in.

cut off and normal conditions are thus restored. In the compression
chamber arrester the gap electrodes are separated by a porcelain spacer.
It will be noted in figs. 4,408 and 4,409 that the brass alloy makes a small
closed chamber.

During the discharge, the gases formed by the arc are held
within these chambers and become slightly compressed and assist
in extinguishing the arc by partially smothering it. This feature
gives the arrester its name.
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4,417.-General Electric oxide film arrester; sectional view showing construction and
names of parts. In putting in the cells, they are stacked up and clamped between treated
wooden supports. The clamping construction is such that cells can be removed from one
section without disturbing those in another. Arresters for outdoor service have galvanized
sheet iron louvres attached to th.t wooden supports to give protection against the weather,
These louvres can easily be removed for inspection and repairs.
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Oxide Film Arresters.-This type arrester consists essentially of a number of cells with a gap in series between line and
ground.
The cells are held together under moderate pressure and are arranged
in sections or stacks, according to the voltage and kind of circuit. The
cells are disc shape, about 7% in. in diameter and % in. thick as shown
in fig. 4,412.

In operation when a lightning voltage sparks over the gap, it
is impressed on the cells and breaks down the insulating coating
on the metal plates.

Fin. 4,418.-General Electric three phase oxide film arrester for outdoor service 20,000 to
25,000 volts; shields of middle leg removed for inspection.

A breakdom n occurs in the form of a minute crater on the film coating.
The metal plates are not punctured. As soon as the crater forms, a discharge
current flows through the cells to ground thus relieving the lightninf,.
pressure. The flow of current through the cells, through some action,
the theory of which at the present time is not entirely understood, seals
up the opening to the crater and prevents the generator current following
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the lightning discharge. The arc in the series gap dies out and the arrester is again disconnected from the line.
If the voltage should still or again he sufficiently high to break down
the gap, the operation is repeated, either at the same point or some other
point on the surface of the varnished plates. These operations may continue for many years, the sealing action taking place over the entire area
and sometimes in the same identical point that the previous discharge
took place.
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4.421.-Protected area and distribution of hits between rod and ground for
different positions of storm center.

FIGS. 4,419 to

When arresters of this type are used an inspection should
always be made at the beginning and end of each lightning
season.
If the cells be found mechanically intact, the arrester can he considered in first class operating condition.

.
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The number of cells required for a given operating voltage is
determined by allowing about 300 volts per cell.
It is possible to pre -determine the characteristics of an oxide film lightning arrester in a laboratory by using a lightning generator and a cathode
ray oscillograph.

Ques. Can oxide film lightning arresters be operated at a
low voltage temporarily and later at a high voltage?
Ans. Yes.
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4,422.-Area protected by a lightning rod.

22

This can be done by putting in enough cells for the final voltage, and
short circuiting the extra cells while operating at the lower voltage.

Ques. Describe the operations necessary in putting oxide
film arresters in commission.
Ans. The arrester should be assembled in accordance with
construction drawings and the hemisphere gap adjusted for
the correct gap setting.
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All grass, weeds, and other obstructions should be removed from under
or near the arrester, as these are liable to short circuit the live parts. The
insulators, hemispheres and other parts should be thoroughly cleaned with
a dry cloth to remove dust, surplus compound, etc.
The arresters should have an initial charging operation and after that
they should be charged at the beginning of each lightning season. When
possible, it is advisable to reduce the line voltage to half voltage and
raise it in steps of three quarters in full voltage, charging the arrester at
each step.
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FIG. 4,423.-Division of hits between rod and ground for different heights of rod. When the
rod has zero length, 100% of the hits must strike the ground. When the height of the rod
is 1.1% of the cloud height, the division of hits is equal, while all of the strokes go to the
rod when it is about 2.5% of the cloud height. Over this range, the ground was never hit
nearer to the rod than four times its height.-General Electric tests.

The procedure in any case will be as follows:
1.

Disconnect the arrester from the line.

2. Discharge each stack of the arrester to ground.
3. Inspect all connections and mechanical parts to ascertain if all be
in good condition.
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4. Where the line voltage is reduced for charging, all three gaps can be
shorted at the same time with not greater than a 5 ampere fuse wire across
each gap. Where the line voltage cannot be reduced, it is advisable to
short each gap in turn before finally shorting all three gaps. At each voltage gap the voltage should not be held over three minutes. If the fuses
blow, or the cells show signs of trouble, indicated by any compounds being
blown out, the operation should be discontinued and the arrester disconnected, as the line circuit or arrester connections may be at fault.
5. After the arrester has been satisfactorily charged, disconnect the arrester from the line and discharge the cell stack to ground. To discharge
cell stack to ground, it is not necessary to discharge each individual cell.
After the arrester is disconnected from the line, the line side of the gap
should be grounded. Short circuiting the gap with the arrester disconnected from the line will then discharge the cell stacks to ground.
6. Remove all short circuit connections and inspect all parts to see that
all mechanical pans are making proper contact.
7. Make sure that the gaps are set in accordance with the gap settings
applying to the particular altitude that they are being operated at, and
put the arrester in service.

Ques. When is the pellet type of arrester used and when is
the oxide film type of arrester used?
Ans. The pellet type of arrester is generally used to protect
small circuits, small banks of transformers, and other electrical
machinery where the cost will not warrant the larger and more
expensive arrester. The oxide film lightning arrester is used
for all important stations for protecting large banks of transformers, and for protecting circuits where trouble from lightning would be very dangerous and expensive.
Ques. What are the essentials for giving satisfactory lightning protection to electrical machinery?
Ans. They are as follows:
1. A lightning arrester should be selected that will impress the lowest
voltage, for the shortest time on the insulation during lightning disturbances.
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2. The lightning arresters should be placed as close to the electric
machinery it is protecting as possible. If it be placed too far away, the arrester will be unable to protect, or will give less protection than it would
if it were right adjacent to the apparatus it is protecting.
3. The ground resistance must be as low as possible. No arrester can
be effective with a high ground resistance.
4. The arrester should be selected for the proper voltage so that the
rating of the arrester will not be exceeded under normal conditions due to
regulation of the circuit, the use of induction regulators, delay in circuit
breaker opening, etc.
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4,424.-Method of grounding 1. r pole type lightn'ng arresters protecting distribution
transformers. Under average soil conditions this method should provide a resistance of
15 ohms or less, which if maintaine. , will be adequate or the pole type arresters. A single
driven pipe, if liberally salted, will frequently give a suitably low resistance value for arresters on the customary 2300-4000 volt class of distribution circuits, particularly in regions
of large arrester density. A ground resistance much above 15 ohms becomes questionable
particularly in sections where the transformer density is a minimum; that is, where the
number of discharge paths in parallel would be a minimum, thus requiring the total energy
induced on the circuit over a considerable area or length of line to be discharged through
but one or two arrester installations. In other words, the minimum ground resistance is
desirable in areas of minimum installation density.

Ftc.
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What means are available to determine which
arrester gives the best protection?
Ans. It is possible, in a laboratory, by means of a lightning
generator and a cathode ray oscillograph, to see the path of the
discharge through the lightning arrester, what voltage the
lightning arrester allows the circuit voltage to go to, and how
long this high voltage is impressed on the insulation of the electrical machinery being protected.
Ques.
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Ihc. 4,425.-Pipe ground element. Drive one inch iron pipes to the permanent moisture
level and then salt the ground around the pipes to a depth of several feet. The number
of arrester grounds depends upon the character of the soil and the size of the arrester installation. For the average power or lighting station, the installation of four such ground
pipe arrangements as here described should he sufficient. These should be located near
each outside wall of the station and bussed solidly together. One of these groups should
be installed at a point nearest the arrester, or a fifth put in at such a point. It is advisable
to connect these earth pipes to the iron framework of the station, and also to any water

mains, metal flumes, or trolley rails-that are available. In no case should there he less that
two pipe grounds installed, and where accurate records are to be kept of ground resistance, at
least three such pipe grounds should he made, with the individual pipes six feet or more apart.

Ques. Is this the only requirement for a good arrester?
Ans. No, it is also necessary to have an arrester rugged
enough to withstand unusual conditions.
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Grounded and Ungrounded Neutral Circuits.-It is important to avoid the mistake of using an arrester for a thoroughly
grounded neutral, when the neutral is only partially grounded,
that ís, grounded through an appreciable resistance. Careful
consideration of this condition will make the above statement
clear.
In an arrester for a grounded neutral circuit, each leg of the
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4,426.-The system of multiple driven pipes for grounding arresters
transmission line apparatus. The ground pipes are driven close against the arrester foundation, the latter affording mechanical protection against broken connectiol to pipes. All
of
of the copper connecting bus and actual connections to the pipes are abo.e thetosurface
be used
the ground, promoting ease of inspection and testing. The number of pipes
four
or
depends upon the soil texture and resistivity, but under good soil conditions threesoil condriven pipes well treated with salt will be satisfactory, while in many cases the not less
ditions will require eight or ten pipes which may be installed as shown and spaced
than 6 feet on all sides of the arrester foundation. A good value of resistance for arresters
case of
protecting station and substation apparatus will not be over 5 ohms, and in the
the larger and more important arrester installation even lower values of ground resistance
should be attained.
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arrester normally receives the neutral pressure when the arrester
discharges, but if a phase become accidentally grounded, the line
voltage is thrown across each of the other legs until the circuit
breaker opens the circuit.
The line voltage is 73% greater than the voltage to neutral or normal
operating voltage. This means that when a grounded phase occurs, this
73% over voltage is short circuited through the arrester until the circuit
breaker opens.

t

Fins. 4,427 to 4,431.-General Electric pipe ground connections.

The amount of energy to be dissipated in the arrester depends upon the kilowatt capacity of the generator, the internal
resistance of the arrester and the time required to operate the circuit breaker.
It is evident that the greater the amount of resistance in the neutral, the
longer will be the time required for the circuit breaker to operate. Therefore, in cases where the earthing resistance in the neutral is great enough
to prevent the automatic circuit breaker opening practically instantaneously, an arrester for a non -grounded neutral system should he installed.
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Ground Connections.-In all lightning arrester installations,
it is very important to make proper ground connections, as
many lightning arrester troubles can be traced to bad grounds.
It was formerly considered best to ground a lightning arrester by means
of a large metal plate buried in a bed of charcoal at a depth of 6 to 8 ft. in
the earth.

A more satisfactory method of making a ground is to drive
a number of 1 in. galvanized iron pipes or copper welded rods
down to permanent moisture surrounding the station, connect-

A
,

4,433.-General Electric line connectors. Fig. 4,432, attached to line: fig.
4,433, attached to pole. Line connectors are supplied with all lightning arresters above
85,000 volts. These connectors are provided with soldered in cable and also set screws for
holding cable in the connector. To operate, insert the switch hook in the eye of the connector and turn to lest until the connectors then may be placed on the line and released
from the switch hook by a right hand screw action. The reverse operation will detach
the connector from the line and securely lock it to the switch hook. Attacl ing connector
to arrester frame will then ground line side of gap. Short circuiting the l.emiaphere gap
will discharge the arrester to ground.

FIGS. 4,432 and

ing all these pipes together by means of a heavy copper wire or
preferably by a copper strap.
If good grounding conditions be not obtained in this way, a quantity of
salt should be placed around each pipe at the surface of the ground and the
ground should be thoroughly moistened from time to time with water.
It is also advisable to connect these pipes to the iron framework of the
station and also to any water mains, metal flumes or other heavy metal
systems which are available.
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The following suggestions are
made for the usual size of station:
1. Place three pipes equally spaced
near each outside wall, making 12 all together, and place 3 extra pipes spaced
about 6 ft. apart at a point nearest the
arrester;

2. Where plates are placed in streams
of running water, they should he buried
in the mud along the bank in preference
to being laid in the stream;
3. Streams with rocky bottoms are to

be avoided;

4. Whenever plates are placed at any
distance from the arrester, it is necessary
also to drive a pipe into the earth directly beneath the art ester, thus making
the ground connection as short as possible. Earth plates at a distance cannot
be depended upon. Long ground wires
from the station cannot be depended
upon unless a lead is carried to the parallel grounding pipe installed as described
above;

5. As it is advisable occasionally to
examine the underground connections to
see that they be in proper condition, it
is well to keep on file exact plans of the
location of ground plates, ground wires
and pipes with a brief description so that
the data can be readily referred to;

4,434.-Steel cap for driving pipe. This prevents battering the end. The shank A, is
made to fit closely the inside of the pipe to be driven and should extend into the pipe about
6 or 8 ins. The top end of the pipe fits into the groove B, of the cap, the groove being slightly
wider than the hickness of the wall of the pipe and about VI in. deep. A great many pipes
may be driven before the cap will need to he renewed. A pipe may he driven with either
square or flattened end to penetrate the soil, and there is not generally sufficient advantage
with the flattened end to warrant the labor expended in the flattening operation. So called
ground points may be purchased from electric power equipment dealers the points are
hardened and have a shank that fits inside the pipe. These simplify driving somewhat,
but not generally in sufficient degree to warrant their cost.
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6. From time to time the resistance of these ground connections should
be measured to determine their condition. The resistance of a single pipe
ground in good condition has an average value of about 15 ohms. A simple
and satisfactory method of keeping an account of the state of the
earth conditions is to divide the grounding pipes into two groups, and
connect each group to the 110 volt lighting circuit with an ammeter in series.

Horn Gap Arresters. A horn gap arrester consists essentially
of two horn shaped terminals forming an air gap of variable
length; one horn being connected to the line to be protected and the
other to the ground usually through series resistance as shown in
fig. 4,437.
LINE

4,437.-Horn gap arrester, diagram showing arrester and connecrions between line and
ground. The horn type arrester was invented by Oelschlaeger for the Allgemeine Electricitaets Gesellschaft, and like. the Thomson arc circuit arrester, its operation is based
on the fact that a short circuit once started at the base, the heal generated by the arc will cause
it to travel upward until it becomes so attenuated that it is ruptured. On circuits of high voltage
this rupture sometimes takes a second or two, hut seems to act with little disturbance of
the line. Sometinzea a wafer resistance is used, a choke coil being inserted in the circuit
in series. In one installation for a 40,000 volt line, the horns were made of No. 0,000
copper wire with gap knees 2% to 3 or 3,14, inches. The capacity of the water resistance
receptacle was 15 gallons. Users differ as to whether the water should contain salt. The
choke coil can he made of about 18 turns of iron wire wound on a 6 inch cylinder.

FIG.

In operation, the arc due to the line current which follows a
discharge, rises between the diverging horn and becoming
more and more attenuated is finally extinguished. Horn
arresters should be used to protect the series rectifiers and moving coil transformers used in series lighting. They should also
be used at the junction of cable and overhead series circuits.
A typical horn gap arrester is shown in fig. 4,438.

Lightning Arresters
.
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Electrolytic Arresters.-Arresters of this class are sometimes
called aluminum' arresters because of the property of aluminum.
on which their action depends; that is, it depends on the phenomenon that a non -conducting film is formed on the surface of
aluminum when immersed in certain electrolytes.
If however, the film be exposed to a higher pressure, it may be
punctured by many minute holes; thus so reducing its resistance
that a large current may pass. When the pressure is again reduced the holes become resealed and the film again effective.

4,438.-General Electric horn gap arrester for outdoor service. It consists of a horn
gap, with the resistance units enclosed in porcelain tubes. These arresters are designed
to be mounted on the top of the poles and above the wires to keep the arcs on the horn
gaps from reaching the line wires. They are built in single pole units only.

Ftc.

In construction, the aluminum arrester consists essentially of a system
of nested aluminum cone shaped trays, supported on porcelain and secured
in frames of treated wood, arranged in a steel tank, as shown in fig. 4,439.
The system of trays is connected between the line and ground, and between line and line, a horn gap being inserted in the arrester circuit which
prevents the arrester being subjected to the line voltage except when in

action.
The electrolyte is poured into the cones and partly fills the space between the adjacent ones. The stack of cones with the electrolyte between
them is then immersed in a tank of oil. The electrolyte between adjacent
cones forms an insulation. The oil improves this insulation and prevents
the evaporation of the solution.

Lightning Arresters
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A cylinder of insulating material concentric with the cone stack is placed
between the latter and the steél tank, the object being to improve the
circulation of the oil and increase the insulation between the tank and the
cone stack. The arrester, as just described consists of a number of cells
connected in series.

Electrolytic arresters, although many are still in use, are now
fast becoming obsolete being superseded by the oxide film
station type.
TO HORN GAP

PORCELAIN
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COMPLETE

4,439.-General Electric (aluminum) electrolytic arrester.

This type is practically

obsolete.

Vacuum Tube Arresters.-The design of arresters of this
type is such as to give essentially a gap in a vacuum, the construction being shown in fig. 4,440. The gap is formed between
the inner wall of a drawn metal shell and a disc electrode
mounted concentric with ít.

Lightning Arresters
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The electrode is supported on a brass rod, which serves as a support as
well as connection and has ample current carrying capacity. The electrode system is insulated from the tube and is rigidly supported in position
by a bushing made of a special, accurately moulded, vitreous material which
is unusually strong and able to withstand sudden changes of temperature.
The bushing does not form the vacuum seal, however, that being made by a
compound especially developed for thf work. The open end of the tube
is finally closed by a porcelain bushing held in place by spinning.
The tube is exhausted in a machine which solders a small hole in the end
after the vacuum has been established.
The possibility of solder entering the active part of the vacuum space is
prevented by a diaphragm punching. Both the electrode and the lining of
the tube are made of brass. The arrester has a spark voltage of from 300
to 500 volts, direct current. Arresters of this type are used on railway
signal circuits.
ELECTRODE

COPPER TUBE

SEAL

GAP

/

:ARCING SLEEVE.

VACUUM

DIAPHRAGM PUNCHING

COMPOUND

SPECIAL
BUSHING

Ftc. 4,440.-Sectional view of vacuum tube arrester for railway signal circuit's. This arrester
has a spark pressure of from 350 to 500 volts d.c. and an equivalent needle gap of about
.005 inch. The arrester will not stand a continuous flow of current due to excessive heating,
hence if there be a possibility of this due to high pressure crosses, fuses should be used.

Effective protection against lightning requires the installation of arresters having a low spark voltage, that is, the quality
of discharging at low rises in voltage, and a high discharge rate,
or the ability to discharge quickly a large quantity of lightning.
To meet the requirements of low spark voltage, in arresters for circuits
of such low voltages, a small gap is necessary, but in order to avoid short
circuits, a large gap is advisable. These Opposing requirements are met
by using a relatively large gap in a vacuum, because such a gap is equivalent in spark voltage to a very much smaller one in air. To obtain the
same spark voltage in air a gap must be made so small that it becomes
readily affected by dust, and its worth is thereby impaired.

Lightning Arresters
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In designing lightning arresters, great attention is usually
paid to low spark voltage, but another fundamental principle,
namely a high discharge rate is often neglected.
To be effective an arrester must not only discharge at small rises in voltage, but it must discharge quickly a large quantity of lightning in order
that the apparatus may be immediately relieved of the lightning voltage.
An arrester may have both a low spark voltage, and a high discharge
rate and yet a third fundamental principle of low maintenance may not
be met. Low maintenance does not permit the arresters to be fragile, either
in handling or service. As the vacuum tube arresters are of strong construction throughout, rough treatment does not affect them. Low main-
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Fin. 4,441.-General Electric
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volt inverted choke coil.

tenance requires the life of the tube to be long so that replacements are a
minimum. This means the arrester must be so constructed that the vacuum
is always retained and the current carrying parts are not affected by severe
lightning discharges.
The vacuum tube arrester will not stand a continuous flow of current
as excessive heating resulting will soften the sealing compound. If there be
a possibility of the circuit crossing up with one of higher voltage, fuses
should be put in series with the arrester.

Choke Coils.-A lightning discharge is of an oscillatory
character and possesses the property of self induction, accordingly

'
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`
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PUNCHED TUBE
COPPER TERMINAL
FOR STRANDED
OR SOLID

BRACKET

COPPER ALLOY

COPPER PLATED
OLTS AND NUTS

it passes with difficulty through coils of wire. Moreover, the frequency of oscillation
of a lightning discharge being much greater than that of commercial alternating curto
rent, a coil can readily be constructed which will offer a relatively high resistance
the passage of lightning at the same time allowing free passage to all the ordinary
electric currents.

its length
Ftc. 4,442.-Typical choke coil cylindrically braced. It. consists of a coil of bare copper wire secured throughout
The
at three points around the circumference as shown. The weight of the coil proper is supported on the end spiders.
coils
with
The
copper coil has the advantage over other materials of being practically non.corrosive and non -crystalizing.
braces and end spiders are interchangeable in all mountings, for the same ampere capacity.

GALVANIZED
'CHANNEL
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AND PIN
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SOLID COPPER WIRE COIL
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The type of choke coils must be influenced by the condition of insulation
regulation and the
in the transformers as well as by the cost, pressure
nature of the lightning protection required.

Qués. What is the primary object of a choke coil?
Ans. To hold back the lightning disturbance from the
apparatus during discharge so as to permit the lightning arrester
coil
to function properly. If there .be no arrester, the choke
should
cannot add any protection. Accordingly, a choke coil
only be considered as an auxiliary to an arrester.

Ques. What is the principal electrical condition to be
avoided with a choke coil?
Ans. Resonance. For this reason choke coils should not be
mile in length.
used in connection with cable circuits over

l

Ques. If a choke coil be not used, what is the effect?
Ans. The end tui-ns of a transformer must stand the extra
voltage until the lightning arrester can perform. The choke
coils therefore, help to protect the end turn of the transformer
or other electrical machinery being protected.

TEST QUESTIONS
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

What is a lightning arrester?
How does lightning affect electrical circuits?
Are lightning arresters intended to take care of direct
strokes?
Upon what does the magnitude of the voltage induced
on a line when a cloud discharges, depend?
What is the nature of a lightning discharge?

Lightning Arresters
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6. Give definitions of technical terms relating to lightning

arresters.
7. Give classification of lightning arresters.
8. What is the difference between an arc and a spark?
9. What is the difference between an arrester for a
grounded Y and non -grounded neutral system?
10. Describe a valve type arrester.
11. What is the follow type arrester?
12.
Upon what does the protective ability of a lightning
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.

18.
19.

20.
21.
22.

23.
24.

arrester depend?
What are air gap arresters?
Give the operating cycle of a lightning arrester.
What is a pellet arrester?
Describe the construction of a compression chamber
arrester.
For what service are compression chamber arresters
used?
Of what does an oxide film arrester consist?
Can oxide film lightning arresters be operated at a low
voltage temporarily and later at a high voltage?
Describe the operations necessary in putting oxide
film arresters in commission.
When is the pellet type of arrester used and when is
the oxide film type used?
What are the essentials for giving satisfactory light'
ning protection to electrical machinery?
Give the method of grounding for pole type lightning
arresters protecting distribution transformers.
What means are avaitable to determine which arrester
gives the best protection?
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for grounded and ungrounded neutral circuits.
How should grounded connections be made?
'Describe the horn gap arrester.
What is the construction of an electrolytic arrester?
\Vhat are vacuum tube arresters?
What is a choke coil used for?
What is the principal electrical condition to be avoided
with a choke coil?
If a choke coil be not used, what is the effect?

25. Describe the requirements

26:
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

32.

A. C. Ammeters and Volt Meters
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CHAPTER 82

A. C. Ammeters and

Volt Meters
Alternating current ammeters or volt meters indicate the
virtual values of the current or pressure respectively, that is to
say, they indicate, the square root of the mean square of a variable
quantity.
The virtual value of an alternating current or pressure is
equivalent to that of a direct current or pressure which would produce the same effect.
.

MAXIMUM VALUE

.

Ftc. 4,443.-Sine curve of alternating current, illustrating various current or pressure values.
The virtual value, or .707 Xmaximum value, is the value indicated by an ammeter or volt
meter. Thus, if the maximum value of the current bº 100 volts, the virtual value as indicared by an ammeter is 100 X.707 =70.7 amperes.
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For instance an alternating current of 1() virtual amperes will produce
the same heating effect as 10 amperes direct current.

The relation of the virtual value of an alternating current to
the other values is shown in fig. 4,443. When the current follows the sine law, the square root of the mean square, value of
the sine functions is obtained by multiplying their maximum
value by 1 = -V2, or .707.
The word effective is commonly used erroneously for virtual,
even among the best writers and the practice cannot be too
strongly condemned*. t The difference between the two is
illustrated on page 1,390, fig. 1,957, the mechanical analogy
here given may make the distinction more marked.
In the operation of a steam engine, there are two pressures acting on
the piston:
1.

The forward pressure;

2. The back pressure.

The forward pressure on one side of the piston is that due to the live
steam from the boiler, and the back pressure, on the other side, that
which exists during the pre-release, release and pre -admission periods,
In order that the engine may run and do external work, it is evident
that the average forward pressure must be greater than the average back
pressure, and it follows that the pressure available to run the engine is the
^NOTE.-I adhere to the term virtual, as it was in use before the term efficace which was
recommended in 1889 by the Paris Congress to denote the square root of mean square value.
The corresponding English adjective is efficacious, but some engineers mistranslate it with
the word effective. I adhere to the term virtual mainly because effective is required in its
usual meaning in kinematics to represent the resolved part of a force which acts obliquely to
the line of motion, the effective force being the whole force multiplied by the cosine of the
P. Thompson
angle at which is acts with respect to the direction of motion.
eftNOTE.-The author adheres to the term virtual because in mechanics the adjective
instant

to denote the difference of two oppcsi,tg'forces; for instance, at any
in the operation of a steam engine, effective pressure-average forwoed pressure-average back
pressure, hence, to be consístentin nomenclature, the term effective cannot be used tot the
forward or virtual pressure, that is, the pressure impressed on an electric circuit.
fective is used

'
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difference between these two pressures, this pressure difference being known
as the effective pressure, that is to say
effective pressure =average forward pressure-average back pressure
Thus, electrically speaking, the effective voltage is that voltage which
is available for driving electricity around the circuit, that is,
effective volts=virtual volts-back volts

=virtual pressure-(virtual pressure-drop)
In the case of the steam engine, the forward pressure absolute, that
is, measured from a perfect vacuum is the virtual pressure (not consider '74.7
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indicator cards illustrating by mechanical analogy, the
misuse of the term effective as applied to the pressure of an alternating current. The
of a steam engine taking steam at 60 lbs. (gauge)
performance
the
card fig. 4,444, represents
pressure and exhausting into the atmosphere. The exhaust line being above the atmospheric line shows that the friction encountered by the steam in flowing through the exhaust
pipe produces a back pressure of two lbs. Hence at the instant represented by the ordinate
y, the effective pressure is 60 -2 =58 lbs., or using absolute pressures, 74.7 -16.7 =58
lbs., the virtual pressure being 60 lbs. gauge, or 74.7 lbs. absolute. Now, the back pressure may be considerably reduced by exhausting into a condenser as represented by the
card, fig. 4,445. Here, most of the pressure of the atmosphere is removed from the exhaust, and at the instant y, the back pressure is only 6 lbs., and the effective pressure 74.7
6=68.7 lbs. Thus, in the two cases for the same virtual pressure of 60 lbs. gauge or
71.7 lbs. absolute, the effective pressures are 58 lbs. and 68.7 lbs. respectively_

FIGS. 4,444 and 4,445. --Steam engine

-

ing the source). The back pressure may vary widely for different conditions of operation as illustrated in figs. 4,444 and 4,445.

In the measurement of alternating current, ít is not the average, or maximum value of the current wave that defines the
current commercially, but the square root of the mean square
value, because this gives the equivalent heating effect referred
to direct current. There are several types of instrument for
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measuring alternating current, and they may be classified as
1. Electro -magnetic (moving iron);
3. Induction;
2. Hot wire;
4. Dynamometer.
Electro -magnetic or Moving Iron Instruments.-This type
of instrument depends for its action upon the pull of flux in
endeavoring to reduce the reluctance of its path. This pull
is proportional to the product of the flux and the current, and

4,446.-A calibrated scale. This means that printed scales are not employed, but each
instrument has its scale divisions plotted by actual comparison with standards, after which
the division lines are inked in by a draughtsman. There are makes of direct current instruments employing printed scales in which the scale deflections are fairly accurate, even
though the scales are printed, but printed scales should not be used on alternating current
instruments.

FIG.

so .long as no part of the magnetic circuit becomes saturated,
the flux is proportional to the current, hence the pull is pro-

portional to the square of the current to be measured.

NOTE.-One of the earliest difficulties in connection with the introduction of the alternating current system was the lack of suitable measuring instruments. The early attempts
to develop a.c. instruments resulted in very crude instruments which did not compare favorably with the d.c. instruments of that period. Some..of the old instruments may be remem.
bered by pioneers of the industry.
'
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An objection to the moving iron type instruments is that
they are not independent of the frequency, wave form, or temperature and external magnetic fields may affect the readings

temporarily.
There are several forms of moving iron ammeters, which may
be classified as:
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Fre. 4,447.-General Electric horizontal edgewise type ammeter.

1. Plunger;

2. Inclined coil;
3. Magnetic vane.

Plunger Type.-This form of electro -magnetic or moving
iron instrument consists of a series coil and a soft iron plunger
forming a solenoid, the plunger is so suspended that the magnetic pull due to the current flowing through the coil is balanced
by gravity, as shown in fig. 4,448.
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SCALE

In order to adapt
the instrument to
alternating current
the plunger should
be laminated to
avoid eddy currents.
The scale is not
uniform and should
be hand made and
calibrated under
the conditions for
which it is to be
used.
An objection to
the plunger type
ammeter is that
they are large and
expensive because
the coil carries all
the current. In installing a plunger

LINE
FIG.

LINE

4,448.-Plunger form of electro -magnetic or moving iron type of ammeter.

ammeter, the instrument should be carefully leveled, because gravity is
the controlling force.

Inclined Coil Type. This form of electro -magnetic or moving
iron instrument consists of a coil mounted at an angle to a
shaft carrying a vane and pointer, as shown in fig. 4,449. A
NOTE.-The early volt meter had a lever, on one end of which was a weight, adjustable
by the number of shot in a brass cylinder, and on the other end, was an iron wire plunger
which extended into a solenoid. Incandescent lamps were used as resistance in series with
the solenoid. When the applied voltage was at a normal value, the pull of the solenoid was
just sufficient to cause the pointer attached to the lever to point vertically. There were no
graduations on 'the scale. This volt meter was soon superseded by one in which German
silver resistance replaced the lamps. The needle of the early ammeter traversed a circular
dial under the action of a plunger in the solenoid which carried the main current. In the
latter form, the mechanism was simpler, and the deflection was indica,ed on a scale near the
bottom of the instrument.
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COIL

spring forms the controlling force
and holds the pointer at zero
when no current is flowing.

FIG.

4,449.-Inclined coil form of electro-magnetic or moving iron instrument.
F[c. 4,450.-Kelvin solenoid principle.
This utilizes the attracting or "sucking" effect of an energized solenoid to
pull an iron core, attached to a suitably pivoted pointer, and produce direct dellection over a calibrated
scale. In construct ion. S, is the
winding of the main solenoid, wound
around the iron plunger P, which
moves in a glass tube containing oil
to damp the motion. The hearings
B, are rigidly attached to the base
casting. The pointer I, is attached to
a steel knife edge. which rests in the
V shaped highly polished bearings B.
Also attached to the pointer and knife
edge is the circle segment G, with a
groove in its circumference, in which
runs the fine silk thread T, connecting the plunger to the movement. In
operation, as soon as current flows
through the solenoid S, it exerts a
downward pulling effect on the
plunger, which, in turn, pulls on the
segment G, and produces a movement of the pointer. The knife edge
bearings simply rock as the pointer
moves, thus producing an inexpensive frictionless bearing without resorting to the use of pivots and jewels. The counterweights C and C',
oppose this motion; therefore by suitably marking the scale, the deflection
becomes a measure of the current.
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In operation, when a current is passed through the coil, the iron tends
to take up a position with its longest sides parallel to the lines of force,
which results in the shaft being rotated and the pointer moved on the
dial, the amount of movement depending upon the strength of the current
in the coil.

Magnetic Vane Type.-This form of electro-magnetic or
moving iron instrument consists of a small piece of soft iron or
vane mounted on a shaft that is pivoted a little off the center of
PIVOT
CONTROL

SPRING
COIL

-SCALE

PIVOT
FIG. 4,451.-Magnetic vane form of electro -magnetic or moving iron. instrument.

a coil as shown in fig. 4,451, and carrying a pointer which moves
over a scale.

In operation, a piece of soft iron placed in a magnetic field
and free to move, will move into such position as to conduct the
maximum number of lines of force.

The current to be measured is passed around the coil, producing a magnetic field through the center of the coil. The magnetic field inside the
coil is strongest near the inner edge, hence, the vane will move against
the restraining force of a spring so that the distance between it and the
inner edge of the coil will be as small as possible.
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The operation of moving iron instruments of the plunger type may be.
explained by saying that the current flowing in the coil produces a pole
at its end and induces an unlike pole at the end of the plunger nearest
the coil, thus attracting the plunger, as illustrated in fig. 4,460.

Hot Wire Instruments.-Ammeters and volt meters of this
class depend for their operation on the expansion and contraction of a fine wire carrying either the current to be measured

be sent
F Ins. 4,452 to 4,457.-Principle of moving iron repulsion'nstruments. If direct current
as in
through the two small pieces of iron suspended vertically within a solenoid by thread
will
both
field
magnetic
same
in
the
are
they
fig. 4,452, they will become magnetized and since
be affected the same, and will repel each other as in fig. 4,453. If the current be sent through
the solenoid in the opposite direction the result will be the same. Next if the coil be laid
on its side and the two pieces of iron he placed within it horizontally as in fig. 4,455, one
two
fixed and the other free to move and a current be passed through the solenoids the
pieces of iron will repel each other. If an a. c. be used instead of d. e. and it reverse with
the
cursufficient frequency, the polarity of the two pieces of iron will reverte in step with
rent and they will repel each other as before. Hence on employing this principle in instrument construction two curved pieces of iron are used, one fixed and the other pivoted so
that it will rotate when electrically repelled from the fixed iron as in fig. 4,457. A pointer
attached to the movable iron moves over a graduated scale.
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4,458.-Jewell moving element of repulsion iron vane type instrument. It consists of
an aluminum shalt to which is attached the iron vane, the balance
the pointer and the
sprirg clip. The 7 in. instrument moving element can he seen tocross,
consist of an aluminum
shaft with a shoulder swaged on its upper end, on which rests the fan
support, the balance
cross and spring clip, the pointer being attached to the forward
The iron vane with its support is riveted to the shaft with a tinyend of the balance cross.
rivet,
which makes it a
permanent assembly.

FIG.

to
-

4,459.-Jewell repulsion iron vane type instrument. The principle o! operation is the
repulsion between two iron vanes
which are magnetized by the surrounding coil.
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The expansion or contraction of the wire is caused by temperature changes, which in turn are due to the heating effect
of the current flowing through the wire.
Since the variations in the length of the wire are extremely
small, considerable magnification is necessary. Pulleys or
levers are sometimes used to multiply the motion, and sometimes the arrangement shown in fig. 4,461.

A

A

SOLENOID

FtG. 4,460.-Solenoid and plunger illustrating the operation of proving iron instruments.
When a current flows through the coil, a field is set up as indicated by the dotted lines of
force. The current flowing in the direction indicated by the arrow induces a north pole
at N, which in turn induces a south pole in the plunger at S. thus attracting the plunger.
The effect of the field upon the plunger may also he stated by saying that it tends to
cause the plunger to prove in a direction so as to conduct the maximum numter of lines of force,
that is, toward the solenoid. Thus if ABCD, he the initial position of the plunger only five
lines of force pass through it; should it move to the position A'B'C'D', the number of lines
passing through it will then he 9, assuming the field to remain unchanged.

As here shown A, is the active wire carrying the current to be measured
and stretched between the terminals T and T'. It is pulled taut at its
middle point by another wire C, which carries no current, and is in its
turn, kept tight by a thread passing round the pulley D, attached to the
pointer spindle, the whole system being kept in tension by the spring E.
Hot wire instruments are equally accurate with alternating or direct
current, but have cramped scales (since the deflection is proportional to
the square of the current), and are liable to creep owing to unequal
expansion of the parts. There is also the danger that they may be burnt
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out with even comparatively small overloads. They are not affected by
magnetic fields but consume more current than the other types, these
readings are inaccurate near either end of the scale.

Ftc. 4,461.-Diagram illustrating the principle of hot wire instruments. The essential parts
are the active wire A, stretched between terminals T and T', tension wire C, spring E, and
pulley D, to which is attached the pointer.

SCALE

LAM I MATED
MAGNET

SHIELD

PERMANENT

MAGNET

'

Ftos. 4,462 and 4,463.-Plan and elevation of
shielded pole type of induction instrument,
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Induction Instruments.-These were invented by Ferraris,
and are sometimes called after him. They are for alternating
current only, and there are two forms:
1. Shielded pole type;
2. Rotary field type.
Shielded Pole Type.-This form
of induction instrument, as shown
in figs. 4,462, and 4,463 consists, essentially, of a disc

p

SCALE
ph
.

I"

I

4,464.-Diagram of Hoskins modified induction type instrument in which the torque is
produced from the direct repulsion between a primary and a secondary, or induced current.
As shown, the instrument embodies the principle of a short circuited transformer, consisting
of a primary or exciting coil A. a secondary or closed coil B. linked in inductive relation to the
primary by a laminated iron core C. constructed to give a completely closed magnetic circuit,
that is, without air gap. The secondary is so mounted with respect to the primary as to have
a movement under the influence of their mutual repulsion when the primary is traversed by an
alternating current_ This movement of the secondary B, is opposed by a spiral spring, so
that the extent of movement will be dependent upon and will indicate the strength of the
primary current. To increase the sensitiveness of the instrument and also to adjust the contour of the scale, an adjustable secondary D, which has an attraction effect upon the coil B, is
provided upon the core. The effect of this coil is inversely proportional tD its distance from
the end of the swing of the coil B. The vane, E, which is a part of the stamping B, is adjusted
to swing freely and with a large amount of clearance, between the poles of a permanent mag.
net F, which acts as a damper on the oscillation of the moving element, but does not cause
any friction or affect the accuracy of the calibration. The primary, like that of a transformer,
is an independent electrical circuit and may he highly insulated.

FIG.
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A, or sometimes a drum and a laminated magnet B. Covering
some two-thirds of the pole faces are two copper plates or
shields C, and a permanent magnet D.
In operation eddy currents are induced in the two copper plates or
shields C, which attract those in the disc, producing in consequence a
torque in the direction shown by the arrow, against the opposing action
of a spring. Magnet D, damps the oscillations.

=-=r __

®

Ftc. 4,465.-Jewell master current transformer. It liar been designed to fill the requirements
of current measurement up to 100 amperes in connection with a 5 ampere instrument. It
is rated at 10 volt amperes and this rating permits the use of a watt meter and ammeter
of maximum accuracy in series.

Rotary Field Type.-The parts of this form of induction instrument are arranged similar to those of watt meters, the
necessary split phase being produced by dividing the current
into two circuits, one inductive and the other non -inductive,
or a definite proportion of that current.
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Current and Potential Transformers.-Where switchboard
instruments are to be used on currents higher than the listed
internal or self-contained values, or in any case where the voltage is over 750 volts, it is universal practice to use transformers.
Current transformers are supplied to reduce the line current
by a definite ratio so that. a 5 ampere instrument may be used.
They also serve to insulate the instrument from the voltage
of the line, and should always be selected so that their voltage
rating covers the voltage on which they are to be used.
Potential transformers are used to reduce the line voltage
by a definite ratio so that the instruments having a nominal
voltage range of 150 volts may be used.

4,466.-Jewell potential transformer. Rated at 25 volt amperes, and will amply take
care of the load of several instruments. The relative polarity of the terminals is clearly
marked so that watt meters and power factor meters can be connected up, knowing that
they will indicate correctly.

FIG.

In selecting current transformers the endeavor should be to make the
primary rating equal as nearly as possible the full load current to be measured. It is not good practice to use an instrument transformer with a
range considerably higher than normal load, because the secondary current is then low and in the case of power factor meters and watt meters
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the torque will be low and the ratio of transformation does not hold so
well as

at low values.

Example.-A

100 h.p. 3 phase, 220 volt motor will draw about 250
amperes at full load. A 250 ampere transformer would be quite satisfactory for this application and would take care of occasional overloads
with perfect satisfaction.
Current transformers are universally designed for a secondary current
of 5 amperes for the nominal primary current rating. Special transformers should be avoided wherever possible because they are expensive
to design and build.

.

4,467. --Jewell two wire current transformer. Rated capacities from 5 to 400 amperes
inclusive, for a nominal secondary reading of 5 amperes and is rated at 15 volt amperes.
This type will function satisfactorily at any frequency from 25 to 133 cycles and is insulated
for 3,300 volts.

Where overloads are expected and it is desired to read them on the instrument, it is entirely in order to use a 6 or 7 ampere instrument to read
that overload. For example, in the case cited above, instead of calibrating the instrument to 5 amperes with a 250 ampere scale, it could be
calibrated to 6 amperes with a 300 ampere scale. This is regular practice
on many applications. Watt meters may also be calibrated on a basis of
this sort, using a higher current for the nominal reading, thus making
the watt range of the scale sufficiently high to cover occasional overloads.

A. C. Ammeters and Volt Meters
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Current transformers have a nominal ratio as given in manufacturers'
listing. Ratio and phase angle curves are not regularly furnished, but are
available when desired in the form of typical curves. Transformers run
so nearly uniform that curves on specific units are rarely necessary and the
typical curves will usually cover all requirements.
Potential transformers are rated for a nominal secondary voltage of 110
volts. That is, a 220 volt transformer has a secondary voltage of 110
volts, and has a ratio of 2:1. Where the primary voltage is rated in terms
of 115 volts, then the secondary is also 115 volts, so that an even ratio
is always supplied.
Often 2300 /110 volt transformers are selected, which is in error; what
is actually supplied by the manufacturer is a 2300/115 volt transformer,
which is identical with a 200/100 volt transformer.

TEST QUESTIONS
1.. What kind of values of the current or pressure do
a.c. ammeters and volt meters indicate?
2. What is the virtual value of an a.c. current or pressure?
3. Describe a sine curve and indicate the various currents or pressure values.
4.
Name several types of a.c. ammeters and volt
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

meters.
Describe the electro -magnetic or moving iron instruments.
Name two forms of moving iron ammeters.
Describe the plunger type.
How does the inclined type work?
Of what does a magnetic vane type consist?
How does a magnetic vane instrument work?
Describe the construction and operation of hot wire

instruments.
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
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Who invented the induction type instruments?
Name two types of induction instruments..
Of what does the shielded pole type induction instrument consist?
Describe Hoskins' modified induction instrument.
How does the rotary field type of induction instrument work?

17.

What are current and potential transformers used

18.

How should current transformers be selected?
How are potential transformers rated?

for?
19.

Dynamometers
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CHAPTER 83

Dynamometers
A dynamometer is used to measure volts, amperes, or walls,
its operation depends on the reaction between two coils when
the current to be measured is passed through them. One of the

coils is fixed and the other movable.
The fixed coil is composed of a number of turns of wire,
and fastened tó a vertical support and is surrounded by a
movable coil composed of a few turns or often of only one turn
of wire.
The movable coil is suspended by a thread and a spiral spring attached
ends
to a tortion head which passes through the center of a dial. The elecand
of the movable coil dip into mercury cups, which act as pivots and one
trical contacts, making connection with one end of the fixed coil
terminal of the instrument as shown.
coils
The tortion head can he turned so as to place the planes of theoppose
to
spring
to
the
tortion
apply
to
and
at right angles to each other
the deflection of the movable coil for this position when a current is passed
through the coils.
its position on the
A pointer attached to the movable coil indicates
attached to the
pointer
Another
stops.
two
the
between
graduated dial
tortion head performs a similar function.

In the operation of a dynamometer when current is passed
through both coils, the movable coil is deflected against one of
the stop pins; then the tortion head is turned to oppose the movement
until the deflection has been overcome and the coil brought back
to its original position.
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The angle through which the tortion head was
turned, being proportional to the square root of the angle of tortion, the
amperes is equal to the square root of the angle of current strength in
tortion multiplied by
a calculated constant, furnished by the maker
of the instrument.

When measuring walls, a dynamometer should be so
arranged that one coil carries the main current, and the other a
small current which is proportional to the pressure.
TORSION
HEAD

SPIRAL
SPRING

STOPS

FIG.

4,468.-Diagram of Siemens'
It consists of two coils on a common axis
but set in planes at right angles dynamometer.
to each
tween the two coils which measures the other in such a way that a torque is produced beproduct

of their currents. This torque is measured
by twisting a spiral spring through a
angle of such degree that the coils shall
resume their original relative positions.measured
147+en constructed as a volt
meter, both coils are
wound with a large number of turns of fine wire,
the instrument sensitive to small
currents. Then by connecting a high resistance making
in
series
with
the
instrument, it can be
connected across the terminals of a circuit whose
voltage is to be measured. When constructed as a watt meter, one coil is wound
so as to carry the main current and the
made with many turns of fine wire of high
other
resistance suitable for connecting across the
circuit.

Fio. 4,469.-Leeds and Northrup elect ro-dynamomel
er.

measure,nent of alternating currents of
commercial frequencies.

It

is a reliable instrument for the
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No iron or other magnetic material should be used in the construction
of a dynamometer because of the hysteresis losses occasioned thereby. The
frame should be of non -conducting material so as to avoid eddy currents.

For the precision measurement of alternating current and voltage, and
for the measurement of watts and other relations between two quantities
the dynamometer type of movement is necessary.
The essential parts of a dynamometer movement are the fixed coils
and their supports, the moving element and the damping means which

NEEDLE-

MOTION OF'

NEEDLE
'.MOVABLE

SPRING

COI L

SHUNT

SPRING
STATIONARY COIL
coils be connected
Fro. 4,470.-Dynamometer type ammeter. if the stationary and movable series and also
in series and shunted, the instrument is an ammeter; if the two coils be in
and
if the low rein series with a high resistance multiplier, the instrument is a volt. meter;
in series will: a high
sistance stationary coil be in the line in series and the morable coil be
watt meter. The
resistance and then placed across the line, the instrument is a direct reading
series,
torque in any instrument: T =k¢I (motor action formula). If the two coils he in is
therefore prothen the c set up by the stationary coil is proportional to 1, and the torque
has
a
"squared
instrument
this
volt
meters
portional to I2. There:ore for ammeters and
if the current
scale." Such an instrument may he used on alternating current, because of the torque
change to negative, then ¢ is negative and I, is negative and the direction
may be made
instrument
from the left hand rule for motor action, remains the same. The
As the
approximately dead beat by aluminum vanes which move in air compartments.
from one side to
needle moves, the vanes move in the compartment and the air moving
to follow
the other of the vane slows down the motion so that the needle does not attemptcarries all
coil
all the minute fluctuations of the current. In the diagram the stationaryshunt as shown.
the current and sets up the flux sb. The movable coil is shunted by the
to the right
The torque set up between the coils tends to twist the movable coil and needle
springs.
(clockwise looking eowh on the coil) and this motion is opposed by the two
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in general is similar to the fan used in the iron vane movement except that
the fan is double and operates in a double air chamber.

r;".;°r.,-._:

rs

4,471.-Hickok dynamometer movement for ammeters, volt meters and watt meters.
It contains but two coils, a fixed field coil and a moving coil surrounding the field coil in
such a manner that the resultant torque between the two coils is uniform throughout a 90°
movement of the moving coil, which gives a uniform scale in the watt meters and a uni-

FIG.

formly increasing scale in the volt meters and ammeters. The frame work of the movement is cast in one piece from an insulating material and contains a semi -circular chamber
in which moves an aluminum dampening vane which is attached to the moving coil making
the instrument very "dead beat."

In the use of the electro -dynamometer principle for a basis
of design for alternating current instruments, recourse was had
to the simplest and most direct known manifestation of the
presence of electrical currents by which these currents may be
measured. In other words, the moving coil dynamometer
principle of operation is the most direct method for measuring
currents and their relations to one another and, at the same
time, results in the best answer to the problem of producing
instruments which would be of most general applicability and
of ideal construction.

Dynamometers
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This principle of operation is used with only a slight modification for the production of volt meters, ammeters, single and
polyphase watt meters, power factor meters and frequency
meters.
This is an ideal condition from both the manufacturing and

Fio. 4,472.-Jewel dynamometer movement with left half of magnetic shield removed.

application points of view when practically one mechanism or
movement can be developed and used for such a wide variety of
purposes, and for all kinds of applications, throughout the various activities of industry, requiring measurements of electrical
quantities.

In

dynamometer instruments used for watt meters the stationary coils are
NOTE.
wound for current, and the movable coils for voltage. The current is conducted to the moving
coil through controlling springs. The pointer is assembled a few degrees ahead of the moving coil, so as to give as unform scale divisions as is possible. The slight expansion of the
scale near the center is an advantage, as it gives better indications at the more important
working loads.
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TEST QUESTIONS

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

What is a dynamometer?
Describe the fixed and movable coils.
How is a movable coil suspended?
What happens when current is passed through both
coils?
How is the current strength measured by a dynamometer?
How should the instrument be arranged when
measuring watts?
For what kind of measurement is the dynamometer
movement especially adapted?
Describe Siemens' dynamometer.
Should magnetic material be used in the construction
of a dynamometer-?

A. C. Watt Hour Meters
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CHAPTER 84

A. C. Watt Hour Meters
By definition, a watt hour meter is a watt meter that will
register the watt hours expended during a period of time.
Watt hour meters are often erroneously called recording or
integrating watt meters.
A watt hour meter consists essentially of: 1, a motor, the
speed of the rotating element of which is proportional to the
power to be measured, and 2, a registering mechanism connected
thereto by suitable gearing.
There are several types of a.c. watt hour meter, which may
he classified as
1.

Induction type;

2. Faraday disc type.

Ques. What are the essential parts of a watt hour meter?
Ans. A motor, generator, and counting mechanism.

Ques. What is the function of the motor?
NOTE.-Meter Inaccuracy always means loss to the central station. If a meter run slow,
it causes a direct loss of income, if it run fast, it will make a dissatisfied customer and result
in loss of his good will and confidence, and in both cases it will cost money to readjust the
meter to accuracy and maintain it. It might be well to point out that the general tendency
of meters is to run slow rather than fast, which is at variance with the opinion of the general.
publ+r.
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Ans. Since the motor runs at a speed proportional to the
energy passing through the circuit, it drives the counting mechanism at the proper speed to indicate the amount of energy
consumed.

Ques. What is the object of the generator?
Ans. It furnishes a suitable counter torque or load for the
motor.

Ques. Is there any other resistance to be overcome by the
motor?

Ans.

It must overcome the friction of all the moving parts.

Ques. Is the friction constant?
Ans.

Ques.
friction?

No.

What provision is made to correct the error due to

Ans. The meter is compensated by exciting an adjustable
auxiliary field from the shunt or pressure circuit.

Ques.

What is the construction of the generator?
Ans. In nearly all meters it consists of a copper or aluminum
disc carried on the same shaft with the motor and rotated in
a magnetic field of constant value.

Ques. How is the counter torque produced?
Ans. When the disc is rotated in the magnetic field, eddy
currents are induced in the disc in a direction to oppose the
motion which produces them.
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Ques. What meter is chiefly used on a.c. circuits?
Ans. The induction meter.
How a Single Phase Induction Watt Hour Meter Works.As is well known, the induction meter is simply a highly specialized type of split phase induction motor driving an eddy cur -
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Fms. 4.473 to 4,475.-Disassemhled view of electro-magnetic structure of Sangamo single

phase,

induction watt hour meter.

rent generator, the parts being so proportioned and disposed.
as to produce rotation at a speed in direct ratio to the power
passing in the circuit; that is, each revolution corresponds to
a definite quantity of electric energy which is totaled on a
revolution counter, calibrated to read directly in energy units.
Various makes of induction watt hour meters differ somewhat as to arrangement and construction of the -working parts,
hut the principles involved are practically the same in all.
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The eddy current generated has a permanent magnet field
and the motor an electro -magnetic field.
There are three principal torques:
1. The propelling torque of the motor element;
2. The retarding torque of the generator;
3. The retarding torque due to friction.
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4,476.-Assembled view of electro -magnetic structure of Sangamo single phase watt hour
meter.

The torque of the motor element is always proportional

to

the true watts delivered to the load.

The retarding torque of the generator varies directly with the
speed of the disc.

The retarding torque of friction is the same for all speeds
(this will be understood readily by comparison with the well
known Prony brake).
The propelling torque for any speed is of course equal and opposite to
the sum of the two retarding torques.
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The motor element has two windings.
One of them, known as the current coil, is connected in series with the
load, and the other known as the voltage coil, is connected across the line
and since it has a high impedance, carries a current proportional to the
voltage of the circuit.

Ftc. 4,477.-Sangamo single

phase inductive watt hour meter grid. The main grid carries the
moving system, the permanent magnets, the register and the adjustments. It is of cast
iron, in one piece, and accurately machined so as to provide definite and permanent location
for all the various parts that are attached thereto, and these in turn are located in definite
position to the motor magnet system by the mounting of the grid upon three posts cast in
the base. The base of the grid is solid, and taken together with the base of the meter proper,
forms a practically continuous magnetic shield around the motor magnets, thus protecting
the permanent magnets from any demagnetizing field that may he set up by short circuit
currents through the series coils. The full load and light load adjustments are located at
the bottom of the grid and are accessible from the front. In assernblinp, the permanent
magnets go in first and are clamped down solid on the two brass posts provided in the grid
near the tip of the shunt magnet; then the moving system with its bearings and finally the
register are inserted.

The split phase effect is secured by winding the current coil
with very few turns, so that it is virtually non-inductive, and
by winding the voltage coil with a large number of turns and
supplying it with a magnetic circuit of low reluctance, thus
creating a circuit of high reactance.
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As a result the current in the voltage coil is made

to lag almost 90°

tehind the impressed voltage.
The voltage coil with its core is referred to commonly as the "voltage
electro -magnet" and the current coil with its core as the "current electro-

magnet."
In order to make the flux from the voltage electro -magnet lag exactly
90° behind the flux from the current electro -magnet when the power
factor of the load is 1.0, an inductive load adjustment plate is used, as
will be explained later on. Reference to fig. 4,481 will show that these
two fluxes are constantly changing in direction and magnitude, but that
at all times the flux from the voltage electro -magnet lags exactly 90°

Fte. 4,478.-Instrument shaft illustrating end play and side play. In the exaggerated view
A, is the shaft with glasshard, pointed ends and sapphire jewels B and B. The total distance C+D, that the shaft can move from end to end is called the end play and the distance E, that the pivot can move from one side of the jewels to the other is called the side
play. End play and side play are usually only a few thousandths of an inch and upon the
correctness of this detail depends much of the success of the instrument. An important
rule of instrument repairing is: never screw the jewel screws in until they clamp or pinch the
moving element; even once may ruin the pivots.

Correctly designed jewels and pivots,
usually, require adjustment of only "side play" which is done as follows: Lay the instrument
on its back and grasping the pointer gently but firmly with either tweezers or thumb and
finger, wiggle it gently back and forth, meanwhile tightening the jewel screw with a screw
driver a fraction of a turn at a time until it wiggles only a few thousandths of an inch (about
the width of a paper) and then holding the driver firmly, but not pressing down, tighten
the jewel lock nut with a suitable wrench.

behind the flux from the current electro-magnet providing the power factor
of the load is unity. Each of these fluxes sets up eddy currents in the disc
of the meter and these eddy currents in turn produce fluxes of their own
which interact with the main fluxes in such a way as to produce a driving
torque directly proportional to the product of volts times amperes times
power factor; in other words, a torque exactly proportional to the true
watts delivered to the load.

The arrangement of the poles is quite different from the arrangement in an ordinary split phase or two phase motor,. but
the underlying principles are the same.

A. C. Watt Hour Meters
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The flux from the permanent magnet acts as the field of the short
circuited generator and the disc s. rves as its rotating armature. As the disc
revolves below the. poles of the permanent magnet, cutting the lines of
force emanating therefrom, eddy.currents (often referred to as Foucault
currents) are set up in the disc and these in turn set up a flux of their own
which interacts with the flux from the permanent magnet (in accordance
with Lenz' law) to retard the motion of the disc.
UPPER.BEARINS
SCREW

The retarding torque so developed varies directly with the
speed of rotation.
The power absorbed by this short
circuited generator, which functions
as a magnetic brake, must be sufficient to hold the speed at a fairly
low value in order to prevent undue
wear of moving parts and also in
order to avoid a certain retarding
FIG. 1,479.-Sangamo single phase induetivu
watt hour meter bearing system. The
upper pivot, or bearing is made of tempered steel wire and of sufficiently small

diameter to be quite flexible in the length
between the top of the brass shaft and the
guide ring in which it rotates. Tic guide
ring, made of phosphor bronze, has the
bearing hole burnished. The upper bearing screw, in which the bronze bushing is
carried, is so constructed that a long brass
sleeve closely surrounds the upper pivot of
the spindle. Any blow against the moving
system, caused by accident or short circuit,
will slightly deflect the shaft until the 'steel
pivot touches against the side of the shell,
thus preventing danger of breaking off or
bending the upper pivot. At the same time
a cushioning or flexible action between the
shaft and the bearing shell is secured, thus
eliminating the effect of vibration in the
moving system, which would tend to produce
rattling. The lower bearing consists of a
cup sapphire jewel, supported in a threaded
pillar, the upper end of which is provided
with a sleeve so located that it prevents the
moving element dropping out during shipment. This protecting sleeve is held friction
tight on the shaft and can be removed if it
he desired to inspect the jewel.
..
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torque, due to the interaction between the electro -magnets and the disc,
which would be felt if the speed were high.
In addition to holding the speed at a low value the short circuited generator or magnetic brake serves to regulate the speed by means of the
_,full.. load adjustment.
Since friction torque does not vary with the speed and increases as the
bearings become worn, it is not desirable as a retarding torque. Never' theless, it can be entirely compensated for as long as the character of
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4,480.-Sangamo single phase inductive watt hour meter register; back view showing
arrangement of the worm wheel, compound attachment, locating bracket, and locking
levers. /t is t sated on a brass bracket and held by two small levers. By drawing the
levers down to a horizontal position, they are disengaged from the supporting bracket and
the train can be removed by sliding it forward. The bracket is accurately located by two
dowel pins set in the top face of the main grid, and is held to the grid by two screws easily
accessible from the top. All registers used are marked with symbols on the back of the
train and on the compound attachment to indicate the cDrrect register ratio of each combination; this ratio being different for meters of different capacities, in order to obtain a direct
reading in kilowatt hours on the dial.

FIG.

the bearing surfaces remains unchanged. This is accomplished through
the agency of the light load adjustment plate. Unfortunately, the condition of the bearing sur faces tends to change from time to time, and it
is this that makes the presence of friction so objectionable and which
makes it necessary to keep friction torque at a very low 'value in proportion to driving torque.
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Since friction in the lower bearing is proportional to the weight of the
moving element it will be apparent that this part should be made as light
as is consistent with necessary strength and that the driving torque should
be kept at a high value, also that a meter with a high torque will not
give satisfactory long time operation if in addition to high torque it has
a heavy moving element. This is especially true of induction type meters,
for in addition to the wear due to turning friction, there is the wear due
to the ceaseless vibratory motion of the moving element which is not present
in d.c. meters.

Induction Watt Hour Meter Adjustments.-There are three
adjustments:
1. The full load adjustment;
2. The light load adjustment;
3. The inductive load adjustment.
The full load adjustment regulates the retarding torque of the shortcircuited generator; the light load adjustment is a device for exactly counterbalancing friction torque, and the inductive load adjustment influences the
driving torque of the motor .element on inductive loads.

In the Duncan induction watt hour meter:
1. The full load adjustment is made by raising and lowering the full load
adjustment screw. As the head of this screw is moved upward toward the
poles of the permanent magnet (its front turned to the right) more flux
is made to cut the disc and as a result the braking effect of the short circuited generator is increased and the speed of the meter reduced. As
the head of this screw is moved away from the poles of the permanent
magnet the opposite result will be observed.

2. The light load adjustment device consists of two hollow squares, each
of which surrounds one of the poles of the voltage electro-magnet. If
this plate be placed symmetrically with respect to the two poles of the
voltage electro -magnet it wilt have no effect whatever upon the operation
of the meter at light load, but as this plate is moved to the right or to
the left out of symmetry with the poles of the voltage electro-magnet the
meter will be given a slightly forward or backward torque. This plate
has the effect of setting up slightly shifting magnetic fields which have a
constant influence upon the disc at all meter speeds, so that any given
friction torque can he exactly compensated.
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3. The inductive load adjustment plate is similar to the light load adjustment plate except that it is intended to be symmetrically placed with
respect to the poles of the voltage electro -magnet at all times, and, therefore, has no influence upon the light load operation of the meter.
Instead of moving this plate in a horizontal direction, as is the case
with the light load adjustment plate, it is moved ve-tically and has more
effect as it is moved closer to the voltage coils and less effect as it is moved
downward away from the voltage coils. The inductive load adjustment
plate does not ope:ate in connection with the voltage electro -magnet to
produce a shifting magnetic field, but instead simply superimposes a second field upon the main field of the voltage electro-magnet, the two fields
F2.

--""N-

-A

B

9

Ft

4,481.-Diagram showing relation 01 current and voltage fluxes in Duncan single phase
induction meter. In the diagram, OE. represents the voltage of the circuit; OA, the current
which lags behind OE, by an angle 0,; OB, flux of the current electro-magnet which is assumed to be in phase with OA; OF,, current and flux in the voltage coil which lags behind
the voltage of the circuit by an angle 0; OC, current in the inductive load adjustment plate;
OF,, flux produced by this current; OF, represents the resultant of OFx, and OF,, and it
will he noted that OF, is exactly 90° behind OE. Under these conditions, the meter will
have a torque proportional to OE XOA Xcosine of q,. This is proportional to the energy
'being used.

forming a resultant flux which differs by exactly 90° from the flux set up
by the current electro -magnet when the power factor of the load is 1.0.
In this way the meter is made to record accurately on loads of all power
factors, for the torque of the meter, when it is correctly adjusted for inductive loads, will be exactly proportional to the sine of the angle of
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phase difference between the current and voltage fluxes, which is exactly
equal to the cosine of the angle by which the current lags behind the
voltage of the circuit.
Since the true power delivered to the load is equal to effective amperes
times effective volts times the cosine of the angle of lag, it is at once apparent that the torque of the meter will at all times he proportional to
the power delivered to the load no matter what the power factor.

Fig. 4,481 is a vector diagram showing how the fluxes from
the inductive load adjustment plate interact with the fluxes
from the voltage electro -magnet to form a resultant which is
exactly 90° from the flux produced by the current electromagnet when the power factor of the load is unity.
In other words, exact quadrature under these conditions is made to exist
between tht current and voltage fluxes and as a result the meter will register
a load of any power factor whether leading or lagging with high accuracy.

Creeping.-If an induction watt hour meter be correctly adjusted and contain no friction and if the line voltage be steady
and no vibration be present, the disc will not start to creep,
but if there be a little friction present or if the line voltage be
somewhat higher than normal or if the meter be mounted upon
a wall where there is vibration, the disc may tend to creep
slightly.
.

In order to prevent continuous creeping, two holes are punched in opposite sides of the meter disc. When one of these hales comes within the
influence of the v )ltag e electro -magnet at the rea: c f the mete:, the tendency to creep t'Il e overcome, since the resistance f th ; c:isc is increased
thereby lesseni.ig the forward torque produced by the light load adjustment. Two holes a. e provided, rather than one, to balance the disc, and
prevent the mete: creeping more than one-half of one revolution.
1

<

t

In order to simplify the problem as much as possible, assume
a load having a unity power factor.
Curve E, in fig. 4,482, represents the voltage impressed on the voltage
electro-magnet and curve 49E, the flux set up by the voltage electro -magnet
Intervals of time a_e represented on the horizontal line ai. This flux is
made to lag behind the voltage by exactly 90° due to the high impedance
of the voltage electro -magnet and to the inductive load adjustment.
.
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Curve I, represents the current in the current electro-magnet and is of
course in phase with E, and also o,, which is the flux set up by the current I. It will be seen from curves
and 96,, that at instant a, the flux
E
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Fres. 4,482 to 4,489.-Diagrams showing how torque is produced in Model M2 Duncan watt
hour meter. A, curves; B, magnetic poles of electro-magnets, also eddy currents in disc developed by current electro-magnetat instant a; C, magnetic poles ofelectro- magnets, also
eddy currents in disc developed by voltage electro -magnet at instant c; D, eddy currents
in disc being developed át instant a, by current electro -magnet; E, eddy currents
in disc being developed at instant b, by both current and voltage electro magnets; F, eddy
currents in -disc being developed at instant c, by voltage electro -magnet; G, magnetic poles
of electro-magnets and eddy currents I at instant b; H, magnetic poles of electro -magnets and
eddy current I at instant b.
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in the current electro -magnet is passing through its zero point, changing
from negative to positive, and that the flux from the voltage electromagnet is at a negative maximum.
The flux , from the current electro -magnet induces eddy currents in
the disc, as It. Since the magnitude of the induced current depends upon
the rate of flux change, the current II, will be at negative maximum when
the flux q5,, is on the point of changing from negative to positive. It will
also be at a zero value when ¢r, is maximum. In other words It, lags
exactly 90° behind 0,, in time relation and is in phase with 0E, the flux
from the voltage electro-magnet. B, represents diagrammatically the relationships at instant a. It will be seen that the currents II, induced in
the disc by q,, are as indicated in B and D. These eddy currents It, set

HEAD OF

/ \

ADJUSTING SCREW

SECTOR

CLAMPING SCREW

Fin. 4,490.-Sangamo single phase inductive watt hour meter grid (hack view) showing light
load adjustment. The principle involved is practically the same as used in all modern types

of induction meters. The variation lies simply in the mechanism for manipulating the device.
The device consists of a vane, or flat single turn shading coil, stamped out of a piece of
low resistance metal, located in the gap of the shunt field so that the action of this field
produces secondary currents within it. When this vane lies on either side of the center
of the field it produces an unbalanced effect which tends to rotate the armature either forward or backward, depending upon which side the vane is placed. In construction, the
vane is mounted on a shaft carried by a bracket fastened with screws to the hack of the
grid. On the lower end of the shaft is riveted a sector with teeth milled into its edge. These
teeth engage a screw, the head of which is accessible from the front. A cod spring prevents
any hack lash between the sector and the screw; therefore, the tightening of the clamping
screw holds the adjustment permanently as set. The adjusting screw is stamped with ten
divisions, and arrows with letters F, and S, that indicate respectively the direction of movement to make the meter run faster or slower on light load. One complete revloution of the
adjusting screw produces a change of approximately 2.5% at one tenth load, or one division produces a change of'about .25%. Therefore, with slight practice it is not difficult to
obtain an adjustment of .1% at one tenth load.
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up fields as shown in B, which are in phase with ybE, the flux from the
voltage electro -magnet.
The letters N and S, in B, represent the relative positions of the poles
of these fields. It will be noted that there will be an attraction between
the fields having the same direction, and a repulsion between those having
opposite directions. Thus there will he a tendency for that portion of
the disc between the electro -magnets to move from right to left so the
fields having the same direction will coincide.
Since the hack of the disc as in D, is being considered, the direction of
rotation in front will he from left to right or "forward" rotation.

.1.100

F,c..4,491.-Sangamo type
amperes inclusive.

11

single phase watt hour meter. Two wire, capacity 5 to 100

4,-192.-Connections for Sanguino type H single phase watt hour meter. Three wire.
5 to 100 ampere, .`nclusive.

capseit

In the discussion so far the effect of the eddy currents IE, induced in the disc by the flux OE, has not been considered.
Upon referring to A. it will he noted that at instant a. these currents
are zero.
At instant c, the flux , due to the voltage electro -magnet is at its zero
point while the flux 0,, from the current electro-magnet is a positive maximum. The action here is similar to that at instant a, except that the conditions are reversed.
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The flux q5E, from the voltage electro -magnet induces currents in the
disc as IE, which lag rpE, by exactly 90°. At instant c, they are a positive
maximum. The current I, in the current electro-magnet is at a maximum
as is the flux 0,, which it sets up.
Upon referring to C, it will be noted that the center pole of the current
electro -magnet is now a north pole and the two outside pales are south.
At instant c, the eddy currents IE, in the disc which are set up by the
voltage electro -magnet are a maximum and are as shown in C, and F.
As in B, the letters N and S, represent the relative positions of the poles

LINE

Fic. 4,493.-Connections for Sangamo type H single phase watt hour meter, with current
t,ansformer.

Two wire. capacity 150 amperes and above.

of the fields set up by the eddy current IE, in the disc and the fields set
up by the flux o,, from the current electro -magnets.

As before there is an attraction between the fields having
the same direction and a repulsion between those having opposite directions so there will again he a tendency for the disc
to have "forward rotation."

-

-
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Thus the direction of motion of the disc at instant c, is the same as at
instant a. At instant a, there are no eddy currents generated in the discs
by flux C5E, from the potential electro -magnet due to the fact that it is
at its maximum value and the rate of flux change is zero.
Likewise at instant c, there are no eddy currents generated in the disc
by flux
from the current electro -magnet as it is then at its maximum.
By following this analysis through instants e, g and i, thus completing
the cycle, there will be found a tendency to produce forward rotation at
each instant.

FIG. 4,494. --Connections for Sangamo type If single phase meter with three wire current
transformers. Capacity 150 amperes and above.

When considering instants between a, c, e, g and i, such as b,
a somewhat more complicated situation arises.
At this instant both current and voltage fluxes are changing rather rapidly. Theoretically it would be possible to combine these fluxes into a
resultant, but a study of what happens can best be pursued by first considering the torque producing effect of the poles of the voltage electromagnet when interacting with the poles in the disc generated by the eddy
currents set up by the current electro -magnet, and then seeing the effect
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of the interaction of the poles of the current electro -magnet and the poles
set up by the eddy currents in the disc resulting from the voltage electro-

magnet.

It will help in understanding the situation if attention be
called to the fact that the eddy currents, generated by the
current electro -magnet, set up poles in the disc which have
no torque producing qualities so far as the poles of the current
electro -magnet are concerned.

FIG. 4,495.-Connections for Sangamo type H primary meter with current and potential
transformers, all capacities.

This is also true of the voltage electro -magnet, except that the light
load adjustment plate used in connection with the voltage electro -magnet
gives a slightly unbalanced effect which produces a very slight torque,
which is just sufficient to overcome friction. For the purpose of the present
discussion, however, it may be assumed that the voltage electro -magnet
sets up eddy currents in the disc which form magnetic poles and that
these magnetic poles when considered in connection with the poles 'of the
voltage electro -magnet do not tend to produce torque. A study of the
diagrams will show this point more clearly.
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The curves in I, show that the eddy currents I,, being induced in the
disc at instant b, are as indicated in E and G. These currents are in the
same direction as they were at instant a, but are reduced in strength.
Curve ¢F;, shows the flux from the voltage electro -magnet at instant b,
to be in the same direction as at instant a, but like I,, reduced in strength.
Therefore, the action between the fields set up by the eddy current I,,
which are induced in the disc by the current electro -magnet and the flux
or, from the voltage electro-magnet is to produce torque as indicated in
G, which is similar to B. Since b, can represent any point between a
and c, the torque due to these two quantities will vary from a maximum
at a, to zero at c.
At instant b, eddy currents IE, are also being induced in the disc by
the flux (pE, from the voltage electro -magnet. These eddy currents have
the same direction at instant b, as in instant c, but have not yet reached
their maximum strength. The flux o,, from the current electro -magnet
likewise has the same direction at instant b, as at instant c, but has not yet
reached its maximum value. It has the direction as indicated in H. 4,!,
and the magnetic fields set up by IE, interact to produce rotation in the
same way and direction as they do at instant c.
At instant b, is seen, therefore, two torques acting at the same time to
produce a forward rotation of the meter disc. This reasoning if followed
through the complete cycle will show that the preceding torques combine
to produce a pulsating torque tending to drive the disc in a forward direction.

In this discussion no attempt has been made to take into
consideration the damping torques arising from the interaction
of the fluxes from the current and voltage electro -magnets with
the eddy currents which they induce in the disc.
A discussion of them here would not alter the preceding explanation and
would only serve to complicate it. Therefore, it is sufficient to say that
the disc in cutting through the fluxes from the current and voltage electromagnets has eddy currents generated in it 2nd these for their amplitude
are just as effective in damping the rotation of the disc as those generated
from the permanent magnet flux. The result is that the total damping
torque in the induction type meter is not constant, but increases as the
current in the current coil of the meter increases.
The damping effect of the electro-magnets is an important item to be
considered in the design of an induction type watt hour meter as it influences appreciably the characteristics.
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Methods of Adjustment.-The following instructions relate
in particular to the Duncan meter, although the principles
involved are general.
Single Phase Meter
Full Load Adjustment.-This is effected by means of a large
flat headed screw NI, as shown in fig. 4,496, situated immediately below the poles of the permanent magnet.
/t__

aA

M
,z4.

'17

Fro. 4,496.-Duncan single phase induction watt hour meter with register removed. The
parts are: A, light load adjustment screw; E, lIgitt load adjustment clamp screw; S, terminal chamber cover sealing screw; S, sealing ear on terminal cuamber cover; R, disc; T,
test link; F, full loa adjustment clamp screw; M, full load adjustment screw; J. inductive
load adjustment clamp screw; I, inductive load adjustment.
I
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Turning the front of this screw to the right will cause the meter to
run slowly on full load and turning it to the left will cause the meter to
run faster on full load. In meters of recent manufacture, this is clearly
indicated by two arrows and by the letters F, and S. The direction is
the same for all Duncan single phase meters.
Before turning the full load adjustment screw, the clamp screw F, must
he loosened, and of course, this should be tightened after adjustment has
been made and before making the test runs.

Light Load Adjustment.-This, like the full load adjustment,
the micrometer type and is made by turning the light load

is of

LOAD

Fie. 4,497.-Connections for Sangamo type H hor'zontal polyphase meter, two and three
phase, three wire.

adjustment screw A, so as to cause the light load adjustment
plate to move to the right or left..
Turning this screw so that its front is moved upward will cause the
meter to run faster at light load and turning it so that the front moves
downward will bring about the opposite result. In meters of recent manufacture, the head of this screw is marked with two arrows'and with the
letters F, and S, so that it is not necessary for the meter tester to remember which way to turn this screw. In olcer tyr,et of meters, the
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direction of rotation is shown by an instruction sheet pasted to the inside
of the meter cover. Before attempting to turn the light load adjustment
screw, the light load adjustment clamp screws EE, should be loosened
and should be tightened again after turning screw A, and before making
further tests.
Meters made at the present time are provided with a spring to take up
back lash. The purpose of this spring may be defeated if the light load
adjustment screw be moved while the clamp screws are tight.
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o

.71
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FIG. 4,498.-Connections for Sangamo type H horizontal polyphase meter, two and three
phase, three wire, with current transformers.

Inductive Load Adjustment.-This will seldom require attention, as it is carefully set at the factory. When adjustment
is necessary, first loosen the inductive load adjustment clamp
screws JJ, which should be tightened again immediately after
changing the adjustment and before test runs are made.
Raising the ears B, will cause the meter to run faster on inductive loads
and lowering them will cause the meter to run slower on such loads. It
is best to keep the two ears exactly level with each other. If one of them
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he higher than the other, the light load adjustment of the meter will be
affected to some extent.

Polyphase Meter
Full Load Adjustment.-Although the polyphase meter is
provided with two full load adjustment screws, one of them
will usually suffice, and the screw G, is the only one indicated
in fig. 4,500. The adjustment is exactly the same as in the

(

OC)U

Hw®

LINE

LOAD

FIG. ,199.-Connections for Sangamo type H horizontal polyphase meter, two
and three
phase, three wire, with current, and potential transformers.

case of the single phase meter, and the clamp screw F, should
be loosened before each adjustment and tightened after each

adjustment.

If the front of the screw be turned to the right, the meter will run slower
on full load, and if turned to the left, will run faster on this load.
.

If the lower full load adjustment screw be used, then its front should
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be turned to the left to retard the motion of the discs and to the right
to speed up the discs. Both of these adjustments are indicated in meters
of recent manufacture by arrows and the letters F and S.

Light Load Adjustment.-Each of the two light load adjustments is locked by two clamp screws. One of the upper
clamp screws is shown at E. The clamp screws should be loosened before each adjustment and tightened immediately after
each adjustment and before making test runs.
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Ftc. 4,500.-Duncan polyphase induction watt hour meter. The parts are: L and O, light
load adjustment screws; E, upper light load adjustment clamp screw; KK. balance adjustment clamp screws; H, balance adjustment screw; F, full load adjustment clamp screw;
G, full load adjustment clamp; G. full load adjustment screw; JJ, inductive load adjustment clamp screws fir lower element; 11, inductive load adjustment for lower element;
M, holding screw' for dowelled full load adjustment screw plate.

COMMON RETURN, IS

-PHASE, 3.1NIRE CIRCUIT

oJ

o

110 to 550 volts, inclusive; two phase

To increase the torque of the lower element at 50 per cent lagging power factor, loosen the clamp screw

Inductive Load Adjustment.-This adjustment on both elements is carefully made at
the factory and should not be changed until careful tests prove this necessary. Inductive load tests should be made upon each of the elements at full ampere load and at 50%
lagging power factor.

The upper light load adjustment screw is indicated by the letter L, and the lower by the letter O.
Turning the front of either screw upward will cause the meter to run faster at light load and turning
the front of either downward will bring about the opposite result.

four wire.

Ftc. 4,502.-Connections for Sangamo type H vertical polyphase meter, 5 to 100 amperes,

FIG. 4,501 .-Connections for Sangamo type H vertical polyphase meter, 5 to 100 amperes, 110 to 550 volts, inclusive; two and three
phase, three wire.
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JJ, and tower the ears II, approximately the same distance, after which,

and before the next test, the clamp screws should be tightened.
Raising the ears II, will reduce the lower element torque at 50 per cent
lagging power factor. The inductive load adjustment of the upper element
is identical except that its ears should be raised to increase the torque
of the upper element at 50 per cent lagging power factor and lowered to
secure the opposite result.

Balance of Elements Adjustment.-Loosen screws KK, and

0

4,503.-Connections for Sangamo type H vertical polyphase meter, 150 amperes and over,
110 to 550 volts, inclusive, two and three phase, with current transformers.

turn screw H, until desired result is obtained. Screw H, acts
as an eccentric to raise and lower the plate upon which the
upper current electro -magnet is mounted, the direction of
movement being indicated by the motion of the screws KK,
which are mounted on the plate.
Be sure to tighten screws KK, after turning screw. H, and before again
testing for accuracy. As the screws KK, move upward the upper element
will have more and more torque. Turning the screw H, so that the screws
KK, come downward will give the upper element less torque. The
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balance adjustment is carefully made at the factory and will seldom
require attention.,

The Registering Mechanism.-This comprises the dials,
pointers, and gear train necessary lo secure the required reduction
in speed. This gear train is driven directly by the rotating
element and therefore its friction should be low and constant.
The object of the registering mechanism is to register either the revolutions of the rotating element of the motor or the equivalent of those revolutions in kilowatt hours.

F,,,,--- - 100,0

.

100

10000

.

(21¿598
KILOWATT HOURS

FIG. -1,504.-Sangamo single phase inductive watt hour meter register
read 13, 130, 1,000, and 10,100 kauwatt hours from right to left.

dial.

The dial circles

In some of the earlier types of meters this mechanism or register was
alike for all ratings and such that 1,000 revolutions of the rotating element
would cause the first dial p)inter to make one complete revolution. The
register constant for watt hours for this type of register was the same as
the watt hour test constant of the meter.
In other types of meters, additional reduction gearing was introduced
into the register so that the register read directly i-1 watt hours, or the
register constant was 10 or some multiple thereof. The first type of register has the advantage that with the exception of the register constant,
registers for all ratings of meters are exactly alike, and therefore the
possibility of a wrong gear ratio was avoided.
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The simplicity of the direct reading type from a reading and billing
standpoint, however, has led to its standardization. The number of
revolutions of the rotating element of the meter per kilowatt hour is inversely proportional to the watt hour constant of the meter. Accordingly,
the gear mechanism between the rotating element of :he meter and the
first dial pointer will be different for meters having different test constants.
Furthermore, since watt hour meters are usually read but once each
month, the register must be such that it will not repeat (that is, the pointer
of the last dial will not pass over the zero on the last dial more than once)
during that interval. The following definitions relating to the registering
mechanism should be noted.
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Ftc. 4,505.-Sangamo single phase inductive watt hour meter register diet with test dial_
It has a small test circle indicating one kilowatt hour per revolution in all sizes where the

first regular circle indicates 10. This is provided to conform with the requirements of the
Canadian Government and it is intended that the hand on the test circle shall make not less
than ,!.11 revolution in one hour with full load on a meter.

Definitions
Dials.-The graduated circles over which the dial pointers move.
Dial Pointers.-Those parts of the register which move over the dials

and point to the numbers on the divisions of the dials.

Dial Train.-All the gear wheels and pinions used to interconnect the

dial pointers.
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First Dial.-The graduated circle over which the most rapidly moving
dial pointer moves, the test dial not being considered.
Gear Ratio.-(Rg) The number of revolutions of the rotating element
for one revolution of the first dial pointer.

Register.-That part of the meter which registers the revolutions of
the rotating element or the equivalent of those revolutions in kilowatt
hours.
Register Constant.-(K,) The factor used in conjunction with the
register reading in order to ascertain the total amount of electrical energy,
in the desired unit, that has passed through the meter.
Register Ratio.-(R) The number of revolutions of the wheel meshing
with the worm or pinion on the rotating element for one revolution of the
first dial pointer.
Register Reading.-The numerical value indicated on the dials by the
dial pointers. Neither the register constant, nor the test dial, if any exist,
is considered. On some meters a multiplier (such as 100s) is printed adjacent to the dial to which it applies; on others a number adjacent to the
dial (printed without the letter s) is the numerical value of one revolution
of that dial 'hand. Such multipliers or adjacent numbers also are disregarded when recording the register reading. On some meters the first dial
has its major divisions marked with two digit numbers; its indication
should be so recorded. The matter of register readings is greatly simplified, and the errors of meter readers are minimized, when standard registers are used.

Registration.-The numerical quantity expressed in the desired unit
corresponding in value to the energy that has passed through the meter.
It is equal to the product of the register reading and the register constant.
The registration during a given period of time is equal to the product
of the register constant and the difference between the register readings
at the beginning and the end of the period.
Standard Register. -One in which each of the four dials is divided
into ten equal parts, the division marks being numbered from zero to nine
and the gearing between the dial pointers is such that the relative movements of adjacent dial pointers. are in opposite directions and in a 10 to 1
ratio. The constant necessary for use in conjunction, with the register
reading may be 1, 10 or any power oPiO. Nothing appears on the register
face in addition to the dials except the word kilowatt hours and the register
constant.
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Test Dial.-An extra dial placed upon the register face, or other part
of the register, of some meters and used only when testing the meter.
The term test dial does not apply to any of the dials on a rotating standard.

The gear ratio, register ratio and register constant (see definitions) are important factors in the correct registration of the
meter.*
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FIG. 4,506.-Connections for Sangamo type H vertical polyphase meter, all capacities, 1.100

volts and above, two and three phase with current and potential transformers.

When the dial train is removed, the gear wheel, which
meshes with the worm or pinion on the rotating element shaft,
remains in the meter. It should be noted in such cases that
*NOTE -Practically all manufacturers have adopted the various recommendations of the
different Meter Committees and at the present time mark the value of the register ratio on
the back plate of the register.
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the gear ratio and register ratio includes as much of this gearing left in the meter, as would be included were it integral with
the part of register removed from the meter.
A worm and worm wheel are frequently used in connection with
for speed reduction. A single worm is simply a screw thread on a
and in a train of gears acts similarly to a gear having but one tooth.
worm is arranged so as to engage a worm wheel having a relatively
number of teeth.

gears
shaft
The
large

Fro. 4,507.-Westinghouse polyphase watt meter with cover and dial removed.

A double worm is sometimes employed, consisting of two screw threads
on a shaft, which acts as a gear with two teeth. In calculations a single
worm should he considered as a gear having one tooth, and a double worm
as a gear having two teeth.
A worm and worm wheel require less space than a pinion and gear designed for the same conditions, and involve a 90° difference in direction
between the axes of rotation of the worm and the gear.
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FIG. 4,508.-Connections of 2 wire Duncan model M2 watt hour meter, 5 to 100 amperes,
600 volts and lees.

Ftc. 4,509.-Connections of
6.00

3 wire

Duncan model M2 watt hour meter, 5 to 150 amperes,

volts and less.
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FIG. 4,510.-Connections of 2 wire Duncan model M2 watt hour meter, 150 to 300 amperes.
600 volts and less.
FIG. 4,511.-Connections of 2 wire Duncan model M2 watt hour meter with current trans_
former..100 amperes and above, 600 volts and less.
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TEST QUESTIONS
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What is a watt hour meter?
Of what does a watt hour meter consist?
Name two types of watt hour meters.
How does a watt hour meter work?
What is the object of the motor and the generator?
What provision is made to correct the error due to

friction?

7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.
22.

_23.

What meter is chiefly used on a.c. circuits?
Describe the operation of a single phase induction
watt hour meter.
Describe the three principal torques;
How is the necessary split phase effect secured?
Name three adjustments for watt hour meters.
How is the full load adjustment made?
Describe the light load adjustment device.
How is the inductive load adjustment made?
What is creeping?
How is creeping prevented?
How are adjustments made on the polyphase meter?
Describe the balance of elements adjustment.
Of what does the registering mechanism consist?
What is the object of the registering mechanism?
Name two types of registering mechanism.
Give a list of terms .relating to registering mechanism
and define them.
Name some important factors in the correct registration of the meter.
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CHAPTER 85

Demand

.:.,Meters

By definition a demand meter is a device which indicates or
records the demand or maximum demand.

4,512.-General Electric demand watt hour meter register. Scale shown
volt, 3 wire, 3 phase meter.

I1Ó

is for 5 ampere,

The majority of central stations now include in their tariffs,
some form of demand rate requiring the use of demand meters.
A demand rate is one in which a factor is introduced offering
certain economies to a customer who will arrange his draft of
energy so as to require a steady non -fluctuating supply over the
major part of the working period.
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It is easily understood that such a load is of great benefit to the central
station as it reduces the amount of generating and line equipment necessary to supply the abnormal peaks which might otherwise occur. The
benefit of reduction of fixed charges on the central station is passed on
to the customer who aids, by his load regulation, in reducing them, and
conversely a customer whose power requirements vary considerably, bears
a proportional share of the expense incurred by the company in keeping
equipment ready to meet such fluctuations.

//'),
/

. ,.

FIG

4.513.-General Electric single phase watt hour demand meter.

FIG.

4.511.-General Electric Ix>lyphase watt hour demand meter.
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The usual form of charge for maximum demand or "stand by service"
as sometimes termed in rate discussions, is a definite rate per kilowatt
or kilovolt ampere of maximum demand as determined by demand meters:
while the kilowatt hours of actual energy used are measured in the usual
way by watt hour meters, and sold separately at a fixed schedule, both
items of charge being included in the gross bill. For this reason it is necessary to provide distinct elements to indicate or record kilowatts and kilowatt hours separately, although the individual elements may he and often
are combined in one case, and sold as one meter.
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Demand meters measure a quantity which is composed of an
electrical factor and a time factor.
Accordingly each demand meter must contain an electrical element and
a timing element which may be structurally either distinct or combined
with each other. These two elements combined with a suitable recording
or indicating element make up the demand meter.
WATTHOUR
GEAR

TIMING
MOTOR

/

I

ZERO
STOP
MICROMETER
ZERO
ADJUSTMENT

DEMAND
GEAR TRAIN

WATTH UR
-POINTER

METER DISC

PUSHER

4.515.-Diagram of General Electric demand watt hour meter register. The meter
is driven directly by the meter disc shaft in the usual manner. The demand train

train

is likewise driven directly by this same shaft, but with a disc type of friction clutch interposed between the worm wheel and demand pointer. Both registering elements (watt hour

train and demand train) advance together. At the end of each interval, the demand train
is reset to zero by the synchronous motor and a counterweight. The resetting operation
is practically instantaneous. The motor gradually raises the counterweight to its overbalancing position. It then drops suddenly. In doing so
momentarily engages a mutilated gear on the demand drive shaft carrying it to zero. The force thus applied is suffi-

it

cient to slip the clutch through which the demand train is driven. This allows the return
to take place without disturbing the gearing to the watt hour meter. If for any reason the
action of the counterweight fails to return the demand pointer completely to zero, the motor
overtakes the counterweight and forcibly drives the demand train to zero. This principle
gives to the register its positive reset feature. Thus, an over registration of demand in the
ensuing intervat cannot occur because of failure to return to zero.
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The electrical element of a demand meter is that portion which
is affected by the electrical quantity which it is desired to measure;
A Simple Device to Permit
Unmeshing Gears for

Polished Worms of
Dural urn in

Resetting Watthour
Pointers on Zero

Light -Weight

Low -Speed Rotór'

Slot Permits
View of Gear
Mesh
Small. Neat. HighTorque, Synchronous

Timing Motor

Black Spots on Disk Permit

Instant Checking of Motor.

Speed (Stroboscopic Method)

Fro. 4:516. --General Electric watt hour demand meter register; back view.

improved

Demand
Train
Watthour;
Train

Terminal
Support

°
to

Improved'
DiskGuard

-r

Lower-lewel

Bearing

k(Sapph i re)

Note Iron PGia
in Disk

4,517.-General Electric watt hour demand meter register mechanism. A synchronous
motor establishes the timing. Resetting of the demand mechanism is almost instantaneous.
Moreover, its action is positive. The motor follows up the counterweight, and if the latter
fail to return it completely, the motor actually drives the mechanism to zero. The power
required to restore the advancing mechanism to zero is supplied by the motor. The meter
is not required to do this work, and is, therefore, practically unaffected by the additional
load or friction from the demand train, also the available power of the motor is utilized
efficiently by gradually storing up energy in the counterweight to effect the resetting
operation. A micrometer zero adjustment for the demand pointer is provided as well as
a means for quickly returning the watt hour pointers to zero.

FIG.
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the magnitude of the effect gives a measure of that electrical

quantity.
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Fin. 4,518.-Sangamo maximum demand register. The

red hand on the inner scale shows
The long hand on the outer scale shows the highest demand since the
the register works on the Merz principle in which the pointer
is advanced over the demand scale at a speed proportional to the rate of energy consumption. The actuating mechanism is returned to its starting position at the end of a predetermined time interval, leaving the pointer at the highest position to which it has been
carried in any one or more equal time intervals. The pusher arm is returned to zero by
means of a cantilever resetting spring operated by a simple arrangement, consisting of two
cams revolving at dilTerent speeds and having segments cut out to allow a pin to,drop when
the openings in the cams register at the end of each time interval. The operation of the
register is described in detail in fig. 4,519. A manual reset with usual arrangement for sealing, is mounted on the glass meter cover, by which the indicating pointer may be returned
to its zero position at reading intervals. A synchronous motor is used as a timing element.

the kilowatt rate.

last reading.

In operation

Thus, the electrical element of certain demand meters is similar to an
ordinary ammeter or watt meter of the deflection type, and in others it
is a watt hour meter or other integrating meter, and in still others it is a
resistance coil which introduces a heating effect which is interpreted in
terms of amperes or watts.
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Fia. 4,519.-Diagram of Sangamo maximum demand register. In operalion, register 3, is
driven through the usual train of gearing from the watt hour meter disc 1. Shaft 4, through
gears, also drives shaft 28, which carries the pusher arm 23. This pusher arm rotates at a
speed proportional to the rate of energy consumption, and, as it travels across the scale,
it pushes the indicating sweep hand 25. The power from the watt hour meter is transmitted
through a friction clutch that couples gear 6, to shaft 28. The reeting mechanism, which
converts this indicator into a maximum demand indicator, is operated by the synchronous
motor 18, which through worm reduction and gears, operates two cams 16 and 17. Cam 16,
through double reduct ion 30 and 22, 32 and 33, operates at one speed, while cam l7, operates
sixteen times faster on intervals greater than five minutes, while on five minute intervals,
50 or 60 cycles and all 25 cycle fifteen minute -intervals or less, the ratio is 4 to 1. On the
face of cam 16, rides a pin 11, which is carried on an arm 12, and held in positive contact
by a cantilever spring 13. When cam 16, is in such position that the notch 34, is below
the pin, then the pin 11, rides on cam 17, and when the low side of cam 17, comes under
the pin, it drops into the notch. Then through pin 10, arm 9, which.carries a toothed sector,
it is pushed down, and through pinion 8, rotates the pusher arm 23, back to zero. The
power from the cantilever spring 13, pushing through pin 10, or arm 9, is sufficient to overcome the friction clutch and return the pusher arm to zero, the zero point being determined
by the adjustment screw 27, which acts as a stop. This operation is performed quickly

Demand Meters
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The timing element of a demand meter is the mechanism or
that feature of the device through which the demand interval is
introduced into the result.
While the principal function of the timing element of a demand meter

is to fix the demand interval, its súbsidiary function in the case of certain
types of demand meters is to provide a record of the time of day at which

any demand has occurred.

1

tc. 4,520.--Sangamo maximum demand register; rear view.

Pta. 4519.-Text Contiuued.
and cam 17, then raises pin 11, which by that time, is picked up by cam 16, and carried
until the next interval occurs. The normal rotation of shaft 28, by the watt hour meter
disc, returns the arm 9, to position ready for the next resetting. The indicating hand 25,
due to friction in the spring bearing 26, remains in whatever position the pusher arm leaves
it. The co-ordination between pusher arm 23, and indicating pointer 25. is attained by
means of adjustment screw 24. The tension of the cantilever spring 13, is adjusted by
means of screw 14.
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The timing element consists either of a clock or its equivalent (for example, an electric motor) or of a lagging device which delays the indications of the electrical element.
In order that the measurement of electrical quantity as made by the
electrical element may be -combined with the measurement of time as made
by the timing element, a further element, the recording element, is required.

ry

,1

l0 '20

Frc. 4,521.-Duncan a.c. demand watt hour meter register, rear view showing motor.

In many important classes of demand meters, this is separate from the
electrical and timing elements, but in other classes the electrical, timing
and recording elements are inter -Constructed.

Classification of Demand Meters.-There are several types
of demand meters to meet- the varied requirements of service,
and they may be classified as:
2. Lagged;
1. Integrating;
3. Recording.
Briefly:
An integrating demand meter is one which indicates or records the maximum demand obtained through integration.
NOTE.-The word integrate means

to glee the sanz total of.
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Watthour meter movin1 element

FIGS. 4,522 and

4,523.-Diagram of Duncan register showing working principle. In operation, the watt meter moving element drives the watt hour dials through
the gears C and

D, direct and the demand pointer through the clutch gear A, which is shown in detail in
fig. 4,523. The demand pointer is reset to zero at the end of each demand
interval through
the agency of a synchronous timing motor shown at M. The timing motor
runs
ously at synchronous speed and through a proper gear reduction drives the cam E,continuso that
it makes one complete revolution each demand interval. This cam miives a gear sector
F,
against a spring G. The gear sector F, is continuously ui mesh with B, the other gear wheel
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WATT HOUR METER
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Ftc. 4,524.-Diagram of Westinghouse type OA, single phase demand meter. Adjustntenta:
1, Time adjustment. The motor speed should be 200 r.p.nt. for all intervals. As it is impossible to check this speed directly, a small white pointer is provided on the No. 12 shaft.
This shaft makes four revolutions per minute (except for 60 minutes, which has a speed
of 2.4 r.p.m-) when the motor disc is revolving at proper speed of 200 r.p.m. A small black
spot which may be used for timing is placed on one spoke of the gear wheel on No. 12 shaft,
as many prefer this method of timing. 'f he motor speed is adjusted t>y the motor adjustment screw 11. Turning the screw in increases the motor speed. This adjustment gives
a range of approximately 15 per cent change in the motor speed. If st fficient adjustment
cannot be obtained with this adjustment, further adjustment is obtained by adjusting
the resistance in the secondary of the motor circuit. very similar to the manner in which
F>cs. 4,522 and 4,52'x.-Text Continued.
of the friction clutch, through suitable gearing such as O. The pin H, is fixed in gear B,
while the pin I, is fixed in the shaft ,f. carrying the demand driving pointer. Gear B, is
free to move on shaft J. until the pins come into action. As the watt hour meter advances
the demand pointer through gears C and A, A drives the shaft J, through a friction clutch
as shown. At the end of the demand interval the roller K, drops off the tip of the cam E,
and the spring G, forces the sector gear F, back. This in turn reverses the motion of the
gear 13. When B, is reversed the pin 11, picks up the pin I, in the :haft J, and slips J, through
the friction. clutch returning the demand driving pointer to it. zero position.
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An integrating demand meter consists of a device in combination with
an integrating meter whereby the energy consumption as measured by
the meter is registered from time to time in such a way that the maximum
demand may he determined from the record.

There are two types:

o

FIG.

kr

ttt

60

VOLTS

CYCLES,,

4,525.-Duncan maximum demand watt hour meter register dial: front view.

Fig. 4,524-Text Continued.
Inthe power factor adjustment is made on the polyphase type OA watt !your meter:
and decreasing the resistance of the motor secondary circuit decreases the motor speed
Zero
motor
speed;
2,
the
increases
creasing the secondary resistance of the motor circuit
the white
adjustment. Turning worm R (adjustment /r,) in clockwise direction moves
with
pointer up scale; ?, /djusbrert S c'etermines tl.e repth of mesh of the worm wheel d,
do
not mesh
the worm f. This should he adjusted so that the teeth on the worm wheel
No.
13,
on
the
friction
loa.l
an
excesive
the full clepth of the thread on the worm and cause
hetween the link A, and
she t: 4, Adjustment c, is provieei to insure proper connection
wheel d, will he moved
the le:er g. This adjustment shoul l e mare so that the worm
('wring the ('emeshinp
oct of mesh with the worm f, a eistance of approximately 1/31 in. near
the bearings of the
register
of
the
front
operation; 5, Fdjustment I , is provic'e4 on the
depointers for ad;ustirg the spring tension, and hence the friction holding the maximum
pointer
mand pointer. Moving fte small screw in increases the friction holding the black
in position of maximum c:emand.
I

adNOTE.-No one except an experienced demand meter expert should attempt eitherthing
justments or repairs. If convinced a eerrand register be not working property, the hest
for
attention.
to do is to return it to the factory
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Ftc. 4,526.-Diagram of Westinghouse type OB, demand register. In construction, the
gearing of the register consists essentially of three sets: the watt hour pointer gearing, the
demand pointer gearing and the motor gearing. As shown, there are two worms on ,the
upper disc shaft. This is to simplify the diagram. Actually, these worms are mounted
on the secorid shaft of the register. The moving element is connected to the register by
means of a pinion and gear. In operation, the upper worm U, drives the worm wheel V,
and thus rotates the first pointer shaft of the watt hour dial. The lower worm f, advances
the demand pointer by driving the worm wheel d, and gears and pinions E, Q, O. As in
the OA meter the worm wheel d, shaft of this set of gearing has one bearing in a lever g,
which permits the worm wheel d, to be demeshed from the worm f, thus allowing the white
pointer to be returned to zero by gravity weight M. The maximum demand (black) pointer
C, is advanced by the (white) pointer D, and held by friction in the position of maximum
deflection of the white pointer. The third or motor set of gearing, determines the length
of the time interval. The synchronous motor runs at. 600 r.0.m. on all 60 cycle meters. This
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REACTIVE ELEMENT

W4TTHOUR
ELEMENT

ADJUSTING SCREW

TRIPPING ROD

BELL CRANK

hour demand
Fro. 4,527.-Elementary diagram of Westinghouse type RI kva recording watt
kva hours,
meter. The meter gives direct reading of power factor, total kw hours, total
kva hours for
reactive
kw demand and kva demand for any interval. The power factor and
from the
any time interval, such as at the time of maximum demand, may be calculated
a pen
chart. The kva demand record is made graphically upon a moving paper chart by
that is driven from the ball so that its rate of movement across the paper is proportional.
a
stop
of
means
by
to the total kva in the metered circuit. The kw demand is obtained
driven by the kw gear train. At the end of the time interval the pen is disengaged from the
is
kva gears and falls back until arrested by this stop, it pauses here momentarily and then
vertical
reset to zero. As the paper chart is moving during this resetting period distinct
points.
kw
demand
marks are made on the paper at both the kva and the
FIG. 4,526.-Text continued.
inspeed is reduced by suitable gearing to give one revolution of the shaft 3, in the time
terval of the register, 15 minutes or 3t) minutes, etc. On the same shaft 3, but free to rotate
about the shaft, is the worm wheel sector E, and the cam L, which are rigidly mounted on
the same hub. A pin on the gear k, slowly rotates the worm wheel sector E, until it reaches
the worm F, on the high speed motor shaft. Since this shaft makes 100 r.p.m. the worm
wheel sector E, is quickly passed throughthe worm F. As the worm wheel sector E, passes
through the worm F, the cam L, strikes the lever A, which transmits the motion of the
cam to lever g, thus demeshing the worm wheel d, from the worm f, and allowing the white
pointer to return to zero. The period for the worm wheel sector E, to pass through the
worm f, is selected to allow ample time for the white pointer D, to return to zero. The
time of the demeshing operation is approximately three seconds, which is a negligible quantity when compared to the time interval of the register.
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Ftc. 4,528.-Diagram of Westinghouse type'RQpplyphase watt hour
meter. Designed to meet the requirements of central station meter service. It demand
is a single instrument
'that records both the kilowatt hours consumed
and
the
maximum
demand
in
kilowatts.
It is installed as an ordinary watt hour meter and requires no
The maximum demand is indicated directly by a pointer additional apparatus or wiring.
over a four inch dial,
the integrated load being registered on the usual four dial sweeping
counter. The demand pointer
is reset manually by pressing a button at the top
of the meter cover. The meter has a definite time constant, yet requires no clock or contacts. The watt hour
vided with micrometer light load and full load adjustments. ' The meter element is prodemand meter element
is provided with a micrometer zero adjustment
and a spring clamp for making changes in
length of spring. These adjustments are accessible
al the top of the instrument. In operation, when power flows through the instrument the main
begin to rotate at a speed
proportional to the load, driving the watt hour gear train discs
and oscillating the escapement
claw. The auxiliary discs tend to deflect the pointer instantly
to indicate the load, but is
prevented by the escapement claw engaging its wheel.
thé claw oscillates, the teeth
of the escapement wheel are allowed to pass, one by one,Asuntil'
tension on the spiral
spring balances the torque developed in the auxiliary discs. Thethe
system is then in egtillibrium, the demand pointet indicating the load, and although the main
discs continue to
rotate so long as the load is maintained, no further deflection takes
place, since the escape.
ment claw oscillates freely between the teeth of the escapement
wheel.

NOTE.-The mechanism of the Westinghouse type RO polyphase watt hour
demand
meter is very similar to the ordinary clock; the auxiliary
discs furnishing the power for driving
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Those showing the energy consumption in definite and
consecutive demand intervals occurring at arbitrarily chosen
times such as 2:30 to 3:C0 to 3:30, etc.
1.

The maximum demand corresponds to the greatest energy con3umption
in an interval.

If recording on a tape or chart, the demand for any interval can be
ascertained and also the time of day at which it occurred.
If indicating by means cf a hand and dial, only the maximum demand
is obtainable at any substquent time.

DemandDetnond

Deioc l
Repis'ec,

Peorsler

.dolor

Motor

Reactance
Coil when

,

ReactantCoil

r

Reqtsler

/lolor

Reactánee

Coi/when¡l

used

used
Fins. 1,529 to 4.53 .-Connection diagrams for Westinghouse type Olt demand register. Vg.
4,529, single phase 2 wire; rig. 4,530. single phase 3 wire; fig. 4,531, twoelement, three phase
3 wire self contained.

chart the number of equal
and relatively small amounts or blocks of energy with respect
to a separate and continuous record of time.
2. Those recording on a tape or

The maximum demand is obtained by counting the number of such recorded points occurring within the demand interval, the time of the beginning of the interval being so chosen that the interval will include the
maximum number of points. From the record, the demand for any
NOTE.-Continued.

the escapement like a main spring, while the rate of the movement is controlled by the motion
of the main discs, which perform the function of a balance wheel. The escapement wheel
and claw have radial teeth to prevent an interchange of energy retween the main and auxiliary discs. It is to he observed that the function of the main discs are simply to regulate
the rate of deflection of the auxiliary discs. They supply no power whatever except the negligible amount required to oscillate the escapement claw.
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W
4,532.-Westinghouse type RA recording watt hour demand meter. In operation,
under load the disc shalt D, registers watt hours on the counter through the gearing of the
shaft assemblies 1 and 4. At the same time, the ink carrying pen P, is positively advanced

FIG.

through shaft assemblies I, 2, and

3

At the end of the time interval the tripping rod,

Demand Meters
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interval can he obtained and the time of day at which it occurred. These
instruments differ from those of Class 1, in that the time of the beginning
of the interval is not arbitrarily fixed.
A lagged demand meter is one in which the indication of the
maximum demand is subject to a characteristic time lag.
Lagged demand meters are so constructed as to require a certain time
interval for the indication to reach the point corresponding to the value
of the load.

There are two types.

and 4,534.-Chart samples for Westinghouse type RA recording watt how-demand
meter. Fig. 4,533, 30 minute interval; fig. 4,534, 13 minute interval.

FIGS. 4,533

FIG.

4,532.-Text Continued.

pushing against the rod F, moves the small pivoted frame work which carries one of the
bearings of shaft 2, and disengages the worm wheel of shaft 2, from the worm of shaft 1.
The weight of the pen and pen arm is counter -balanced by weight B, and the adjustable
weights C, are so placed as to cause the pen to immediately swing to the zero position when
its driving gears are disengaged. When falling to the zero position, the rotation of the
worm on shaft 2, moves the swinging sector V, against which the pin G, of the gear wheel
eventually strikes and thus limits the backward movement of the pen. When pressure
on rod F, is relieved, the spring E, returns the pen mechanism into mesh. The upper clock
spring I, actuates the timing device. The speed of the clock is controlled in the usual manner through the escapement mechanism on which the torque is held constant by a differential spring governor. At the proper time interval, the trip on shaft M, allows the shaft
K, to rotate with a speed of rotation that is limited by the governor. Simultaneously, the
reset wheel Y, is given a quarter turn, causing a movement of the bell cr.nk H, and a con.
sequent tripping of the pen. Just before the pen begins to fall back, however, the large
gear on the spring drum rotates a fraction of a turn and advances the paper roll. The paper
chart unrolls from spindle W, passes upward over the face of roll N, and rerolls on the belt
driven spool X.
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1. Those in which the speed of the indicator in moving up its scale
under constant load, is constant, or at any load, is proportional to the'
load.

2. Those in which the speed diminishes with the time of the deflection.
The demand interval for meters of this class is ordinarily considered to
be the time required for the instruments to indicate 90 per cent of the full
value of a steady load which is thrown suddenly on it.

FIG.

4,535.-Front view of Sangamo maximum demand register, showing

and kw. hour c:ials for

a 10

ampere, 110 volt, single phase meter.

kw. demand scale

A recording or curve drawing demand meter is one which
gives the load time curve of an installation cr system.
The demand interval may be of any specified length, and the demand
periods may be taken as beginning at specified times of the day or may
be timed so as to include the maximum average load occurring in any
period of the chosen duration. Curve drawing or graphic recording instalments are obtainable in many varieties and makes.

The various types of demand meters in general use are
shown in the accompanying illustrations.
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Love'

Line

X

Fins. 4,536.-Westinghouse recording demand watt hour meter diagram of connections for
or 3 phase, 3 wire, without trans,orn.ers.
tns. 4,537.-Westinghouse retorting emand watt hour meter diagram of connections for
or 3 phase, 3 wire with current and voltage transformers.
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2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7

.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

TEST QUESTIONS

What is a demand meter?
Define the term "demand meter."
What is understood by the term "stand by service"?
What kind of a quantity is measured by demand
meters?
What is the electrical element of a demand meter?
Describe the construction and operation of the San gamo maximum register.
What is the time element of a demand meter?
Give classifications of demand meters.
What is an integrating demand meter?
Name two types of integrating meter?
Describe a lagged demand meter.
Name two types of lagged demand meters.
What kind of a record is made by a recording or
curve drawing demand meter?
Describe the construction and operation of a curve
drawing demand meter.
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CHAPTER 86

Miscellaneous Meters
In addition to the meters already described in the preceding
chapters, there are a few instruments which should be here
considered; such as
INDUCTANCE
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FIG.

4,538-Single phase lower factor, meter of the rotating

Power factor meters;
2. Phase indicators;
3. Synchronism indicators;
1.

field or disc type.
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4,539.-Elements of rotating field type poi

factor meter illustrating principle of
operation. In construction, N and M, are two coils fixed at right angles to each other
with their axes in the same plane. The coils are wound with a: large number of turns of
fine wire and are connected in a split phase arrangement, one coil being connected in series
with an inductive resistor and the other in series with a non -inductive resistor. The two
sets are then connected in parallel across the line of the circuit to he measured. The currents
in these two coils are almost in quadrature so, when the coil M, is active in producing a
field in the direction AB, the current in coil N, is zero. One quarter cycle later, the current
in coil M, becomes zero and the current in coil N. is producing a field in direction DC. This
is not a sudden jump, but a gradual decrease of current in M, and a gradual increase of
current in N, thereby producing a steadily progressing shifting of the resultant magnetic
axis from AB, to CD. In another quarter cycle, the current in N, is zero, but the current
hay built up in coil M, in the opposite direction, changing the axis of the field to direction BA.
In another quarter cycle, the coil NI , is again zero, but the current has reversed to maximum
in coil N, producing a bel I in direction DC. Therefore, in every cycle, the axis of the magnetic field has made one gradually changing sweep completely around the whole circle, producing the so-called "rotating field." Inside of the two coils N and M, is placed an iron
vane or armature, magnetized by a coil G, and pivoted so that it can rotate with its axis
in the plane of the axes of the coils M and N. Through this coil passes a current in phase
with the current of the circuit to be measured. As the iron vane will be attracted or repelled by the fields of the coils N and M, it takes up a position so that when the current

FIG.

Ter
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4. Frequency meters;
5. Surge indicator, or klydonograph.

Power Factor Meters.-Meters of this class indicate the
phase relationship between pressure and current, and are
3
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L.
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FIG.

MARKS

OVER

140

20 AMPERES

TO S5O VOLTS

4,540.-Connection diagram for General Electric power factor meter: 6 wire,

4

phase

circuits.

4,539-Text continued.
wave reaches its maximum, the axis of the iron vane will coincide with the axis of the
rotating field at that particular instant. Thus, if the current reach a maximum when the
rotating field has reached the position AB (when the current in coil N, is in phase with the
,current in coil M), the vane will assume a position AB. Should the current lag, however,
and not reach a maximum until the field has rotated to position EF, then the vane would
assume the position EF, and, by suitably graduating the scale, will read directly the cosine
or sine of the angle between AB and El'.
NOTE.-In fig. 4,539, should the current lag 90°, the rotating field would have advanced
to CD, before the current reached its maximum and the vane would assume position CD.
The vane will assume a definite position for any phase relation between current and voltage
anywhere in the whole 360° of each cycle. From the foregoing it is readily seen that
the deflection depends on the angle between current and voltage, but since each angle indication is marked with the cósine or the sine instead of the angle, the meters read directly to
power factor and reactive factor. Because it is impossible to have the current lag exactly 90°
in a split phase arrangement, the coils M, and N, are not exactly 90° apart. Thus f the coils
were placed exactly 90° apart, the rotating field would shift slower from AB, to CD, than it
did from CD, to BA, and produce a distorted scale. Therefore, the angle BOD, is made
greater than the angle DOA, producing an evenly rotating field, and a scale with symmetrical
FIG.

i

quarters.
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therefore sometimes called phase indicators. There are two
types:
1. Watt meter type;
2. Disc, or rotating field type.
CURRENT
TERMINALS

o

o
,VOLTAGE TERMINALS

!to. 4,541.-Elements of three phase rotating

field type power factor meter. In the
three phase instrument, the two voltage coils and the split phase resistor reactor, are replaced
with 3 coils, wound with their axes, 120° apart, as here shown. By connecting in Y, and
connecting to a three phase circuit, a uniformly rotating field is produced, giving the same
characteristic scale marking as the single phase circuit wave produced. The only difference
between the action cl the single phase and the three phase instruments lies in the method
of producing the rotating field.

Watt Meter

Type.-

In this construction, the phase relation between the pressure and the
current fluxes is such that on a non -inductive load the torque is zero.
For instance, in a dynamometer watt meter, the pressure circuit is made
highly inductive and the instrument then indicates volts X amperes X sin 49
instead of volts X amfieres Xcos ,, that is to say; it will indicate the wattless
component of the power. .A dynamometer of this type' is sometimes called
an idle current watt meter.

Miscellaneous Meters
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Type.-

A single phase power factor meter of the disc or rotating field type consists of two pressure coils, as shown in fig. 4,538, placed at right angles to
each other, one being connected through a resistance, and the other through
an inductance so as to "split" the phase and get the equivalent of a rotating magnetic field.
9OTTOM JEWEL
IRON ARMATURE
VOLTAGE COILS
PRODUCING
ROTATING FIELD

CURRENT COIL

LAMINATED
IRON RING

MAGNETIZING
ARMATURE

I te. 4,542.-Sectional view of polyphase rotating

field type power factor meter.

The coils are placed about a common axis, along which is pivoted an
iron disc or vane. The magnetizing coils FG, are in series with the load.
If the load be very inductive, the coil M, experiences very little torque and
the system will set itself as shown in the figure. As the load becomes less
inductive, the torque on S, decreases and on M, increases so that the system takes up a particular position for every angle of lag or lead.
Power factor meters are designed to show the power factors, lagging or
leading, at which various lines are operating. These instruments are
adapted for balanced systems only
In connecting, if it be found by trial that the needle swings to the wrong
side of the scale with leading or lagging current, the potential leads to the
line from the resistor should be interchanged at some point between the
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LAG
a

LINE

100%
/

LEAD

TWO POINT DRUM
SWITCH CONNECT
TO TAP OR FINISH
OF COIL FOR 60
OR 25 CYCLES

LOAD
1%1c.

4,543.-Diagi am of single phase rctating field type power factor meter showing operation.

In this meter the spiral control spring is omitted, and electro-magnet.c control provided. Two
moving coils ate u eu, rigidly fastened with their axes at right angles to each other. Coil M,
is in series with a non -inductive resistor and the coil M', is in series with an inductive reactor.
Consequently, the current in M, is in phase with the voltage while the current in M', lags
almost 90° behind it. The stationary coils carry a current proportional to, and in phase with
the current of the load being measured. At 100% power factor, the current in S S', and M,
are in phase; therefore, their axes tend to coincide. The current in M', is almost 90° out of
phase, consequently there is practically no reaction or attempt to align axes between M' and
S S'. I _owever, should the current in S S', lag 90° it would he in phase with the current in
M', and out of phase with the current in M. Then the coil 1\1', would have the greatest
tendency to align its axis with that of S S', and as the coil M, now has no such tendency, the
result would be a movement of the pointer, attempting to bring about such alignment of axes.
If the current should only lag 45°, then both coils would make equal efforts to align their axes
with the axis of coils S S', but since they cannot both attain their object, and since they are
both rigidly connected, they take a resultant position which would be marked 70% power
factor on the dial. For any degree of lag or lead of current, the two coils strike a resultant.
depending on the phase angle between the main current in coils S S', and the current in the
coils M and M'. It will be seen that, since there is no control spring, and since the position
assumed depends on the phase angle between the current and voltage (currents in M and M')
and not on their magnitude, the positions could he marked in degrees of phase difference.
Instead of this, however, each position is marked with the cosine of the angle of phase
difference and consequently reads directly in power factor. It may be said that the instrument responds to the angle, but indicates the cosine.
actual practice, it is very rare to Meet or measure power factors below 40%,
NOTE.
so that the instrument is arranged to omit all power factors below 40% lag and below 60%
lead thus making a symmetrical 90° scale containing all the practical working values met in
actual service. The single phase instrument is slightly affected by large variations from the
normal frequency.

In
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resistor and the line, or between the resistor and the secondaries of the
potential transformers, as conditions may require.
One method of checking the connections of a 3 wire, 3 phase power factor
indicator in order to detef-mine whether the current be leading or lagging
the voltage of the circuit is to short circuit the current terminals of the
power factor meters by means of a piece of wire. If the pointer move
toward lag, then the connections are correct. This is true whether the
instrument be indicating either a leading or a lagging power factor.

LOAD

P[c. 4,544.-Diagram of three phase rotating field type power factor meter. The moving coils
are connected in series witn separate non -inductile resistors to two phases of a three phase
circuit. The current is taken from the third phase. Conse luently at 100% power factor, the
current in one voltage coil leads the main current by 30° snd in the other phase, it lags 30°.
At 100% power factor, there is equal effort of coils to align heir axes and the resultant posiion is that shown. Should the current now lead or lag, one ur the other coil will have greater
aligning effort, consequently changing the position of the moving element and assuming a
definite position for each change of the phase angle or power factor. As in the single phase,
It covers a range of
t he scale is marked in cosines, so that it reads the power factor direst.
front 40% lag to 60% lead. As the 3 phase instruments contain t,o inductive circuits, they
,

t

[nay be used on circuits of any frequency. Power factor meters attair their highest accuracy
when the current is from 2 to 5 amperes and the voltage from 75 to 125 volts. The three
,hale instruments having only one current coil, do not record the avert-ge power factor of ar,
unbalanced three phase circuit. They are designed for balanced circuits such as rotary converter or polyphase motor circuits.

2,b42.
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Phase Indicators .-This type of instrument is intended for
"phasing out" particularly in making relay connections or other
connections where a current of a specific phase should be selected
in regard to a particular voltage connection.
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4,545.-Westinghouse portable phase indicator.

The phase indicator makes it possible to determine exact
phase relations and avoid incorrect connections which may cause
costly failures of service.
In making any connection where a current of a particular phase should
be selected in regard to a certain potential connection, the phase indicator
is of value. The portable phase indicator, as shown in fig. 4,545, is a
moving vane type instrument similar in operation and construction to a
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power factor meter but having a uniform circular scale marked off in 360
electrical degrees.

It operates on the principle that a suitably pivoted iron vane,

when placed in a rotating field and magnetized by alternating currents, will assume a position depending on the phase difference
between the current magnetizing the vane, and the voltage producing
the rotating field.
CURRENT

0 0

FIG.

VOLTAGE

4,5,16.-Diagram of Westinghouse portable phase indicator.

The rotating field is produced by a split phase winding connected toa
by
the voltage circuit. In this field is a movable iron vane magnetized
vane, to
stationary coil which is part of the current circuit. The iron
which the pointer is attached, is acted upon by the rotating field, and the
vane will take up a position so that when the current reaches its maximum,
the axis of the iron vane will coincide with the axis of the rotating field
at that particular instant.
The vane will assume a definite position for any phase relation between
current and voltage. When used to determine the phase angle between
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the current and voltage iii, say, a power directional relay, the method is
obvious and the results are easy to interpret.
The only difficulty likely to he encountered is when one of the vectors
may he reversed 180°. In order to check this condition, it is well to examine the operation of the relay itself.

Synchronism Indicators.-These devices, sometimes called
synchroscopes, or synchronizers indicate the exact difference in

FIG. 4,547.-General Electric synchronism indicator showing relation between the motor and

the pointer.

w
2.1

RI-l:

í`...

Frr,s. 4,548 and 4,n49.-Synchronizing receptacle and plug.

phase angle at every instant, and the difference in frequency,
'between an incoming machine and the system to which it is
to be connected, so that the coupling switch can be closed at
the proper instant.
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There are several types of synchronizer, such as
1.

Lamp or volt meter;

2. Resonance or vibrating reed;
3. Rotating field.

Lamp or Volt Meter
Type.
The simplest arrangement consists of a lamp or preferably a
volt meter connected across one
pole of a two pole switch connecting the incoming machine
to the busbars, the other pole
of the switch being already
closed.
If the machines be out of step.

Flc. 4,s50.-General Electric

synchronism indicator
with cover dial and pointer removed.

Resonance or Vibratin.lg Reed

the lamps will fluctuate in
brightness, or the volt metet
pointer will oscillate, the pulsation becoming less and less
as the incoming machine approaches synchronous speed.
Synchronism is shown by the
lamp remaining out, or the volt
meter at zero.

Type.-

This type operates on the same principle as the resonance type Of fre,
quency indicator, later described.

Rotating Field

Type.-

The operation of the rotating field type depends on the production of a
rotating field by the currents of the metered circuits in angularly placed
coils, one for each phase in the case of a polyphase indicator. In this field
is provided a movable iron vane or armature, magnetized by a stationary
coil whose current is in phase with the voltage of one phase of the circuit..
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Back View

As the iron vane

Resistor and
Reactor

Synchronism

Indicator

Ground

------Synchronizing Buses

Receptacle

o

°

r1

Starting
Plug

o

Polarity
Marks

Marks
110 Volts

110

Ground

I

Receptacle

Running
Plug

Polarity

attracted or repelled by the rotating field, it takes
up a position where
the zero of the rotating field occurs
at the same instant
as the zero of its
own field. In the
single phase meter
the positions of
voltage and current
coils are interchanged and the rotating field is produced by means of
a split phase winding, connected to
the voltage circuit.
is

Volts
Ground

The method is
the split
phase bipolar synchronous motor

that of

1Í

Corresponding Phases of Machines
or Buses being Synchronized

To

FIG. 4,551.-Connections of General Electric synchronism indicator with potential transformer, secondaries grounded.

with separate alter-

nating current excitation.

NOTE.-The principle of operation of the rotating field type, synchronism indicator is
the same as that of the power factor meter, accordingly a detailed description of how they
measure phase angle differences would only be a repetition of that section. The only difference
lies in the winding of the internal coil which magnetizes the iron vane. This is wound with a
large number of turns of fine wire, and is connected in series with a resistor, directly across the
voltage of the machine being synchronized. The lower terminals are connected to the bus bar.
and consequently, the magnetic axes of the rotating field rotate in synchronism with the bus
bar, while the magnetism in the iron vane is in phase with the voltage of the machine being
synchronized (incoming machine).
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Phase displacement is accomplished by a reactor and a resistor both
mounted externally.
The motor field is energized by a single phase current from one of the
machines to be synchronized (the running machine) and its armature
from the other (the starting machine).
Since the armature coils are nearly perpendicular to each other and
as one is connected to the reactor and one to the resistor, a rotating
field is generated in the armature with the alternating of the current in
the stationary field.

LINE
Ftc. 4,552.-Diagram of Weston induction type frequency meter connections. 'fhe coils are
connected in series across the line; with a reactor in series with one and a resistor in series
with the other. A resistor is connected in parallel with one coil and the reactor, and a reactor is connected in parallel with the other coil and the resistor; then the whole combination
is connected in series with a reactor, the purpose of which is to damp out the higher harmonics. The circuits, as shown, form a Wheatstone bridge. which is balanced at normal
frequency. An increase in frequency will increase the reactance of the reactors and thus
upset the balance of the bridge, allowing more current through one coil and less through
the caller.

The armature tends to assume a position where the field set up in the
armature coincides with the alternating field in the stator when the latter
passes through its maximum intensity. The armature and the pointer
attached to the armature shaft will therefore move forward or backward
at a speed corresponding to the difference in the frequency of the two
machines.
When the machines are running at the same frequency (the same speed
if both machines have the same number of poles) the pointer will become
stationary, and its position when stationary will depend upon the phase

2,648
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relation existing between the two machines. Coincidence in phase is shown
when the pointer remains stationary in the vertical position at the marked
point at the top of the dial. The machine should be "thrown in" when
this position is indicated. A complete revolution of the pointer indicates
a gain or loss of on;, cycle in the starting machine.

Frequency Meters.-A frequency meter or indicator is an

4

,P

FIG. 4,553.- -Interior view of Frahm vibrating reed frequency meter.
Frequency
is
obtained from the vibration of certain units in a row of tuned steel reeds, visibleindication
an
oblong opening in the scale plate of the instrument. The principle underlying thethrough
construc-

tion is that of resonance, subjected to rhythmic impulses of the same frequency as the
natural period of vibration of the body itself. The parts are: A, armature
of
electromagnet M; II, bridge piece on which are mounted the reeds R, armature A, also the
is mounted
on B; I), amplitude adjusting screw by which the air gap between A and M, is set; G, protective series resistance for M; M, electro -magnet; R, tuned reeds, each one of which is adjusted to respond by resonance to a given mechanical vibration set up in B, through
A,
the
alternating current in M. In construction, a number of reeds R, each about ié in. by
wide.
consisting of special spring steel, carefully tempered and nickel plated, are screwed in a ro,
to a bridge piece B, to which is attached the armature A, of a small electro -magnet M.
mounted close to it. When the instrument is connected across the circuit the frequency of
which is to be measured, the current, after passing through a series resistance G,
excites the
electro -magnet which thus imparts to the armature A, one impulse for each cycle of current
if the core of the electro -magnet is a permanent magnet, and two impulses for each cycle of
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instrument used for determining the frequency, or number of cycles
per second of an alternating current.
There are several forms of frequency indicator, whose principle of operation differs, and according to which, they may
be classed as
1. Synchronous motor
2. Resonance type;

type;

3. Induction type.

eié 2 e e e

e ee ee e eta

Yll1llLLlllLLtllL!!L/J//Ul////
4,555.-Side and end views of Frahm resonance type frequency meter reeds.
')wing to the principle emoloved in the meter it is evident that the indications are inde-

FIGS. 4,554 and

pendent of the voltage, change of wave form, and external magnetic fields.

Synchronous Motor

Type.-

In this type a small synchronous motor is connected in the circuit of
the current whose frequency is to be measured. After determining the
FIG.

4,553.-Text Continued.

The vibration of the armature A, is
transmitted to the reeds R, and just as one tuning fork will respond to another having the
same period of vibration, so will that reed which is in tune with the frequency of ibration of
the armature, at once respond vigorously. The scale at the point opposite this reed is
marked with the number of cycles per second of the alternating current, and hence the frequency is clearly indicated. In order to give a clear indication, the reeds have a small portion
of their upper ends bent over at right angles and enamelled white, so as to make them conspicuous against the black interior of the instrument.
cu -rent if the core of the electro -magnet is of soft iron.

N
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Ftes. 4,556 to 4,558.-How to read a Frahm frequency meter. Vibration begins at about 2%
below the exact value to which the reed is tuned, reaches its maximum at the exact value and
extends to about 2% above that value. Therefore more than one reed usually is in motion
and from the respective lengths of the banks formed by the vibrating reeds across the scale
opening the exact value of the frequency may be estimated clown to one-fourth of the inter\ a,
between successive reeds. On the upper scale the reading is very evidently 60. On the lower
scale, the reeds indicating 60 and 60.5 are vibrating equally, so that the reading is half way
between these two values, that is60.25. Referring to the middle scale, it will be seen that the
reed indicating 60 is vibrating more than any other, so that the reading is therefore nearer
to 60 than to any other scale division.' Furthermore, the reed indicating 60.5 is in next
greatest vibration, so that the reading is again between 60 and 60.5. However, the reed
indicating 60 is vibrating with an amplitude about three times that of the reed indicating
60.5, so the reading is now one -quarter way from 60 toward 60.5 instead of one-half way.
That is. +.he reading is 60% or approximate y 60.1.
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revolutions per minute by using a revolution counter, the
frequency is
easily calculated as follows:
frequency = (revolutions per second Xnumber of
poles)=2.

Resonance

Type.-

In construction the resonance type consists of a pendulum, or reed, of

given length, which responds to periodic forces having the
same natural period

as itself.

Ftc. 1,559.-General Electric resonant circuit type frequency meter.

The instrument comprises a number of reeds of different lengths, mounted
in a row, and all simultaneously subjected to the oscillatory attraction
of an electro-magnet excited by the supply current that is being measured.
The reed, which has the same natural time period as the current, will
vibrate, while the others will remain practically at rest.

The construction and operation of the instrument may be better understood from figs. 4,554 and 4,555, which illustrate the indicating part of
the Frahm meter. This consists of one or more rows of tuned reeds rigidly
mounted side by side on a common and slightly flexible base.
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with a small porThe reeds are made of spring steel, 3 or 7 mm. wide,
shown in fig. 4,555
tion of their free ends bent over at right angles as will be easily visible.
they
and enameled white so that when viewed end on
at the end.
The reeds are of adjustable length, and are weighted
which supports
plate
base
the
on
fastened
A piece of soft iron, rigidly
the reeds, forms the armature of a magnet.
or interrupted
When the magnet is excited by alternating current,
gives a slight
that
and
vibration,
in
set
is
armature
the
direct current,
affecting
thereby
axis,
its
to
angles
right
at
movement to the base plate

-

CURRENT
COIL

CONDENSER

SCALE
POINTER
PRESSURE COIL
of this meter is based
4,560 -Langsdorf and Gegole frequency meter. The operation on a condenser of cabe impressed
on the fact that if an alternating pressure of E volts to 27r,.,EC, provided the pressure
pacity C, in farads, the current in amperes will be equal
on the same axis as the pressure coil,
be constant. In construction, the scale is mounted
of variation of voltage. For a
across the mains so as to render the instrument independent
114.
discussion of this meter, see Electrical Review, vol. LVIII, page

with its vibrations.
all the reeds, especially those which are almost in tune
of considerable
arc
an
The reed which is in tune will vibrate through
current.
exciting
of
the
frequency
the
indicate
so
and
amplitude,
work.
The resonance type is used for laboratory

Induction

Type.-

electro-magnets
This form of frequency meter consists of two volt meter
shaft.
pointer
the
to
attached
disc
acting in opposition on a
and the other with
One of the magnets ís in series with an inductance, unbalance
the forces
frequency
will
the
in
change
a resistance, so that any
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acting on the shaft and cause the pointer to assume a new position, when
the forces are again balanced.
The aluminum disc is so arranged that when the shaft turns in one direction the torque of the magnet tending to rotate it decreases, while the
torque of the other magnet increases. The pointer therefore comes to rest
when the torques of the two magnets are equal, the pointer indicating
the frequency on the scale.
An object of the aluminum disc is to damp the oscillations of the pointer.
-

Surge Indicator or Klydonograph.-There is plenty of evidence

Fm. 4,561.-Elements of induction type frequency meter illustrating principle of operation. The actuating force consists of two induction volt meter elements, A and B. These act
on a disc G, and tend to move the disc and the po'nter shaft in opposite directions. One of
the elements is in series with a resistor Ii, and the other is in series with a reactor I, so that
any change in the frequency tends to change the relative strength of the two elements and
cause rotation. The disc is so shaped that as it moves, the amount of its metal under the
stronger element becomes less than that under the weaker element, so that with every relation
between the two electro -magnet strengths there is some point where the torques produced by
the two elements balance and the pointer comes to rest.
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that surges of considerable magnitude appear on extensive
transmission systems and it is undoubtedly desirable that detailed information concerning them be obtained.
From what data are available it is rather evident that many
surges of very high value exist which have an extremely short
duration. Practically all data concerning these surges have
been obtained by the use of spark gaps in some form or other.
It has been assumed that a sphere spark gap can be made to
Source Resistor -Reactor Source
Box

Resistor -Reactor
Box

Potential Transformer
Load

Without Potential Load With Potential
Transformer.
Transformer

Figs. 1,552 and 4,563.--Connections for General Electric resistor reactor frequency meter,
and for resonant circuit ty; e frequency meter. A rheostat is place on one site of the resistance box of the resistor reactor type meter. This rheostat is use.' to aljust the instrument
for the chars.'te:istics of the circuit to which it is connecte !. When first installed, the
arms on the si 'e of the ox should he move 1 until the nee 'le o¿ the instrument indicates the
frequency as ietermire l
a stop watch and s;xe 1 counter. Screws we provide) to prevent accidental mo -en.er.t of the arms, a`ter this a !justment has once been made.- When
the two arms a -e fa-thest a -art, the resistance is cut out; bringing them together puts resistance in the circuit, the amount of which varies with the position of the arms. No change
of the rheostat will he necessary after the adjustment has once been mace, as the accuracy
is not affected by variation of the load in a given machine.
1

1

1

have practically zero time lag of break down and it has been
used as a standard in determining the duration of these surges.
A sphere spark gap has a considerable time lag where the voltage in
excess of its flashover value is comparatively small.
The object in the development of the surge indicator is to provide some
means that will record voltages, whether of extremely short duration or
not, and to produce a graphic record of detailed information concerning
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the surges, such as polarity, magnitude, steepness of application. etc.
This instrument is ased on. an old principle that was first observed in
1777 by Dr. Lichtenburg and makes use of figures known as Lichtenhurg
figures. Dr. Lichtenburg found that on discharging a condenser such as a
Leyden jar across a spark gap onto a terminal in contact with an insulating
plate placed between this terminal and a grounu plate, and then sprinkling
powder on the plate, the powder would arrange itself is the form of a
figure of a very peculiar appearance.
By using powders of different colors beautiful figures could be produced, the figure produced by a positive charge being entirely different
from that produced Lv a negative charge.
1

PHOTO PLATE

É

1_

A.

METAL PLATE

4,564.-Elements of the klydonograph or surge indicator.

In 1888 J. Brown and E. Trowvelot found that on replacing the insulating plate witn a sensitized photographic plate, the emulsion being in
contact with the terminal, and developing the plate, figures very similar
to those produced by' Lichtenhurg were found. Since Dr. Lichtenhurg's
time the Lichtenburg figures have been studied by many investigators.
The most recent study was a very complete exposition of these figures
given by P. 0. Pederson.
Apparently very little. is known about the actual cause of the Lichtenburg figure on photographic plates, although many investigators have attempted an explanation of this phenomenon. The elements of a surge
indicator in its simplest form are shown in fig. 4,564. The photographic
plate. of course, must he placed in a dark box.
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Ftcs. 4,565 to 4,567.-Different wal,c fronts as detected by the klydonograph. Fig. 4,565, sheer front wave; 1g. 4,566, tape ed front wave; fig.
4.567, alternating wave.

FIG. 4,568.-Type of klydonograph used to record the surges shown in the accompanying

illustrations.
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If a voltage be impresser between the terminal and ground plate, as

at E, on developing the photographic plate figures will .appear that will
give pertinent information concerning the nature of the voltage impressed.
If the voltage be in the -form of a surge, that is, uni-directional, either with
a sheer front as indicated in fig. 4,565, or tapered front, as in fig. 4,566,
the figure on the photographic plate will differentiate between the tapered
front and the abrupt front, and it will also indicate whether the surge was
of positive or of negative polarity.

FiGs. 4,569 to 4,577.-Klydonograph records of various surges. No. 3, positive surge with
an abrupt front; No. 4, negative surge with a steep front; No. 5, a surge of a wave similar
to fig. 4,566, with a 5 microsecond front; No. 6, negative surge with a 5 microsecond front
No. 7, positive surge with a 200 microsecond front; No. 8, negative surge with a 200 microsecond front; No. 9, 60 cycle alternating vo:tage; No. 10, positive surge above the working
range of the instrument; No. 11, negative surge occurring above the working range of the

instrument
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Again, if the surge be alternating, as in fig. 4,567, the figure will differentiate between it and the uni-directional surges. A wave with a 5
microsecond front requires five millionths of a second for the voltage to
rise to its full value. Expressed in terms of a traveling wave on a transmission line, this 5 microsecond front would represent a taper extending
over one mile of transmission line.
A wave with a 40 microsecond front would correspond to a taper of 40
miles of a transmission line. In case the voltages are higher than those
represented by figs. 4,576 and 4,577 a spark will occur and fog the plate.

R

L

TC3

A
SURGE GENERATOR

FIG. .1.578.-Network used to p,cxluce surges in the laboratory.

SURGE

Fa:. 4,57$.-Typical surge proc:uced by the network of

fig. 4.578.

It is interesting to note that the positive and negative surges maintain a
decided -difference in appearance right up to the point where a spark
occurs. Fig. 4,568 shows the klydonograph that was used in obtaining
all of the figures shown and is a convenient form for certain kinds of laboratory work. It is not suitable, however, for graphic work.
Figs. 4,578 awl 4;579 show network used in the laboratory and typical
surge produced by it. The diameters of the figures give a measure of the
magnitude of the surges. The positive and negative figures have different.
-
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calibrations, the figure for positive surge being considerably larger than
that for the negative surge of the same magnitude.

Ground Detectors.-Instruments of this name are used for
detecting (and sometimes measuring) the leakage to earth or

Fi as. 4,580 and 4,581.-Experimental recording type of klydonograph.

the insulation of a line or network and are sometimes called
ground or earth indicators, or leakage detectors.
For systems not permanently earthed anywhere, these instruments are
nearly all based on a measurement of the pressure difference between each
pole and earth, two measurements being required for two wire systems,
and three for three wire, whether direct current single phase, or polyphase
alternating current. In the case of direct current systems, the insulation, both of the network and of the individual lines, can be calculated
from the readings, but with alternating current, the disturbance due
to capacity effect is usually too great. In any case, however, the main
showing the smallest pressure difference to earth must be taken as being
the worst insulated.

For low tension systems moving coil (for alternating current) or moving
iron instruments (for direct current) are the most used, while for high
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tension systems electrostatic volt meters are to be preferred. On systems having some point permanently earthed at the station, as for
instance the neutral wire of a direct current system, or the neutral point
of a three phase system, an ammeter connected in the earth wire will serve
as a rough guide. It should indicate no current so long as the insulation
'is in a satisfactory state, but on the occurrence of an earth it will at once
show a deflection. The indications are, however, often misleading and
serve more as a warning than anything else.

B'

CLB

B
2500

0

2500

D
A
PIVOT

CONDUCTING

SPRING
GROUND
FIGS. 4.582 and 4,583 -Fien,enis of electrostatic
ground del ec,:or illustrating principle of operation.

tvre of volt meter and single phase
Tt ere instruments depend for their operation on the attraction between a statically charged stationary vane and an oppositely
charged and suitably pivoted moving vane. In the static volt meter fig. 4,582, the stationary
vane A, is charged with the polarity of line B, through the condenser C, while the movable
vane I) (pivoted at E,), is charged with the polarity of line B', through the condenser C'. The
vane A, is so shaped and spaced from the vane D, that when it is charged, it tends to attract
the vane D, to the extreme right hand side. This attraction is opposed both by the counter
weight F, and a weak spiral control spring. Therefore, i tsdeflection becomesa measure of the
voltage applied to the condensers C and C', and is indicated on a suitably graduated scale.
In the single phase ground detector, two stationary vanes are used, both acting on one moving
vane, so that in case of thoroughly insulated lines, there is no deflection. Referring to fig.
4,583, the stationary vanes are represented by A and A', connected through condensersC and
C', to lines B and B'. Assuming the charges on A and A', to be equal, the pointer indicates
zero. If a ground occur on line B, the charge on A. is we tkened, thus permitting the charge
on A', to draw the moving element more within its influence against tile action of the counter
weight F,. and the controlling spring. The deflection depends upon the extent of the ground
on B. The pointer always indicates away from the grounded line.
,
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B'

LC'

B"

fC

B

A\
GROUND
P

-

tc. 4,584.-Elements of three phase electrostatic ground detector. In this three phase instrument the moving vane is a spheroid, or part of a spherical shell, and is mounted on a universal joint, having a vertical and horizontal shaft, permitting the element to deflect in any
direction. Each shaft has a spiral control spring which holds the vane normally in center
position.' A suitable counter-weight balances the weight of the vane. There are three stationary vanes provided, each connected to its respective phase by means of a suitable condenser. There is no scale marked on the three phase instrument, but grounds show up by
indicating various positions marked on the glass. A, A', and A" represent the three stationary vanes connected to the three phase Imes, B, B' and B", through condenser; C. C'
and C". The movable vane D. is permanently grounded. Assuming no grounds on the lines,
the charges A, A' and A", attract the vane D, equally, and consequently it stays in the
center, its position being indicated by a black dot in the center of the vane, which is visible
the
through the circle painted on the glass: If a ground occur on line B, the static charge on
vane A, is weakened, and as vanes A' and A" pull equally, the vane is deflected midway undei
away
detlectim
will
a
cause
lines
the
of
other
on
either
vise,
grounds
vanes A' and A". Like
from the grounded lines. Two grounded lines, which should cause deflection toward the
ungrounded line, if great enough to cause deflection will generally be manifested by excessive
current and damage at the points of ground.

NOTE.-The advisabi lit y of using a ground detector depends to a large extent on the operating conditions of the circuit. In systems where the voltage is high and there is large electrostatic capacity, as is the case in conduit distributing systems in large cities, or, in general,
where there is large electrostatic charging current, a partial ground has the same effect as a
violent short circuit and causes sufficient destructive effect to transmit the trouble to other
normal
conductors. In some large overhead distributing systems, the total leakage under obvious
operating conditions, especially in wet weather, is sufficient to indicate grounds It is
that in all such cases nothing is gained by installing a ground detector. As a rule, on any system
in which one conductor might become grounded without this fact being made evidept by the
tripping of circuit breakers or a similar result, the use of ground detectors is recommended. If
the conditions be such that a ground on one conductor immediately manifests itself in some
posit i' a manner without re erence to t.' a ground detector, such an instrument. is superfluous.
This practically limits the application of ground detectors to overhead lines which do not have
a grounded neutral and to comparatively small underground systems.
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4,585.-Westinghouse ground detector
with one vane removed to show movement.
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Fic.4,586.-Westinghouse single phase static
ground detector.
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4,587.-Westinghouse three phase
static ground detector.

NOTE.-On high tension circuits no other than the electrostatic type of ground detector
at all sensitive are required. To connect other types
of instruments to the primary in series with their necessary resistances
would consume an excessive amount of energy and produce dangerous conditions at the
switchboard. while ground
detecting volt meters connected to the secondaries of transformers are
not at all sensitive. The
electrostatic ground detectors are connected to the circuit through condensers,
and are both
sensitive and economical.
is practicable where indications which are

'.,:
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TEST QUESTIONS

3.
4.
5.

Name a few meters of a miscellaneous nature.
What is the construction of a power factor meter?
Name two types of power factor meters.
How does a watt meter type power factor meter work?
Describe the disc or rotating field type of power fac-

6.

tor meter.
What is the ordinary range of power factor measure-

1.
2.

7.
8.

9.

10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.

ments?
What is a phase indicator intended for?
Give one method of checking the connections of a
3 wire, 3 phase power factor indicator.
What is the special use of the phas& indicator?
State briefly the principle on which phase indicators
operate.
What is a synchronism indicator?
Name three types cf synchronism indicators.
Describe the lamp or volt meter type cf synchronism
indicator.
Describe th3 rotating field type cf synchronism indicator.
What is th3 principle of operation cf the rotating
field type synchronism indicator?
What is th3 object cf a frequency meter?
Name three types cf frequency meters.
Describe the several types of frequency indicators.
Explain how to read a Frahm frequency meter.
Describe the Langsdorf and Gegole frequency meter.
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21.
22.

23.

Miscellaneous Meters

What is a surge indicator or klydonograph?
How does the klydonograph work?
Describe the construction and operation of ground
detectors.
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CHAPTER 87

Wave Form Measurement
The question of wave form is of special interest to the power
station engineer. Upon it depends the answer to the questions: whether he may ground his neutral wires without getting large circulating currents; whether he may safely run any

/SINE

WAVE

DISTORTED WAVE
PEAKED WAVE

The sine wave rep.'e.ents a current or pressure which varies
according to the sine law. A distorted wave is due to the propert les of the circuit, for instance.
the effe:t of hysteresis in an iron core introduced into a coil is to distort the current wave by
adding harmonics so that the ascending and descending portions may not be symmetrical. A
peaked wave has a large maximum as compared with its virtual value. A peaked wave is
produced by a machine with concentrated winding.

FIG. 4,588 -Various wave forms.

combination of his alternators in parallel; whether the constants of his distributing circuit are of an order liable to cause
dangerous voltage surges due to resonance with the harmonics
of his pressure wave; what stresses he is getting in his insulation due to voltage surges when switching on or off, etc.
The desirability of a complete knowledge of the manner in
which the pressure and current varies during the cycle, has

I/
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resulted in various methods and apparatus being devised for
obtaining this knowledge. The apparatus in use for such purpose may be divided into two general classes,
1. Wave indicators;
2. Oscillographs.
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Fig. 4.589.-General Electric oscillograph; portable equipment wired for operation. The table
has the necessary rheostats, instruments control switches and turn driving motor perma
newly mourned on it The connect ions for this table are for use with an arc lamp only.
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Fua.4,5 `0and 4,591.-General Electric oscillograph with cover removed.
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It is really three combined in one.
While the field windings for the three elements are connected in series and a common winding
is used for two adjacent elements, the magnetic circuits are sufficiently insulated from each
other and from the common field winding so that tests can be made with a maximum voltage
difference between elements of 2,500 volts. The magnets are wound for a circuit of from 100
to 125 volts direct current and a rheostat should he connected in series to adjust the current
to .35 ampere.

Frc. 4,592.-General Electric oscillograph galvanometer.
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and the methods employed with these two species of apparatus
may he described respectively as,
1.

Step by step;

2. Constantly recording.

that

is to say, in the first instance, a number of instantaneous
values are obtained at various points of the cycle, which are
plotted and a curve traced through the several points thus obtained. A constantly recording method is one in which an infinite number of .ralues are determined and recorded by the
machine, thus giving a complete record of the cycle, leaving no
portion of the wave to be filled in.

FIGS. 4,593 and 4.594

Electricoscillograph Oibrators. Fig. 4,593, standard; úg.4,594,
high sensitivity. These moving elements or vibrators consist of single loops of flat wire with
their two sides very close together in a strong magnetic field. A small mirror is cemented
across the two wires of each loop with its face in a plane parallel with the magnetic lines of
force. The loops are held in tension by means of small spiral springs in the form of spring
balances. When current is passed through one of these loops, it causes one side to move forward and the other backward, thus deflecting the mirror through a certain angle and the
beam of light which is reflected from it through an angle twice as great. As the current
reverses, the mirror is deflected in the opposite direction and as it continues to reverse, the
beam of light is deflected, first in one direction then in the other, from its position of rest.
The standard vibrator with 6 oz. tension applied, has a current sensitivity of about .005
ampere per millimeter deflection with normal field excitation and its free period is approximately 5,030 complete oscillations per second. The resistance of this vibrator is about 1.5
ohms. The mirror on this vibrator is .060 in. long by .017 in. wide. The high sensitivity
vibrator is different from the standard in -a few details, but is interchangeable with it. Its
resistance is approximately the same but its current sensitivity is about three times as great.
With 4 oz. tension applied, it requires about .0015 ampere per millimeter deflection and has a
Free period of approximately 3.",-`3 complete oscillations per second.
The mirror on this
vibrator ;s .010 in. long by .015 in. wide. Although small. this mirror is of sufficient size to
be readily handled without magnifiers.
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The various methods of determining the wave form may be
further classified as:
1. Step by step

ÍJoubert's method;
Four part commutator method;
Modified four part commutator method;
Ballistic galvanometer method;
Zero method;
By Hospitalier ondograph.

4,598.-General Electric oscillograph galvanometer cell, with front 'removed
showing vibrator in place. The parts are: CG, cell gasket; VSC, vibrator shipping cartridge; CW, cell window; CF, cell front; PT, pole tips; VS, vibrator seat; VM, vibrator
mirror; SB, spring balance; B and Bi, bridges; TS, tension screw.

FIGS. 4,595 to

2. Constantly recording

by use of various types
of oscillograph, such
as

cathode ray;
glow light;
moving iron;
moving coil;

hot wire.

Joubert's Method.-The apparatus required for determining

.2,670
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the wave form by this step by step method consists of a galvanometer, condenser, two two-way switches, resistance and
adjustable contact maker, as shown in fig. 4,599.
The contact maker is attached to the alternator shaft so that it will
rotate synchronously with the latter. By means of the adjustable contact, the instant of "making" that is, of "closing" the testing circuit may
be varied, and the angular position of the armature, at which the testing
circuit is closed, determined from the scale, which is divided into degrees.

.

ALTERNATOR

CONDENSER

GAL\ANOMETERI¡

MAIN'GIR UIT
RESISTANCE
TWO-WAY
SWITCH NO.?

CONTACT

MAKER

i
ROTATING CONTACT

CURRENT
WAVE
POSITION

PRESSURE
WAVE
POSITION
TWO-WAY
SWITCH NO.1

ADJUSTABLE CONTACT
-VOUADRANT
TESTING CIRCUIT

Ftc. 4,599.-Diagram. illustrating Joubert's step by step method of wave form
A resistance is placed in series with one of the

that the drop across it, gives sufficient pressure

measurement.

alternator leads, such

for testing.

In making the test for current wave measurement, switch No. 1 is placed
on contact F, and for pressure wave measurement, on contact G, switch
No. 2 is now turned to M, and the drop across the resistance (assuming
switch No. 1 to be turned to contact F) measured by charging the condenser, and then discharging it through the galvanometer by turning the
switch to S. This is repeated for a number of positions of the contact maker,
noting each time the galvanometer reading and position of the contact
maker.

By plotting the positions of contact maker as abscissle, and the

'
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ADJUSTABLE SLIDE
FOUR PART.

CONDENSER

COMMUTATOR

7
,

VOLTMETER

CONTACT

IRINGSUADRANT

ark 4
SWITCH

'j1111
ai

Ftc. 4,600.-Four part commutator method of wave form measurement. The contact

device consists of two slip rings and a four part. commutator. One slip ring is connected to
one terminal of the source, the other to the volt meter, and the commutator to the condenser.
By adjusting R, when a known direct current pressure is impressed across the terminals, the
volt meter can be rendered direct reading.
DYNAMO.METEP.S
ALTERNATOR
MOVING

MOVING

COIL

COIL

-

I

CURRENT
WAVE
INSTRUMENT

PRESSURE
WAVE
INSTRUMENT

FIXED

FIXED COIL

COL

ADJUSTABLE

"'SLIDE
CONDENSER

OMIT
BAT IERY

Fro. 4,601. Modified four part commutator method of wave form measurement (Dun.
can's modification). By this method one contact maker can be used for any number of
waves having the same frequency. Electro -dynamometers are used and the connections are
made as here shown. The moving coils a:e connected in series to the contact maker, and the
fixed coils are connected to the various sources to be investigated, then the deflection will be
steady and by calibration with direct current can he made to read direm.tly in volts.
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Flu. 4,602.--General Electric oscillograph. Connections for portable table for
mazda lamp.
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galvanometer readings as ordinates, the curve drawn through them will
represent the wave form.
The apparatus is calibrated by passing a known constant current through
the resistance.

Ballistic Galvanometer Method.-This method, which is
due to Kubber, employs a contact breaker instead of a contact
VM

3

VM

2

VM

CW
C

FILM

1
r

SHUTTER

LAMP
LENS

L1GH7 Y

SOURCE

TRACING

SCREEN

Cl, plyl/

'

CL

o
VM

CW

o
SHUTTER

4,604.-Diagram of optical system of General Electric oscillograph. The parts
are: VM, vibrator mirror; CW, cell window; 01, light cut-off; G, prism cylindrical; CL,

FIGS. 4,603 and

cylindrical lens; OM, oscillating mirror.

maker. The distinction between these two devices should be
noted: A contact maker keeps the circuit closed during each
revolution for a short interval only, whereas, a contact breaker
keeps the circuit open for a short interval only.
Fig. 4,605, shows the necessary apparatus and connections for applying
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the ballistic galvanometer method. The contact breaker consists of a
commutator having an ebonite or insulating segment and two brushes.
In operation the contact breaker keeps the circuit closed during all of
each revolution, except the brief interval in which the brushes pass over
the ebonite segment.
The contact breaker is adjustable and has a scale enabling its various
positions of adjustment to be noted.
In making the test the contact breaker is placed in successive positions,
REVERSIBLE SWITCH
BATTERY

--11111111I..

MAIN CURRENT

SLIDE wIRE BRIDGE
1..

TWO-A/AY

1

SWITCH
1

RESISTANCE
T

CONTACT

BREAKER'',

4,
/

QUADRANT

l

PRESSURE
WAVE
POSIT ON

CURRENT WAVE'
POSITION

I

i

Ftc 4,605.-Diagram illustrating the ballistic galvanometer 'teethed of wave form measure-

ment. The lest may be made as described in the accompanying -text, or in case the contact breaker is belted instead of attached rigidly to the shaft, it could he arranged to run
slightly out of synchronism, then by taking readings at regular intervals, points will be
obtained along the curve without moving the contact breaker. If this method be used, a
non-adjustable contact breaker suffices. In arranging the belt drive so as to run slightly
out of synchronism, if the pulleys be of the same size, the desired result is obtained by pasting
a thin strip of paper around the face of one of the pulleys thus altering the
velocity ratio of
the drive slightly from unity.

and galvanometer readings taken, the switch being turned to F, fig. 4,605,
in measuring the current wave, and to G in measuring the pressure wave.
The results thus obtained are plotted giving respectively current and pressure waves.
The apparatus is calibrated by sending a constant current of known
value through the resistance R.

.
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Zero Method.-In electrical measurements, a zero method
is one in which the arrangement of the testing devices is such that
the value of the quantity being measured is shown when the galvanometer needle points to zero.
In the zero method either a contact maker or contact breaker
may be used in connection with a galvanometer and slide wire
bridge, as shown in figs. 4,607 and 4,608.
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11,606.-Two curves representing pressure and current 'respectively of a rotary convener.
V. pressure wave: C, current wave. These waves were obtained from a converter which was
being driven by an alternator by means of an innependent motor. The rotary converter was
supplying idle current to some unloane'l transformers and the ripples clearly visible in the
pressure wave y, correspond to the number of teeth in the armature of the rotary converter.
G.

The voltage of the battery should be as great as the maximum pressure
to he measured and its préssure must he kept constant.
In measuring the instantaneous . alues the bridge contact A, is adjusted
till the galvanometer shows no deflection, then the length AS. is 'a measure
of the pressure.
The drop between these points can he directly measured with a volt
meter if desired.
Mershon modified the test by using a telephone instead of the galvanometer to determine the correct placement of the bridge contact A.
The instantaneous values are recorded by attaching to the contact A,
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REVERSIBLE SWITCH

BATTERY
111111

SLIDE WIRE BRIDGE

ONTACT

MAIN CIRCUIT
RESISTANCE

F
W

CONTACT

/ MAKER

CURRENT
WAVE

POSITION

PRESSURE

Io

z

WAVE
POSITION

TWO-WAY
SWITCH

QUADRANT

Fle. 4,607.-Diagram illustrating zero method of wave measurement with
contact maker.
The voltage of the battery must be at least as great is the
maximum pressure to be measured
and must be kept constant.

TWO-WAY SWITCH

BALLISTIC
GALVANOMETER

S
CURRENT
POSITION

PRESSURE

WAVE
POSITION

CIRCUIT

RESISTANCE

R
ARC OF BREAK

RESISTANCE

CONTACT
BREAKER

/

QUADRANT

4,608.-Diagram illustrating zero method of wave measurement with contact break.,r.
The voltage of the battery must be 3: least as great as the maximum pressure to be measured
and must
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a pencil controlled by an electro -magnet arranged to strike a revolving paper
card at the instant of no deflection, the paper being carried on a drum.

Hospitalier Ondograph.-The device known by this name is
a development of the Joubert step by step method of wave
form measurement, that is to say, the principle on which its
action is based, consists in automatically charging a condenser
from each 100th wave, and discharging it through a recording
galvanometer, each successive charge of the condenser being automatically taken from a point a little farther along the wave..
As shown in the diagram, fig. 4,609, the ondograph consists of a synchronous motor A, operated from the source of the
wave form to be measured, connected by gears B, to
a commutator D, in such a manner that while the
motor makes a certain number of revolutions, the
commutator makes a like number diminished by unity;
-e
that is to say, if the speed of the motor be 900 revolutions per minute, the commutator will have a speed
1
of 899.

.F

Etc. 4,609.-Diagram of Hosp'talier ondograph showing mechanism and connections It
represents a development of Joubert's step by step method of wave form measurement.
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The commutator has three contacts, arranged to automatically charge
the condenser cc' from the line, and discharge it through the galvanometer
E, the deflection of which will be proportional to the pressure at any particular instant when contact is made.
In fig. 4,609, GG', are the motor terminals, HH', are connected to the
condenser CC', through a resistance (to prevent sparking at the commutator) and II', are the connections to the service to be measured.

r

-n,rI.

zl

Ftc. .1,610.-General Electric oscillograph film driving head and shutter control mechanisms.
The worm contact wheel Di, has twelve equally spaced holes around one side. When the

locking bolt Ct, is set in the hole marked O. the circuit will be closed when the driving arm
points toward the slot in the oscillograph front plate. For film drum speeds up to 200 r. p.m.
he locking bolt should be set in this hole: fim each 2(10 r.p.m. additional it should be set one
hole farther forward, i.e., in hole marked for speeds from 200 to 400 r.p.m. The shuttle
control is set by pushing lever E1. away from the rubber driving wheel Ft, and turning the
contact disc G1, toward the driving wheel until it strikes the stop. It is tripped by pulling
cord of non -conducting material attached to the trigger Ht. The contact brush It, has a slot
under the clamp screw for making adjustment for immediate contact when the trigger is
tripped. For remote control, any suitable electro -magnetic tripping device may be used to
release the trigger.
t

1
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A permanent magnet type of recording galvanometer is employed. Its
moving coil E, receives the discharges of the condenser in rapid succession
and turns slowly from one side to the other.
The movable part operates a long needle (separately mounted) carrying
a pen F, which traces the curve on the rotating cylinder C. This cy lindei
is geared to the synchronous motor to run at such a speed as to register
three complete waves upon its circumference.
By substituting an electro-magnetic galvanometer for the permanent
magnet galvanometer, and by using the magnet coils as current coils and
the moving coil as the volt coil, the instrument can be made to draw watt
curves.

A

Electric oscillograph long film holder. It has a magazine in which the
film spool is placed and from which the film is wounl on the drum for exposure. This holder
may be loaded in daylight, but must be unloaded in a dark room. The drum is driven the
same as that of the standard film holder, using eorm gears for obtaining low speed if necessary. The electrically operated shutter is locked open and the film driving motor started
just long enough before the exposure is to start to roll off the protecting paper from the film.

mac. 4,611. --General

,

Oscillographs.-The most satisfactory way to observe and
record the changes in rapidly varying electric currents and pressures is by the use of the oscillograph.
The record (or oscillogram) obtained by the use of the oscillograph is
a universal language for the electrical engineers of all countries. It is the
most useful and readily understood form in which the results of an investigation may be published and has proved very useful in patent cases
and for advertising purposes as well as for simply obtaining and preserving
records of tests.

There are numerous types of oscillograph which determine
the wave form by constantly recording. The different forms
of apparatus using this method are here given.

2,680
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Cathode Ray Oscillograph.-This type of apparatus for
measuring wave form was devised by Braun, and consists of a
cathode ray tube having a fluorescent screen at one end, a small
diaphragm with a hole in it at its middle, and two coils of a
few turns each, placed outside it at right angles to one another.
These coils carry currents proportional to the pressure and current respectively of the circuit under observation.

Flo. 4.615.-Westinghouse single element os,ittnoranh or "Osiso". The "Osiso" has a motor
driven commutator and viewing mirrors

The ray then moves so as to produce an energy diagram on
the fluorescent screen.
The instrument is much used in radio. as it is capable of showing, the
characteristics of currents of very high frequency.

Glow Light Oscillograph.-This device consists of two aluminum rods in a partially evacuated tube, their ends being about
two millimeters apart.

2,682
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When an alternating current of any frequency
passes between theta a
sheath of violet light forms on one of the
other when the current reverses during eachelectrodes, passing over to the
cycle. The phenomenon may
he observed or photographed by
means of a revolving mirror.

Moving Iron Oscillograph.-This type is due
to Blondel, to
whom belongs the credit of working out and
describing in considerable detail the principles underlyin, the
construction of
oscillographs.
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Fig. -1,616.-Another view of Westinghouse
"osíso". This instrument has molar driven polygon of mirrors and other apparatus
waves from a microphone or radio used in viewing and photographing audio frequency
receiving set.

The moving iron type of uscillograph consists of
a very thin vane of iron
suspended in a powerful magnetic field, thus forming
a polarized magnet.
Near this strip are placed two small coils which
carry the current whose
wave form is to he measured.
The moving iron vane has a very short
period of vibration and can
therefore follow every variation in the current.
Attached to the vane is a small mirror which reflects
a beam of light
upon some type of receiving device.

a
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Moving Coil Oscillograph.-The operation of this form of
oscillograph is based on the behavior of a movable coil in a magnetic}ield.
It consists essentially of a modified moving

coil galvanometer combined

with a rotating or vibrating mirror, a moving
photographic film, or a
falling photographic
plate.

General Electric
Orcillograph.-This

-

apparatus consists primarily of a high period
galvanometer and a
suitable optical system
for directing beams of
light from a lamp to
mirrors on the galvanometer vibrating

1,617.-Westinghouse circular osisogram showing the three voltage waves and three current waves of a syn.n.etrical three phase circuit in their proper time phase relation. Each
wave is interrupte 1 at a ci,.erent disc ance from the zero circle by the cam operated cress hair.
Neither the currents nor tl.e voltages are true sine waves, as they show the condition of
magnetization of a tram'orr..er operating at a high flux density (x3,700 gausses). Each current wave stays near the zero line for approximately 90° due to the unusually high flux
densit y in the core. Due to the similarity of the three phases, it would be impossible to distinguish between the curves without the help of the cross hair indicator. The double interruption of each curve at; a known distance from the zero circle greatly simplifies the identili.
cation of the waves.

Ftc.

?

NOTE.-As an oscilloscope for transients, an interesting field for the Osiso is its use a
modulation meter for viewing the rectiCed ratio frequency wave of a broadcasting station. T'.ús
should he similar to the am io frequency input wave, and should not reach zero if the quality
of hroadcastirg be maintained. The audio frequency output of any good radio recerrf:tg set
may be viewed in the rotating mirrors by inserting a 3,000 to 30 stepdown transformer between
the receiving set and galvanometer vibrator. As a transient oscillograph use of the Osiso is
limited to such applications as photographing the instantaneous values of current in a subway
train, locomotive, rolling mill motor, automobile starting motor and other apnticacions where
no ink recorder is sufficiently quick to show these sudden changes in current, or voltage. For
most work of this kind, slow film speeds can he used where no special lamp control or shutter
mechanism e rewired.
I
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elements and from there to a revolving film or to a visual
screen.
Suitable mechanisms are also provided for controlling the
operation of a shutter which by opening and closing, allows the
beams of light to strike the film for a single complete revolution
of the film drum.

4,620.-Westinghouse audio frequency osisograms. Fig. 4,618, part of a prolonged spoken vowel "0," with a fundamental tone of 153.8 cycles 7er second and a harmonic
of 769 cycles per second; fig. 4,619, fragment of a violin solo with piano accompaniment
broadcast from station KFKX, Hastings, Nebraska, and received on a Radiola X near
Pittsburgh. Pa. Certain harmonics are as high as 3,500 cycles per second, but nevertheless show clearly on the original film; fig. 4,623, low note from WGY Orchestra received at

FIGS. 4,618 to

Pittsburgh.

This oscillograph employs a compact form of the vibrating loop type
of galvanometer and combines photographic and tracing features in one
apparatus. Its vibrators have a very short free period of vibration as
compared with the period of the more usual waves which it is desirable to
record.

Wave Form Measurement

FIGS. 4,621 and

2,685

4,622.-Oscillograms reproduced from a paper by M. B. Field on "A Study

Phenomena of Resonance by the Aid of Oscillograms" (Journal of E. E., Vol.
XXXII). The effect of resonance on the wave forms of alternators has been the subject
of much investigation and discussion; it is a matter of vital importance to the engineer in
charge of a large alternating current power distribution system. Fig. 4,621 shows the pressure curve of an alternator running on a length of unloaded cable, the 11th harmonic being
of the

very prominent. Fig. 4,622 shows the striking alteration produced by reducing the length of
cable in the circuit and thus causing resonance with the 13th harmonic.

-

Cenral
Electric oscillo-

FIG. 4,623
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scope. This instrument is a simplified
oscillograph having
visual
only the
feature. It consists of a single element galvanometer
using a high sensi-

tivity vibrator and
a permanent magnet field. A stand-

ard6/8volt,21c.p.
automobile headlight lamp is the
t source. a small
transformer being

1 igl

i

used to adapt it for
use on any 110 volt
circuit of commercial frequency. The optical system is similar to that of the oscillograph
are
only two connecThere
wave
shapes.
with a hand operated mirror provided for viewing
tions, one to the source of power for the light, and the other to the source to be investigated.
In case an a.c. 110 volt source is not available, the leads from the transformer to the lamp
may he disconnected and any small 6 volt storage battery connected directly to the lamp. An
adjustable vibrator resistor, sufficient for use on voltages up to 6 volts, is mounted inside the
case. An external resistor is the only auxiliary apparatus required for higher voltages.
When operating, the oscilloscope may be set on a table, bex, chair or shelf, providing that
such location is fairly free from vibration.
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The damping of .the vibrator is critical, that is, the free motion just
ceases to be oscillatory. The self-induction of ¿he vibrator circuits is
negligible. This apparatus is shown in the accompanying illustration.
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TEST QUESTIONS
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.'

Why is wave form measurement important _to the
power station engineer?
What two general classes cf apparatus are used in
wave form measurement?
What method is employed by each class of apparatus?
Name six step by step methods cf measuring wave

form?
Mention five constantly recording methods of measuring wave form.
What apparatus is used in Joubert's method?
Describe the step by step method.

Draw a diagram illustrating a four part commutator
method.
Give a brief explanation of the modified four part
commutator method.
Who introduced the Ballistic galvanometer?
Does the Ballistic galvanometer method employ a
contact breaker or a contact maker?
Explain with diagram the Ballistic galvanometer
method.
What is the zero method?
Describe the apparatus used in the zero method of
wave form measurement.
What modification was introduced by Mershon??
Describe the Hospitalier ondograph and explain
how it works.
What is an oscillograph?
Describe the cathode ray oscillograph.
.

.

2,688
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.
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How does a glow light oscillograph work?
Who introduced the moving iron oscillograph?
On' what is the operation of a moving coil oscillograph
based?
Describe in detail the General Electric oscillogrcph.
What is an oscilloscope?
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CHAPTER 88

Switchboards
In all buildings where electricity is generated, converted,
transformed, or utilized to any great extent, the control of the
equipment is arranged, in so far as practicable, for the most convenient attention and operation.
The control and indicating devices are mounted on some
form of structure at a particular point, and the whole assemblage is
known as a switchboard.
The design of switchboards is dependent upon the kind and capacity of
apparatus to be controlled, the types of devices to be used, the buildings in
which the switchboards are to be installed, and upon future additions and
alignments with existing installations.

Switchboards are usually built of
1. Slate.
2. Ebony asbestos.
3. Marble.

and they may be classified as
1. Live front boards (vertical).
2. Live front boards (bench).
3. Dead front boards.
a. Safety enclosed, vertical.

2,690
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Safety enclosed, sectional.
Safety enclosed, truck.
Special designs are also built when necessary to meet unusual requirements.
b.

c.

Foundation The switchboard should stand on a level
foundation sill made of hard wood or channel iron, as shown in
figs. 4,626 to 4:629. The sill must be rigid and heavy enough
1.1",. lS BOLTS OR
LAG SCREWS FOR

WOODEN SILL

CRANNEL WFIGRT
10.5 LBS. PER FOOT

510E ELEVATION

Pros. 4,62.6 to 4,629.-Standard sill and switchlx,ard sub -base arrangements.

so that the panels will not be thrown out of line by settling.
Standard 6 in. channels are best, although hard wood sills 7 x2
ins. may be used and are recommended where insulated frame
work is required.
The sill should be securely anchored. Drill the channel sill for anchor
bolts to suit floor construction. A method of grouting the channels is
shown in fig. 4,632.
A small brick pier should be built at each end, and sand or plaster piled
along the sides of the channel to prevent the cement leaking out. The
mixture should be about one part sand to one part cement and should flow
freely. By pouring it into the piers until the level rises above the top of the
channel, a head will be produced which will force the cement underneath
the channel.
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1->1

3

Frc. 3,630,-Arrangement of channel

base when end

The tapped holes in the sill
should he plugged with wood
before pDuring the cement, or
the bolts for the floor flanges
should he screwed into the
channel temporarily to the
maximum depth, in order to
prevent the cement filling
them and making it difficult
to fasten the flanges to the
The grouting
channel.
should be allowed to set for
twenty-four hours before
mounting the panels on the
sill.

I
I
DOTTED POSITION OF
I

HANGER 15 USED WHEN
VERTICAL PIPE AT OIL
CIRCUIT BREAKER IS
UNDER TENSION WHEN
CLOSING.

j
A
J

SECOND ALTERNATIVE

FIRST ALTERNATIVE

^
'J

grill is not used.

PREFERRED LOCATION

It cannot be too strongly
emphasized that the Ieveling,
anchoring and grouting of
the sill are important operations and the final appearance of the switchboard is
dependent largely on the care
and patience exercised.

and panel supports, showing preFin. 4,631.-Arrangement'of channel base, panel sub -base,
pipe mechanism, for remote
ferred and alternative locations of lower vertical hanger for
controlled oil circuit breakers.,
.

.
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The method of anchoring panel braces is dependent on construction of
the
wall. Heavy panel equipment requires solid fastenings.
Expansion bolts,
through bolts, or an angle iron bolted along the wall may he used.

Erection.-The panel frame consists of either 1 % in. upright
pipe supports, angle irons, or, in cases where the equipment is

CEMENT
CHANNEL
IRON

FIG. 4,632

-Method of

RICK PIER
grouting channel in sill.

END

PANEL

SIDE
MOULDING

3'2 "

--

r---

--t-'.

WOOD FILLET
FURNISHED BY
PURCHASER

-__
_-_
-

FIG. 4.633.-Arrangement of channel base when end grill is
used.

exceptionally heavy, channel irons. A standard method of
bracing switchboard panel supports is shown in fig. 4,634. Regardless of frame construction and method of shipping panels,
whether assembled or dismantled, the middle panel should be
erected first., plumbed and braced securely.
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the best results in a finished switchboard
Fin: 4,634.-Pipe frame structure fee a 90 inch board.accurately.
Plumb and align it carefully
are obtained by first setting the frame structure
before bolting it to the sill and wall

411'

lave been shipped as indiviFin.4,635.-Erecting a sw"tchboard of three section panelsthewhich
panels and pipe fittings to aligr.

dual sections. Leatheroid washers are placed between
aligned completely before
the front surface of the board. Each row of sections is leveled and
the panel bolts are tight cited.

2,694'
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If the supports be shipped separately the frame work should he
plumbed first, then the panels bolted to it, first loosely to avoid set up and
cracking,
and then securely. Flexible'leather6id washers are placed
between frame
and panels to
cracking of the panels when the
are tightened,
and to align the front surfaces of the panels, as shown bolts
ín fig. 4,635.
If shipped on supports, each panel will be sit: up adjacent to
the fixed
panel and anchored in place.
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4,636.-Switchboard erection showing placement of spacers under the
lower outside
corner of the panel when an opening appears at the top.

Shimming should be done between.th.e sill and bottom edge of
panels to plumb the free edge as shown in figs. 4,636 and 4,637.
Sometimes it may be necessary to file the edges of two adjacent
panels by means of a hack saw blade inserted between them, in
order to fit them more closely.
The installation work is somewhat simpler when the panels
are shipped assembled on their supports, but even then plumbing and shimming may be necessary, as in figs. 4,636 and 4,637.
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Benchboards are sometimes shipped assembled, but more frequently
knocked down.
When erecting the board the sills are leveled and bolted in place first, then
the frame works are set up and anchored to the sills. Now the vertical
sections below the bench, and then the bench sections are erected, always
starting from the middle of the board.
Lastly the instrument sections are set up. The grille or sheet irón work
should be fitted, but should not be bolted into place before the wiring has
been done. Figs. 4,638 to 4,640 show typical bench board construction.

4,637.-Switchboard erection showing placement of spacers under the lower inside corner
of the panel when an opening appears at the bottom.

Frame Structure. --This is generally made of 1X inch pipe
with threadless fittings such as shown in fig. 4,641, the application of these fittings being shown 'in figs. 4,642 to 4,646. The
fittings are adaptable to pipes of standard sizes as carried by
local dealers in this material. They, are used because of their
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stiffnessand weight and their ease of assembling and adjustment.
Note the suggested method in figs. 4,647 and 4,648, of bracing
a switchboard when the board extends across a window or other
opening in the wall.
All such structures should be well braced together to avoid any flexibility

that might tend to affect operation of oil circuit breakers, or transmit jars

from them to the panels. The threadless clamp fittings offer in this respect
the best facilities for perfect adjustment. In heavy capacity installations,
avoid carefully any complete magnetic circuits around a conductor carrying

a great amount of current.

¡--D---IEr-

X

Sect on
F

--

G

rontVew

Back View

Eros. 4,638 to 4,640.-Typical bench board construction. Fig. 4.638 cross section, lig. 4,639
front view; lig. 4,640, back view.

Make sure of an effective ground and see that paint on pipes or fittings
does not prevent a good connection. There should never be more than three
clamped or screwed joints in series for each ground connection.
Pipe caps should be slipped on the exposed ends of all pipes to improve the
general appearance of the installation. All metal work should be painted
from time to time for protection and appearance.
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Classes of A.C. Switchboards.-Depending upon the mounting and method of operation of the 'apparatus a .c. switchboards
may be classified as
2. Remote control boards.
1. Direct control boards.

Fro. 4,611.-Standard switchboard pipe fittings.
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Fins. 4,642 and 4,64.4.-Application of switchboard pipe fittings.
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Direct Control Switchboards.-This type of board has all the
apparatus mounted, either directly or partly upon the panels
and the remainder on the panel supporting frame work. A
direct control board is shown in fig. 4,649.

Manual Remote Control Switchboards.-On boards of this
type only the lighter pieces of ap®®
paratus are mounted. The main
circuit breakers and their associated apparatus are supported
upon suitable frame work at a reasonable distance from the panel
board.
The oil circuit breakers or other switching devices are operated by means of suit-

able operating rods and links attached to
a handle or handles on the front of the
panels. Fig. 4,650 shows a manual remote control board.

FIG. 4,649 -Westinghouse 600 volt, direct control switchboard for the control of 1 to 3 alternators. This board is designed for the control of from 1 to 3 alternators in small industrial plants
or isolated generating stations operating at 600 volts or less. The panels are approximately
48 inches high, mounted on tubular pipe frame work, with the top of the panel approximately
76 inches from the floor line. Sometimes the panel has a lower section, other times not,
depending upon the amount of apparatus to be mounted upon the respective panels. Usually,
the capacity per panel is limited to about 600 amperes with not more than 5 panels aggregating 1,800 amperes total. In this type of hoard, the instrument and control equipment is
reduced to a minimum and only those meters that are absolutely necessary for the proper
operation are provided

Switchboards
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The electrically controlled switchboard usually takes one of
three general forms, namely:
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Ftc. 4,650.-Manual remote control switchboard. Boards of this type often

have the same
general meter equipment as the direct control board. Since they usually have control over
larger amounts of power, the metering equipment is apt to be somewhat more elaborate and
the relay equipment is more complicated. They are applicable where the simplicity of connections or accessibility desired cannot be obtained with the panel mounted apparatus or
where station capacity or voltage is so high as to make it desirable to mount the oil circuit
breal-ers apartfrom the panel and where the station arrangement permits the use of manually
operated, remote controlled oil circuit breakers. The mechanical limitations of the manual
remote control switchboard are: I Distance between location of-the switchboard panel and
its correlated oil switching devices. 2. The effort required to operate the switching devices
through the system of bell cranks and connecting roils. This usually limits this type of board
to stations of 25,000 kva. capacity._ _ _ _
.

FIG. 4,652.-Westinghouse electrically operated remote control switchboard. Capacity, any amount of power up to the maidmum
concentration. Obviously, all large stations involving the use of high rupturing capacity oil breakers naturally use the electrical
remote control switchboard. In some power house layouts, there may be a combination of either two or three of these classes of
switchboard. The main circuits being controlled from the electrical remote control board and the auxiliary circuit handled either
from a direct control hoard or a manual, remote control board. 'Present day designs of large power stations use the electrically
operated boards for auxiliary circuits as well as the main circuits.

FIG. 4,651.-Mechanism used in remote mechanically controlled switchboard.
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The panel board.

2. The combination control desk and elevated

instrument

board.
3. The combination bench section and instrument panel
board.
There is practically no limitation to the application of the electrical,
remote control switchboard, if the necessary control course be available. It

finds its greatest use, however, in plants of heavy capacities requiring electrically operated apparatus, or where the distance between the board and
switching devices makes the application of hand operated apparatus unde-

sirable.

Requirements. -Obviously, the hva capacity of the generating station, both present and ultimate, has a direct bearing on
the limitations of the above class of switching equipment. In
general the switching apparatus should be capable of interrupting the worst possible short circuits that can occur.
The amount of short circuit energy is dependent upon the
kva capacity of synchronous apparatus connected to the system,
its inherent reactance and the impedance of intervening transformer apparatus and connections.
The amount of energy that a circuit breaker would interrupt in the case
that indicated by the nominal rated capacity of the
station, but the maximum power the synchronous apparatus i> capable of
passing through the breaker to a point just beyond, at the instant the
breaker opens. Accordingly, the g:eater the duty demanded of the circuit
breakers, the more rugged and heavier this piece of apparatus must be.
This in turn usually determines the class of switchboard for the problem at
hand. Therefore, only breakers of relatively small interrupting ability and
small physical size can safely to mounted on the rear of panels, with the
result that the direct control switchboards should be limited to stations of
restricted current capacity and 2,500 volts or less. The reasons for these
limitations lie chiefly in danger to operators, of high voltage and high powered apparatus when in close proximity with the low voltage control, instrument wiring, etc. All of these require inspection and occasional mainteof short circuit is not

nance.
In other instances mechanical reasons may Pe the deciding factors.
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Fms. 4.653 to 4,691.-Standard symbols used in electrical connection diagrams of switchboards.
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In general, it is recommended that no oil circuit breakers
having a continuous current capacity of more than 800 amperes
be used on direct controlled boards Furthermore, no direct
control a .c. type of board should be employed for stations having a capacity greater than 3,000 kva.
Such limitations naturally restrict the direct control board into what may
be termed small capacity isolated generating stations or substations.
It is obvious that there is no sharp dividing line between the choice of a
direct control board over a manual remote control board r between the

manual remote and the electrical remote control board near the upper
limit of the first two classes of switchboards.
Very often local factors will indicate the desirability of using the next
higher class of board even though the amount of power controlled is within
the usual limits of the lower class board. Generally speaking, the limitations of the direct control board are electrical while the manual remote control hoard limitations are largely of a mechanical nature.

Choice of Switching Arrangement.-Before attempting to
select any particular type of switchboard, a complete skeleton or
single line diagram of main connections for the proposed station,
should be prepared. After this has been studied carefully to see
that it will meet operating requirements of the proposed project,
calculations should then be made to determine the rupturing
capacity required for the various oil circuit breakers. Such a
study may bring out the desirability of modifying the scheme
of main connections by the use of current limiting reactors or
transformers to limit the concentration of power at any one particular spot in the system.
In making a choice of switching arrangement, probably the first item of
consideration is whether this particular station is of relatively little importance or not with respect to the whole system.
If the entire station could be dispensed with for a short time without
materially affecting service, then an inexpensive switching scheme would be
justified. If the station be a major one and continuity of service be of prime
importance, as it usually is, a more elaborate switching scheme must be
contemplated_
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4,701.-Diagrams illustrating general principles of switchboard connections.
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General Principles of Switchboard Connections.-The interconnection of generators, transformers, lines, bus bars, and
switches with their relays, in modern switchboard practice is
shown by the diagrams, figs. 4,692 to 4,701. The figures being
lettered A to J for simplicity, the generators are indicated by
black discs, and the switches by open circles, while each heavy
line represents a set of bus bars consisting of two or more bus
bars according to the system of distribution. It will be understood, also, in this connection, that the number of pole of the
switches and the type of switch will depend upon the particular
system of distribution employed.
Diagram A, shows the simplest system, or one in which a single generator
feeds directly into the line. There are no transformers or bus bars and only
one switch is sufficient.
In B, a single generator supplies two or more feeders through a single
set of bus bars, requiring a switch for each feeder, and a single generator

switch.

In C, two generators are required and the addition of a bus section
switch.
D, represents a number of generators supplying two independent circuits. Tile additional set of bus bars employed for this purpose necessitates
an additional bus section switch, and also additional selector switches for
both feeders and generators.
E, shows a standard system of connection for a city street railway system
having a large number of feeders.
This arrangement allows any group of feeders to be supplied from any
group of generators.
It also permits the addition of a generator switch for each generator.
F, represents the simplest system with transformers.
It requires a single generator transformer bank, switch and line. The
arrangement as shown at F, is used where a number of plants supply the
same system.
G, represents a system having more than one line.
In this case a bus bar and transformer switch are used on the high tension
side.
H, shows a number of generators connected to a set of low tension bus
bars through generator switches, and employing a low tension transformer
switch.
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Fins. 4,702 and 4,703.-Diagrams illustrating asimple method of determining bus capacity as suggested by the General Electric Co. Fig. 4,702 relates to any panel; the method is
as follows: I. Make a rough plan of the entire board, regardless of the number of
panels to be
ordered. The order of panels shown is recommended, it being most economical of copper and
best adapted to future extensions. 2. To avoid confusion keep on one side of board everything pertaining to exciter buses, and on other side everything pertaining to A,C. buses. 3.
With single lines represent the exciter and A.C. buses across such panels as they actually
extend and by means of arrows indicate that portion of each bus which is connected to feeders
and that portion which is connected to generators. Remember that "Generator" and "Feeder"
arrows must always point toward each other, otherwise the rules given below do not hold. Note
also that the field circuits of alternator panels are treated as D.C. feeders for the exciter bus.
4. On each panel mark its ampere rating, that is, the maximum current it supplies to or takes
from the bus. For A.C. alternator panels the D.C. rating is the excitation of the machines.
5. Apply the following rules consecutively, and note their application in fig. 4,702. (For the
sake of clearness ampere ratings are shown in light face type and bus capacities in large type.)
A. Always begin with the tail of the arrow and treat "generator" and "feeder" sections of the bus
separately. B. Bus capacity for first panel =ampere rating of panel. C. Bus capacity for each
succeeding panel =ampere rating of panel plus bus capacity for preceding panel. (See sums
marked above the buses in fig. 4,702.) D. For a panel not connected to a bus extending across it,
use the smaller value of the bus capacities already obtained for the two adjoining panels. (See
exciter bus for panel C.) E. The bus capacity for any feeder panel need not exceed the,maximum
for the generator panels (see A.C. bus for panel G) and vice versa (see exciter bus for panel B).
Hence the corrections made in values obtained by applying rules B and C. The arrangement of panels shown in fig. 4,702 is the one which is mostly used. The above method may,
however, he applied to other arrangements, one of which is shown in fig. 4,703 Here the
generators must feed both ways to the feeders at either end of the board so that in determining
A.C. bus capacities it is necessary to first consider the generators with the feeders at one end,
and then with the feeders at the other end as shown by the dotted A.C. buses The required
bus capacities are then obtained by taking the maxim, values for the twn cases.
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Switchboard Panels.-The term "panel" means the slab of
marble or slate upon which is mounted the switches, and the
indicating and controlling devices. There are usually several
2
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4,708.-Diagrams of connections for alternator panels. Key lo symbols: A.
ammeter; .4.S., ammeter switch; C.T., current transformer; F., fuse; P..t.. direct current
field ammeter; F.S.. field switch; G.C'.S., governor control switch; L.S., limit switch (included with governor motor); O.S., oil switch; P.I.13., polyphase indicating watt meter;
P. W..N., polyphase watt hour meter; P.R., pressure receptacle; P.P., pressure plug; Rheo.,
rheostat: S., shunt: S.R., synchronizing receptacle; S.!'., synchronizing plugs; 7'.H., terminal
board for instrument leads; V., alternating current volt meter.

FIGS. 4,736 to
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panels comprising switchboards of moderate or large size, these
panels being classified according to the division of the system
that they control, as for instance:
1. Generator panel.
2, Feeder panel.
3. Regulator panel, etc.
In construction, the marble or slate should be free from metallic veins,
and for pressures above, say, 600 volts, live connections, terminals, etc.,
should preferably l e insulated from the panels by ebonite, mica, or removed
from them altogether, as is generally the case with the alternating gear
where the switches are of the oil type.
The bus bars and connections should he supported by the framework at
the back of the board, or in separate cells, and the. instruments should he
operated at low pressure through instrument transformers.
The panels are generally held in position by bcltinz them to art angle
iron, or a strip iron frame work behind them.

Generator Panel.-This section of a switchboard carries the
instruments and apparatus for measuring and electrically controlling the generators. On a well designed switchboard each
generator has, as a rule, its own panel.
In the case of a high pressure alternating current plant of considerable size, the bus bars, oil switches. and the current and
pressure transformers aré generally mounted either in stoneware
cells, or built on a framework in a space guarded by expanded
metal walls, and no high pressure apparatus of any sort is
brought on to the panels themselves.

Feeder Panel.-The indicating and control apparatus for a
feeder circuit is assembled on a panel called the feeder panel.
The most common equipment in the case of a direct current
feeder panel comprises an ammeter, a double pole switch, and
double pole fuses or instead of the fuses, a circuit breaker on one

2,712
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or both poles; in the case of a traction feeder, a
choke coil and
a lightning arrester are often added.
The equipment of a typical high pressure three phase feeder
panel is an ammeter (sometimes three ammeters, one in each
phase) operated by a current transformer, and oil brake
switch
A.G. BUSES

T

TO BELL

BA.S.

A.G. BUSES

TB

A

0.5.
TO BELL

TO BELL

B.AS.

---BA S.
GT.

T.8

FIGS. 4,709 to 4,716.-Diagrams

of connections

for three phase feeder panels. Key to symbols:
A, ammeter; A.S., three way
ammeter switch;
transformer; F, fuse; O.S., oil switch; P.LR ., B.A.S., bell alarm switch; C.T., current
polyphase

indicating watt meter; P.W.M.,
polyphase watt hour meter; T.B., terminal board;
T.C., trip coils for oil switch.

with two overload release coils, or three if the
neutral of the circuit be earthed, the releases being operated by
current transformers.
Truck Type Switchboards.-Recently
another form of
switchboard arrangement has come into use for certain
classes of

Switchboards
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service and is commonly known as the truck type panel as
shown in figs. 4,717 to 4,722. The bus bars are mounted in a
steel housing and the panel, circuit breaker and instrument
transformers are on a removable truck. The housing and truck
carry disconnecting devices for both primary and secondary circuits. The truck is mechanically interlocked with the housing
so that it cannot be in serted nor withdrawn un:,1
less the circuit breaker be
opened. The breaker cannot be closed unless the
truck is in the operating
or in the disconnected
position.
e-:

II

4,717.-Westinghouse small truck type switchboard: front view cell.

Truck type panels are equipped with either manually operated or electrically operated circuit breakers as may be desired, and they are applicable
for any service connected with the generation or distribution of electrical
power within the breaker interrupting rating.

ter-

1. All live

parts are totally enclosed and mechanical interlocks prevent mistakes in
operation.

The principal advantages of the enclosed truck panels are:

The panels are usually of steel with the result that larger breakers of
the hand operated type can
be used than is the case in the usual direct control board.

FIG.

4,719.-Westinghouse truck type switchboard construction. 2, rear view of truck.

1, side view showing

4,718.-Westinghouse truck type switchboard construction.

FIG.

2,715
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2. All parts requiring inspection are on a removable truck which is
"dead" on all sides when removed from the housing.
3. Automatic shutters cover the opening through which the main disconnecting contacts pass so that the truck compartment is safe to enter
when the truck is removed.
4. A truck may be replaced by a spare one in a few moments' time and
the circuit breaker inspected without a prolonged interruption of service.
Maintenance is thus made both safe and easy.
5. The installation work for the purchaser is, in general, much less than for
ordinary manual direct control board as

the equipment is shipped completely
assembled in units. The purchaser
merely has to fasten the housing to the
floor steel work, install the bus bars,
make cable connections and fill the
circuit breaker tank with oil.

This type of panel equipment
is becoming very popular for in4

'
ytY

). s

dustrial sub -stations when the
grade of switchboard attendant
is not of the highest order.
It is also used to quite an extent for
station auxiliary circuits in power
houses where time is an important factor in restoring service after an inter.
ruption.

Ptc. 4,720.-Westinghouse truct type switchboard construction.

3

bus and lead

compartments. Barriers removed.

NOTE.-Truck type switchboards originated in Europe and England where the laws and
regulations governing safety features for the protection of employees are very stringent. The
progress of the safety first movement resulting in the enactment of laws in many states has
created a strong demand for them in this country. The complete protection from electrical
hazard allows the employment of cheap. unskilled operators with the degree of safety implied
by the spirit of the safety first movement, if they he sufficiently intelligent to follow instruc
tions for operating the switches.
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The truck type switchboards are often of the electrically operated type
with the usual separate control panels similar to any electrically operated
hoard. The breakers with associated instrument transformers are located
on trucks rather than on permanent frame work or cell structure.

Theatre' Switchboards.-The lighting requirements of the
various classes of show houses differ greatly, and no one type of
control equipment can be expected to fulfill all conditions with
maximum satisfaction. Several types of switchboards are
necessary to meet the requirements of the different classes of
theatre; the.latter may be classified as

.'á

.1

r

,;s'4.
.r%

FIGS. 4,721. and 4,722.-Westinghouse truck type switchboard construction. 4, interior
view of cell. Fig. 4,721, shutter closed; fig. 4,722, shutter held open. In operation when
the truck is withdrawn from its cell, the live stationary contacts are not left exposed as in

most designs. Shutters automatically cover all the high' tension live parts preventing
accidental contact with them. When the truck is pushed into its cell, the rollers on the truck
eñgage the shutter levers on the cell; and the shutters are opened to permit engagement of

the contacts.
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Legitimate.
2. Vaudeville.
3. Motion Picture,.
etc.
1.

The several types of switchboards designed to meet the varied
requirements are
1.

Direct control switchboards..

2. Pre -selective switchboards.
a. 1 wo screw.
b.

Multi -screw.

Direct control switchboards.-

Tumbler type direct control boards can be used in school
auditoriums, small motion picture theatres, churches, and in
other places where i t is possible to provide skilled attendance for
the switchboard, or where the cost of equipment must he kept
low.
To obtain maximum results with a board of this type requires a first class
operator, and better satisfaction will usually result, with the elimination of
possibilities of errors, by the application of a pre-set board. The operating
possibilities of these boards are such that independent pre-sets can be made
in each color group.

Each group h under the control of a master switch, which can feed
energy to the complete group of circuits in its color group, or to any desired
selection of circuits in the group.
The circuits can be arranged so that the complete lighting is controlled by
a master switch at the hoard Each color group taken care of on this pe
of board is normally provided with its own dimmers. The circuits are conveniently grouped so that economy of material and apparatus can be carried out effectively. The constant circuits can be controlled from the
switchboard.
.
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Pre -selective switchboards.-

The pre -selective board allows the operator to set up the
lighting for a second scene or act, while the first scene. lighting is
being used. It is well adapted for use in vaudeville theatres,
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because in this service, it is not expedient to set up the lighting
for more than one scene in advance, owing to the nature of the
program.
In the hands of a skilled operator the pre -selective board provides a very
satisfactory control for this service, with a lower energy consumption, due
to the fact that the contactors are latched in, rather than held in by an
electro magnet.
On the stage pilot board the lighting for one scene or act can be preselected in any combination of colors and at any time that scene lighting
may be thrown on by the main master switch. This energizes the coil of
the master contactor, which at the moment of closing feeds energy through
all the control circuits set up for the scene. The contactors for these circuits
then close, and are latched in that position. The pilot switches on the stage
pilot board are then free so that a pre -selection can be made during the showing of the first scene for the lighting to be used during the second scene.

The switchboard equipment consists essentially of the following three parts:
1.

Pilot board.

2. Contactor board.
3. Magazine panel.
The pilot board incorporates the dimmer bank, the dimmer
operating mechanism and all switching apparatus for producing
the lighting effects.
The dimmer bank is mounted in a heavy angle iron frame. Each dimmer
or set of dimmers for one circuit, depending on the wattage, is provided
with a handle for individual operation. The dimmer bank is usually divided
into two principal parts-house and stage. Three or four color groups are
usually furnished and the dimmers and switches pertaining to one color are
mounted in a horizontal row, while the dimmers and switches pertaining to
the same circuit are mounted in a vertical sequence, so that for any circuit
all its color controls are in a vertical row with the white control at the top,
amber next, then red and blue.
The electrical control scheme is arranged along the same lines as the dimmer control, that is, there is an individual pilot switch for each circuit, a
color master switch located at the end of each color group and a stage main
and hoúse main switch in a central and convenient position.
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Ptc. 4,724.-Rear view of Westinghouse contactor board for Keith Theatre, Boston, Mass.
This view'shows how .the magazine panel may

is mounted.

2,721
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The various push buttons and switches for the constant circuits to
dressing rooms, etc., are placed in convenient and'suitable locations.

The contactor board contactors are arranged so

that their

position corresponds with the position of their circuit controls
on the pilot hoard, which facilitates inspection.
The contactor board is usually placed in a separate room directly below
the pilot hoard.
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Where a separate magazine panel containing fuses for the individual circuits is provided, a slate base with main fuses for each contactor may be
mounted directly in back of the contactor board as shown in fig. 4,724.
Where a solidly grounded neutral is permissible, it is possible to simplify
the equipment greatly by omitting the magazine panel and mounting the
individual circuit fuses,_directly below the contactors...

the controls for a single
pilot lamp, pre-set
switch,
pilot
the
circuit, which include
together on a small
are
mounted
dimmers,
switches, and circuit
board.
section of the

In

the multi -pre-set switchboard, all

The number of pre-set switches is dependent upon the number .of scenes

that the board can handle, that is, if the board be ten scene, there will. be

pre-set switches for each circuit.
The pre-set switches are arranged in horizontal rows with five switches
to the row. To set up a circuit, the pre-set switches for the scenes in which
that circuit is to be used are flipped to the "on" position, and for the
scenes where that circuit is not to be used they are moved to the "off" position. This procedure is followed for all the circuits on the board, and when
completed the board is ready for the performance. The setting up process
can be done best at a rehearsal, and the effects can then be given serious
attention and changed until just the right lighting is secured.
10

All the lighting for scene 1 can be fixed by setting all the scene 1 pre-set
switches, then scene 2 can be taken care of, and so on for the entire production.
The pilot switch handles are pushed up into the set up position, closing
the lower switch contacts. This is the position in which they are ordinarily
left, for a production, and it places the circuit under the control of the color
master switch.
Pushing the color master switch handle up then places the color circuits
under the control of the scene grand master switches.
There is a scene grand master switch for each scene that can be set up,
thus a ten scene pre-set board has ten scene grand master switches. There is
no limitation to the manner in which the scene grand master switches can
be manipulated. Any one can be thrown on at any time, and any number
ran he closed at the same time.
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To change from one scene to another without a "blackout," close the
scene grandmaster switch for the following scene before opening the one for
the scene in progress.

If a "blackout" be desired, open the scene grand master switch for the
scene in prógress, and then close the' one. for the ;Scene wanted. A scene
may he repeated as often and Whenever desired.
The color masters, color master dimmers, the scene grand master switches,
and slow motion master dimmer hand wheel are all located at the center of
the board so that the operator does not have to run back and forth in
handling the lighting. All essential controls are in easy reach from one
position.
The individual circuit dimmers can Le interlocked with the color master
and the color master in turn interlocked with the slow motion master hand
wheel A cross control is provided so that each color master handle can be
interlocked in such a way as to brighten or dim the lighting of its color
group as may be desired irrespective of the direction of motion of the other
color dimmers.
A "hot -bus" connection is provided for each circuit.
By closing the
upper switch contacts for a circuit, that circuit is thrown on the "hot -bus"
and lighted. It remains lighted regardless of the position of the master
controls.
With the entire lighting for a production set up, the opeldwr can devote
his whole attention to the operation of the dimmers. There is no haste, and
possibilities for distracting errors are very remote. Once the lighting has
been set up, no changes are necessary in the setting until a change occurs in
the program, which may be a week or longer, depending upon the program.
.

TEST QUESTIONS
classification of switchboards.
How are foundations constructed for switchboards?
Explain how to erect a panel for a switchboard.
Explain how shimming is done.
Describe the frame structure for switchboards.
Give a list of various classes of a.c. switchboards.
What is a direct control switchboard?

1. Give a

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

2,726
8.
9.

10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Switchboards

Describe a remote control switchboard.
Name three forms of electrically controlled switchboards.
Give at length the various requirements for switchboards.
How is the choice of switching arrangement determined?
Give the general principles of switchboard connections.
Give a simple method for determining bus capacity.
Define the term "panel' as applied to switchboards.
Name three classes of panels.
Describe the generator panel.
What apparatus is placed on the feeder panel?
Describe a regulator barrel.
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CHAPTER 89

Power Stations
The term central or power station is usually applied to any
building containing an installation of machinery for the conversion of energy from one form into another form. There are
three general classes of power station:
1.

Central stations.

2. Sub-stations.*
3. Isolated plants.

Power stations may be classified
1. With respect to

their function, as

a. Generating stations.
b.
c.

Distributing stations.
Converting stations.

2. With respect to the kind of power used in generating the

electric current, as
a. Steam electric.
b. Hydro -electric.
c. Gas electric, etc.

.NOTE.-Sub-stations and isolated plants

ate presented in separate chapters.
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3. With respect to the distribution of power, as
a. Generation and distribution voltages the same:
b. Generation voltage lower than distribution voltage.
c. Distribution at several voltages, one of which is the same as the gen-

eration voltage.

4. With respect to the kind of current supplied, as
a. Direct.

r/
\

4,728.-L!evation oí small station with carea

and engine, piping, etc.

ENGINE AND
GENERATOR

-y

`o
.\

0$.

"",

a:r.aéecnent of t..e boiler

b. Alternating.
c. Direct and alternating.

Central Stations.-It must be evident that the general type
of central station to be adapted to a given case, that is to say,
the general character of the machinery to b: installed depends
upon the kind of natural energy available for conversion 'into
electrical energy, and the character of the, electrical energy
required by the consumers.
The general tendency is toward larger stations, and the
interlocking of the systems located in different localities..
The reasons for this is because the investment cost per kw. generated
decreases as the size of the station increases, also by taking advantage of the
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interconnection of stations the most efficient means of generation of power
may he employed as, by steam, water or gas engine power.

Location of Central Stations.-Usually central stations
should be so located that the average loss of voltage in over-

KP
-2

C

D

dynamo
Yrc. 4,729. Floor plan of station having belted drive with countersha:t A, engine and by flue
urn; 13, boiler room; C, office; D, store room; E, chimney connected with the boilers
gee:e'ators;
T,T,T,T,
W; S,S, boilers; V,V, s'eam pipes, M,M, engne; O, coumtersha:t;
friction clutch.
If, switch board. A p .11e7 may e mounted on the co-mtersha:t O. withtoa Ie
divi'e'I into
A law clutch tray al .o I e I.ro ircd at Z, thus permitting the shaft O,
to
of
two sections. It is t..e-e o -e possible h -i this cran;-ernert to cause eitherto the engines
drive
all of the
the
engines
both
of
drive any one of t'a generato:s, or all oí them, or
generator simultai,eo,.s1'-.
counter shaft. The installation
Fin. 9,730.-7lan of elear'cat stator with belt r'rive without
generators,
here represente consists of two boilers, S.S, an I three sets of engines an
future increase
T, M. etc. Su`ficient allowance has been ma-ie in the plans, however,andforgenerator
set, as
of business, as a -hitionalspace has been provided for an eitra engne in
Cg. 9,729.
indicate.l by the dotte.l lines. Other reverence letters are the same as
I

1

coming'the resistance of the lines i3 a minimum, and this point
4,731 is
i-3 located at the center of gravity of the system. In fig.
spot.
important
this
locating
of
method
a
graphical
shown
Suppose a rough canvass of prospective consumers in a district to be
supplied with electric light or power shows the pancipal loads to belxcated
at A, B, C, D, E, etc., and for simplicity assume that these loads will be
approximately equal, so that each may be denoted by 1 for example:

'
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The relative locations of A,B,C,D,E, etc., should be drawn to scale (say
inch to the 1,000 feet) after which the problem resolves itself into finding the location of the station with respect to this scale.
The solution consists in first finding the center of gravity of any two of
the loads, such as those at A and B. Since each of these is 1, they will together have the same effect on the system as the resultant load .of 1 and 1,
Or 2, located at their center of gravity, this point being so chosen that the
1

f
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.
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FIGS. 4,731 and 4,732 -Graphical method of determining the center of
in locating the central station.
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r

°J

y

of a system

product of the loads by their respective distances from this poiht will in
both cases be equal.
The loads being equal in this case the distances must be equal in order
that the products he the same, so that the center of gravity of A --B is at
G, which point is midway between A and B.
Considering, next, the resultant toad of 2 at G, and the load of 1 at C,
the resultant load at the center of gravity of these will be 3, and this must be
situated at a distance of two units from C, and one unit from G, so that the
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distance 2 times the load 1 at C, equals the distance 1 tires the load 2 at G.
Having thus located the load 3 at H, the same method is followed in finding
the load 4 at I. Then in like manner the resultant load 4 and the load 1 at
E, gives a load 5 at S.
The point S being the last to be determined, represents, therefore, the
position of the center of gravity of the entire system, and consequently the
proper position of the plant in order to give the minimum loss of voltage on
the lines.
TION
CENTER B

DISTRIBUTION .
CENTER

A

°

J
.,x..`,nV
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-

of6r
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,__.
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Frc. 4,733.-Station location. The

figure shows two distribution centers as a town A, and
suburb B, supplied with electricity from one station. For minimum cost of copper the location of the station would beat G, the center of gravity. However, it is very rarely that this is
the best location. For instance at C, land is cheaper than at G. and there is room for future
extension to the station, as shown by the clotted lines, whereas at G. only enough land is
available for present requirements. Moreover C, is near the railroad where coal may he
obtained without the expense of cartage, and being located at the river. the plant may be run
condensing thus effecting considerable economy. The conditions may 'sometimes be such
that any one of the advantages to be secured by locating the station at C, may more than
offset the additional cost of copper.

The center of gravity as obtained in fig. 4,731 is very rarely
the best location because other conditions, such as the price of
land, difficulty of obtaining water, facilities for delivery of coal
and removal of ashes, etc., may more than offset the minimum
line losses and copper cost due to locating the station at the
center of gravity of the system.
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The more practical experience the designer has had, and the
more common sense he possesses, the better is he equipped
to handle the problem, as the solution is generally such that it
cannot be worked out by any rule of thumb method.
The cost for the station site may be so high as to necessitate
building or renting room at a considerable distance from the
district to be supplied.
If the price of land selected for the station be high, the running expenses will be similarly affected, inasmuch as more interest must then be
paid on the capital invested.
The price or rent of real estate might also in certain instances alter thé
proposed interior arrangement of the station, particularly so in the case of
a company with small capital operating in a city whe_e high prices prevail.
In general, however, it may be stated that whatever effect the price of real
estate would have upon the arrangement, operation and location of a central station it can quite readily and accurately be determined in advance.

With respect to the cost of land, room for future extension of
the plant should be considered.
Although such additional space need not be purchased at the time of the
original installation it is well, if possible, to make provision whereby it can
be obtained at a reasonable figure when desired. 'fh preliminary canvass
of consumers will aid in deriding the amount of space advisable to allow
for future extensions; as a rule, however, it is wise t) cOant on the plant
enlarging to not less than twice its original sise, as often the dimensions
have to be increased four and even six times those found sufficient at the
beginning.

Another item to be considered in the location of a plant is its
environments, as it may be regarded as a nuisance by those
residing in the vicinity, occasioning many complaints and litigation.
Thus, if the plant be placed in a residential section of the community
the smoke, noise and vibration of the machines may become a nuisance to
the surrounding inhabitants, and eventually end in suits for damage against
the company responsible for the same. For these and the other reasons just
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given a company is sometimes forced to disregard entirely the location of a
central station near the center of gravity of the system, and build at a considerable distance; such a proceeding would, if the distance he great, necessitate the installation of a high voltage system.
There might, however, be certain local laws in force restricting the use
of high pressure currents on account of the danger resulting to life, that
would prevent this solution of the problem. In such cases there could
undoubtedly he found some site where the objections previously noted would
be tolerated; thus, there would naturally he little objection to locating next
to a stable or a factory of any description.

The matter of water supply is important because in a steam
driven plant, water is used in the boilers for the production of

4,734.-Example of central station located remote from the distributing center and furnishing alternating current at high pressure to a sub -station where the current is passed
through step clown transformers and supplied at moderate pressure to the d ist ribution system.
In some cases the sub-station contains also converters supplying direct current for batterycharging. electro -plating, etc.

FIG.

steam by boiling, and if the engines be of the condensing type it
is also used in the condenser for creating a vacuum into which
the exhaust steam passes so as to increase the efficiency of the
engine above what it would he if the exhaust steam were
obliged to discharge into the comparatively high pressure o.f
the atmosphere.
The force of this will be apparent by considering that the water con
sumption of the engine ordinarily is from 10 to 25 lbs. of "feed water" per
horse power per hour, and the amount of "circulating water" required to
'maintain the vacuum is about 25 to 30 times the feed water, and in the case
of turbines with their 28 or 29 inch vacuum, much more. For instance, a
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1,000 horse powér plant running on 15 lbs. of feed water and 30 to 1 circulating water would require (1,000 X15) X(30+1)=465,000 lbs. or 55,822
gals. per hour at full capacity.

The quality and possibility of a scarcity of water supply also

is important.

It is quite necessary that the water used in the boilers should he as free
as possible from impurities, so as to prevent the deposition within them of
any scale or sediment. The quality of the water used for condensing purposes, however, is not quite so important, although the purer it is the better.

/iilÜI,',
IIAIIIIII!

FIG. 4,735.-View illustrating the location of a station as governed by the presence of a water
fall. In such cases the natural water power may be at a considerable distance from the center
of gravity of the distribution system because of the saving in generation In the case of long
distance transmission very high pressure may be used and a transformer step down substation he located at or near the center of gravity of the system thus considerably reducing
the cost of copper for the transmission line

If the plant is to be located in a city, the matter of water supply need not
generally be considered, because,. as .a rule, it can be obtained from the
waterworks; there will then, of course, be a water tax to consider and this,
if large, may warrant an effort being made to obtain the water in some other
way. In any event, however, the possibility of a scarcity in the supply
should be reduced to a minimum.
If the plant be located in the country, some natural source of water would
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be utilized unless the place be supplied with waterworks, which is not generally the case. It is usual, however, to find a stream, lake or pond in the
vicinity, but if none such be conveniently near, an artesian or other form of
well must be sunk.
If abundance of water exist in the vicinity of the proposed installation,
not only would the location of the plant be governed thereby, but the kind
of power to be used for its operation would depend upon this.. Thus, if the
quantity of the water were sufficient throughout the entire year to supply
the necessary power, water wheels might be installed and used in
place of boilers and steam engines for driving the generators. The station

4,736.-View of a station admirably located with respect to transportation of the coal
supply As shown. the coal may be obtained either by boat or rail and with modem
machinery for conveying the coal to the interior of the station the transportation cost is
reduced to a minimum

FIG.

would then, of course, be situated close to the waterfall, regardless of the
center of gravity of the system.

With respect to the coal supply, the selection of a site for a
power station should be such as will be convenient for transporting the coal from the supply point to the boiler room.
In this connection, an admirable location, other conditions permitting,
adjacent to a railway line or water front so that coal delivered by car or
boat may be unloaded directly into the bins supplying the boilers.
is

2,736
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If the coal be brought by train, a side or branch track will usually be
found convenient, and this will usually render any carting of the fuel

entirely unnecessary.
In whatever way the coal is to be supplied, the liability of a shortage due
to traffic or navigation being closed at any time of the year should be well
looked into, as should also the facility for the removal of ashes, before
deciding upon the final location for the plant.

Choice of System.-The chief considerations in the design of
a central station are economy and capacity. When the current
has to be transmitted long distances for either lighting or power
purposes, economy is attainable only by reducing the weight of
the copper conductors. This can be accomplished only by the
use of the high voltage currents obtainable from alternators.
Again, where the consumers are located within a radius of
two miles from the central station, thereby requiring a transmission voltage of 53D volts or less, dynamo3 may be employed
with greater economy.
Alternating current possesses serious disadvantages for certain important applications.
For instance. in operating electric railways and for lighting it is often
necessary t3 transmit direct csrrent at 5)) volts a distance of five or ten
miles. In s'ichcases, the eccessive drop cannot be ee3no:n_ically ref ace I by
increasing the sizes of the line wire, while a s :ffizient increase of the voltage
would cause serious variations under changes of Lead. Hence, it is co_nmon
practice to employ some form of auxiliary gene.-atr,r or boaster, which when
connected irk series with the feeder, a itomstically maintains the req sired
pressure in the most remote districts so mg as the main generators continae
to furnish the normal or working voltage.
The advantage of a direct current installation in such cases over a similar
plant supplying alternating current line is the fact that a storage battery
may be used in connection with the firmer f Jr taking u3 the fluctuations of
the current, thereby permitting the dynamo to run with a less variable load,
and consequently at higher efficiency.
Direct current is required for certain kinds of electrolytic work, such as
electro-plating, the electrical separation of metals, etc., also the charging of
storage batteries for electric automobiles.
1
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Sometimes the central station must be equipped with suitable apparatus

for supplying both direct and alternating current.
Thus, it is evident that the character of a central station will be governed
to a great extent by the class of services to be supplied.
An exception to this is where the entire output has to he transmitted a

long distance to the point of utilization.
In such cases a copper economy demands the use of high tension alternating current, and its distribution to consumers rray the made directly by
means of step down transformers mounted near by o; within the consumers'
premises, or it may be transformed into low voltage alternating current by
a conveniently located sub -station.
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A'tu: 4,737.-Diagram illustrating diversity factor. By definition diversity factor =combined
actual maximum demand of a group of customers divided by the sum of their individual maximum demands. Example, a customer has fifty (50) watt lamps and, of course, the sum of
the individual maximum ¿emends of the lamps is 2.5 kw. watts ("connected load"). The
customer's maximum demand, however, is 1.5 kw. Hence, the diversity factor of the cus'
tomer's group of lamps is 1.5 =2.5 _ .6. In the diagram the ordinates of the curves show the
ratio maximum demand to connected load for various kinds of electric lighting service.

Where the current is to be used chiefly for lighting and there are only a
few or no motors to be supplied, the choice between direct current and

alternating current will depend greatly upon the size of the installation,
direct current being preferable for small installations and alternating current for large installations.
If the current is to be used primarily for operating machinery, such as
elevators, traveling cranes, machine- tools and other devices of a similar
character, which have to be operated intermittently and at varying speeds
and loads, direct current is the more suitable; but if the motors performing
such work can be operated continuously for many hours at a time under
practically constant loads, as, for instance in the general work of a pumping
station, alternating current may he employed with advantage.
*NOTE.-The diversity factor of a customer's group of lamps, namely, the ratio of maximum demand to connected load is usually called the demand factor of the customer.
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Size of Plant.-Before any definite calculation can be made,
or plans drawn, the engineer must determine the probable load.
This is usually ascertained in terms of the number and distances
of lamps that will be required, by making a thorough canvass
of the city or town, or that portion for which electrical energy
is to be supplied. The probable load that the station is to carry
when it begins operation, the nature of this load, and the prob600
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Fro. 4,738.-Load curve for one day.

able rate of increase are matters upon which the design and
construction chiefly depend.
The load carried by a central station fluctuates with the time
of day and also with the time of year.
A fluctuating load is best represented graphically, that is to
say by means of a curve plotted on coordinate paper of which
ordinates represent load values and the corresponding abscissae
time values, as in the accompanying curves.
Where electricity is supplied for power purposes to a number
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of factories, the load is fairly steady, dropping, of course, during
meal hours. In the case of traction, the average value of the
load is fairly steady but there are momentarily violent fluctuations due to starting cars or trains.
The peak load is the maximum load which has to be carried by
the station at ahy time of day or night as shown by the highest
point of the load curve.
The machinery of the station evidently must be large enough
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4,739.-Load curve for one year.

to carry the peak load, and therefore considerably in excess of
that required for the average demand. The ratio of the average
to the maximum load is called the load factor.
There are two kinds of load factor: the annual, and the daily.
The annual load factor is obtained as a percentage by multiplying the
number of units sold (per year) by 100, and dividing by the product of
the maximum load and the number of hours in the year. The daily load
factor is obtained by taking the figures for 24 hours instead of a year.
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In addition to the machinery required to supply the peak
load, there must be provided additional units for use in case of
repairs or break down of some of the other units.
*Steam Power Stations.-Boiler pressures for years have been
increasing and as practiced today about 550 lbs. steam pressure,
.730° steam temperature and 28.7 ins. vacuum are conservative
upper limits for steam conditions in stations, yet semi -experimental plants are being constructed that exceed these limits.
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FM. 4,740.-Load curve of plant supplying power for the operation of motors in a manufacturing district. The horizontal dotted lines show suitable power ratings. A properly
designed steam plant has a large overload capacity, a hydraulic plant has a small overload
capacity, and a gasoline engine plant has no overload capacity. Accordingly, the peak of the
load (maximum load) may be 25 or 30 per cent in excess of the rated capacity of a steam
plant, not more than 5 or 10 per cent in excess of the rated capacity of a hydraulic plant,
not at all in excess of the rated capacity of a gas engine plant.

In these stations there are differences in the installations and methods
used in an attempt to secure greater economy. One type utilizes steam
pressure of 1,200 lbs. at a temperature of 750° in the boiler. This steam
operates a turbine at the same pressure, and then is exhausted, while still
dry, at a pressure of about 400 lbs. into a separately fired or live steam re heater where the temperature is raised until superheat exists. The steam
then operates another turbine cylinder and exhausts to the condenser, or, in
NOTE. Boilers, engines, turbines and steam auxiliaries have been described and
their working principles explained at great length in the author's Engineers and Mechanics
Guides to which the reader is referred.
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some designs, two cylinders may be used in the last part ofthe
cycle, one
operating between 400 lbs. and zero pressure and the exhaust steam
from
this after reheating operates another cylinder under vacuum conditions.
This type of operation utilizes the regenerative cycle and a large part of
theoretical gain in efficiency is obtained indirectly through the use of the
the
reheating operation.
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Another type of station has been suggested which will utilize
the same initial pressure and temperature and the high and low
pressure turbine cylinders but not the principle of reheating.
The moisture in the steam after exhaust from the high pressure turbine is
to be removed by mechanical means and the steam then used in the low
pressure cylinder.
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In the majority of large stations recently erected it is customary to use electric drive for major auxiliaries and to practice
multi -stage bleeding of the main turbine units for heating the
feed water.
If the steam be bled from the proper turbine stages, pressures and temperatures can be adjusted so that the feed water can be heated in successive
stages to a degree almost equal to that of the boiler water temperature and
a very efficient thermal system exists; the practical disadvantages of the
bleeding system, however, as yet limit its application to two, three and four
stage bleeding.
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FIG. 4,743. -Steam condenser and feed water system in Avon Station of the Cleveland Elec
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Electric Drive for Steam Power Plant Auxiliaries.-Practically all of the steam power plants now being designed or built,
which fall in the central station class, are using steam bled
from the main units for feed water heating and thereby obtain a
higher plant efficiency than is possible by using the older scheme
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with steam driven auxiliaries and utilizing the exhaust steam
from these for heating the feed water.
This change in the heat cycle of the plants, together with the fact that
extremely high steam pressure and temperatures are being used, has made
the use of electric drive for auxiliary apparatus more attractive than the
use of small high pressure steam turbines or reciprocating engines.
The reliability of an induction motor is considered higher than that of
such steam equipment, and the maintenance of the steam turbine and high
pressure steam piping is high as compared with electric drive. It is of course
necessary to supply an unfailing source of electric power.
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the Redmond station of the Philadelphia Electric Co.

Some stations are provided with steam turbines for emergency
operation of the most important auxiliaries or duplex units with
a motor and turbine both connected to the same auxiliary unit.
These are used principally on boiler feed and condenser pumps.
Most central stations produce d.c. power and this is being quite generally
used for driving the auxiliaries. A.c. motors are simple and dependable
and adjustable speed is obtained by using a wound rotor and pole changing
induction motor, or brush shifting a.c. commutator motors, which are
now available in both shunt and series types.
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Where wide speed ranges are required, d.c. motors are sometimes necessary or desirable, and are often used for operating stokers and fans. These
auxiliaries may require rather accurate speed adjustment over a wide range.
This is particularly true where powdered coal or oil is used for fuel, as just
the right amount of air must he supplied at, all times to burn the fuel
properly.
Electric drive is particularly well adapted to remote or automatic control,
and many central station designers are taking advantage of these features
for the auxiliaries.

is

Group control or centralized control of boiler room auxiliaries
quite common practice.
It is of primary importance to have motors and control such that in case
of momentary voltage failure the auxiliaries will automatically restart.
This is accomplished by the use of squirrel cage motors designed for full
voltage starting, and by modifications in control of slip ring and commutator
type motors which insure sufficient starting torque from the motors to
start the auxiliaries.

The switching equipment required for auxiliary pelver circuits
is becoming an important item in the modern central station due
to the increasing amounts of power to be handled at 2,300 volts.
It is not unusual to find that switches with upward of 100,000 kva. rupturing capacity are required for 2,300 volt auxiliary feeder switches in the
larger. generating stations.

-This

General Arrangement of Steam Electric Stations
should follow certain rules, whenever space is available. The
first consideration is the relative arrangement of the boiler and
turbine rooms. The preferable arrangement is to have one row
of boilers parallel with the line of turbines, as shown in fig. 4,746,
with large boilers set singly; but as the size of the turbine unit
increases beyond 2,000 kw. the length of the boiler room usually
exceeds the length of the turbine room. whence ids necessary to
set the boilers in batteries.
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For turbines of 7,000 or 8,000 kw. capacity, the double row of boilers
with central firing aisle, as illustrated in fig.4,747, would be the next choice.
For stations of 15,000 and 20,000 kw. units, the boiler rooms are generally
turned at right angles to the turbine room, as shown in fig. 4,748.
These arrangements follow the unit plan which is now universally recommended and which greatly simplifies the piping.
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Fro. 4,746 -Stzton arrangement for turbine units up to about 2,000 kw. capacity.

Past practice provided for greater boiler reserve; but the care
and attention given to proper boiler maintenance and operation
that a complete complement of spare boilers suitable for the
spare turbines provides perfect security.
The general arrangement of the auxiliaries are shown in the
illustrations.
Steam driven auxiliaries are shown, but as pointed out in the
preceding section, electric drive is the prevailing practice.

2,748
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Station. Construction. -The construction or rearrangement
of the building intended for the plant is a problem that under
ordinary conditions would be solved by an architect, or at least
by an architect with the assistance of an electrical or mechanical
engineer, still there are many installations where the electrical
engineer has been compelled to design the building.
In such instances he should he equipped with a general knowledge of the construction of buildings. It is not the purpose of
the author to go into this phase of the subject.* F«s. 4,749 to 4,751.Pumping head for con denser pumps. Attention should be given to
CONDENSER
the amount of power
consumed in driving the
condenser auxiliaries,
and, as the circulating
pump is the greatest
consumer, the pumping
head as well as the volume of water should be
considered. Fig. 4,749
shows the usual arrtOOR
rangement of the circulating pump for a surface condenser. Dimension C, should net exceed 20 feet which is
about the limiting value
of lifting power of the pump. The static pumping head C+D is affected by the siphon action
due to the discharge, provided B, do not exceed 25 feet, as it is not safe to figure on a
siphon of over 25 feet. If B, do not exceed 25 feet, then the pumping head equals
condenser friction+pipe friction. Fig. 4,750 shows the usual arrangement of circulating
pump for a low jet condenser. As stated, dimension C, should not exceed 20 feet, as some
margin should be retained between the vacuum in the condenser and the static lift and
pipe friction. As the distance C, is reduced, the pipe friction must be increased by throttling
by a valve in this pipe line, so as to limit the amount of water which the removal pump
handles. The removal pump has to pump practically against full vacuum, which, for 28
inches would be 32 feet. This results in a pumping head of 32 feet+pipe friction -B. If
dimension C, must exceed 20 feet, then a pump would have to be installed in the intake line,
which would not be very desirable from an operating standpoint. Such a condition could
be readily met by resorting to the barometric condenser shown in Fig. 4,751 where the pump
ing head will be CA-DA -pipe friction+condenser friction. While the jet or the barometric
condensers usually require less water, because of the smaller terminal difference between
the outgoing water and the vacuum, they frequently involve an increase in the pumping head.
'CONDENSER

CONDENSER

Al

Hydro -Electric Central Stations.-The economy with which
electricity can be transmitted long distances by high tension
`NOTE.-For

the construction of buildings,

see

the author's

Builder.' Guide..

2,750
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alternating currents, has led to the development of a large number of water powers in more or less remote regions.

Ftc. 4,752.-Section of typical hydro -electric station showing the conventional arrangement
of the apparatus in a typical small hydro -electric generating station. It also shows how

simple and inexpensive a type of construction can be employed in the forebay, tailrace,
etc., and in the building which houses the electrical apparatus. Simple construction is worthy
of emphasis because it is often a deciding economic factor in the projected development of
water power sites. The same arrangement of apparatus and building, layout applies to
both automatically and manually controlled stations.

This economy is possible by the facility with which alternating current
can be transformed up and down. Thus at the hydro-electric plant, the
current generated by the water wheel driven alternator is transformed to
very high pressure and transmitted with economy a long distance to the
distributing point where it is transformed down to the proper pressure for
distribution.

Power Stations
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The proper selection of a hydro -electric power house is governed by so
many local considerations that a thorough study of the situation is essential
in each individual case. The greater part of the cost of power production
in hydraulic power houses is the fixed charges, and the initial cost of footings
and foundations represents a considerable share of the total first cost.

The principal conditions determining the selection of a site are:
1. Bearing load of soil.
2. Suitable disposition of tail water.

Fin. 4,753.-Water discharging from a needle nozzle due to a pressure of 169 lbs. per sq. in.

j'ro. 4,754.-Photograph of a tangential water wheel equipped with Pelton buckets in operation.
NOTE.-The rapidly increasing price of coal is compelling the development of the
smaller and more inaccessible supplies of water power and also the supplanting of old
units by modern and more efficient machines. Modern electric equipment has made possible the development of much water power that would otherwise go to waste, for the power
can he developed at the dam in some remote spot and ,consumed where most convenient.
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3. Proximity to dam or head gates.
4. Possible arrangement and direction of penstocks.
5. Type of water wheel.
A water wheel or turbine is a machine in which a rotary motion is obtained by transference of the momentum of water; broadly speaking, the
fluid is guided by fixed blades, attached to a casing, and impinging on
other blades mounted on a drum or shaft, causing the latter to revolve.

The choice of a suitable water wheel lies between the impulse
wheel, which is best suited for high heads, and the turbine wheel.
The water turbine may be of vertical or horizontal design. The horizontal
turbine may be provided with a casing and located in the generating room,
or it may be of the submerged type and located in a basin contiguous to
the generating room, with the shaft extending through the dividing wall to
the alternator.
The submerged turbine is used only on very low heads, but in some cases
it lends itself to a very economical and advantageous design of station.
The vertical turbine ís particularly well adapted for urge units. It takes
considerably less floor space and, consequently, smaller foundation than
the horizontal type. The vertical turbine necessitates the ure of a step
bearing; recent designs of such bearings for this purpose have proved quite
satisfactory.

General Arrangement of Hydro -Electric Station.-Invariably
the turbines, alternators, exciters and controlling switchboard
are housed in one large room. The prime movers should be
\01'L.-The more accessible large supplies of water power have been largely developed, but there remains a vast quantity of easily available water power suitable for driving
small and medium sized alternators. In addition to these undeveloped sites, there are many
old plants consisting of horizontal shaft alternators driven by long shafts geared or belted
to water wheels. These shafts have been sprung out of line, the gears have become worn and
broken, the efficiency of the water wheels, originally poor, has become worse through wear
and corrosion until, at present, some of these old installations can convert into electrical
energy only half the available energy of the water. The gears and belts not only occupy much
valuable space but they waste energy, are noisy, and a constant source of annoyance and
expense.

'
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arranged in a single row to simplify the penstock and tail race
design, and the exciters (if not directly connected to the main
units) and other auxiliary equipment common to the station
should preferably be located in the center. This arrangement
is shown in figs. 4,755 and 4,756.
Calculation of Water

Power.-The head

is

found by direct meas-

urement and the flow
can be best determined
by one of two gener-

ally used methods.
The simplest of these
is to utilize a weir to
measure and compute
the flow; but many
streams are so large
that the use of a weir
would be impracticable.

It then becomes

necessary to find the
cross section of the
stream by measurement and to ascertain
the average velocity
by a number of tests
at various points.
Fin. 4,757.-Sectional elevation of one of the 5,000 horse power vertical Pelton-Francis
turbines directly connected to generator, as installed for the Schenectady Power Co.
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Weir Method.
A weir is a sharp crested dam placed so that all the water will
flow over it without restriction.
a
It is known that for any given depth of water over the crest of the weir
been
definite quantity will flow per minute. The factors for this flow have
determined and tabulated. The accompanying table gives these figures in
condensed form, which are accurate enough for any preliminary calculations. A weir should be constructed as shown in fig. 4,758.

a board across the stream at some point
Fin. 4,758.-Weir for measuring the water flow.Place
with both
which will allow a pond to form above. The hoard should have a notch cut in it

bottom of the
edges and the bottom sharply beveled toward the intake, As shown.andThe
the sides vertical.
notch, which is called the crest of the weir, should be perfectly level of the
notch, drive a
In the pond back of the weir, at a distance not less than Cie length
By means of a rule, or a
stake near the bank, with its top precisely level with the crest.
of
the
stake, making
top
the
over
graduated stake, as shown, measure the depth of water
the rule. For extreme
allowance for capillary attraction of the water against the sides ofmeans
of a "hook gauge"
accuracy, this depth may be measured to thousandths of a foot by
familiar to all engineers.

Having ascertained the depth of water as in fig. 4,758, refer to the accompanying table from which can be calculated the amount of water flowing
over the weir. There are certain proportions which must be observed in the
dimensions of this notch. Its length or width should be between four and
eight times the depth of water flowing over the crest of the weir.

.

.

'

24.96
31.20
37.86'

2.94
5.00
9.36
13.00
19.20

.54
1.62

Discharge
in Cu. Ft.

.

9.

834

8

6
63/1
7
7M

5
53/2

134

Depth
in In.

.

45.0
54.0
62.3
70.6
79.3
88.3
98.0
109.6
119.5
129.8

Discharge

in Cu. Ft.

251

14

13

1334

176
188

151
163

130

in Cu. Ft.

Discharge

200
212
225
240

12
12 M

11gá

11

1034

10

93/1

in In.

Depth

19

1834

18

17M

15
153/1
16
16 M
17

143,2

Depth
in In.

336
353
367
382
397

266
279
293
306
322

Discharge

in Cu. Ft.

Measuring Large Flows.
Many streams are so large that the use of a weir would be either impracticable or
very expensive. In such a case the area of cross section of the stream is found by
measuring the actual depth of the water at equal intervals between the banks, as

Example.-Assume the head to be 15 ft. and that the width of the weir notch 10 ft. with water
flowing over it as shown by the rule to a depth of 19 in. The table will give for 19 in. depth and
one
foot width 397 cu. ft. per min. Multiplying 397 cu. ft. per min. by 10, the width (in feet) of the weir
in use, gives 3,970 cu. ft. per min.

The pond back of the weir should be at least 50% wider than the notch and of sufficient width
depth that the velocity of flow approach be not over one foot per second. In order to obtain and
these
results it is advisable to make preliminary experiments.

4

334

3

2Y2

134
2

1

34
14

%

Depth
in In.

Discharge in Cu. Ft. per Minute per Foot Length of Weir

Weir Table

.
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shown in fig. 4,759. To obtain the flow it is necessary only to
find the average velocity of the water. This is done by measuring the velocity either with a current meter or with weighted
floats at a number of points, as indicated by crosses, and averaging the results by adding all the velocity measurements together
and dividing by the number of measurements. Then, the average velocity multiplied by the sectional area gives the flow of

the stream.

c.

4 ,759.-Method

of measuring large loows.

Useful Formulae

The horse power of a turbine is dependent on quantity of
water, head and efficiency.
I?.p.

in which

II-head in

_

62.4XIiXQXE

62.4 = weight of

550
1

cu. ft. of water

feet

Q=flow.in cu. ft. per sec.
E = percentage efficiency
(assuming that E=80 per cent for full development)

hp_QXHXE_QXH
11
8.8

FIG.
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the selection of an alternator is found by the formula

kva-I1.P.X.746XEX.95
P.F.
;n which P.F. = power factor, usually
E =alternator efficiency

.8

.746=constant for relation of h.p. to kw.
.95 = per cent of power at best operating point of turbine.
Approximate diameter of turbine runner:
D=1841.6XqSXH
R.P.M.

WV
k

3

1

CURRENT TRANS

BUS
A

A

d

o

DLS. 5w.

OIL CIR.BR.

1

2

V

REED-ER5

ALTERNATORS
FIG. 4,761.-Single bus, single circuit breaker system

where D =diameter of runner in inches
=head in feet

R.P.M. =revolutions per minute
= .8 for low head, .7 for medium head, and
.6 for high head.

Bus and Circuit Systems in Central Stations.-In this section
will be considered some of the connection schemes in general use.
Fig. 4,761 shows the simplest arrangement, known as the
single bus system.
Its use is confined to small unimportant stations where simplicity and economy are of primary importance and where possible service interruptions can be tolerated. For switching
under normal conditions and for protection of apparatus in
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case of failure, this simple arrangement will meet every requirement. However, there is no flexibility and a failure of
any alternator circuit requires the withdrawal of the corresponding machine and breaker in service, similarly with any
of the feeder circuits.
In case of insulation failure of a bus. bar support, a complete shut down will result until the defect has been remedied
by a rearrangement of the alternator and feeder circuit so
that the feeders are taken off in between the alternators.
By use of sectionalizing disconnecting switches in the bus
bars, a prolonged or complete shut down of the station may
be partly guarded against.
GU

w\. ,ate

I

'd

1

RENT TRANS

Bus q

I

C7

1

LT

'Bus B
015.5W.

YOIL G1R.

BR.
ALTERNATORS

FEEDERS

FIG. 4.762.-Double bus, single circuit breaker system. This
arrangement greatly increases
the chances for continuity of service over that snown in rig. 4 7.:1.
Une bu3 bar may be
used as an au.ciliary only, or one may feed a lighting load while
the other feeds a power load.

In the case of an insulation failure of a bus support, the total bus would
be cleared of power by the operation of the oil breakers, either automatically
or manually, and the defective section of the bus i3olated by. means of
sectionalizing switches. The remainder of the station would then be put
back into service.

Fig. 4,762 known as the double bus, single breaker system is
the next step in flexibility at minimum cost.
Such an arrangement will practically eliminate the possibility of a prolonged shut down, such as might result in case of a bus failure. It also

'
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permits maintaining service when working on either bus, such as cleaning
the insulators, etc. It does not, however, eliminate the necessity of withdrawing apparatus from service in case of trouble on the corresponding
circuit breaker.
The principal advantage over the previous single bus arrangement is the
fact that when feeders trip out, it is possible to first test them out on the
spare bus before again placing them in normal service on the main bus.
Quite often a tie bus breaker shown in dotted connection, fig. 4,763, is provided to facilitate this matter of line testing or quick transferring of power
CURRENT TRANS.
BUS A

(v\i,a

I

I1

BUSB
4

Ou.
CIR BR.

1

2

F,c. 4,763.-Double bus

4

DiS.srA

1--1

FEEDERS

system with tie bus in dotted lines.

from one bus to the other. With the tie bus breaker closed, thereby energizing both sets of bus bars, the transfer of a circuit carrying power from
one bus to the other can he carried out without danger of interruption to
service by means of the disconnecting switches.

Fig. 4,764 shows the maximum flexibility of the scheme
known as the double bus, double breaker system.
This has all the advantages of the double bus, single breaker system with
the additional assurance against a shut down of any particular circuit, due
to circuit breaker trouble. This arrangement is, of course, the most expensive which is the only criticism that could be advanced against it. For this
reason, this arrangement is usually adopted only in la.-ge capacity stations
where continuity of service is of prime importance and where its assurance
will justify the expense.

Between the double bus, double breaker system and the single
bus system, there are several other combinations which differ
slightly from those described.
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Fro. 4,764.-Double bus, double circuit breaker system.
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4,765.-Ring bus system, bus sectionalized. Suitable

for stations of medium size where

great flexibility and maximum economy in cost are desired.
very small amount of copper in the bus bars.

0,000

This arrangement requires a

KW ALTERNATORS

13,200

43,750
KVA ALT.

Fins. 4,766 and 4,767.-Typical examples of "H" system.

V
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The prime object, of course, of these different arrangements is to give the
degree of flexibility which the local conditions seem to warrant, and at the
same time keep the cost down to a minimum.

Fig. 4,765 is a modification of the double bus, single breaker
system in that the two buses are tied together by means of bus

il

I

I

Í

l

I

IH.T.

I

X\

iv

.

I

LT

.
I

FIG. 4,768 -System using single low and high tension bus.

tie circuit breakers and disconnecting switches so as to form
what is called a ring bus. For example, large generating stations
in cities such as Philadelphia, New York, etc., use a scheme
known as the "H" system whereby two feeder circuits are
served from a pair of selector switches to either of two buses.
This typical arrangement is shown by figs. 4,766 and 4,767.
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For systems distributing all or part of their power through
step-up transformers, the question of bus bar connection arrangements becomes somewhat more involved.
There are many arrangements in service varying. anywhere from a single
low tension to a single high tension bus (as indicated in fig. 4,768), up to an
elaborate arrangement using double buses, double breakers on both high
and low tension circuits, as shown in fig. 4,769. If the station be at some
distance from the load center, particularly hydro -electric stations, a very

1i

I

r-

1

.IHT

I
T\f

T
T"1

It
At

ii

}t
I
A

Ai

Is

IT
A}

A

Ftc. 4,769.-Bus system using double

I

buses and double breakers.
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common arrangement of buses is shown in fig. 4,770. Here the alternator
and the respective step-up transformers are treated as a unit and all power
is sent out over two or more lines.
Auxiliary power for the station is obtained from a low tension bus which
may be connected to any one of the alternators. Normally, the alternators
are not paralleled on the low tension bus. This arrangement while quite
economical lacks flexibility.

H.T.
I

I

ii
AAA

vw

vw

WV
L.T.

FIG.

4,770.-Common arrangement where station is

al, a

distance from the load center.

The alternator must be used as a unit on the corresponding transformer,
and the failure of either or of the conductors between them will result in a
shut down of both. Further, a failure of the high tension bus will result in a
complete shut down of the plant until such time as repairs can be made.
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Fig. 4,771 shows a method of high tension connection which
permits of certain flexibility and treats the transformer bank as
part of the transmission line rather than as a unit with the
alternator.
In other words, the transformer capacity is chosen with respect to the
transmission line capacity. This arrangement shows three high tension

t

H.T.

Y

i

Ai

ii

113

iir
1\C
viv

D
L.T.

FIG. 4,771.-System in which transformers are treated as a part of the transmission line.

breakers per group and often to reduce cost, the two oil breakers, marked
A, and B, are replaced by three pole air break disconnecting switches manually or electrically operated. If this substitution be made, then breaker C,
operates both as a line breaker and as a transformer breaker. In fact, very
often the low tension breaker D, would be used to trip out the circuit as the
transformer would be considered as partof the line. The advantage of this
arrangement, of course,, is that when operating on the low tension side, the
magnitude of voltage surges resulting from high tension switching is reduced
to a minimum.
Some of the disadvantages of such an arrangement are that this scheme
does not work out well in the network system, neither does it prove very
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rm. 4,772.-Bus

2,767

system for large steam stations where power is fed into a H.

.

82,500

,70,500 K.VA. ALT

K

T. network.

VA ALT.

12,000

V

(x6,000 No

TYPICAEDERS,
Pie. 4,773.-Bus system where all power

is delivered

to a H. T. bus.
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economical where generating stations supply widely separated loads. This
is especially true where the transformers must be of different capacity to
meet the load requirements.
The particular application of such a switching arrangement seems to lie
with a station where power is to be transmitted over a number of lines to a
single substation. In such an event, the line and transformer banks are
identical and if the line be lost, the corresponding transformer cannot be
used. Consequently, in such cases, this scheme forms an effective and economical arrangement.
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Ftc. 4,774.-Single

sectionalized bus system. This system gives great flexibility of oneration
with minimum cost and is suitable for medium sized plants. Dependence is placed on
Tne station may he operate.' in separate in le en,ent. halves, local
circuit
breakers.
single
feeders being

fel from either half.

Fig. 4,772, shows another arrangement for large steam stations where all power is fed into a high tension net work
distributed over considerable area.
This station is a so-called base load plant. With this arrangement, each
alternator and step up transformer is treated as a unit with no switching
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devices between them. The high tension bus is a straight double bus, double breaker arrangement, affording a maximum amount of flexibility. The
power for station auxiliary is obtained from a high tension step down
transformer bank.

Fig. 4,773, shows another station load plant where all Dower
delivered to a high tension bus.
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Ftc. 4,775.-Double bus, double circuit breaker system. This arrangement permits the use
of any or all of thealternators, without regard to which of the transformersmaybe in operation. It is particularly suitable where the station output is taken over but two or three
transmission lines to the same destination.
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In this case, the transformer banks are of exceptionally large size and the
alternators are in two or three units, the steam end consisting of one high
pressure and one or two low pressure turbines. A maximum amount of
flexibility is to be had as double buses are provided in both high and low
tension.

Figs. 4,774 to 4,777, illustrate some of the more important
and commonly used arrangements of main circuits by some
of the more prominent central stations in this country.
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FIG. 4,776.-Single low tension, double high tension bus, single circuit breaker scheme. Low
tension disconnecting switches permit the connection of an alternator direct to a transformer (with or without connection to bus bar) connection of alternator to bus bar with
transformer dead or connection of transformer to bus bar with alternator dead. All apparatus may be in service while the load is removed from either section of either bus bar for
repairs or additions.
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TEST QUESTIONS

What is understood by the term "power station"?
2. Give a classification of power stations.
3. How is the location of a central station determined?
1.

AM.

LINES

OUTGOING

I

4-`11---

ZO
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d
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I
bbb

=

LIGHTNING
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CHOKE COILS
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a

MAIN BUS
DIS. SW.

MAIN CR. BR.
STATION
AUX. BUS

'TRANS.,

DIS. SW.
AUX. BUS

CIR. BR.

ALTERNATORS
EXCITER MOTORS

The alternator and transformer are treated as
rte. 4,777.-Single high tension bus scheme.
The station auxiliaries are fed
a unit and all low tension switching ís thereby omitted.

the auxiliary bus.
from any alternator or transformer circuit by means of

4. Define the term center of gravity as applied to distri-

bution systems.
factors enter into the source of location of a
What
5.
central station?
6. Why is the matter of water supply important?
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7. What are the chief considerations in the design
of a

central station?

S. Define the terms "diversity
9.

10.
11.
12.

13.
14.

15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

22.
23.

factor."
Explain in detail how

factor" and "demand

the size of a central station is
determined.
What is the load factor?
What boiler pressure, super -heat and vacuum are
commonly used in central stations?
What kind of drive is used for the major auxiliaries?
What is the comparison between electric and steam
driven auxiliaries?
Draw a sketch showing general arrangement of a
steam electric station.
Describe a hydro -electric station.
Name two types of turbine used in hydro -electric
stations.
What is the difference between an impulse and a re
action wheel?
What is a weir?
Explain the weir method of measuring water flow.
Draw a sketch showing construction of a weir.
How is the velocity of water flow measured?
Give formula for horse power of water turbine.
Give the various bus and circuit systems in central
stations.

Sub -Stations
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Sub -Stations
By definition a sub -station is a building provided with apparatus for changing high pressure alternating current received
from the central station into direct current of the requisite
pressure, to meet the service requirements. In the case of a
railway system of considerable length where traffic is heavy,
sub -stations are provided at intervals along the line, each receiving high pressure current from one large central station and
converting it into moderate pressure direct current for their
districts.
The selection of apparatus and general arrangement of a sub-station
depends upon the character of the work and method of converting or
otherwise altering the current supplied from the central station.

There are several general classes of sub -station:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Manually operated;
Semi -automatic;
Automatic;
Portable;
Supervisory controlled.

In general the building for a sub -station should be substantial, convenient to install or replace the heavy machines,
and the layout arranged so that the apparatus can be readily
operated by those in attendance.
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An overhead traveling crane is the most convenient method of handling
the heavy machinery, and is frequently used in large sub -stations.
Fig. 4,779 shows a plan and fig. 4,780, an elevation for a small substation containing two rotary converters and two banks of three single
phase static transformers operating on a three phase system at 11,000 or
13,200 volts, together with the auxiliary apparatus.
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In the case of three phase installations with separate trans ,y
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4,778.-Plan of sub -station with air blast transformers and motor operated oil switches
and underground 11,000 or 13,200 volt high tension lines.

FIG.

formers as compared with combined transformers, repairs are
more readily made.
The three phase units have the advantage of low first cost.
Sub -station transformers produce considerable heat, due to the hyster-'

esis and eddy currents, and it is necessary to get rid of it.
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with single phase oil insulated self -cooling transformers
oil switches 11,000 or 13,200 volts, overhead high tension lines.

4,780.-Elevation of small sub -station, as shown

in plan in fig. 4,779.
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Small transformers radiate the heat from the shell and the medium sizes
have corrugated shells which increase the surface and provide more rapid
radiation.

Automatic Sub-Stations.-In order to e.iminate the uncertainty and expense of manual operation, unattended or
automatic sub -stations have been introduced. This type of
sub -station is provided with an assemblage of contactors, relays and other devices especially adapted to automatic control
service.
This equipment together with the motor driven master controller performs the usual functions of starting, shutting down and fully protecting
the sub-station at all times, entirely independent of manual supervision.

The automatic station is usually started by a load demand
on that part of the system within its particular district.
This is accomplished by a voltage relay, actuated from the trolley.

The stopping indication is given by the operation of an under load relay when the load diminishes to an uneconomical point.
Starting and stopping of the station may also be accomplished
by means of one of several ,remote control systems or by a

time switch.
The sequence of the various operations is determined by the motor
driven master switch which was originally developed from the platform
type drum controller. The fingers and segments of this switch make and
break circuits, actuating contactors and relays which act directly on the
machine circuits. This type of control, in addition to insuring a fixed
and correct sequence of operation. also eliminates a large number of interlocks.
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As a concrete illustration, assuming a 600 volt, normal trolley
pressure the automatic equipment starts the synchronous converter or motor generator when the voltage falls for instance, to '540 volts or below.
This reduction in trolley voltage is occasioned by the heavy current
demand of a car just entering the zone fed by this station. "The voltage
relay bcts, due to the reduction in voltage, and after a suitable time delay,
to avoid starts due to current demands of shoit duration, actuates the

SYNCHRONISM
INDICATOR

CONTROL STATION

1
SEMI -AUTOMATIC STATION-

,

TO INCREASE SPEED

WATER
WHEEL

OPENED ONLY fiV
STATION TROUBLE

.

TO DEGREASE SPEED

XCITlfd

ALTERNATOR

Ftc. 4,783.-Control system requiring pilot wires for a remotely controlled automatic station.

In the diagram a semi -automatic plant is controlled from some other station by means of
a three phase power line and two additional conductors, for controlling the water wheel
gate opening. The operator first closes the control switch, which causes the water wheel
gate to open, thus starting the alternator. The field of the alternator is connected to the
armature of the direct connected or belted exciter by the closing of the contactor in the
main field circuit, and the alternator builds up the voltage as the speed increases. The operator, who has a synchronism indicator across the oil circuit breaks: in the hand controlled
station, adjusts the speed and synchronizes the alternator as if it were a machine in the
same plant. After the alternator is synchronized, the load, which is under the operator's
control, may be adjusted to any desired amount. In order to have a lower value of excitation for synchronizing than that required under full load operation, resistance is inserted
in the alternator field circuit. This resistance is automatically short circuited by a contactor when the two stations are connected.
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master switch. This energizes in proper sequence the operating coils of
the a .c. starting field, and running contactors.
As soon as the machine reaches normal voltage, the d.c. line contactor
is closed and the master switch stops. The sub-station then continues to
furnish normal trolley voltage until the current demand falls below some
predetermined value. This occurs, of course, when the car or locomotive,
which has been taking current, passes out of the section fed from this
particular station.
ALTERNATIVE
TO LOAD

TRANSFORMER WITn
STARTING TAP.

STARTINB
COMPENSATOR

,
OPENED 'ONLY BY
STATION TROUBLE

TO AUTOMATIC
STATION SAME
AS BELOW

CONTROL STATION
SEMI -AUTOMATIC STATION

ALTERNATOR
EXCITER
TO OPEN WATER WHEEL GATES
TO CLOS

WATER
WHEEL

'

4,784.-Control system which c oes not require pilot wires for a remotely controlled automatic station. The operator star s the station by impressing fractional voltage on the line.
The fractional voltage may be o5tained either from a starting compensator or from taps on
transformers, provided that such are available. In the remotely controlled station, the
alternator is equipped with an amortisseur winding and is started as an induction motor.
As the alternator comes to synchronism the exciter builds up voltage and excites the alternator field, thus pulling the alternator into step. Ammeters, which are provided in the
control station, indicate when the alternator pulls into step, and the operator then opens
the fractional voltage supply and closes the line oil circuit breaker, thus applying full voltage
to the remotely controlled alternator. The closing of the oil circuit breaker causes contactor
A, to close, which applies full excitation to the alternator and opens the water wheel gate
to full gate position. The gate motor is operated from direct current supplied by the exciter. To close down the remotely controlled alternator, the operator opens the oil circiut
breaker in the main station. The alternator then speeds up, and centrifugal switch B,
breaks the coil circuit of contactor A. Which drops out and completes -a circuit to close the
gate. The contactor is arranged to insert resistance in the exciter field circuit, which prevents the alternator voltage rising above normal value.

FIG.

2,780
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Time delay features prevent the station dropping out until an appreciable period has elapsed, sufficient to take care of the normal service
stops for discharging and taking om passengers.

In the absence of manual attendants, the automatic substation is amply protected by reliable devices performing certain functions, which in the manual sub -station would be taken
care of by the operator; such as to:
1. Start machines when demand exists or at direction of remote control.

i

TRANSFORMER

WITH TAP

ALTERNATOR
WATER
WHEEL

EXCITER

A
FLOAT

DRUM
CONTROLLER

GATE
MO pR

WATER WHEEL
GATE SHAFT

Fic..4,785.-Control system for an entirely automatic station (drum controller required).
The entirely automatic station differ4 from .the remotely controlled. station in that -the
power line does not necessarily pass through a manually operated plant but may be tapped
directly into the transmission ríetwórl(.' "The'cóntacts-of the float switch close when the
water level in the forebay rises jo.a predetermined level, thus energizing a relay and causing
the contactor in the gate motor circuit to close. The closing of this contactor applies voltage
to the, polyphase gate motor, which is connected to the water wheel wicket gate through
proper gearing. The motor opens the gate approximately 20% of full gate opening, which
admits sufficient water to start the water wheel. At 20% gate opering, the gate motor
contactor is dropped out by the breaking of its coil circuit, which is opened by one of the
drum controller segments, the drum controller being driven through suitable gearing by the
gate motor. The wicket gate stays in the partially open. position until the water wheel
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2. Protect machine against injury during starting.
3. Connect machine to sub -station bus.
4. Protect machine against injury due to any cause while

running.
5. Shut down machine when demand ceases or remote control indicates.
In some of these operations, such as protection 'against excessive temperature of load limiting resistors, or machine windings, the machine is shut down until the temperature has
dropped sufficiently to make operation safe. At this time, ..the
machine again automatically resumes service. Where the shut
down is due to other causes, an inspection may be required
and the machine is not started again until the cause of the
interruption has been determined and corrected.
Scheme of Operation.-From the simplified wiring diagram, fig. 4,786,
covering a typical 600 volt, synchronous converter installation, the general
method of operation can be studied in detail. This diagram is so arranged
that the various operations are indicated in sequence, beginning at the
left. The starting indication is given by a voltage relay, which functions
on low trolley voltage and operates through a time -delay starting relay
(No. 2) to start the station. After this relay has operated, provided the

Fro. 4,785.-Text Continued.
A, driven from
comes to nearly synchronous speed, when the contacts of centrifugal switch
segment
the shaft of the alternator, close, thus bridging the break in the drum controller
drum
and causing,the gate motor to continue to open the gate. The proper segment on the
connecting
controller then causes the fractional voltage oil circuit breaker to close, thus
then
segment,
drum
controller
A
taps.
the alternator to the fractional voltage transformer
making contact, causes the alternator field contactor to close, the closing of which excites
the alternator, pulling it into step. By means of controller segments operating on the proper
control circuits, the fractional voltage oil circuit breaker is tripped, and the main line oil
operates
circuit breaker is closed. The alternator is thus properly connected to the bus and the
fore at a load coi responding to the head of water available. If the level of the water in
the
bay fall to a predetermined minimum, the station is automatically shut down. Where
at
all
times,
desired
is
alternator
head of water is constant and full kilowatt output from the
with
the motor operated wicket gate may be dispensed with and the water wheel provided
used
gates. A motor operated or hydraulically operated valve can then be
fixed
wicket
for starting and stopping the station.
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Fic. 4,786.-Wiring diagram of a.typical automatic sub -station.
1.
Master starling element
11.
Control rower transtormer
2.
'rime c'elay starting relay
12.
Speed limit snitch, hand reset
1.

6.
R.

Master control contactor
Starting contactor
Control power switch

13.
Synchronous R ee.I control relay
A -c. unrer°oltage relay
37.
27X. Auxiliary relay for No. 27

various protective devices give correct indication, the master control contactor (No. 4) is closed. This actuates the motor mechanism of the oil
circuit breaker which closes the breaker, thus energizing the ca.c. bus.
The protective devices again giving correct indication, the motor of the
master switch, or drum controller (No. 34) is then energized and the drum
starts to rotate. From this position the drum controller directs the se-.
quence of operations. About 30 seconds is required for a complete revolution of this drum (from starting to running position, 23 seconds).
A segment of the drum controller closes the starting contactor (No. 6),
connecting the converter to reduced voltage taps on the transformer. At
the same time the field -flashing motor generator, which is used to insure
correct polarity, is started.
When the converter reaches synchronous speed, as indicated by a relay
connected across the armature of the converter; the converter field is separately excited b'r the closing of contactor. (No. 31), which connects the
field to the field flashing generator.
.

,
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a°N°42

ºNº

N°40

SOLENOID BRAKE

23.
31.
34.

Resistor tempetature relay

487

Feld flashing contactor

49.

Master switch
34E. Fiel ] Lashing motor generator set
35.
Brush O crating mechanism
36.
Polarize:1 relay
38.
Bearing temperature
perawre relay, bane'
reset
40.
41.

42.
46.
47.
18.

A -c. machine

feld relay

Full fell contactor
Running contactor
Balance] current relay
Potential reverse phase relay
Starting protective relay

51

52.

56'
62'
71.
71

79
73
74

75,
76.
77.
78.

ro. 41, hand reset
A -c. machine temperature relay
A -c. o'erloa I tirre eta, relay
Oil circuit I :esker an I mechanism
D -c. re 'erse toser an I un::erload relay
Time ¿clay sto rpirg relay
D -c. groun'ing rrotective relay, hand reset
D -c. line circuit breaker
D -c. line contactor
Loa I limiting re istor short circuiting contactor
Loaf limiting resistor short circuiting contactor
Loa] limiting resistor short circuiting contactor
D -c. overload relay
D -c. overload relay
D -c. overload relay
Auxiliary relay for

c

After sufficient time has elapsed to insure the establishment of correct
polarity, the separately exciting field contactor is opened and the self exciting field contactor is closed. The machine is now running at synchronous speed, self-excited, but on half voltage taps. The starting contactor (No. 6) next opens and the running contactor (No. 42) closes almost
simultaneously, connecting the converter to full voltage taps on the transformer. The converter brushes are lowered by the motor operated brush
operating mechanism. The machine is now delivering normal voltage
with correct polarity. The d.c. line contactor (No. 72) next closes, connecting the converter to the d.c. bus through load limiting resistors. The
load limiting resistors serve to limit the current when the machine is connected to the bus and are short circuited, in two or three steps, to further
cushion the machine on the bus.
The controller has now reached the full running position and the motor
circuit is opened, stopping the controller until the machine is ready to
shut down.

2,784
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Under normal operation, the station shuts down when the load falls
below a certain predetermined amount. By the use of the time delay
feature, the actual shutting down does not take place until after the
load has remained below the underload setting for a certain definite

interval.
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FIGS. 4,787 and

4,788.-Plan and elevation of typical outdoor semi -automatic sub-station.

At the end of this time interval, the contactor (No. 4) opens the oil
circuit breaker (No. 52), the running contactor (No. 42), and the line
contactor (No. 72).

The drum controller then returns to the "off" position and the
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equipment resumes a position ready to respond to the starting indication
resulting from the next reduction in the trolley voltage.

Semi -Automatic Sub-Stations.-By definition this type of
station is one which is started manually and runs until shut down,
according to some schedule, by one of a number of different methods.
These methods may be a time switch, momentary interruption of a.c. supply, or by an attendant who enters the substation for that purpose.
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FIG. 4,789.-Westinghouse synchronous visual type supervisory apparatus; dispatcher's con,

trol keys and indicating lamps.
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Since the semi-automatic sub -station is attended only during the starting and possibly the shutting down period., it must be equipped with all
protective devices suer' as are included with full automatic equipment.
These devices include those to prevent open phase running, excess temperature of machine or transformer windings, overheated bearings, operation with open shunt held winding, and overspeed of the machine. Of
course, complete automatic operation of the d.c. equipment is essential.

Since the station runs continuously during its scheduled
period of operation there will be no saving in light load losses,
such as would be effected by a full automatic equipment.
31
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4,790.-Westinghouse code visual type supervisory control apparatus; dispatcher's con.
trol and relay combined
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Sub -Stations:

Load requirements, however, may be such as to make this item negligible.

The item of attendance is not entirely eliminated.

Automatic Supervisory Equipment. --The ordinary automatic
sub -station operates very satisfactorily and would meet all requirements were it not for the occasional unusual occurrence
which is foreign to any predetermined set up, but which 'is
nevertheless vital to unit operation.
For example, to meet emergency conditions in this class of service, it
that means be provided for quickly opening all feeders supplying a particular trolley section. In many installations where load conditions permit, it has also been found profitable and advisable to shut down
and lock out certain automatic sub -stations during light load period.
is essential

,

There is a demand, therefore, for some means of supervising these unattended automatic sub -stations
from a central point of dispatcher's station.
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4,792.-Westinghouse audible type supervisory control apparatus; fig. 4,791
dispatcher's control equipment; pig. -1,792 sub -station relay cabinet.

FIGS. 4.791 and
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A new class of equipment has been developed and is known
as automatic supervisory equipment. 'This equipment provides
the dispatcher with a means of selectively controlling devices in the
sub -stations and automatically gives him a visual indication of
the sub -station apparatus by means of standard indicating lamps
located in cabinets at his office.
There are several types of equipment to meet various requirements and designated by the manufacturer as:
GREEN LAMP INDICATES
OPEN POSITION OF

BREAKER

RED LAMP INDICATES

CLOSED

POSITION

OF BREAKER

CONTROL
KE
AMBER LAMP
INDICATES THAT

THE SELECTORS
ARE IN POSITION
TO OPERATE A
UNIT AT THE

OUTLYING STATION

SELECT

-KEY

WHITE LAMP INDICATES
THAT THE SUPERVISED
UNIT IN THE OUTLYING

STATION 15 IN THE POSITION
OPPOSITE TO THAT SHOWN
BY THE CONTROL KEY

FIGs. 4,793

to 4,795. -General Electric supervisory equipment:

equipment.

Dispatchers' control
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Synchronous visual type:
2. Code visual type;
3. Audible type;
4. Synchronous selector type.
1.

The first two types give the dispatcher a continuous visual indication
of the position of the apparatus controlled, while the third type gives an
audible signal such as a bell tap or buzzer tone, informing the dispatcher
of the conditions existing in the sub -station.

A detailed description of the synchronous selector system as
made by the General Electric Co. is here given to illustrate
automatic supervisory control. The dispatcher's office equipment consists of control keys, indicating lamps,i and necessary
supervisory devices for receiving control impulses which indicate the positions of the various supervised units.
The sub -station equipment consists of the supervisory devices which
transmit the control impulses to the auxiliary control relays and send back
indication impulses to the dispatcher's office.
At the dispatcher's office, each supervised unit has a key and lamp combination consisting of a standard two position turn key for control, a red
light for indicating the closed position, a green light for indicating the
open position, and a white light for indicating an automatic operation of
the corresponding breaker unit. Each combination has a two position
push and pull selecting key to stop the selectors at a point corresponding
to the unit it is desired to control, and an associated amber lamp for
indicating when the selectors are connected to that particular unit, as in
figs. 4,793 to 4,795.

The dispatcher controls the supervised unit in the sub -station over the
control circuit, and the indications from the supervised units are returned
to the dispatcher over the indication circuit.
-

The equipment at the sub -station is made to operate in synchronism
with the equipment in the dispatcher's office by means of current impulses
sent over the synchronizing circuit.

The schematic diagram shown in fig. 4,796 gives the control

,
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FIGS. 4,796 and

Relay A, is also rlsenergized while the selectors are in motion.

When the sele'tor9 Stop in synchronism on

4,797.-General Electric supervisory equipment; fundamental circuits. See text.
NOTE.-General Electric supervisory equipment. Synchronizing selector unit No. 2 for dispatcher's office. See Eg.
4,793. There are ten relays on dispatcher's panel used to perform auxiliary and protective functions. These are mounted in a case
at the lower left side of the panel and designated A, B, C, D, E, F, H, K, M, and S. A, is a position check relay so connected
that it will drop out immediately if for any reason the selectors in the substation fall out of step with the selectors in the dis-
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Assume the system at rest. Before the dispatcher tries to perform any operation,
he has to note that the white lamp associated with the start key is lighted, which

of the sysOperation of Synchronous Selector System.-Briefly, the functioning
tem, beginning at the dispatcher's office, is as follows:

circuits for only two units, numbered 9 and 18. It is understood of course that each
selector unit is capable of handling 23 such circuits.

relay
control point relay, A, picks up and energizes the auxiliary position check relay B, which must pick up before time delaycannot
between selectors, relay B,
C, drops out. [(relay A, then momentarily opens its contacts through loss of synchronism,
If
be
it
the
control
relay B,
deénergized, opens
again he energized until after a subsequent stepping operation of the selectors.
to the associated amber lamp,
circuit, thus preventing the possibility Of performing a false operation. It also opens the circuit
is
and has a slight time
is
when
D,
deénergized
of
this
condition.
C,
energized
only
relay
Relay
thus notifying the dispatcher
interval when the selectors reach the
delay in dropping out. These to o relays hold open the synchronizing circuit for a short
zero position. This insures that the dispatcher's office selector stops on the zero or starting position. Relay C, because of its
is stopped on a control
time delay drop -out characteristics, also prepares the pick-up circuit for relay B, when the equipment
in the coil circuit of relay F,
point. Relay E, is the starting position relay which functions to pick up and close its contact
the selectors are on zero. Relay II,
when the control, common, and synchronizing lines, are in their normal condition and
when the indication line is in its
the indication line check relay, will also pick up and clbse its contact in the coil circuit of F, coil of the
of
E,
and
H.
the
F,
auxiliary starting
normal condition and tl.e selectors are on zero. Through the contacts relays
to prepare the starting circuit
position relay, is ererg se^. 1t.is relay closes contacts to light the starting position lamp and and
the other, in conjunction
one lighting the pilot light
through tl.e start key. I . riso operates two sets of trans'er contacts.
upper set of transfer conwith relay K, establishing the alarm-bell circuit. Eell relay K, is normally picked up through the
circuit
the
coil
K, when F, picks up.
tacts of relay F, and one of its own contacts. This transfer contact momentarily opens
out because of the
automatically starting from
indicating the equipment has stopped on zero, or when F, drops Provided the bell equipment
key is turned to the single-stroke position
zero. This deénergizes relay K, and causes the alarm bell to ring.
contact of relay K. After the bell has given a single stroke,
bell, reset relay S, will be energized through the hell key and a
which
recloses
and deénergizes S. With the hell key
of relay K,
relay S. will pick up. Its contact completes the coil circuitThe
bell will ring until the operator moves the bell key to the "single
in the "continuous" position, relay S, cannot be energized.
stroke" position which will pick up S, to energize K.
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indicates that the selectors in the dispatcher's office and
the
outlying station are'both in the zero, or starting, position.
In case this white light be not burning, the dispatcher
should synchronize
the selectors ih both stations by pushing the
key. It is
not possible to operate the system if the selectorssynchrónizing
be not both in the zero,
or starting, position.
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GO V.
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RETURN

_
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Fto. 4798.-Diagram of General Electric automatic supervisory
cable type, for
control and indication of remote power apparatus. To operateequipment,
a breaker at an outlying
station, the dispatcher turns the key assigned to that unit. If the
breaker be closed, the
red lamp lights and the green lamp goes out to indicate a
completed operation. The white
lamp remains lighted only during an operation, and goes out
when the breaker closes. This
lamp also lights when a breaker trips automatically and remains lighted until
the dispatcher
acknowledges the same by turning the key associated with it to
"trip" position. This
operation makes a set up on the auxiliary relay at the breaker so the
it
that
can
he
closed when
the key is turned to the "closed" position. A trip free contactor is
used to allow the breaker
to open if closed on an overload or short circuit, and thus
prevents
a
pumping
action since
the dispatcher's control key is turned to the "closed" position. The
connection diagram
gives complete connections for two operating keys of the
dispatcher's control cabinet.
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Whenever the dispatcher desires to operate any oil circuit breaker or
equivalent unit located in the outlying station, he first pulls the selecting
key associated with the unit he desires to operate. By pressing the start
key, the selectors at each station step in synchronism to the selected position and stop; the associated amber lamp lights, indicating that the selectors have reached the desired position. A control and an indicating
circuit for that unit are now connected to the control and indicating wires,
and the dispatcher can perform the desired operation by turning the individual control key and pressing the master operating key. The changed
position of the supervised unit will be indicated at once by the red and green
lamps. Upon completion of this operation, he presses the selecting key,
which permits the selectors to return automatically to the zero position.
so

The pilot light key should also be depressed to extinguish the pilot lamp
that it will be ready for the next operation.

Upon reaching the zero position, the alarm hell (either single stroke or
continuous ringing) rings and the white lamp is lighted, indicating that
the system is ready for a new operation. However, if he so desire, the
dispatcher can select successively any number of positions during a single
rotation, *provided they be taken in sequence.

With the supervisory system at rest, assume an automatic
operation of an outlying station breaker.
The breaker auxiliary switch starts selectors which automatically check
the position of all units supervised. During the operation, an indication
is sent over the indicating sire to light the correct indicating lamp in the
dispatcher's office, and the alarm bell calls the dispatcher's attention to
this. Also the individual white light for this unit is lighted, so that the
dispatcher can easily locate the unit which has operated. Similar operation takes place in case of simultaneous operation of more than one outlying station unit.

The dispatcher can extinguish the white light and reset the trip free
device for the breaker by selecting the supervised breaker and turning
the control key so as to correspond with the position of the breaker.
If, for any reason, such as inductive interference, the dispatcher's office
and the outlying station selectors are thrown one notch out of step, the
selectors stop immediately, and the dispatcher cannot perform any control
operations. Thus no false operation can take place. The dispatcher has
to push the synchronizing key, return the selectors to the zero position
and start the operation all over again.
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The position of all units indicated may be checked at any time by push.
ing the starting key.
A trip free feature is incorporated in the auxiliary relay equipment at
the outlying station. A breaker when tripped open by a protective device,
therefore, cannot reclose until this trip free device has been reset (except
in the case of automatic reclosing equipments).
The dispatcher resets the trip free device by performing the same op
eration as that for tripping the breaker.
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FIG. 4,800.-General Electric supervisory equipment:

Selector .synchronizing relay.

Operation of Circuits.-As previously stated, the schematic
diagram of the synchronous selector system shown in fig. 4,796
gives the control circuits for only two units, numbered 9 and 18.
It is understood, of course, that each selector unit is capable
of handling 23 such circuits.
Synchronizing Circuits.-The function of this circuit is to provide a
means for forcing the selector in the sub -station to operate in exact synchronism with the selector in the dispatcher's office. At each end of the
synchronizing line and connected in series with it, is a polarity relay used

FIG.

4,799.-Tex! continued.

L.G., green lamp; L.K., red lamp;

a, circuit closing auxiliary contact; bb, auxiliary contact, closed when mechanism is in open position; 101, master element; 151. a.c. over current relay; 152, oil circuit breaker and control relay; 179, a.c. time delay reclosing relay;
186. locking out current relay.
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as a selector synchronizing relay. Since the two relays are in series with
each other, they will operate together whenever a current impulse is sent
over the synchronizing line.
The circuit for the two relays is completed at each end of the line through
the synchronizing bank of the selector.
The current impulses are fed into the synchronizing line with alternate
polarity, as successive contacts on the synchronizing bank of the selector
are connected to opposite polarity. The contacts on the selector synchronizing relays operate the matching magnets of the selectors by applying alternate polarity at each step to one side of the notching coil. This
circuit is completed to opposite pressure through the contacts of the

notching bank.
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FIG. 4,801.-Diagram of General Electric automatic telemetering equipment, frequency impulse system., Operation: Consider a totalizing watt hour meter, equipped with telemetering
contacts and located at an outlying station. These contacts operate an auxiliary relay
which transmits the impulses from the watt hour meter over the line wires to the load supervisor's office. The impulses are received by auxiliary relays which transmit them to the
recording and indicating telemetric receiver. Since each revolution of the watt hour meter
shaft causes the telemetering contacts to send out a definite number of impulses, each impulse represents a definite block of power. Therefore, the rate of power with respect to
time represents the actual kw. measured. The receiving telemeter is calibrated so that a
certain number of blocks of power, or impulses per second, will bringthe pointer of the telemeter to its full scale reading, or a definite part of full scale, the pointer indicating and
a pen recording this position or the kw. load. The apparatus is accurate within 2 %of full load.

NOTE.-General Electric supervisory equipment: The selector unit. The principal device used in this system is the selector unit operating in conjunction with the selector relay
unit. It is lo_ate ! at the lower right hand corner of the %isnatcher's panel, shown in fig. 4,793,
and consists of five rows or banks of 25 contacts each, making a total of 125 contacts arranged
in a semi -circle. There are five wipers, or armatures, one for each bank of contacts mounted
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The initial or starting impulse is given when the dispatcher presses the
The pumping action of the selector synchronizing relays is
then continued as long as the relays receive alternate positive and negative
impulses from the contacts of the synchronizing bank. As soon as a contact is reached that is disconnected from the source of voltage, the selectors will stop.
The dispatcher can disconnect any one of the contacts from the source
of voltage by opening the circuit of that contact with the corresponding
select key. It is in this way that the dispatcher chooses the supervised
unit to be operated. After opening the proper select key, a press of the
start button will give the initial impulse and start the selectors. They will
'continue to run until the open contact is reached. Both the selector in
the dispatcher's office and the sub-station selector will stop on the open
contact. The wipers on all the other banks will be on the corresponding
contact on those banks.
Control Circuit.-With the selectors in the dispatcher's office and the
sub -station stopped on corresponding contacts, a direct connection is made
between the control key and the control relay of the supervised unit corresponding to the position of the selectors. By turning the control key
to one position or the other, the control line wire is connected to positive
or negative pressure.
At the sub -station end, the control relay, being polarized, responds to the
polarity of current and operates to close or trip the device under its control.

start key.

NOTE-Continued.
on a common shaft, that move over the semi -circle of contacts touching each of the stationary
contacts in succession. Each armature or wiper is insulated from the others and has a separate lead making a total of 130 connections to the selector. A driving magnet actuates the
armatures by means of a notching arrangement. Each time the coil is detnergized the armatures are moved from one contact to the next. The five banks of contacts are known as the
synchronizing, notching, control, indication and transfer banks corresponding to their functions. The synchronizing bank sends out alternate contacts and negative impulses of current
over the synchronizing line, and for this reason alternate contacts of the synchronizing bank
are connected to positive and negative polarity. These connections are made through the
normally closed contacts of the select keys. The function of the notching bank is to reverse
the current through the driving magnet of the selector in order to control its operation so
that only one step at a time is taken. The alternate contacts of this hank are connected directly to positive and negative polarity. The function of the control bank is to connect the
control line wire to the control keys in succession. Therefore, each contact on the control
bank is connected to the corresponding control key, and the armature is connected to the
control line wire through the proper protective relays. The function of the indication bank is
to connect the indication line wire to the indication relays in succession. Therefore, each
contact on the indication hank is connected to the coil of the corresponding indication relay,
and the in lication line wire is connected to the armature. The function of the transfer bank
is to cause the amber lamp on the control unit to light when the selector stops on the corresponding contact.

.
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by voltage from the emergency line. As soon as the preferred breaker opens, the emergency breaker closes. The control is so interlocked that when a transfer is made in this
direction, the preferred breaker must be open before the emergency breaker can close.
This arrangement is necessary because a fault might exist on the preferred line and if both
breakers be closed simultaneously the fault would he reflected to the emergency line. This
would probably result in a loss of station voltage and would, thereby, eliminate the means
of opening the preferred breaker (over current protection is usually omitted and only voltage
tripping is ordinarily used). Therefore in making this transfer the load is momentarily
dropped. However, if voltage remain on the emergency line, and also return to the preferred line for a definite time, the preferred breaker then closes, after which the emergency
breaker immediately opens. This temporary overlap is so short that protective relays will
not operate and it results in a re -transfer without dropping the load. With a slight variation, the equipment described can be applied to incoming lines from non -synchronous
sources (see Station No. 2). In this case, however, a momentary dropping of the load
occurs in the transfer both to and from the emergency source. Other modifications of
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A positive impulse is sent to trip the device and a negative impulse to close
it. As long as the selectors are standing at this point, the dispatcher may
trip or close the device at will.

Indication Circuit.-The function of the indication circuit is to notify
the dispatcher of a change in the position of any device at the sub -station
by extinguishing one lamp and lighting another. A white lamp is also
lighted to indicate which of the devices operated.
Assuming that the selectors are standing on one contact as described
above, the indication circuit functions to indicate that a change has taken
place each time the dispatcher opens or closes the device.
The auxiliary switches on the supervised unit connect the indication
line to either positive or negative polarity, depending upon which switch
is closed.
A current impulse is sent over the indication line to the indication relay
in the dispatcher's office. This relay operates to light a green or red
lamp, indicating that the device is open or closed.
After the dispatcher has completed the operation, the selectors may be
reset to the zero position by closing the select key. Proper polarity is
thereby supplied to start the selectors, which continue to run until the zero
position is reached.

NOTE.-General Electric supervisory equipment: Transfer selector. Since the selector
unit has only 23 positions that can be used for control and indication, another selector is required for each group of 21 units supervised. In order to transfer the synchronizing and
notching circuits from the first to the second selector, from the second to the third, and so
on, a transfer selector is re mired. This selector is the same as the first, except that only four
banks of contacts are re.,uired.
NOTE-General Electric supervisory equipment: The auxiliary relays. The five auxiliary relays are lettered A, B, C, D and F. Relays A and B, are the two starting relays. Relay
A, is energized o,er the indication line wire when the dispatcher presses the start key, and
picks up to give the initial starting impulse to the selectors. Relay B, performs the same
function, but is energise whenever one of the indication auxiliary relays drops out because
of a change in position of the supervised units. Relay C, is a line cut o f relay that holds open
the control line as long as tie selectors a:e in motion. Relay D, is a voltage indication relay
connected across the power supply. If any fuse blow, or power supply be lost for any other
reason, relay D, opens the common line wire to prevent oxration of any sort. With the se1

lectors in the zero position when voltage is lost, the dispatcher is warne by the alarm bell
and loss of the starting position lamp. Relay F, is use I to c:teck the synchronizing line wire.
being deénergized in the starting position if the line wire be open. This relay is also cleénergized as soon as the selectors start from the zero position.
NOTE-General Electric supervisory equipment: The indication auxiliary relay. 'These
relays are normally picked up and are connected between either positive or negative power
and neutral, by the auxiliary switches on the supervised units. A change in the position of
This causes the selector to start.
a supervised unit will cause the indication relay to fall out.
if it be in the proper position, and the indication relay picks up, sealing itself in. The proper
indication at the dispatcher's office is therefore assured.
1
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In case any of the supervised units changes position while the selectors
are in the zero position, the circuit for the corresponding indication auxiliary relay is broken by the action of the auxiliary switches on the supervised unit. The indication auxiliary relay drops out and completes a'
circuit for a starting relay which, in picking up, sends the initial impulse
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4,803.-A system of control which is adaptable to many automatic alternator installations
(drum controller not required). This system involves the use of a master starting
element,
shown in the diagram as a float switch, but which may be either a frequency controlled
device, a pressúre governor, or a relay energized over pilot wires, or any other device,
which
when operated, will close the circuit of a solenoid or other starting device
admit water
to the water wheel. When the water wheel comes to approximately 90% to
of
synchronous
speed, the contacts of the centrifugal switch close, which complete the circuit
an
auxiliary switch attached to the gate mechanism to close the main line and thethrough
alternator
field contactors. The closing of the alternator field contactor also completes
the
field
circuit
of the exciter. Owing to the time lag in the building up of its own field, the exciter
the alternator an instant after the closing of the main line contactor, which pulls theexcites
alternator into step with a minimum disturbance to the system. The alternator, thus properly
connected to the line, will carry ins share of the system load when a governor is
used,
but
when the gates are motor or hydraulically operated, the load will depend
upon
of the gate opening. When the master element opens the circuit of the starting the degree
device,
or
when the protective devices wired in series with the contacts of the master
element operate,
the station will close down. In closing down, the load on the alternator is
first
reduced,
and then the main line and field contactors are opened by an auxiliary switch which
is oper.
ated from the gate mechanism.
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Fro. 4,804.-Diagram of General Electric automatic switching system, for a.c. railway signal
and train control feeders. Two classifications of feeder equipments are made: 1, operation
without a.c. reclosing relay; 2, operation with a.c. reclosing relay. The operation is described for any section of the line, a section consisting of the line with an A, contactor at
one end and a B, contactor at the other.
Class 1.-With automatic resetting feature.-Assume normal line conditions with contactor A. closed and B, open. If a trouble occur on the line, A, trips on overcurrent. After
a short interval of two or three seconds, B, closes. If the trouble clear, B, remains closed.
A, remains open, but resets ready for reclosure, with a two or three second delay if B, open
later. If the disturbance persist, B, trips and locks open. A, is also.locked open. After the
trouble is corrected A, is reset manually and normal operation is resumed.
Class 2.-Without automatic resetting feature.-Assume normal line conditions with A,
closedhand'B; open . -.Incasetrouble-occur; Al- trips-and.is locked 'open -until manually reset.
After a brief interval of two or three seconds B, closes. If the line clear B, remains closed
If the disturbance persist, B, trips and is locked open until manually reset.

Class 3.-With complete automatic resetting feature.-Using an a.c. reclosing relay to
control the A, contactor, assume normal conditions with A, closed, and B, open. If trouble
occur on the line, A, trips on overcurrent and after a brief interval of two or three seconds, B,
closes. If the line clear, B, remains closed, and A, remains open, but resets ready for reclosure
in two or three seconds if B, open later. If the disturbance persist, rl, trips and jocks open.
After a time delay, A, recloses. If the trouble still remain until the last reclosure of A, by
the reclosing relay, it is assumed to be permanent, A and B, then locking open. After the
trouble is corrected A, is reset manually and normal operation is resumed. If the line clear
before the last reclosure of A, this contactor remains closed. After a time delay to insure
voltage is being maintained, B, resets ready for reclosure in two or three seconds if A, opens

later.
Class 4.-With partial automatic reset.-Assume normal conditions with A, tripping on
overcurrent and B, closing as described above. If the line clear, B, remains closed, and A,
remains open with resetting mechanism ready for a time delay reclosure if B, open later.
If the trouble persist, B, trips and locks open. After a time delay, A, redoses. If the disturbance still remain until the last reclosure of A, by the reclosing relay, it is assumed to be
permanent, A, then locking open. After the trouble is corrected, both contactors are reset
manually, and normal operation is resumed. If the line clear before the last reclosure of A,
this contactor remains closed. Since B, is locked open, it must be reset manually in order to
be ready for reclosure in case A, opens later. On voltage failure at any station, anycontactors
feeding from that station are opened and the signal line energized from the adjacent stations.
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over the synchronizing line to start the selectors. The selectors continue
to run until the zero position is reached.
As the wiper of the indication bank reaches the associated contact, an
impulse of a polarity determined by the breaker a ixiliary switch is sent
over the indication wire to operate the indication relay i-1 the. dispatcher's
office. Simultanevlsly a pick up circuit for the. in lication aixiliary relay
is completed by the wiper of the transfer bank. The indication auxiliary
relay picks up and seals itself in through its own contact.

Automatic Hydro -Electric Generating Stations.-In many
places throughout the country there are small, undeveloped
water power sites, which may be located near each other on
the same stream. It is not economical in many cases to use
the total head of water of the several sites for the development
of one large plant.
To develop each site independently, although a comparatively small initial investment i3 involved, may not be an economical operating proposition if operators
maintained; but,
by the installation of automatic control equipment, which
eliminates the operating force, each independent site can he
developed into an economical plant.
Control schemes may be roughly divided into two classes:
1. The remotely controlled automatic station, in which the
alternator leads rtin to the main station, where the alternator
is synchronized by hand;
2. The entirely automatic station, where the alternator is
automatically synchronized into the transmission network.
These control schemes are shown in the accompanying illus-

trations.
Class 4.-Continued from page 2,801.
If complete automatic resetting he provided, this operation takes place after a brief interval
of two to three seconds in all cases. If partial automatic resetting be provided, the operation
takes place in two to three seconds at the first failure when A, opens and B, closes. However.
upon the second failure when B, opens, there is a time delay (commonly about 15 seconds)
before A, recloses.
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TEST QUESTIONS
1.
%2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.
11.

12.
13.

14.
15,
16.
17.

What is a sub-station?
Upon what does the select ion of apparatus and general arrangement of a sub -station depend?
Give a classification of sub -stations:
How should a building be constructed for a substation?
Draw a sketch showing general arrangement cf machines and apparatus in a sub-station.
What is an automatic sub -station?
How is an automatic sub -station usually started?
What kind of relay gives the stopping indication?
Give the sequence of the various operations comprising
the automatic feature of a sub -station.
Describe a control system requiring pilot wires for a
remotely controlled automatic station.
Describe a control system which does nct require a
pilot wire.
Describe a control system for art entirely automatic
station.
Make a sketch showing a wiring diagram cf a typical
automatic sub -station.
E_iplain the operation of all the automatic devices
shown in the sketch of question 13.
What is a semi -automatic sub -station?
What methods are used in the operation of a semiautomatic sub -station?
What automatic devices should be provided for semiautomatic stations, and why?

,
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18.

19.

20.

21.

22.
23.

Sub -Stations

Give a comparison between automatic and semi -auto-

matic stations.
Describe the automatic supervisory equipment.
Describe the synchronous visual system of supervisory'
control.
How does the code visual type work?
Explain the audible type.
Describe the operation of the synchronous selector
type.
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CHAPTER 91

Power Plant Operation
This chapter relates to the "management" of power plants
and this term as broadly used here includes:
1. Selection

4. Testing.
5. Running.
6. Care.

2. Location.
3. Erection.
7. Repair.

The designer of the plant, specifies sor "selects" the machines. An erector
should install them, but usually this job'is left to the man in charge who in
most small and medium size plants is the chief engineer, «ho also must run,
care for and repair the machines.

Selection.-To properly select a machine so that it will properly harmonize with the conditions under which it is to operate,
there are several things to be considered.
1. Type;

2. Capacity;
3. Efficiency;
4. Construction.
The type depends upon the system to be used. Thus, the voltage in most
cases is fixed except on transformer systems where a choice of voltage may
be had by selecting a transformer to suit.
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In alternating current constant pressure transmission circuits,
an average voltage of 2,200 volts with step down transformer
ratios of 1/io and 1/2o is in general use, and is recommended.
For long distance, the following average voltages are recommended
6,000; 11,000; 22,000; 33,000; 44,000; 66,000; 88,000;

and higher, depending on the length of the line and degree of economy
desired.

In alternating circuits the standard frequencies are 25 and 60
cycles. These frequencies are already in extensive use and it is
recommended to adhere to them as closely as possible.
In fixing the capacity of a machine, careful consideration should be given
present and future in order that the
resultant efficiency may he maximum.
Most machines show the best efficiency at or near full load'. If the
load be always constant, as for instance, a pump forcing water to a given
head, it would be a simple matter to specify the proper size of machine, but
in nearly all cases, and especially in electrical plants, the load varies widely,
not only the daily and hourly fluctuations, but the varying demands depending on the season of the year and growth of the plant's business. All of these
conditions tend to complicate the matter, so that intelligent selection of
capacity of a machine requires not only calculation but mature judgment,
which is only obtained by long experience.
to the conditions of operation both

In the application and selection of rotating apparatus the following suggestions as given by the National. Electrical Manufacturers Association should be noted.
Proper Selection of Apparatus.-Extreme care should be used
in the proper selection of apparatus in order that satisfactory
operation and good service will result.
Where'the apparatus is subjected to unusual risk, the engineering department of the manufacturer should be consulted; especially where the apparatus is used under the following conditions: 1, exposed to acid fumes; 2,
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operated in damp places; 3, where an exceedingly high speed is required; 4,
exposed to flour dust; 5, exposed to gritty dust; 6, exposed to steam; 7, operated in poorly ventilated rooms; 8, operated in pits, or where entirely
enclosed in boxes; 9, where the maximum operating temperature of the
apparatus exceeds 90° C.

Contrary to general belief a synchronou3 motor will not
exert its maximum powcr factor correction when operating as
a synchronous condenser, but will c'.o co when carrying mechanical load at leading power factor.
The characteristic curve shown in fig. 4,807 is from a self-excited synchronous motor. It will be seen from the diagram, that this motor will correct poor power factor conditions and at the same time carry the load of a
similarly rated general purpose induction motor.

Iñ general, the amount of power factor correction which a
synchronous motor exerts may be varied at will, within the
design limits of the motor, by varying its field excitation.

Synchronous motors evidently furnish the ideal means to
boost low, lagging power factor, particularly because they may
be employed as power motors and at the same time correct
poor power factor conditions.
Uses of Single Phase Motors
'

Type

Power

Speed

Adaptation

Split
phase

1/2,0

Constant

to

Used upon ordinary lighting circuits to
drive novelties, sign flashers, washing ma-

J-(

chines-ordinary torque.
Repulsioninduction

Ws

to

10 h.p.

Constant

Used upon ordinary lighting circuits. Applicable to machines requiring high starting
torque and where low starting current is
desired. Pumps, compressors, etc.
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Uses of Polyphase Motors

Type

Power

Speed

Squirrel
cage

% to
50 h.p.

Constant

Light group and individual drives requiring
constant speed. No sliding electrical contacts. Used in textile mills, etc., where inflammable dust or gases are encountered.

Wound
rotor

% to

Constant

50 h.h.

Used with large group or individual drives
requiring high starting torque and low starting current Used on heavy planers, plunger
pumps, applications using flywheels, etc.

Wound
rotor

% to 50 h.p.

Varying

Adaptation

By means of secondary control, 50% speed

variation.. Used on pumps, compressors,
fans, etc. Same motor as used for constant
speed. Varying speed obtained by secondary control.
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4,805.-Speed torque characteristics of ideal 25 h.p., 440 volt, 3 phase, ,800 r.p.m.
general purpose type, self excited synchronous motor. This motor starts as an ordinary
squirrel cage motor with torque characteristics similar to the high torque squirrel cage
motor. In generalitis not recommended that the motor be started on full line voltage,
Manual starting ran be accomplished by means of 'the ordinary reduced voltage type of
compensator used for starting induction motors. For remote control the automatic compensator may be used with push button stations. After the motor attains approximate
synchronous speed it automatically becomes a self-excited synchronous motor. Best results are usually obtained with approximately 90% leading power factor at full load.
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Synchronous Motors for Power and Power Factor Correcmay he stated that the crowning feature of synchronous motors is their two fold use. They deliver, at constant speed, mechanical power and simultaneously improve bad
power factor conditions. Though ordered as power motors to
operate at unity power factor only, still in addition they may
be called upon to exert their beneficial tendency on systems
where low power factor prevails.
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FIG. 4,806.-Curves showing losses for various power factors. Owing to the undue increase
in power and line equipment necessitated by consumers operating at low, lagging power
factor, it is obvious why central stations and power companies have taken a very unfriendly
attitude toward consumers who operate at low, lagging power factor, and the increased

tendency prevails to penalize such consumers by imposing a heavier power rate. At the
present time some power companies are giving a bonus or rebate to consumers who use
synchronous motors and therefore operate at a high power factor, because as is apparent
from the above, this operation has a direct bearing on the economy of the central station.

Any electrical system furnishing power supplies current at a certain
rated voltage, and the power consumed is proportional to the product of
both. A system supplying alternating current is maintaining current at
a certain power factor. This means that only part of the current is producing power while the balance is furnished as wattless current, which
must be maintained for the operation of certain motors and equipment
feeding from the supply. Only the watt current produces usefu, work.

.
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The wattless current on the other hand requires the same attention and
equipment in alternators, transformers, lines, etc., as does the watt current and produces the same losses in this equipment as does the watt or
power current. The curves in fig. 4,806 show these losses increase as the
power factor falls off, which actually means very much lowered efficiency
both inside and outside the consumer's plant. In other words, not only
the user but also the central station supplying the power must increase
the equipment of alternators. transformers, lines, feeders, etc., to take care
of these losses.
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FIG. 4,807.-Poser factor curves of Ideal self-excited synchronous motor and squirrel cage
motor both rated at .25 h.p., 440 volts, 3 phase, 60 cycle, 1,800 s.r.p.m. It should be
noted that with the windings provided for 90% leading power factor at full load, the power
factor at 80% load is 80% p. f. leading at 60% load, 65% p.f. leading, etc. When the motor
is loaded to approximately 150% of full load the power factor is unity. The shaded area
represents the leading kva. that this motor is capable of developing over the load range

shown. During the starting period no excessive currents are carried in the auxiliary direct
current winding of the armature; therefore, there is no possibility of damaging this winding.
All heavy secondary starting currents are localized in the squirrel cage winding of the pole
faces. No secondary resistance is required as the motor starts as an ordinary squirrel cage
induction motor. As soon as synchronous operation is attained the pull out or break down
torque is approximately 200 to 225% of full load torque, depending upon the field adjustment. This type synchronous motor is adapted for driving all kinds of machinery which
require relatively high speed motors such as centrifugal pumps, line shafts, etc. Sufficient
starting torque is available to start any load which a normal squirrel cage induction motor
will

start.

Application of "General Purpose" Motors.-A11 performance
guarantees given relate to the normal 40° C. rating and remain
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unchanged when the permissible loading indicated by the service
factor is utilized.
Performance guarantees of momentary overloads, starting and pull out
torque are all given as a percentage of the normal 40°C. rating, there being
no change in the basic design of the motor or the pounds starting and pull
out torque by the use of the conventional service factor.
In general, slight differences in efficiencies and power factors may be
expected at the permissible loading indicated by the service factor.
The normal 40° C. general purpose motor is designed for continuous
duty, 100% loading, an ambient temperature not exceeding 40 °C ., an allowable variation from rated frequency of 5% or a combined variation of voltage and frequency not exceeding 10%. When authorized by the manufacturer, such a motor operated at its rated voltage (and rated frequency in
the case of alternating current motors) will carry continuously 1.15 times
its rated load. This factor of 1.15 shall be known as a service factor.

Usual Service Conditions for General Purpose Motors.-General purpose motors are designed to give successful operation at rated load under the following service conditions defined
as usual:
1.

An ambient temperature not exceeding 40° C.
than 10% abovs'or below the namr:

2. A variation in voltage of not more

plate rating.
3. A variation in frequency of not more than 5% above or below th',,
name plate rating.
4. A combined variation of voltage and frequency of not more than 10%
above or below the name plate rating, providing the frequency do not
exceed 5% variation.
5., An altitude not exceeding 1,000 meters (3,300 ft.).
6. Location or atmosphere conditions as to dust, moisture or fumes
which will not seriously interfere with the ventilation of the motor.
7. Solid mounting and all belt drives and gearing in accordance with rules.
In general, the service conditions to which such motors are subjected are
uncontrolled and not subject to exact determination, and the basis of rating
chosen provides a factor of safety of 10° C. temperature rise.

Effects of Variation of Voltage and Frequency upon the Performance of Induction Motors.-Induction motors are at times

2,812
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operated on circuits of different voltage or frequency from that
for which the motors are rated. Under such conditions, the performance_ of the motor will vary from the standard rating. The
following is a brief --statement of some operating results caused
by small variations of voltage and frequency, and is indicative
of the general character of changes produced by such variations
in operating conditions:
1. Voltage variations of 10% on power circuits are allowed in most commission rules. However, changing the voltage applied to an induction
motor has the effect of changing its proper rating as far as power factór and
efficiency are concerned, in proportion to the square of the applied voltage.

Thus a 5 h.p. motor, operated at 10% above the rated voltage, would have characteristics
proper for a 6 h.p. motor (6.05 h.p. to be exact) and at 10% below the rated voltage, those
of a 4 h.p. motor (more exactly 4.05 h.p.). It is of course obvious that if the rating of a motor
were greatly increased in this way, the safe heating would frequently be exceeded.

2. In a motor of normal characteristics at full rated horse power load, a
10% increase of voltage above that given on the name plate would usually
result in a slight improvement in efficiency and a decided lowering in power
factor. A 10% decrease of voltage beld\v that given on the name plate
would usually give a slight decrease of efficiency and an increase in power
factor.
3. The starting and pull out torque will be proportional to the square of
the voltage applied. With a 10% increase or decrease in voltage from that
given on the name plate, the heating at rated horse power load will not
exceed safe limits when operating in ambient temperatures of 40° C., or less,
although the usual guaranteed rise may be exceeded.
4. An increase of 10% in voltage will result in a decrease of slip of about
17% while a reduction of 10% will increase the slip about 21%.

5. Higher than rated frequency usually improves the power factor, -but
decreases starting torque, and increases the speed, friction and windage.
At lower than rated frequency, the speed is, of course, decreased; starting
torque is increased; and power factor slightly decreased. For certain kinds
of motor load, such as in textile mills, close frequency regulation is essential.
6. If variations in both voltage and frequency occur simultaneously, the
effects will be superimposed. Thus if the voltage be high and the frequency
low, the starting torque will be very greatly increased, but the power factor
will be decreased and the temperature rise increased with normal load.
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The foregoing facts apply particularly to géneral purpose motors. They
.may not always he true in connection with special motors built for a particular purpose, or as applied to very small motors.

Deftnit ions

Ambient temperature.-The temperature of the air or water which,

coming into contact with the heated parts of a machine, carries off their
heat. The standard ambient temperature of reference when the cooling
medium is air, shall be 40° C.
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4,808.-Torque characteristics of Ideal 25 h.p. double squirrel cage induction motor.
The gain in efficiency of this type of motor over the standard squirrel cage motor is due
to the fact that the inner squirrel cage winding; 'is made of very low resistance material and
the rotor loss at full speed, full load reduces to an almost negligible value. In the old type
of motor it was necessary to have considerable rotor resistance and therefore heavy rotor
losses in order to gain 'sufficient starting torque.

FIG.

Brush dimensions.-The length of a brush is the maximum dimension
in the direction in which the brush feeds to the commutator or collector ring.
The thickness of a brush is the dimension at right angles to the length in the
direction of rotation. The width of a brush is the dimension at right -angles
to the length and to the direction of rotation.

Conducting parts.-Those which are designed to carry current or
which are conductively connected therewith.
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Connection diagram.-A diagram showing the relations and connections of devices and apparatus of a circuit or group of circuits.

Contact.-A surface common to two conducting 'parts, united by pressure for the purpose of carrying current.
Continuous duty.-A requirement of service which demands operation

at substantially constant load for an unlimited period.

Enclosed machine.-A machine which is so completely enclosed by
integral or auxiliary covers as to practically prevent the circulation of air
through its interior. Such a machine is not necessarily air tight.

Grounded parts.-Those parts of apparatus connected to ground or
which may be considered to have the same potential as the earth.

Insulating bushing.-A bushing which insulates a through conductor
from the material through which the conductor passes.

Intermittent duty.-A requirement of operation or service consisting

of alternate periods of load and rest so apportioned and regulated that the
temperature rise at no time exceeds that specified for the particular class of

apparatus under consideration.

Leads.-Insulated conductors, flexible or solid, furnished connected to a
device or piece of apparatus.
Open machine.-A machine of either the pedestal bearing or end
bracket type, with no restriction as to ventilation other than that imposed
by good mechanical construction.

Periodic duty.-A requirement of service which demands operation for
alternate periods of load and rest in which the load conditions are well
defined and recurrent as to magnitude, duration and character.

Protected machine.-A machine in which the armature, field coils and
other live parts are protected mechanically from accidental or careless.contact, while free ventilation is not materially obstructed.

Rating.-A rating of a machine, apparatus or device, is an arbitrary
designation of an operating limit.
Semi -enclosed machine.-A machine in which the ventilating openings in the frame are protected with wire screen, expanded metal, or perforated covers, the openings in which must not exceed r z sq. in. in area and
must be of such shape as not to permit the passage of a rod larger than I z in.
in diameter,
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Varying duty.-A requirement of operation or service in which the
apparatus is called upon to run at loads, and for periods of time, which may
be subject to wide variation, but which are in no case sufficient to cau e the.
maximum temperature rating to be exceeded. In no instance shall the
no load losses be sufficient to cause the maximum temperature rating to he
exceeded in any part under no load continuous operation.

Weatherproor apparatus.-Apparatus so constructed or protected
that exposure to the weather will not interfere with its successful operation.

Connections and Markings of Terminals.-The purpose of
applying markings to the terminals of electric power apparatus
according to a standard is to aid in making up connections to
other parts of the electric power system and to avoid improper
connections which may result in unsatisfactory operation or
damage.

The markings are placed on, or directly adjacent to terminals
to which connections must be made from outside circuits or
from auxiliary devices which must be disconnected for shipment. ' They are not intended to be used for internal machine
connections.
The markings consist of a capital letter of the alphabet followed by a
subscript numeral (Arabic). The letter indicates the character or function
of the winding which is brought to the terminal.
A terminal letter followed by the subscript numeral "0" designates a
neutral connection. Thus To would be applied to the terminal on the connection from the neutral point of a stator winding.

The subscript numerals 1, 2, 3, etc., indicate the order of the phase succession for standard direction of rotation. This standard direction of rotation for alternators and synchronous motors is clockwise when facing the
end of the machine opposite the drive.

It is customary to connect up the coil windings and place the collector
rings on this end.
In a synchronous converter the sequence of the subscript numerals 1, 2,
AMI2, M3 indicates that when the

3 applied to the collector ring leads MI,
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collector ring leads are connected to correspondingly numbered terminals of
a three phase alternator, the standard rotation of the alternator (clockwise
facing the end opposite the drive) will cause the direction of rotation, which
is clockwise when viewing the direct current or commutator end.
On single phase transformers the subscript numerals indicate the polarity
relation between terminals on primary and on secondary windings. Thus,
during that part of the alternating current cycle when high tension terminal
H1; is positive (+) with respect to 1I2, in the same part of the cycle the low
tension terminal X1, is positive with respect to X2. The idea is further carried out in single phase transformers having tapped windings, by so applying
TWO PHASE

j
F1

FIELD

F2

T4

T3 T2 T1

THREE PHASE

NEUTRAL CONNECTIONS
BROUGHT OUT

FIELD

T2T1TO
F'1 F2
T3
Fics. 4,809 to 4,812.-Connections and termina markings for alternators and synchronous
motors according to N. E. M. A. standard. Fig. 4,809. single phase; fig. 4,810, two phase;
fig. 4,811, three phase; fig. 4,812, three phase with neutral connections brought out. Standard phase and rotor rotation clockwise, facing the end opposite the drive.

to the taps the subscript numerals 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc., that the voltage
gradient follows the sequence of the subscript numerals. In the case of
polyphase transformers, the terminal subscript numerals are so applied that
if the phase sequence of voltage on the high voltage side is in the time order
H,, H2, H,, etc., it is in the time order X2, X2, X3, etc., on the voltage side,
and also in the time order Y2, Y2, Y,, etc., if there be a tertiary winding.

Rotor and Phase Rotation.-Alternators driven counter
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clockwise (clockwise is standard) will alternate without change
in connections, but the phases will follow the sequence of 3, 2, 1,
instead of sequence, 1, 2, 3, etc. Synchronous motors, synchronous condensers, induction motors and synchronous converters may be operated with reversed rotation by so transposing connections that the phase sequence of the polyphase supply
is applied to the terminals in reversed order for example 3, 2, 1.
With synchronous converters, the practice of alternating current starting
eliminates residual magnetism as the factor determining the direct current
polarity. Proper polarity for connection to other apparatus -is, therefore:,
secured either by separate excitation of the field, or by special manipulation
of a switch which permits the converter to reverse its direct current polarity,
thus correcting a start with wrong polarity.
If a synchronous converter is to be operated with reversed direction of
rotation (counter clockwise viewing the machine from the commutator end)
it is necessary to make a transposition of the armature leads, or a transposition of the field leads, besides transposing the alternating current terminal
connections as in the case of a dynamo.

Rating of Alternators.-These machines are rated at the load
they are capable of carrying continuously without exceeding
their temperature guarantees. The rating shall be expressed in
hua. available at the terminals at .8 power factor. The cot. responding kilowatts should also be stated.
Standard voltages are 240, 480, 600 and 2,400 and standard frequencies
are 25 and 60 cycles per second. The standard excitation voltage for field
windings shall be 125 volts d.c. Standard general purpose alternators shall
operate successfully at power factors at least as low as '.8.

Voltage Taps of Transformers.-Standard distribution transformers, sizes 200 kva. and smaller, wound for voltages below
the 6,600 volt class are not provided with taps.
NUM.-Dynamos with

connections properly made up for standard rotation (clockwise)
as any small current delivered by the armature
tends to demagnetize the fields and thus p-events the armature delivering current.. If the
connections
should he made up with either the armature
reversed
rotation.
conditions call for
leads transposed or the lield leads transposed.

will not function if driven counter clockwise
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SUBTRACTIVE. POLARITY

A

H2

H"
!L

..

ADDITIVE POLARITY

B

C

H4D
2

HitH2

H3

.. .

.

W

.111~01.
,

E

XIX,
H,

'

-

2

iiiiiiii

..
X,

H,
/-

.

X3-X4

H2

X2

X1

H,

H2

Amid"
r

r

,YIYIWIY,
X3

H,HZ

X2X,

H3H4

WNW
Mitálát

YII4IIY.

X, X3X2 X4

X6X5 X3X4 XZX,

to 4.818.-Lead markings: single phase transformers. A and B, simple high and
low voltage windings without taps; C and D, simple high and low voltage windings, with
taps: E, series parallel low voltage winding without taps; F, series parallel low voltage
winding, with taps. The leads are marked.

FIGS. 4,813

NOTE-Transformer name plate marking.-All transformer name plates include as
minimum the following information: 1, serial number; 2, type; 3, number of phases; 4, Ina
and time rating; 5, voltage rating; 6, frequency; 7, temperature rise; 8, polarity (for single
phase transformers)
a
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Standard single phase distribution transformers 200 kva. and smaller of
.the 6,600 volt class or for higher voltages are provided with taps in the high
voltage winding for approximately 5 and 10% voltage variation.
Standard single phase distribution transformers, sizes above 200 kvc. are
provided with taps in the high voltage winding for 10% voltage variation
in steps of approximately
HI H2

Standard three phase
distribution transformers
above 200 hva. wound for
voltages below the 6,600
volt class, are provided
with taps in the high voltage winding for approximately 5 and 10 per cent
voltage variation.

Ht HZ

/111

H2

H1

POLARITY

\Xt

X2/

X
Ht H2
1

HI

I

X2

I

Xt XZ

Standard three phase
distribution transformers
of the 6,600 volt class and
above are provided with
taps in he high voltage
winding for approximately
5 and 10 per cent voltage
variation.

I

(III

H2

H2

SUBTRACTIVE
POLARITY

ADDITIVE
POLARITY
X2

H2

SUBTRACTIVE
POLARITY

SUBTRACTIVE

X2

Xi

The low voltage windings of distribution transformers of standard voltage ratings are not provided with taps.

Ir
X1

X2

Frc. 4,819.-Connections for single phase transformers in parallel illustrating hook up for
transformers of additive polarity, subtractive polarity, and additive and subtractive
polarity.
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Installation.-The placement of machines and apparatus in
an electrical station is a task which increases in difficulty with
the size of the plant. When the parts are small and comparatively light they may readily be placed in position, either by
hand, by erecting temporary supports which may be moved.
from place to place as desired, or by rolling the parts along on
the floor upon pieces of iron pipe. If, however, the parts be

Fin. 4,820.-Cross section of electrical station showing small traveling crane.

large and heavy,,a traveling crane such as shown in fig. 4,821,
becomes necessary.
Care should be taken not to injure the bearings and shafts,
the joints in magnetic circuits such as those between frame and
pole pieces, and the windings on the field and armature.
The insulations of the windings are perhaps the most vital parts of a
generator, and the most readily injured. The prick of a pin or tack, a
bruise, or a bending of the wires by resting their weight upon them or by
their coming in.contact with some hard substance, will often render a field
coil or an armature Useless.

Power Plant Practice
Owing to its costly construction, it is advisable when transporting
armatures by means of cranes to use a wooden spreader, to- prevent the
supporting rope bruising the winding.

When the armature cannot be placed at once in its final
position, it may be laid temporarily upon the floor, if a sheet of
cardboard or cloth be placed underneath the armature as a
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FIG. 4,821.-Cross section of electrical station showing a traveling crane for the installation
or removal of large and heavy machine parts. The track upon which the crane moves is not
supported by the walls of the building, but rests upon beams specially provided for the

purpose. In addition to the horizontal motion thus obtained, another horizontal motion at
right angles to the former is afforded by means of the carriage which, being also mounted

on wheels, runs upon a track on the top of the beam. In the larger sizes of electric traveling
crane, a cage is attached to the beam for the operator, who, by means of three controllers
mounted in the cage, can move a load on either the main or auxiliary hoist in any direction.

protection for the windings; in case the armature is not to be
used for some time, it is better practice to place it in a horizontal
position on two wooden supports near the shaft ends..
For belt driven machines the base should be provided with
V ways and adjusting screws for.moving the machine horizontally to take up slack in the belt, as shown in fig. 4,822.

2,822

1
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Owing to the normal tension on the belt, there is a moment exerted equal
in amount to the distance from the center of gravity of the machine to the
center of the belt, multiplied by the effective pull on the belt. This force
tends to turn the machine about its center of gravity. By placing the
screws as shown, any turning moment, as just mentioned, is prevented.

The assembling of a machine should progress by the aid of a
blue print, or by the information obtained from a photograph of
the complete machine as it appears when ready for service.
ADJUSTING SCREW

Fro. 4,822.-Plan of belt driven machine showing V ways and adjusting screws for moving the
machine forward from the engine or counter shaft to take up slack in the belt.

Each part should be perfectly clean when placed in position,
especially those parts between which there is friction when the
machine is in operation, or across which pass lines of magnetic
force; in both cases the surfaces in contact must be true and
slightly oiled before placing in position.
Contact surfaces forming part of electrical circuits must also be clean,
and tightly screwed together. An important point to bear in mind when
assembling a machine is, to so place the parts that it will not he necessary
to remove any one of them in order to get some other part in its proper
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position. By remembering this simple rule much time will be saved, and in
the majority of instances the parts will finally be better fitted together than
if the task has to be repeated a number of times.
When there are two or more parts of the machine similarly shaped, it is
often difficult to properly locate them, but in such cases notice should be
taken of the factory marks usually stamped upon such pieces and their
proper places determined from the instructions sent with the machine.
STEAM

INLET

-RELIEF

VALVE

HOT WELL

ll
WATER SEAL
SUCTION VALVE SHOULD BE LOWER
THAN OUTLET FROM COND,EN3,R

the piping to secure good
FIG. 4,823.-View of engine and condenser, showing how to arrange
bends instead of elbows:
vacuum. Locate the condenser as near the engine as possible; use easy
to pump. At A, is a relief
place the pump below bottom of condenser so the water will drain
the pump.
failure of
valve, for protection in case the condenser become flooded through
be desired to perand at B, a gate valve to shut off condenser in case atmospheric exhaust
he maintained
should
seal
A
mater
mit repairs to be made to condenser during operation.
box of the gate valve
on the relief valve and special attention should be given to the stuffing
sealed.
to prevent air leakage. The discharge valve of the punnp should be water

.
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Belt and Pulley Information..-Maximum belt speed in feet
per minute should not exceed 4,500. Belt speed in feet per
minute equals

dia. pulley in inches X3.1416Xr.p.m.
12

FIG. 4,824.-Characteristics of the trammel. In using a trammel, care is necessary in holding the bar to avoid serious mistakes. Since a trammel is frequently used for transferring
measurements of large dimensions, the above caution should he noted. If a pair of ordinary
trammels be put upon an ordinary wooden bar, and rest with their points upon a surface,
the points can be brought nearer together as positions L, F, by bowing the bar backward
in the center R, of its length, and also be made to move outward as positions L'F', by bowing
the bar forward at its center R', the two cases being represented in an exaggerated degree
in the figure. Hence a very stiff bar should be used and handled carefully to prevent any

distortion.

ÍIÍÍiÍÍ jLIÍL9ÍÍÍl1

Ftcs.4,825 and 4,826-Method of preventing vibration and of supporting pipes. The figures show top
and side views of a main header carried in suitable
frames fitted with adjustable roller. While the pipe
is illustrated as resting on the adjustable rollers,
nevertheless the rollers may also be placed at the sides
or on top of the pipe to prevent vibration, or in cases
where the thrust from a horizontal or vertical branch
has to be provided for. This arrangement will take
care of the vibration without in any way preventing
the free expansion and contraction of the pipe.

NOTE.-The subject of pulleys and beltá has been treated at such length in other
sections of this work that it would be only superfluous repetition to discuss the subject here.
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Ems. 4,827 and 4,828.-Method of putting on belts when the driver is in motion, and device
used. The latter is called a bell slipper, and consists, as shown in fig. 4,827, of a cone and
shield, which revolve upon the stem, thus yielding easily to the pull of the belt. A staff
or handle of any convenient length can be fastened to the socket. The mode of operation
is illustrated in fig. 4,828, which is self explanatory.

NOTE.-Main connections. Special attention should be given to all joints, whether
clamped, bolted, or soldered; all contact surfaces must be clean and smooth. Clamping and
bolting must be such that the pressure is evenly distributed, and that there is no possibility
of the opening of a joint through vibration, or temperature changes. This is particularly important where the connections and their joints are insulated after installation. Lock washers
and lock nuts are sometimes necessary.
NOTE.-The conductivity of a bolted or clamped joint is proportional to the pressure
applied at the joint; and inversely, a poor joint may heat until the surface is annealed and
oxidized which in turn causes increased heating. In soldered connections. the solder has
greater resistance than the copper and, therefore, will heat if not sufficiently distributed over
the entire joint. A heavy overload may cause sufficient heating to melt the solder, and care
mist be taken that there is no strain or tendency to separate such joints.
NOTE.-All contacts of bus bars and copper conductors must he thoroughly cleaned with
emery and vaseline or oil. A coating of vaseline on the contact surfaces before they are bolted
together will retard oxidation in the joint. It is recommended that this operation be extended
to the entire surface of joint, also to the entire surface of the bars that are not to be insulated
after installation, and then give the bars a coat of transparent lacquer to prevent tarnishing
and to preserve a bright appearance. It is important that lacquer does not flow on the contact surfaces, and it is, therefore, best to do this work after-the joints have been made. Al5
traces of oil must be removed before applying the lacqaer. When changing buses that have
been lacquered, the new contact surfaces should be washed dean with alcohol and then carefully scraped.
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The revolutions of any two pulleys over which a belt is run vary in inverse
proportion to their diameters.

The pulley that imparts motion to the belt is called the
driver and that which receives motion is called the driven.
From the above the following formulae may be deducted.
In which
DN
D=Ñ ,d=DN N- do
D = Diameter of driver.
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Rule: A single belt one
FIG. 4,830.-Conditions for transmitting one horse power by belt.
a double belt under
inch wide and trareling 1,000 feet per minute will transmit one horse power;
the same conditions, will transmit two horse power.

d = Diameter of driven.
N =Number of revolutions of driver.
n=Ntunber of revolutions of driven.
In the above formulae, and in the following example, the driver pulley
by 1%
diameter should be increased, or driven pulley diameter decreased
to 4% due to slip of belt.
Exantple.-Diameter of driven pulley 48 inches. Shaft speed 200 r.p.m.,
motor speed 1,200 r.p.nt. Find diameter of motor pulley

D=Dtt by substitution
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up or down on the slant line, as the case may be, to the correct arc of
contact, then following back up to the line indicating the type of belt to
be used and from there to the left or right to the new h.p. per inch width.
Knowing the h.p. necessary to be transmitted and the h.p. permitted per
inch width, it is easy to calculate the width of belt necessary to transmit
the required h.p.

Minimum Size Pulleys for Leather Belting.
Thickness

Smallest
Diameter
Oak

Tanned

Single ply

Light...
Heavy__
(Light___

Double ply

'Heavy__
Triple ply
I

Light_ _ _
Heavy__

1
%

5H
7H

%6

91/2

H
H
H
¡6
%

Smallest
Diameter
Chrome
Tanned
7,14.

10
12?

11%

15

15

20

18V1
17
221A

25

22H
30

The ratio of diameters between two pulleys should not ex1 to 5 under normal conditions, that is, without belt
tightening device, or other means of securing belt contact to
pulley.
ceed

In case a greater ratio be required a jack shaft is often used with large
and small pulleys, which arrangement gives a double change in speed.
Of course the higher the motor speed for the same rating, the smaller the
frame and lower the cost of motor.

Horse Power and Torque.-The horse power or torque of
induction motors, when put to a prony brake test, or otherwise, may be calculated by the following formulae:.
NT
_2rNT
/r.
p

33,000

5,250

2,830

hp-NRF
5,250
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,1,-5,250
N

h .p

.

5,250 lr.p.

NR

Fie. 4832-Inclination of belt lap joint. Rule: The leading point of the joint should he on the
outside when the driven pulley is the smaller, hut on the inside when the driving pulley is the
smaller of the two.

FIG. 4833-Variation in arc of belt contact caused by change in size of driving or driven pulley.
When two pulleys A and B, are of equal size and connected by an open belt, the arc of contact a, will he approximately 180° (in actual practice the contactexmmeds 180°, owing to the
sag of the belt). When the drive from pulley A, is to a smaller pulley C, obviously the arc of
contact x, is reduced, the amount of reduction depending upon the difference in the pulley
diameters and their center-to -center distance. As the effective pull or difference in tension
between the tight and slack sides of the belt is reduced as the arc of contact diminishes, this
affects the amount of power that a given belt will transmit.

Where:
N = Revolutions per minute
T=Torque in foot pounds at 1 foot radius
R = Radius in feet, or length of arm from center of motor shaft to knife
edge on scales, in case of prony brake test.
F=Pull in pounds as measured or weighed on scale. The constant

5,250- 3 X000
w

the number 33,000
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being the number of pounds required to be raised one foot in one minute
to equal 1 hp. or 60 times 550 pounds per second.

Paper Pulley Dimensions and Belt Widths.
(Standard practice for general purpose motors. according to N.E.M.A.)

H. et

1750-1800
R.p.m.

Hp. at

1150-1200
R.p.m.

1

I

2

1%
2

5

7/
10
15

20
25
30
40
....

R.p.m.

3/4

11%

3

Hp. at

850-900

..

Pulley
Diameter
Inches

Pulley
Width
Inches

Belt
Width
Inches:

3

2%

2

Pulley
Bore
Inches

3/4.
%

4

3/

4

3%

3

1

4

3/í

3

1

4
4

3
5

2

5

4y=

3

5

7%

5

4%
5%
6;,í

3

1/
1/

20

15

23-30

20-25

6
7
8
9
9
10

40

30

11

11

10

2X3

10
15

7/
10

50

60
75
100

5

13/4
15/8

6/

6
6

111

73/4

7
7

734

7

254

7y

1/

1N

12

12

11

Ws

40
50

12
13

12

11

25

60

13
15

13
13

12
12
14

2X

75

15

2/

33/4

Operation of Alternators.-The operation of an alternator
when run singly differs but little from that of a dynamo.
As to the preliminaries, the exciter must first be started, This is done
in the same way as for any shunt dynamo. At first only a small current
should he sent through the field winding of the alternator; then, if the
exciter operate satisfactorily and the field magnetism of the operator show
up well, the load may gradually be thrown on until the normal current is
carried, the same method being followed as in the case of a dynamo.

On loading an alternator, a noticeable drop in voltage occurs
across its terminals. This drop in voltage is caused in part by
NOTE.-Rubber belting. The advantages claimed for rubber belting are-perfect uniformity
in width and thickness; it will endure a great degree of heat and cold without injury; it is also
specially adapted for use in damp or wet places, or where exposed to the action of steam; it is
very durable and has great tensile strength, and when adjusted for service it has the most
efficient hold on the pulleys, hence is less liable to slip than leather. Never use animal oil or
grease on rubber belts, as it will soon destroy them. Rubber belts will be improved and their
durability increased, by putting on with a painter's brush, and letting it dry, a composition
made of equal parts of red lead, black lead, French yellow, and litharge, mixed with boiler
linseed oil and japan enough to make it dry quickly.
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the demagnetization of the field magnets due to the armature
current, ánd so depends in a measure upon the position and
form of the pole pieces as well as upon those of the teeth in the
armature core. The resistance of the armature winding also
causes a drop in voltage under an increase of load.
Another cause which may be mentioned is the inductance of the armature
winding, which is in turn due to the positions of the armature coils with
respect to each other and also with respect to the field magnets.

Alternators= in Parallel.-When the load on a station increases beyond that which can conveniently be carried by one
alternator, it becomes necessary to connect other alternators in

FIG. 4,834-Step splice for a rubber belt. For belts larger than 12 inches the step splice here
shown is recommended. A lap joint is formed having three steps, three or four inches being
allowed for each ply of duck. Care should be taken not to cut into the ply below when forming a step. A good quality of rubber cement should he applied to the prepared surface. Three
coats should be used, each coat being allowed to dry before the next one is applied. The ends
of the belt may then be firmly pressed together. The joint thus formed is reinforced either by
means of sewing it with a light leather lacing or by inserting small copper rivets. When rivets
are used, they should be placed about 1t/ inches apart and the rows should be staggered.

Parallel

NOTE.
operation of alternators.-To operate alternators in parallel, the machines must have: 1, the same rated voltage; 2, same frequency and 3, similar characteristics.
It is not necessary that the machines have the same output capacity. It is, however, of prime
importance that the driving engine governors have the same characteristics. Even though
the alternators be identical, division of the load between them will depend entirely upon the
steam supply to each. The machine getting most steam will deliver the most load, the load
of each will be proportional to the steam supplied to it.
I

NOTE. Parallel operation of alternators.-The machines must he connected to give
rotation. At the instant of cutting in, the phases of both machines must be the

he same phase

same, that is, in unison.
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parallel with it. To properly switch in a new machine in
parallel with one already in operation and carrying load, requires
a complete knowledge of the situation on the part of the attendant, and also some experience.
There are several methods of synchronizing or bringing the
alternators in phase, as by the
1. One dark lamp method;
2. Two dark lamp method.
BUS BARS

SYNCHRONIZING
LAMP
MAIN
SWITCHES

ALTERNATORS

4,835.-Synchronizing, one dark, lamp method. Assuming A, to be in operation, B, may be
brought up to approximately the proper speed, and voltage. Then if B, be run a little
slower or faster than A, the synchronizing lamp will glow for one moment and be dark the
next. When the lamp remains dark the machines are in synchronism and switch may be
thrown in.

FIG.

F[c. 4,836.-Synchronizing, two dark lamp method. When the machines are in phase there
will be no difference of pressure between the left hand terminals or between the right hand
terminals of the two machines. Hence, if the synchronizing lamps be connected as shown,
both will be dark, and the switch may he thrown in connecting the machines in parallel.

3. Brilliant lamp method, or
4. By use of synchronism indicator.

These methods are given in the accompanying illustrations.

2,834
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The connections for operating alternators in parallel are shown in fig.
4,835. In the illustration the alternator A, is in operation and is supplying
current to the bus bars. The alternator B, is at rest. The main pole switch
B', by means of which this machine can he connected into circuit is therefore
open.
Now, if the load increase to such extent as to require the service of the
second alternator B, it must he switched in parallel with A. In order that
both machines may operate properly in parallel, three conditions must be
satisfied before they are connected together, or else the one alternator will
be short circuited through the other, and serious results will undoubtedly
follow.
Accordingly before closing main switch

13, it is necessary that
The frequencies of both machines he the same;
2. The machines must be in synchronism;

1.

3. The voltages must be the same.

The frequencies are made the same by speeding up the al-

ternator to be cut in, or changing the speed of both until
frequency of both machines is the same.
In synchronizing by the one dark lamp method, it is advisable
to close the switch when the machines are approaching synchronism rather than when they are receding from it, that is to
say, the instant the lamp becomes dark.
An objection to the one dark lamp method is that the filament of the lamp
may break, and cause darkness, or the lamp may be dark with considerable
voltage as it takes over 20 volts to cause a 100 volt lamp to glow.
NOTE.-To start two alternators simultaneously.-After bringing each of them up
to its proper speed so as to obtain equal frequencies, the main switches may be closed, thereby
joining their armature circuits in parallel. As yet, however, their respective field windings
have not been supplied with current, so that no harm can result in doing this. The exciters
of these machines after being joined in parallel, should then he made to send d.c. simultaneously through the field windings of the alternators, and from this stage on the directions previously given may be followed in detail.

NOTE.-Alternators driven by gas engines should have amortisseur windings to counteract the tendency to hunting when run in parallel. This counteraction is due to the fact
that any sudden change in the speed of the field, generates a current in the amortisseur winding
which resists the change of velocity that caused the current.
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The voltage of an incoming machine may be adjusted so that it will be
the same as the one already in operation, by varying the field excitation
with a rheostat in the alternator field circuit.
In synchronizing three phase alternators, three lamps are necessary only
to insure that the connections are properly made, after which one lamp is all
that is required.

If in synchronizing as in fig. 4,838 the three lamps become
bright or dark simultaneously, the connections are correct; if,
this action take place successively, the connections are wrong.
BUS
BARS
SY NCH RONIZING

BUS BARS
l

MAIN

SWITCHES

b

LAMPS

_I tt

MAIN'
SWITCH

z

b'
SYNCHRONIZING
LAMPS
ALTERNATOR

7
LOW PRESSUR

THREE PHASE
ALTERNATORS

ALTERNATOR
Ptc. 4,837.-Synchronizing, brilrant lamp method. When the voltages are equal and the
machines in phase, the difference of pressure between a, and a given point is the same as
that between a', and the same point; this obtains for b ani b'. Accordingly, a lamp connected across a b', will burn with the same brilliancy as across a' b; the same holds for the
other lamp. When the voltages are the same and the phase difference is 180° the lamps
are Clark, and as the phase difference is decreased, the lamps glow with increasing brightness
until at synchronism they glow with maximum brilliancy. Hence the incoming-alternator
should he thrown in at the instant of maximum brilliancy.
being an extension ccf the single phase
! ec. 4,838.-Synchronizing three phase alternators,
method. Three lamps only are necessary to insure that the connections are properly made
after which one lamp is all that is required.

If wrong, transpose the leads of one machine until simultaneous action
of the lamps is secured.

In the operation of a synchronizer a hand moves around a
dial so that the angle between the hand and the vertical is always
NOTE.-.4 disadvantage of the lamp method is lack of sensitiveness. In place of
lamps, some form of synchroscooe or synchronizing indicator may be a ed. These instruments have been described in the chapter on Miscellaneous Meters.
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the phase angle between the two sources of electric pressure to
which the synchronizer is connected.
If the incoming alternator he running too slow, the hand deflects
in
NS
ALTERNATOR

Na?

IV
3

2
1

SWITCH

A

11/r~1

I©
WRf !
.1

SWITCH

B

TRANSFORMERS
INDUCTION MOTOR

Ftcs:- 4,839 and 4,840.-Test for phase rotation where the original
phase markings have been
removed. Three small distribution transformers, the primary voltage
of which is the same as
the voltage of the alternator, are connected to the bus
of machine No. 1, and a small three
phase motor connected to the secondary of the transformer bank. The
on the
primary side of the tradsformers thay be marked 1,2,3, and the buses toconnections
which these leads
are connected on machine No. 1 must also he marked 1,2,3.
When
the
switch
is
"A"
closed
the induction motor will rotate in a given direction; this must be
The switch "A" is then opened and the transformer primary leads marked on the motor.
are
connected
to the
buses of machine No. 2. The switch "B" is closed and the motor
rotation is noted. If
the motor rotate in the same direction as on machine
No. 1, then the buses of machine
No. 2, are marked 1,2,3, to correspond with the connection
the
leads of trans.
former bank. When the rotation of the motor is opposite toofthat primary
No. 1, then the connection of the transformer bank leads No. 2 andof3, the test on machine
to
the
buses of machine No. 2, are interchanged and then the buses of machine No. 2,.
are marked 1,2,3 to
correspond with the connections of the transformer hank. The buses 1,2,3
may
be termed
X,Y,Z or anything else; the main point is that the phase rotation js now
definitely found
and the machines may be arranged to be connected together
accordingly. In making the
foregoing tests it is essential that the connections between transformers
and transformers
and motor be left undisturbed. In order that these machines be
placed in parallel the
voltage and frequency of the two must be brought to the same point.
This necessitates
a volt meter and frequency meter on each machine.
voltage and frequency correct
the final essential is that the machines be in phase, or, asWith
it is usually termed, in synchronism.
For though the voltage and frequency of the machines be
the same if they be out
of phase 180' and the machines are thrown together it will exactly
be equivalent to a short circuit
on the machines at twice normal voltage, since machine
No. 1 will be maximum positive
and machine No. 2 will be maximum negative at the same instant.
When the machines
are thrown together in exact synchronism and at exact voltage no
the machines. It will therefore be noted that it is desirable to current can flow between
synchronize properly.
.
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one direction, if too fast, in the other direction. When the hand shows no
deflection, that is, when it stands vertical, the machines are in phase. A
complete revolution of the hand indicates a gain or loss of oné cycle in the
frequency of the incoming machine, as referred to the.bus bar:3:

Cutting out Alternator.-When it is desired to cut out of circuit an alternator running in parallel with others, the method of

procedure is as follows:
1. Reduce driving power until the load has been transferred
RESISTOR

REACTOR

/

\

D\
C

E

SYNCHRONISM

-INDICATOR

I

A

B

SYNCHRONIZING BUSES

FUSES

--PLUG

a --a

RUNNING
STARTING
SAME PHASE SOURCE TO BE
SYNCHRONIZED

CONNECTIONS FOR 220 VOLTS OR LESS
4,841. --Connection diagram for synchronizing with synchroscope. The synchroscope
shows the exact phase difference at any instant, and also shows whether the incoming machine is running too fast or too slow. At exact synchronism the pointer remains stationary
in a vertical position. When the voltage and frequency of the incoming machine are the
same as the operating machine and synchronism is indicated, by the synchroscope, the incoming machine is then thrown in parallel with the operating machine by closing the main
switch of the incoming machine. It may be found necessary to adjust the load on the
two machines. This can only be done by adjusting the governors of the engines driving
the alternators. Adjusting the field rheostats after the machines are in parallel only affects
power factor and voltage and has no effect on load division. In order to facilitate the adjustment of the engine governors, it is quite usual to arrange a small motor geared to the
governor and this motor is then operated from the main switchboard.

FIG.
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to the other alternators, adjusting field rheostat to obtain
minimum current;
2. Open main switch;
3. Open field switch.
Never open field switch before main switch.
The ordinary method of cutting out an alternator is to open
the main switch without any preliminaries, but an objection to
this procedure is that it suddenly throws all the load on the
other alternators, and causes "hunting."

Transformers.-The kind of efficiency of .transformers the
station master is interested in is the all day efficiency.*
The usual all day efficiency is about 85 per cent for those of 1 kilowatt
capacity, 92 per cent for those of 5 kilowatts capacity, 94 per cent for those
of 10 kilowatts capacity, and about 94.5 per cent for those of 15 kilowatts
capacity.
Mineral oil is used in oil cooled transformers. It must be free from moisture. To test, thrust a red hot iron rod in the oil; if it "crackle," moisture
is present. The presence of moisture reduces the insulation value of the oil.

Transformer Definitions
Continuous duty.-A requirement of service which demands operation

at substantially constant load' for an unlimited period.
Efficiency.-The ratio of the useful power output to the total power
input.

Impedance drop.-Vector sum of the resistance drop and the reactance
drop.

Indoor transformer.-One which, because of its construction, must

be

protected from the weather.

*NOTE.-Alt day efficiency.-This expression,

as

commonly met with in practice, de-

percentage that the amount of energy actually used by the consumer is of the total energy
supplied to his transformer during 24 hours.

notes the

Oh
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Intermittent duty.-A requirement of operation or service consisting
of alternate periods of load and rest so apportioned and regulated that the
temperature rise at no time exceeds that specified for the particular class of
apparatus under consideration.
Load losses.-These include PR losses in the windings due to load
current, stray losses due to stray fluxes in the windings, core clamps, etc.,
and in some cases with parallel windings, losses due to circulating current.
No-load losses.-These include core losses I2R losses in the winding due
to exciting current ani dielectric losses in the insulation.
Outdoor transformer.-One which is so constructed or protected that
exposure to the weather will not interfere with its successful operation.
Rating.-The rated kva. is the output which can be delivered continuously at rated secondary voltage and rated frequency without exceeding
safe temperature limits.
Reactance drop.-Voltage drop in quadrature with the current.
Resistance drop. -Voltage drop in phase with the current.

Subtractive and additive polarity.-Imagine a single phase transformer having two high voltage and two low voltage external terminals.
Connect one high voltage terminal to the adjacent low voltage terminal
and apply voltage across the two high voltage terminals. Then, if the
voltage across the unconnected high voltage and low voltage terminals be
less than the voltage applied across the high voltage terminals, the polarity
is subtractive; while if it be greater than the voltage applied across the high
voltage terminals, the polarity is additive.
Subway transformer.-One which is so constructed that it will operate
successfully when submerged in water under specified conditions of pressure
and time.
Voltage taps.-A full capacity tap is a tap from a transformer winding
on which the unit may be operated at rated kva. capacity without exceeding
the specified temperature rise. A reduced capacity tap is a tap on which
the unit may not be operated at full capacity without exceeding the specified
temperature rise.

In the selection of a transformer; one should be chosen,
whose parts are so proportioned that the point of maximum
efficiency occurs at that load which the transformer usually
carries in service.

2,840
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In many a.c. installations, comparatively light loads are carried the
greater part of the time, the rated full load or an overload being occurrences
of short duration. For such purposes special attention should be given to
the designing or selecting of transformers having low core losses rather than
low resistance losses, because the latter are then of relatively small importance.
The regulation of a transformer may be improved by decreasing the
resistances of the windings by employing conductors of greater cross section,
or decreasing their reactance by dividing the coils into sections and closely
interspersing those of the primary between those of the secondary.
In transformers where there is a great difference in voltage between the
primary and secondary windings, however, this remedy has its limitations
on account of the great amount of insulation which must necessarily he
used between the windings, and which therefore causes the distances between them to become such as to cause considerable leakage of the lines of
force.

For the satisfactory operation of transformers in parallel,,
they must be designed for the same pressures and capacities,
their percentages of regulation should be the same and they
must have the same polarity at a .given instant.
One may satisfy himself as to the first of these conditions by examining
the name plates fastened to the transformers, whereon are stamped the
values of the respective pressures and capacities of each.
Although equal values of regulation is given as one of the conditions to
be satisfied, transformers may be operated in parallel when their percentages
of regulation are not the same. Ideal operation, however, can be attained
only under the former state of affairs.

To test a transformer for polarity, join together by means of a
fuse wire, a terminal of the secondary winding of each transformer, and then with the primary windings supplied with

NOTE.-The effect of moisture is to reduce the insulation value of transformer oil.
.06 per cent. of moisture has been found to reduce the dielectric strength of oil about 50 per
:ent. "Dry" oil will withstand a pressure of 25,000 volts between two 95 inch knolls separated
.15 inch.

NOTE.-Reputation.-By definition, regulation of a machine or apparatus in regard to
some characteristic quantity (such as terminal voltage, current or speed) is the ratio of the
deviation of that quantity from its normal value at rated load to the normal rated load value.
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normal voltage, connect temporarily the remaining terminals of
the secondary windings. The melting of the fuse wire thus connected indicates that the secondary terminals joined together
are of opposite polarities, and that the connections must therefore he reversed, whereas if the fuse wire do not melt, it shows
that the proper terminals have been joined anal that the cone
nections may be made permanent.
'I he object of this test is, obviously, not tg determine the exact polarity
of each secondary terminal, but merely to indicate which of them are of the
same polarity.

to 4,844.-Converter connections. Fig. 4,842. double delta connection: 4,843,
diametrical connection; 4,844, two circuit single phase connection.

FIGS. 4,842

'

Rotary Converters.-A rotary converter is a reversible
machine; that is, if it be supplied with d.c. of the proper voltage
at its commutator end, it will run as a d.c. motor and deliver
a.c. to the collector rings. While this feature is sometimes taken
advantage of in starting the converter from rest, the machine is
not often used permanently in this way, its commercial application being usually the conversion of a.c. into d.c.
When driven by d.c. a rotary converter operates the same as a
d.c. motor, its speed of rotation depending upon the relation
existing between the strength of the field and the direct current
voltage applied.

2,842
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If the field be weak with respect to the armature magnetism resulting
from the applied voltage, the armature will rotate at a high speed, increasing until the inductors on the armature cut the lines of force in the
field so as to develop a voltage which will be equal to that applied.
Again, if the field he strong with respect to the armature magnetism, resulting from the
applied voltage, the armature will rotate at a low speed. If, therefore, it be desired to operate
the converter in this manner and maintain an alternating current of constant frequency, the
speed of rotation must be kept constant by supplying a constant voltage not only to the brushes
pressing on the commutator, but also to the terminals of the field winding.

Ptc. 4,845.-Wiring diagram of alternator, exciter, transformer and converter showing

also

switch board connections.

When driven by a.c. a rotary converter operates the same as
a synchronous motor. The most troublesome part of a converter is its commutator because of the many pieces of which it
is composed and the necessary lines along which it ís constructed,
its peripheral speed must be kept within reasonable limits.

When a rotary converter is operated in the usual manner on
an a.c. circuit, the d.c. may be varied (from zero to a maximum)
by changing the value of the alternating pressure supplied to
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the machine, or it may be al tered within a limited range by
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commutator, or in a compound
wound converter by changing
the amount of compounding.
Under ordinary conditions,
varying the voltage developed
by changing the voltage at the
motor end is not practical,
hence the voltage developed
can be varied only over a limited
range. In addition to this, the
voltage developed at the direct
current end bears always a certain constant proportion to the
alternating current voltage applied at the motor end; this is
due to the same winding being
used both for motor and generator purposes.
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In all cases the proportion is such

that the alternating current voltage
is the lower, being in the single phase
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and in the two phase converters
about .707 of the direct current voltage, and in the three phase converter
about .612 of the direct current voltage. It is thus seen that whatever
value of direct current voltage be
desired, the value of the applied
alternating current votage must be
lower, requiring in consequence the
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installation of step dorm transformers at the sub -station for reducing the
line wire voltage to conform to the direct current pressure required.

BANK OF LAMPS

THREE PHASE
CONVERTER

FIG. 4,848. --Wiring diagram showing arrangement of incandescent lamps for determining the
proper phase relations in starting a rotary converter. The alternating current side of a
three phase converter is shown at C. The three brushes, D, T and G pressing on its collector rings arc joined in order to the three single pole switches I-I, L and B, which can be
made to connect with the respective wires M, It, and V, of the alternating current supply
circuit. Across one of the outside switches H, for example, a number of incandescent lamps
are joined in series as indicated at E, while the three pole switch (not shown) in the main
circuit; between the alternator and the single pole switches is open. If then the main switch
just mentioned and the middle switch L, be both closed, and the armature of the alternator
he brought up to normal speed by running it as a direct current motor, the lamps at E,
will light up and darken in rapid succession; the lighting and darkening of the lamps will

continue until, by a proper adjustment of the speed, the correct phase relations are established between the alternating current in the supply circuit and the alternating current
developed in the armature of the converter. As this condition is approached, the intervals
between the successive lighting up and darkening of the lamps will increase until they remain perfectly dark. There is then no difference of pressure between the supply circuir
M,R,V, and the rotary converter armature circuit, so the source of the direct current may
at that instant be disconnected from the machine, and the switches H and B, closed. If
the change over has been accomplished before the phase relations of the two circuits differed,
the converter will at once conform itself to the supply circuit and run thereon as a synchronous motor without further trouble..
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Starting of Rotary Converters.-There are several methods
any one of which may be employed, the choice in any given case
depending upon which of them may best be followed under the
existing conditions.
Starting with d.c. The same connections would be made between the
source of the direct current and the armature terminals on the commutator
side of the converter as would be the case were a direct current shunt
motor of considerable size to be started; this means that a starting rheostat
and a circuit breaker will be introduced into the armature circuit.
An adjustable rheostat will, of course, be connected in the field circuit
for regulation. Before starting the converter, however, it is necessary to
do certain wiring between the terminals on the collector side of the machine and the alternating current supply wires, Sri order that the change
over from direct current motive power to alternating current motive power
may he made when the proper phase relations are established between
the alternating current in the supply wires and the alternating current
in the armature winding of the converter.
In order that proper phase relations exist, the armature of the converter must rotate at such a speed that each coil thereon passes its proper
reversal point at the same time as the alternating current reverses in
the supply wires. This speed may be calculated by doubling the frequency of the supply current and then dividing by the number of pole
pieces on the converter, but a far more accurate method of judging when
the converter is in step or in synchronism with the supply current consists
in employing incandescent lamps as shown in fig. 4,848.
Starting with a.c. This may he done by applying the alternating
pressure directly to the collector rings while the armature is at rest. There
need he no field excitation; in fact the field windings on the separate pole
pieces should he disconnected from each other before the alternating
voltage is applied to the armature, else a high voltage will be induced in
the field windings which may prove injurious to their insulation.

In starting with a.c. about 100 per cent more than that
required for full load, is necessary.
Wiring of Rotary Converters in Sub-Stations.-Beginning at
the entrance of the high pressure cables, first there is the wiring
for the lightning arresters, then for the connection in circuit of
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the high tension switching devices, from which the conductors
are led to bus bars, and thence to the step down transformers.
On a three phase system the transformers should be joined in delta
connection, as a considerable advantage is thereby gained over the star
connection, in that should one of the transformers become defective, the
remaining two will carry the load without change except more or less
additidnal heating. Between the transformers and rotary converter the
circuits should be as short and simple as possible, switches, fuses, and
other instruments being entirely excluded. The direct current from the
converter is led to the direct current switchboard, and from there distributed to the feeder circuits.

In large sub -stations containing several rotary converters
they are frequently installed to receive their respective currents
from the same set of bus bars; that is, they may be operated as
alternating current motors in parallel. They are also frequently operated independently from single bus bars, but very seldom
in series with each other.
To provide against interruption of service in sub -stations
there should be one reserve rotary converter to every three or
four converters actually required.

Hunting of Rotary Converters.-In operation the inertia of a
converter armature tends to maintain a constant speed; variations in the frequency of the supply circuit will cause a displacement of phase between the current in the armature and that in
the line wires, which displacement, however, the synchronizing
current strives to decrease.
The synchronizing current, although beneficial in remedying the trouble
after it occurs, exerts but little effort to prevent it, and many attempts
have been made to devise a plan to eliminate this trouble.

There are several methods used to prevent hunting, namely
1, The employment of a strongly magnetized field relative to that de.
veloped by the armature:
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2, A heavy fly -wheel effect in the converter;
3, The increasing of the inductance of the armature by sinking the
windings thereon in deep slots in the core, the slots being provided with
extended heads;
4, The employment of damping devices or amortisseur winding on the
pole pieces of the converter.

The damping method is the best method.
The devices employed for the purpose are usually copper shields placed
between or around the pole pieces, although in some converters the copper is embedded in the poles, and in others it is made simply to surround
a portion of the pole tips.

NEUTRAL GROUND
FIG. 4,549.-Low tension neutral grounding for single phase transformers (best method).
Here the ground connection is made to the mid -point of the taco transformer secondary
coils, supplying a 3 wire Edison system. This 3 wire system is now used almost universally,
due to the great saving of copper in the lines. This method is desirable where the voltage
between the outer wires does not exceed 520 volts.

Grounding Frames and Cases.-All transformer, regulator,
generator, motor, starter and similar equipment frames or cases
must be solidly grounded. The reason will be apparent from.
the following explanation.
Consider a pole type transformer that is mounted so as to be within
reach when standing on the ground. One .of the primary ,leads of this
transformer is considered in contact with the metal case. Therefore, the
case will be charged with full line voltage. It is readily apparent that
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anyone touching this case while standing on the ground would receive a
shock of line voltage to ground just as if contact were made with a bare
line. This would be true of any other piece of electrical equipment..
Therefore, for safety all equipment frames and cases should he grounded..

GROUND
Fro. 4.850.-I ow tension grounding for single phase transformer, two wire system.
This method should not be used for pressures over 2n0 volts. The ground wire should he
of the same sin as the transformer leads.
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4,851 and .4,852.-Low tension grounding for transformers having a primary pressure of 1,000 volts or more. A breakdown of the insulation between the primary and secondary coils will throw the primary voltage on the secondary circuit and a charging current
shock from such a voltage will he dangerous. Therefore, a path to ground must be provided as here shown. The ground gap which is introduced into the ground circuit insulates
the neutral from ground when the system operates at normal pressure, thus a contact from
line to ground will only give a charging current shock. However, where the coil insulation
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breaks down between primary and secondary of the transformer and the primary voltage
leaks into the secondary system, then the ground gao breaks down and passes the primary
voltage to ground safety.
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N.E.M.A. Transformer Instructions

Location.-Accessibility, ventilation and ease of inspection should be
given careful consideration in locating transformers...

Handling.-When lifting

a transformer the lifting cables mist be held

apart by a spreader to avoid bending the lifting studs or other parts of
the structure. When working about a transformer particular care must
he taken in handling all tools and other loose articles, since any thing metallic dropped among the windings and allowed to remain there may
cause a breakdown.

Inspection.-When received, examination should be made before removing from cars and if any injury he evident or any indication of rough
handling be visible, railroad claim should be filed at once and the manufacturer notified. Before being set up, a transformer should be inspected for
breakage, injury or misplacement of parts during shipment and thoroughly,
examined for moisture. In addition all accessible nuts, bolts and studs
should be tightened. If transformers be water cooled, the cooling coils
should be tested for leaks at a pressure of 80 to 100 lbs. per sq. in. When
pressure is obtained, the supply should be disconnected and after one hour
it should be determined whether any fall in pressure be due to a leak in
the coil, or is in the fittings át the ends of the coil.
Where transformers are shipped fillet with oil, samples of oil should be
taken from the bottom and tested.
'

L'rrting Core and Coils.-There are a number of approved methods of
drying out transformer core and coils, any one of which will he satisfactory if carefully performed. However, too much stress cannot be laid
upon the fact that if carelessly or improperly performed, great damage
may result to the transformer insulation through over heating. The
methcds in use may be broadly divided into two classes: 1, drying with
the core and coils in the tank with oil; 2, drying with the oil removed.
The core and coils may or may not be removed from the tank. Under
the first class, the moisture is driven off by sending current through the
winding while immersed in oil, with the top of the tank open to the air,
or some other arrangement made for adequate ventilation. This may he
done by 1, the short circuit method (to be used if the transformer be
new or has been out of service without oil any length of time); 2, the nor
mal operation method to be used if the transformer be already in service
but show n.oisture condensation and the transformer cannot be shut
dawn to apply the short circúit method.
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voltage is first applied to the
transformer it should, if possible, be brought up slowly
to its full value so that any
wrong connection or other
trouble may be discovered
before damage results. After
full voltage has been applied
successfully, the transformer
should preferably be operated in that way for a short
period without load.
It
should be kept under observation during this time and
also during the first few hours
that it delivers load. After
4 or 5 days' service it is advisable to test the oil again
for moisture.

Filling Transformers.Metal hose must be used instead of rubber hose, because
oil dissolves the sulphur contained in rubber and may
cause trouble by the sulphur
attacking the copper. Pole
mounted transformers may
be filled with oil, either before
or after mounting, as desired.
It is sometimes necessary to
add oil a short time after the
transformer has been installed, due to the fact that
the installation will absorb a
certain amount of oil. When
the transformer oil is replenished care should be taken
that no moisture finds its way
inside the case.
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N.E.M.A. Motor Instructions
Unpacking and Handling.-When unpacking and handling machines
To prethe windings and other parts should be protected from damage. to low
exposed
been
that
have
a
machine
of
windings
the
vent sweating,
time
temperature, should not be uncovered until they have had sufficient
which they
to attain a temperature nearly as high as that of the room in
should
are to be unpacked. Whenever practical, a complete machine windwith
possible
troubles
many
eliminates
This
unit.
he moved as a
the armature
ings, armature, slip rings, etc. When necessary to move
moving
or rotor alone, the only safe method of supporting it while either padded
or stationary, is by slings or blocking under the shaft or by a may be
cradle under the core laminations. The whole armature surface or insuconsidered as subject to damage either to the bands, wedges, clips avoid
lation unless properly handled. Every precaution should be taken to
damaging any of the windings or other parts.
units
Drying Out.-Small machines can he baked in ovens and larger
either case,
can be dried by passing current through the windings. In
183° F.
however, the temperature should be kept within a maximum of
Erection.-Machines must be lined up on their foundations, so that the
of grounding was devised
NOTE -lligh tension neutral grounding.-This method of
grounding the high tenmainly for the protection of the electrical system. Theitbenefits
the voltage stresses on all
reduces
1,
fold.
two
is
sion neutral of the three phase system
ground fault on any line into
apparatus insulation to ground; 2, it converts any accidental
the faulty circuit clear of the alternator,
a short circuit on the corresponding phase, tripping
apparatus in the way
proper
protective
providing of course, that the circuit is equipped with
for this purpose. The clearing of
of circuit breakers or fuses where the latter are adequate as it safeguards against trouble of
a circuit on which there exists a ground is very desirable
is relatively low, there may be
much greater magnitude. On a system where the voltage
ground.
no great advantage in the further reduction of voltage to
here considered as applying
NOTE.-Low tension neutral grounding. The method ofis ordinary
distribution transto all systems of 550 volts or less and fed from the secondary
to insure against higher than normal
formers. The purpose of this system of grounding istherefore,
the possible danger to human
voltage being present on the low tension system, and
eliminates an arcing ground,
life is minimized. The grounding of the low tension neutral also
disconnection of the faulty
the
thereby reducing, fire risk in buildings, etc. Lastly, it ensures
of fuses or circuit breakers. Where
part of the low tension system through the isoperation
to a high tension grounded neutral
the high tension primary of the transformer connected
primary and secondary coils, the groundsystem and a break down of insulation occurs between
path for the high tension curcircúit
ing of the low tension neutral usually provides a short
from the high tension line by the
rents and this at once disconnects the faulty transformer
when the primary of the transformer
operation of the fuses. This, however, does not occur
This adds another point in favor
is connected to a high tension ungrounded neutral system.
of
insulation between primary and secof high tension neutral grounding for the breakdown
in districts
ondary coils of distribution transformers is by no means uncommon, especially
subjected to heavy lightning storms.
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driving and driven shafts are parallel. Driving and driven pulleys must
be in line so that the belt will run true.

Grounding of Frames.-This is recommended for all motors. If the
frame be insulated from the ground, the strain on the insulation of the
windings will be decreased, but danger to the attendants will be increased.
If such insulation be desired, the foundation should be capped by a stout
wooden frame bolted to the masonry, care being taken that the bolts are
so placed that they do not make electrical contact with the bolts which secure the alternator frame to the wooden cap, or with the frame itself.
This wooden cap may be covered with some insulating waterproof paint
or compound.

Lubrication.-When a machine is first started, the oil rings should be
observed to see that they are turning and the bearing housings watched
to see that they are not overheating. Oil wells should be filled with petroleum oil (not vegetable or animal oil) sometimes specified as high grade
dynamo, or light engine oil. Experience has shown that animal or vegetable oils or grease, or admixtures of them with mineral or petroleum oil,
will dry and gum, and by gumming the ducts and oil rings, prevents the
free flow of oil to the bearings. Oil leakage at the drainage plugs can be
avoided by dipping the plugs in a mixture of red lead and shellac before
inserting. It is advisable to apply a little clean lubricating oil to col
lector rings regularly. The oil may be applied with a piece of cloth' or
chamois skin.
N.E.M.A. Control Equipment Instructions

Contacts.-The contacts

of an electric controller assume a position of
Of whatever type, they must be kept clean, pressure
maintained and replaced when worn.

first importance.

Contactors.-To keep magnetic contactors in proper working order a
regular inspection should be made to maintain a correct relation between
the action of the contacts, iron circuit and coil. Assurance that the iron
circuit is closed and sealed with a positive action, and that the contacts
have sufficient "roll" or pressure will prevent many- controller complaints.
Relays.-Follow the manufacturer's instructions furnished with relays.
Low Voltage Devices.-The proper holding and releasing action of low

voltage coils, under voltage coils, and mechanisms is dependent on both
mechanical adjustment and application of the voltage (and frequency on
alternating current systems) specified on the name plate. The spring and
gravity return mechanism should be kept in proper adjustment to avoid
too violent return. .4.C. release mechanism should he inspected to see
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that the iron circuit is properly sealed and that the pole pieces are cleaned
of rust and make a true flat contact. Care on this point will prevent
humming and failure of coils from excessive current due to open iron
circuits.

Connections and Wiring.-Terminals and connection studs on controllers, accessories and resistors should be gone over regularly and tightened
to avoid poor contact and improper functioning of the apparatus.

Lubrication.-Oil on controllers should be applied only to parts needing oil. Any excess oil on surfaces should be wiped off to prevent accumulation of dust and dirt. Oil should be applied carefully and sparingly to
such parts of a controller as may he specified by the manufacturer in his
instructions.

TEST QUESTIONS
1.

.2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

What items are included in the term "management"?
What should he considered to properly select a machine?
Describe in detail how various power plant apparatus
are properly selected.
What are the uses of single phase and polyphase
motors of various types?
Describe the use of synchronous motors for the dual
purpose of power and power factor correction.
Give the application of -general purpose- motors.
Give the effects of variation of voltage and frequency
upon the performance of induction motors.
Explain the markings placed on terminals of electric
power apparatus.
Give some points relating to rotors and phase rotation

of rotating apparatus.
10. Explain the rating of alternators.
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What may be said with respect to the voltage taps of
transformers?
12. Give a few points relating to the installation of
machines in power houses.
13. Give some information on belts and pulleys.
14. Explain horse power and torque calculations.
15. Describe the operation of an alternator under
various
conditions.
16. What are thevarious methods of synchronizing
alternators so that they will run in parallel?
17. Describe the method of cutting out an
alternator.
18. What kind of transformer efficiency is
important to
the station manager?
19. Is a rotary converter a reversible machine?
20. Give the method of starting a rotary converter.
21. How are rotary converters wired in sub -stations?
22. Describe the hunting of rotary converters.
23. Explain how and why frames and cases should be
grounded.
11.
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CHAPTER 92

Testing Indicating Instruments
Before making tests on a.c. motors, alternators, transformers, or other machines, the instruments used should be
tested so that accurate results may be obtained. The explanations then may be regarded as a preliminary to chapters
93 and 94.

Electrical Indicating Instruments.-In the manufacture of
most measuring instruments, the graduations of the scale are
made at the factory, by comparing the deflections of the
pointer with voltages as measured nn standard apparatus.
The volt meters in most common use have capacities of 5, 15, 75, 150,
300, 500 and 750 volts each, although it the measurement of very low
resistances such as those of armatures, heavy cables, or bus bars, volt
meters having capacities as low as .02 volt are employed.
The difference between the design of direct current volt meters of different capacities lies simply in the high resistance joined in series with
the fine wire coil. This resistance is usually about 100 ohms per volt
capacity of the meter, and is composed of fine silk covered copper wire
wound non -inductively on a wooden spool.

In the operation of an instrument, if the pointer when deflected do not
readily come to a position of rest owing to frictior in the moving parts,
it may be aided in this respect by gently tapping the lase of the instrument
with the hand; this will often enable the obstruction, if not of a serious
nature, to be overcome and an accurate reading to be obtained.
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In a two scale volt meter, one scale is for low voltage readings and the other for high voltage readings; on these scales
the values of the graduations for low voltages are usually
marked with red figures, while those for high voltages are
marked with black figures.
A volt meter carrying two scales must also contain two resistances in
place of one; a terminal from each of these coils must be connected with
.a separate binding post, but the remaining terminal of each resistance
is joined to a wire which connects through the fine wire coil with the
third binding post of the meter. The two first mentioned binding posts
are usually mounted at the left hand side of the meter and the last mentioned binding post and key at the right hand side.
The resistance corresponding to the high reading scale is composed of
copper wire having the same diameter as that constituting the resistance
for the low reading scale, but.as the capacity of the former scale is generally a whole number of times greater than that of the latter scale, the
resistances for the two must bear the same proportion.

In connecting a two scale volt meter in circuit, the single
binding po3t i3 always employed regardless of which scale ís
desired.
If, then, the voltage be such that it may be measured on the low reading
scale, the other inding post employed is that connected to the lower of
the two resistances contained within; if, however, the p essure be higher
than those recorded on the low reading scale, the binding post connected
to the higher cf the two resistances contained within is used.
1

Inasmuch a; the capacities of the stales a -e usually marked on or near
the corresponding binding posts, there will gene -ally be no difficulty in
selecting the proper one of the two left hand binding posts.

When the binding posts of a two scaly volt meter are not
marked and only an approximate idea is possessed of the voltage to be measured, it is always advisable to connect to the
binding post corresponding to the high reading scale of the
meter.
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This is done in order to determine if the measurement may not be made
safely and more accurately on the low reading. scale. In any case, some
knowledge must be had of the voltage at hand, else the high reading portion of the instrument may be endangered.
Too much care cannot be taken to observe these precautions whenever the
volt meter is used, for the burning out or charring of the insulation either
in the fine wire coil or in the high resistance of the meter by an excessive
current, is one of the most serious accidents that can befall the instrument.
If a volt meter has been subjected to a voltage higher than that for
which it was designed, yet not sufficiently high to injure the insulation,
but high enough to cause the pointer to pass rapidly over the entire scale,
damage has been done in another way. The pointer being forced against.
the side of the case in this manner is more or less bent and so introduces
an error in the readings that are afterward taken.
The same damage will be done if the meter be connected in circuit so
that the current does not pass through it in the proper direction, although
in this case the pointer is not liable to be bent so much as when -it is forced
to the opposite side of the meter by an abnormal current, since then it has
gained considerable momentum which causes a more severe impact.
The extent of the damage may be ascertained by noting how far away
from the zero mark the pointer lies when no current is passing through the
instrument. If this distance be more than two -tenths of a division, the
metal case enclosing the working part should be removed and the pointer
the careful use of a pair of pinchers.
straightened

1

Indicating instruments should not be placed mar conductors
carrying large currents.
A fall or a rough handling of an instrument at once shows its effect on
the readings, for as much harm is done as would result from a similar
treatment of a watch.

How to TaF:.o I'.eadings.-The deflection of the pointer
=hould be react to tenths of a division; this can be done with

considerable accuracy, especially after a little practice.
For very accurate results, a temperature correction should be applied to
compensate for the effect which the temperature of the atmosphere has
upon the resistance of the meter when measurements are being taken.
In ordinary station practice the temperature correction is negligible, being

,
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for resistance corresponding to the high scale in first class meters, less
than one -quarter of 1 per cent. for a range of 35 degrees above or 35 degrees below 70 degrees Fahrenheit.

Errors in Station Volt Meters.-Since they are usually connected permanently in circuit; a certain amount of heat is
developed in the wiring of the instrument..
The effect of this heat increases the volt meter resistance and consequently reduces the current below that which otherwise would pass through

Fu:. 4,856.-Diagram of connections for calibrating

a

watt meter.

the meter; since the deflections of the pointer are governed by the strength
of the current, station volt meters invariably indicate a voltage slightly
lower than that which actually exists across their leads.

Checking Up a Recording Watt Meter.-This may conveniently be done by noting the deflections at short intervals on
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an ammeter connected in circuit, and also the readings on the
dial of the recording watt meter during this period. If this
test be continued for an appreciable time, the product of the
pressure in volts, the current in amperes, and the time in hours,
should equal the number of watt hours recorded on the counters of the dial.

Calibrating a Watt Meter.-The calibration of a portable
watt meter is accomplished with direct current of constant
value which is passed through the series winding by connecting
the source thereof with the current terminals as in fig.

4,856.
A direct current voltage which may be varied throughout
the range of the watt meter is also applied to the instrument
between the middle and right hand pressure terminals A and E,
the wiring in the meter between these terminals being such
that its differential winding is then cut out of circuit.
The method of procedure consists in comparing the deflections on the watt meter at five or six approximately equidistant points over its scale with the corresponding products
of volts and amperes used to obtain them.
The changes in the watt meter deflections are effected by merely varying
the voltage, the value of the current being maintained constant at a
value. which represents the full current capacity of the meter.

How to Get Accurate Ammeter Readings.-For precision
measurements an ammeter should be cut out of circuit except
while taking a reading, because of the error introduced by the
heating effect of the current.
In an ammeter having a capacity of 50 amperes, the error thus introduced will be less than 1 per cent. if connected continuously in circuit
with a current -not exceeding three-quarters this capacity.
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All ammeters of 100 amperes capacity may be used indefinitely 'in circuit
with less than 1 per cent. error up to one-half its capacity, and for five
minutes at three-quarters capacity without exceeding the 1 per cent, limit.

Meter Testing with Standard.-In testing a meter, by comparing it with a standard, in order to obtain the best results
there should be one man at each meter so that simultaneous
readings may be taken on both instruments, and the man at
the standard meter should maintain the voltage constant while
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FIG. 4,857.-Jewel two scale a.c. portable testing ammeter. The construction uses a special
coil which has several windings so arranged that the several scales check in their characteristics and consequently a single set of divisions is supplied with the necessary sets of figures.
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a reading is being taken, by means of a rheostat in the field
circuit of the generator supplying the current.
Each meter should be checked or calibrated at five or six approximately equidistant points over its scale; the adjustable resistance being
varied each time to give a deflection on the standard meter of an even
number of divisions and the deflection on the other meter recorded at
whatever it may be. Having obtained the necessary readings, the calculation of the constant or multiplying factor of the meter undergoing test
is next in order.
This may best be shown by taking an actual case in which a 150 scale
volt meter is being tested to determine its accuracy. The data and calculations are as follows:
Readings on
Readings on
Constant
standard meter meter tested
150
150=149.2=1.005
149.2
125
125. 125.0 =1.000
125.0
100
130- 98.9=1.011
98.9
75- 73.6=1.019
75
73.6
50
50.0
50 _ 50.0 =1.000
24.8
25+ 24.8 =1.008
25

6.043

Average constant for six readings, 6.043= 6 =1.007,

It may be stated in general that before taking the readings for this
test, the zero position of the pointer on the meter tested should he noted,
and if it be more than two -tenths of a division off the zero mark, the case
of the meter should be removed and the pointer straightened.
Furthermore, it will be noticed from the readings here recorded that
the test is started at the high reading end of the scale; this is done in order
that the pointer may gradually be brought up to this spot, by slowly
cutting out of circuit the adjustable resistance, and thus show whether
or not the pointer has a tendency to stick at any part of the scale. If
the meter seem to be defective in this respect, it should be remedied either
NOTE.-The 150 scale ammeter may be left in circuit for an indefinite length of time
at one-third its full capacity, and for three minutes at one-half its full capacity, with a negligible error.

NOTE.-When currents larger than 300 amperes have to be measured, ammeter shunts
are generally employed, although ammeters up to 500 amperes capacity are manufactured.

NOTE:- t mmeters of

200

and of

300

ampere capacities must not continuously carry

more than one-quarter of these loads respectively if the readings are to have an accuracy within
1 per cent. nor more than one-half these respective numbers of amperes for three minutes if
the same degree of accuracy be desired.
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by bending the pointer or scale, or by renewing one or both of the jewels,
before the comparison with the standard is commenced.

It is obvious from the readings recorded from the 150 scale volt meter,
that as compared with the corresponding deflections of the standard, the

former are a trifle low.
In order to determine for each observation how much too low they are,
it is necessary tp divide each reading on the standard by the corresponding
reading on the meter tested. The result is the amount by which a deflection of this size on the meter tested must be multiplied in order to
._

,
.

_

K.

Y'`n ".s
4^

?^.
'

.a'

Fin. 4,858.-Jewel two scale a.c. porteble testing volt meter. The a.c. movement used is
shielded and is an advanced design of the repulsion iron vane type, embodying a bakelite
'form for the coil, a moulded Bakelite damping chamber and a moving element, which is
light, but rugged.
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obtain the exact reading. This multiplier is called a constant, and as shown,
a constant is determined for each of the six observations.
The average constant for the six readings is then found, and this is
taken as the constant for the meter as a whole; that is, whenever this 150
scale volt meter is used, each reading taken thereon must be multiplied
by 1.007 in order to correct for its inaccuracy.
The most convenient and systematic way of registering the constant of
a meter is .to write it, together with the number of the meter and the date
of its calibration, in ink on a cardboard tag and loop the same by means
of a string to the handle or some other convenient part of the meter.

Calibration of a Two Scale Volt Meter.-The complete calibration of a two scale volt meter does not, as might be supposed, necessitate that the readings on both scales be checked
with standards, for since the resistance corresponding to the
one scale is always some multiple of the resistance of the
ether, the constants of the two scales are proportional.
For instance, if S = the reading at the end of the high scale of the volt
meter; S' = the reading at the end of the low scale of the volt meter; R =
the resistance in the meter corresponding to the high scale; W = the resistance in the meter corresponding to the low scale; K =the constant for the
high scale, and K1=the constant for the low scale. Then
from which

That

SK=R=S'K'--W
Kt = SKR+ SIR

the respective resistances corresponding to the two
scales be known, and the constant of the high scale be determined by comparison with a standard, then by aid of these known values and the maximum readings on the two scales, the constant of the low scale may be calculated. It is also possible to calculate the constant of the high scale if
the constant of the low scale he known, together with the values of the
resistances corresponding to the two scales; for from the equation previ..
is to say, if

ously given,

K = RS1KI= R'S

There are a number of tests that are easily made and which
require only ordinary ammeters, volt meters and watt meters.
NOTE.-Tuning up a meter consists in straightening. the pointer; varying -the tension
of the spiral springs; renewing the jewels in the bearings; altering the value of the high resistance, and, in the case of a direct current instrument, strengthening the permanent magnet.
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A knowledge of these tests will be found useful to those having
charge of a.c. motors. The tests which follow are of simple

nature and present no difficulties.
In motor testing, by the methods illustrated in the. accompanying cuts,

it is assumed that the motor is loaded in the ordinary way by belting of
direct connecting the motor to some form of load, and that the object
is to determine whether the motor is over or under loaded, and approxi.
mately what per cent. of full load it is carrying. All commercial motors
have name plates, giving the rating of the'motor and the full load current
LOAD

LOAD

1

JtQ[L

LOAD

---

r--)

WATTMETER

VOLTMETER

AMMETER

Q

CTht

I

WATTMETER

VOLTMETER

WATTMETER

AMMETER

[

SUPPLY

I

AMMETER

AMMETER

SUPPLY

SUPPLY

VOLTMETER

SUPPLY

Fics. 4,859 to 4,862.-How to connect instruments for power measurements.

Hence tin per 'cent. of load carried can be determ.inMd
proximately by measuring the current input and the voltage. If an efficiency test of the apparatus be required, it becomes necessary to use some
form of absorption by dynamometer, such as a Prony or other form of
brake. The output of the motor can then be determined from the brake
readings. The scope, of the present treatment is, however, too limited
.to go into the subject of different methods of measuring the output of the
.apparatus, and is confined rather to methods of measuring current input,
voltage, and watts. The accuracy of all tests is obviously dependent
upon the accuracy of the instruments employed.
Before accepting the result obtained by any test, especially under light or
no load, correction should be made for wattmeter error. See watt meter
error table on page 2,885.
in amperes.
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TEST OUESTIONS
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.

What precautions should be taken with testing instruments in making tests?
How are the scales on electrical instruments made?
What range of voltage is most common on the scales of
volt meters?
How do d.c. and a.c. instruments differ?
How may the pointer of an instrument be quickly
brought to rest?
Explain the reading of two scale instruments.
What precautions should be taken 'in connecting up a
two sca!e volt meter?
Explain thz use each scale in a two scale volt meter.
Explain how to take readings.
How may a volt meter be easily damaged?
What should be done in taking readings to obtain
accurate results?
What errors occur in station volt meters?
Should temperature correction be made for ordinary
station instruments?
Explain the effect of heat in introducing an error.
Explain how to check up a watt meter.
How is a watt meter calibrated?
How are accurate ammeter readings obtained?
How should ammeters of various capacities be used?
How is a meter tested with a standard?
How close should a meter read for the zero position?
c

f
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21. What is the most convenient way to register the con'
stant of a meter?
22. Explain how to calibrate a two scale volt meter.
23. What are the usual remedies in tuning up a meter?

2
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the secondary short circuited, the secondary will also carry full load
current. With connections as shown in fig. 4,863 and with 'the
full load
current, the volt meter indicates the impedance volts of the
transformer.
This divided by the rated voltage gives what is called the per
cent. impedance of the transformer. In a commercial transformer of 5 kw.,
this
should he approximately 3 per cent.

The iron loss of the transformer under approximately 3
per cent. of the normal voltage will be negligible, and the
losses measured will be the sum of the primary and secondary
copper losses.

Frc. 4,863.-Transformer copper loss by watt meter measurement and impedance.

As in the discussion of the core loss measurements, the watt
meter readings must be corrected for the loss in its pressure
coil, the method of correction being the same as that discussed
under the core loss measurement. If the impedance volts, as
measured, be divided by the primary current, the impedance of
the transformer is obtained. The reciprocal of this quantity is
known by the term "admittance." When two or more transformers are connected in parallel they divide the load in proportion to their admittance. It is, therefore, important that the
users of transformers know the impedance of the apparatus
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LINE

AMMETER

VOLTMETER

UNKNOWN
REST STANCE

1a000000000661)06060`
ADJ U STABLE
RESISTANCE

te. 4,864.-Resistance measurement by "drop" method. The circuit

whose resistance is

to be measure!, is connected in series with an ammeter and an adjustable resistance to
vary the Clow of current. A volt meter is connected directly across tl.e terminals of the
resistance to be measured, as shown in the figure. According to Ohm's law I=E=R,
from which, R=E=I. If then the current limning in the circuit through the unknown
resistance be measured, an also the drop or difference of pressure, the resistance can be
calculated by above formula. In order to secure accurate determination of the resistance
such value of current must he used as will give large delecttons of the needle on the instruments employed. A number of independent readings should be taken with some variation of the current and necessarily a corresponding variation in voltage. The resistance
should then be figured from each set of readings and the average of all readings taken for
the correct resistance. Great care must he taken, however, in the readings, and the instruments nun?t be fairly accurate. For example, suppose that the combined instrument
error and the error of the reading in the volt meter should be 1 per cent., the reading being
high, while the corresponding error of the ammeter is 1 per cent. low. This would cause
an error of approximately 2 per cent. in the reading of the resistance. In making careful
measurements of the resistance, it is also necessary to determine the temperature of the
resistance being measured, as the resistance of copper increases approximately .4 of 1 per
cent. for each degree ri:.e in temperature. Use is made of this fact for determining the
increase in temperature of a piece of apparatus when operating under oad. The resistance of the apparatus at some known temperature is measured, this being called the cold
resistance of the apparatus. At the end of the temperature test the hot resistance is taken.
Assume the resistance has increased by 15 per cent. This would in'icate a rise in temperature of 37% degrees above the original or cold temperature of the apparatus. Suppose then that in measuring the cold resistance, results are obtained which are 2 per cent.
low, and that in measuring the hot resistance, there be 2 per cent. error ín the opposite
direction. This would mean that a total error of 4 per cent. had been made in the difference between the hot and cold resistances, or an error of 10 degrees. The correct. rise in
temperature is, therefore, about 27% instead of 373 ¿ degrees. In other words, an error
of 2 per cent. in measuring each resistance has caused an error of approximately 36 jr per
cent. in the measurement of the rise in temperature. The constant .4 which has been used
above'is only approximate and should not be used for exact work. For detail instructions
of making calculations of resistance and temperature, see "Standardization Rules of the
-1

A.I.E. E."
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used, in order to determine whether two or more transformers
will operate satisfactorily in parallel.

For accurate measurement of impedance the volt meter
should be connected directly across the terminals of the transformer rather than as shown in fig. 4,863.
The usual and best method of obtaining copper losses is to separately
measure the primary and secondary resistance and calculate from these
the primary and secondary copper losses. For general diagram of connections and discussion of the drop method, see fig. 4,864. The current should
be kept well within the load current of the transformer to avoid temperature rise during the test. In other words, the resistance of the coil
is the voltage across its terminals divided by the current.

W

Q
VOLTMETER

NON-IMDUCTIVE LOAD
AMMETER

o

tc. 4,865.-Temperature test of transformer with non -inductive load.

The resistance of the primary coil can be measured similarly. The
copper loss in watts in each coil will then he the product of the resistance
and the square of the rated current for that coil.

Temperature Test of Transformer with Non -Inductive Load.
way of making the test is. shown in fig. 4,865.
Connect the primary of the transformer to the line as shown,
and carry normal secondary load by means of a bank of lamps
or other suitable resistance, until full load secondary current
is shown by the ammeter in the secondary circuit.

-The simplest

The transformer should then be allowed to run at its rated load for the
desired interval of time, temperature readings being made of the oil in ita
hottest part, and also of the surrounding air.
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Where temperatures of the coil rather than temperatures of the oil are
desired, it is necessary to use the resistance method. This is obtained by
first carefully measuring the resistance of both primary. and secondary
coils at the temperature of the room, and then, after the transformer
has been under heat test for the desired time, disconnect it from the circuit and again measure the resistance of primary and secondary.

For proper method of calculating the temperature rise from
resistance measurements, the reader is referred to the standardization rules of the A.I.E.E.
In making resistance measurements of large transformers by the drop
method care should be taken to allow both ammeter and volt meter indications to settle down to steady values before readings are taken. This
may require several minutes. Each time the current is changed it is
necessary in order to obtain check values on resistance measurements, to
wait until the current is again settled to its permanent value before taking
readings.
All resistance measurements must be taken with great care, as small
errors in the measurement of the resistance may make very large errors
in the determination of the temperature rise. The methcd above de ,
scribed is satisfactory for small transformers.

Where large units are to be tested, the cost of current for
testing becomes an important item. The "bucking test" as in
fig. 4,866, is more economical.

Transformer Temperature Bucking Test.-For this purpose
two transformers of the same size and ratio are required. The
connections are as shown in fig: 4,866. Full secondary voltage
is applied, and rheostats or auxiliary auto -transformers are inserted in the circuit to properly regulate the voltage.
The primaries are connected with one bucking the other, and a voltage
equal to twice the impedance voltage of either transformer inserted in the
primary circuit. It should be noted that when the secondaries are subjected to the full secondary voltage, a full primary voltage exists across
either primary, but with the primaries connected so that the voltage of
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one is bucked against the voltage of the other, the resultant voltage in
the circuit will be zero.
By applying to the primary circuit twice the impedance voltage of
either transformer, full primary and secondary current will circulate
through both transformers. On the other hand, by subjecting the secondaries to the fall secondary voltage, the iron of the transformer will be
magnetized as under its regular operating conditions, and the full ircn
loss of the transformer introduced. This method permits the operation

0aá
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Fie. 4,866.-Transformer temperature "bucking test."

of two transformers under temperature test with their full losses, without
taking energy from the line equal to the rated capacity.

Measurements of temperature are taken in exactly the same
way as above. This method is successfully employed for
making temperature tests on transformers of all sizes.
Transformer Insulation Test.-In applying a 10,000 volt
insulation test between the primary and secondary of a
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transformer, the testing leads should be disconnected from the
transformer under test, and a spark gap introduced as shown
in fig. 4,867 with the test needle set at a proper sparking distance for 10,000 volts.
A high resistance should be connected in the secondary before closing
its circuit, and the voltage gradually increased by cutting out this secondary resistance until a spark jumps across the spark gap. When the
spark jumps across the spark gap, the volt meter reading should be recorded and the testing transformer disconnected. The spark gap should
then be increased about 10 per cent., and the high tension leads connected to the transformer under test as indicated in the diagram.
RESISTANCE

SPARK GAP
RESISTANCE

-'VV
ADJUSTABLE
RESISTANCE

VOLTMETER
FUSE

LINE

Ftc. 9,867.-Transformer insulation test.

In order to equalize the insulation strains, all primary leads should be
connected together, all secondary leads not only connected together, but
to the core as well. All resistance in the rheostat in the low tension circuit should then be inserted and the switch closed. Gradually cut out
secondary resistance until the volt meter shows the same voltage as was
recorded previously when the spark jumped across the gap, and apply
this voltage to the transformer for one minute.

Insulation tests for a period of over one minute are very
unadvisable, as transformers with excellent insulation may be
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seriously damaged by prolonged
insulation tests.
The longer the strain to which any
insulation is subjected the shorter
the subsequent l::e of the insulation.
iso the g_eatcr the applied voltage
ebove the actual operating voltage
of the :pparatus, the shorter the
subsequent l:`e cf the insulation. In
testing sn 11 t_ancformers, the spark
gap n_ay to omitted and the vcltage
cf the law p:eccu.-e coil of the testing
transformer treasured. This multiplied t y the ratio of transformation
gives the testirr,r, voltage.

f

Transformer Insulation Test
without High Tension Transformer.-In this method, a
number of standard transformers, connected as shown in
fig. 4,868, may be employed,
but great care should be taken
to have such transformer cases
thoroughly insulated from the
ground and from one another,
in order to minimize the insulation strains in the testing transformers.
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Care should be taken to insert
in the circuit of each testing
transformer a fuse, not in -excess of the transformer capacity,
which will blow, in case of a
break down in the apparatus
under test.

31411

In testing insulation between
secondary and core, disconnect
the primary entirely, apply one
terminal of the testing transformer to the secondary terminals
of the transformer under test,
and the other terminal of the
testing transformer to the core
of the transformer under test.
The duration of this test should
also not exceed one minute.
c
c
ri

E
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Transformer Internal Insulation Test.-This test is sometimes called double normal
voltage test, from the fact that
most transformers are tested
with double normal voltage
across their terminals. If either
the primary or secondary of the
transformer he connected, as
shown in fig. 4,869, to some
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source of current with voltage double that of the voltage of the
transformer under test, the insulation between adjacent turns,
and also the insulation between adjacent layers will be subjected to twice the normal operating voltage.
It is good prr_,:tice to employ high frequency for this test in order to
prevent an abnormal current passing through the transformer. Sixty
cycle transformers are usually tested on 133 cycle, and 25 cycle transformers on 60 cycle circuits for this double normal voltage test. It is
necessary to insert the resistance in the circuit of the transformer and
bring the voltage up gradually, the same as applying other high insulation
tests in order to prevent abnormal rises in pressure at the instant of closing
the circuit.

Ns*

a8aaaaóaaam
VOLTMETER

AN METER.
_I

FIG.

4,870.-Transformer insulation resistance test.

Transformer Insulation Resistance Test.-The insulation of
a transformer besides being able to resist puncture, due to increased voltage, must also have sufficient resistance to prevent
any appreciable amount of current flowing between primary
and secondary coils. It is, therefore, sometimes important that
the insulation resistance between primary and secondary be
measured.
This can be done as shown in fig. 4,870. Great care should
be taken to have all wires thoroughly insulated from the
ground, and, to have an ammeter placed as near as possible
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to the terminals of the transformer under test, in order that
current leaking from one side of the line to the other, external
to the transformer, may not be méasured. Great care is required in making this measurement, in order to obtain consistent results.
Transformer Winding or Ratio Test.-The object of this
test is to check the ratio between the primary and the secondary windings. For this purpose a transformer of known
ratio is used as a standard. Connect the transformer under
test with a standard transformer as shown in fig. 4,871. Leave
TRANSFORMER"
..UNDER TEST

FIG. ;1.871.-Transformer winding or ratio test.

switch S.. open. With the single pole double throw switch in
position S,B, the volt.meter.is thrown across the .terminals. of
the standard transformer. With the switch in position S1A,
the volt meter is thrown across the terminals of the transformer
under test. The volt meter should be read with the switch
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If the winding ratio be the same as that of
the standard transformer, the two volt meter readings will be
identical.
in each position.

Transformer Polarity Test.-This test, sometimes called a
banking test, is of importance. The transformers from any
particular manufacturer have the leads brought out in such a
manner that a transformer of any size can be connected' to
primary and secondary lines in a given order without danger
of blowing the fuses due to incorrect connections. All manufacturers of transformers, however, do not bank transformers
in the same way, so that it is necessary in placing transformers
of different makes to test for polarity.

.

This is done as shown in fig. 4,871. One transformer is selected as a
standard and the leads of the second transformer connected as indicated
in the diagram.
If the transformers be 1,100-2,200 volts to 1I0-220, two 110 volt lamps
are connected in the secondaries of the transformers as indicated, while
the primary of the transformer is connected across the_ line. In transformers built for two primary and two secondary voltages, it is necessary
to test each primary"ánci each secondary. The diagram shows the method
of connecting one 2,200 volt coil and one 110 volt coil to the transformer
to he tested.
When the primary circuit of the transformer under test is closed, and
if the secondary leads of the 110 volt coil under test be brought out of
the case p.opetly, the two 110 volt lamps should be brightly illuminated.
If, on the other hand, the two 110 volt terminals have been reversed, no
current will flow through,the lamps.
If these two terminals be found to be brought out correctly, transfer
the secondary leads of the transformer under test to the second 11J volt
coil. Upon closing the primary circuit, the'lamp should again he brightly
illuminated. Repeat this process with each of the secondary coils and the
other primary coil, and if the lamps.show up bright in every case on closing .the primary circuit, all leads, have been properly brought out.
up brightly, the leads on the
1-f -on any tests the lamps do not light
the proper banking.
produce
as
to
changed
be
so
must
transfgrmer
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TEST OUESTIONS
I. What was 'the criterion of good transformer design
in early days?
2. Describe transformer copper loss tests by watt meter
measurement and impedance.
3. Is a watt meter subject to considerable error under
low power factor?
4. Must the watt meter readings 1-e corrected in copper
loss test?
5. How do two

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

11.

cr more transformers connected in parallel divide the load?
Describe the resistance measurement by drop method.
Describe how to test a transformer for temperature on'
non -inductive load.
When should the resistance method be used?
What is the proper method of calculating the temperature rise from resistance measurements?
What precaution should be taken for making the resistance measurements of large transformers by the
drop method?
Should all resistance measurements be taken with
great care?

12. \'/hat is the "bucking' test?
13. When should the bucking test be used?
14'. Describe in detail transformer temperature
bucking

test.
15. Explain how the transformer insulation test is
made.
-16. Should an insulation test be made_ for over a
period of one minute?

2,880
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.
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How should the -tkáñsformer insulation test be made.
without high tension transformers?
Describe transformer internal insulation test.
What other name is sometimes given to the transformer internal insulation test?
Explain the method of making the transformer internal
insulation test.
What precaution should 'be taken in the making of
a transformer insulation test?
Explain how the transformer or ratio test is made.
How is the transformer polarity test made?
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CHAPTER 94

Motor Testing
There are numerous simple tests of motors which may be
easily made requiring only such instruments as volt meters,
ammeters and watt meters.
Since the accuracy of a test not only depends upon correct
reading, but upon the conditions of the instruments, it should
be first ascertained that all the instruments used. in making a
test are in proper working order.

Accordingly, as pointed out in a preceding chapter (see
page 2,855), the instruments should first be tested for accuracy before using them in making a motor test.

important to know how to take readings and to know
all the practical points relating to the instruments.

It

is

Since so much depends upon the proper handling and conditions of the instruments, it is suggested that the reader carefully study the preceding chapter before testing motors.
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How to Connect Instruments for Power Measurement.There are several ways of connecting an ammeter, volt meter
and watt meter in the circuit for the measurement of power.
A few of the methods are here discussed and illustrated in
figs. 4,859 to 4,862.
With some of the connections it is necessary to correct the
readings of the watt meter for the losses in the coil or coils,
of the watt meter, or for losses in the ammeter or volt meter.
Thís is necessary since the instruments may be so connected.
that the watt meter not only measures the load but includes
in its indications some of the instrument losses.
If the load measured be small or considerable accuracy be
required, these instrument losses may be calculated as follows:
Loss in pressure coil is
E24 -.R,

in which,
E =voltage at the terminals of the pressure coil.
R =its resistance in ohms.

Loss in current coil is 12R, in which
=current in amperes.
R =resistance of the current coil in ohms.
I

In general let:

E =voltage across terminals of the volt meter.
E,= voltage across the
Iw
Ia

terminals of the pressure coil of the watt meter,

=current through current coil of watt meter.
=current through current coil of ammeter.

R, =resistance of pressure coil of volt meter.
R =resistance of pressure coil of watt meter.
121, -resistance of current coil of watt meter.

'
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R. =resistance of current coil of ammeter.
Pw=watt meter reading.
P =power to he measured.

With this notation the losses in the various coils will be as
follows:

E2=R

:

E2w

I2,.
-

I2.

R,,.

RV,,.

R.

=loss
=loss
=loss
=loss

in watts in pressure coil of volt meter.
in watts in pressure coil of watt meter.
in watts in current coil of watt meter.

in watts in current coil of ammeter.

If connections be made as in fig. 4,859, the correct power
of the, circuit will be
P,,.-(E2,.=R+E2w=R..)

in watts and

E =E.,.

In fig. 4,860,
P=Pw-E2 ,=R,.,

in watts

In fig. 4,861,

P=Pw-12, R'w

in watts

or the correct power is the watt meter reading minus the loss in the current
coil of the wall meter.

In fig. 4,862,

:

P=Pw-(E2w Rw+12g Ra)
.

in. watts

The usual method of connection is either as in fig. 4,859 or
fig. 4,860.
In either case the current reading is that of the load plus the current in
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the pressure coils of the volt meter and watt meter. Unless the
current
being measured, however, he very small, or extreme accuracy he desired,
it is unnecessary to correct ammeter readings.
In fig. 4,860, a small error is introduced due to the fact that
voltage applied to the load is that given by the volt meter minusthe actual
the small
drop in voltage through the current coil of the watt meter.

If an accurate measure of the current in connection with
the power consumed by the load be required, the connections
shown in fig. 4,862 are, used, and if extreme accuracy be
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Ftc. 4,872.-Jewel two

.

scale single phase portable testing watt meter. The moving element
is effectively shielded from outside magnetIc fields by a special
laminated
The method of obtaining series and parallel readings is such as to avoid metal construction.
links.
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required, the watt meter reading is reduced by the losses in
the ammeter and in the pressure coil of the watt meter.
The loss in the pressure coil of a watt meter or volt meter may be as
high as 12 or 15 watts at 220 volts.
The loss in the current coil of a watt meter with 10 amperes flowing
through it may be 6 or 8 watts. It can he easily seen that if the core or
copper losses of small transformers. are being measured, it is quite necessary to correct all watt meter readings for instrument losses.
In measuring the losses of a 25 or 50 h.p. induction motor, the instrument losses may be neglected.

WATTMETER ERROR FOR A LOAD OF 1,000 VOLT-AMPERES
(For a lag of 1 degree in the pressure coil)

Power factor

True watts

1.

1,000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100

.9
.8
.7
.6
.5
.4

'.3

.2
.1

Error

.3

7.6
10.5
12.5
13.9
15.1
15.9
16.6
17.1
17.3

Error of indication in per
cent. of true
value

0.03
0.85
1.31

1.78
2.32

3.02
3.98
5.54
8.55
1.73

NOTE.-in the iron vane type instrument when used as a watt meter, the current of the
series coil always remains in perfect phase with the current of the circuit, provided series transformers be riot introduced. The error, then, is entirely due to the lag of the current in the
pressure coil, and this error in high power factor is exceedingly small, increasing as the power
factor decreases. In the above table it should be noted that the value of the error as distinguished from the per cent. of error, instead of indefinitely increasing as the power factor
diminishes, rapidly attains a maximum value which is less than 2 per cent. of the power delivered under the same current and without inductance. It should also be noted that the above
tabulation is on the assumption of a lag of 1 degree in the pressure coil. The actual lag in
Wagner instruments for instance, is approximately .085 of a degree, and the error due to the
lag of the pressure coil in Wagner instruments is, therefore, proportionally reduced from the
figures shown in the above tabulation.

-
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Connections are seldom used which make it
necessary to
correct for the losses in the current coils of either
ammeter
or watt meter, as the losses vary with the
change in the current..
On the other hand,

the voltages generally used are fairly constant
at
110 or 220, and when the losses of the
have once been calculated, the necessary pressure coils at these voltages
instrument
correction can be readily made.

Single Phase Motor Test.-In this method of
input of a single phase motor of any type, the measuring the
ammeter, volt
meter and watt meter are connected as shown in
fig. 4,873.

SINGLE PHASE MOTOR
W

AMMETER

WATTMETER

VOLTMETER

FIG. 4,873.-Single phase motor test.

The ammeter measures the current flowing
through the motor, the
volt meter the pressure across the terminals
of the motor, and the watt
meter the total power inf ut to the motor. With
the watt meter would also measure the slight the connections as shown
losses in the volt meter and
the pressure coil of the watt meter, but for motors
of
lz.f5. and larger,
this loss is so small that it may he neglected.

"

í

The power factor may be calculated by dividing
the true
watts as indicated by the watt meter, by the
product
of the
volts and amperes.

Three Phase Motor Tests.-There are several
methods of
testing three phase motors and known as

Motor Testing
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
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Volt meter and ammeter method;
Two watt meter method;
Polyphase watt meter method;
One watt meter method;
One watt meter and Y box method, etc.

These methods will now be given.
THREE PHASE LINE

Q
THREE.PHASE MOTOR
VOLTMETER

PIG.

4,874.-Three

phase motor test;

AMMETER

volt meter and ammeter method.

Volt Meter and Animeter Method.-In this method of testing a three phase motor, if it be desired to determine the ap.
proximate load on a three phase motor, this may be done by
means of the connections as shown in fig. 4,874, and the current through one of the three lines and the voltage across the
phase measured.
If the voltage be approximately the rated voltage of the
motor and the amperes the rated current of the motor (as
noted on the name plate) it may be assumed that the motor
is carrying approximately full load.
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If, on the other hand, the amperes show much in excess.. of
full load rating, the motor is carrying an overload. The heat
generated in the copper varies as the square of the current.
That generated in the iron varies anywhere from the 1.6 power,
to the square.
This method is very convenient if a watt meter be not
available, although it is, of course, of no value for the determination of the efficiency or power factor of the apparatus.

a

a

2
a

w
THREE PHASE

Z

MOTOR

W

W
2

Fie. 4,875.-Three phase motor test; two watt meter method.

This method gives fairly accurate results, providing the load on the
three phases of the motor be fairly well balanced. If there be much difference, however, in the voltage of the three phases, the ammeter should
be switched from one circuit to another, and the current measured in each
phase. If the motor be very lightly loaded and the voltage of the different
phases vary by 2 or 3 per cent., the current in the three legs of the circuit
will vary 20 to 30 per cent.

Two Watt Meter Method.-If an accurate test of a three
phase motor be required, it is necessary to use the method as
shown in fig. 4,875. Assume the motor to be loaded with a
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brake so that its output can be determined. This method
gives correct results even with considerable unbalancing in the
voltages of the three phases.
With the connections as shown, the sum of the two watt meter readings gives the total power in the circuit. Neither meter by itself measures the power in any one of the three phases. In fact, with light load
one of the meters will probably give a negative reading, and it will then
be necessary to either reverse its current or pressure leads in order that
the deflection may be noted. In such cases the algebraic sum of the two
readings must be taken. In other words, if one read plus 500 watts and
the other, minus 300 watts, the total power in the circuit will be 500
minus 300; or 200 watts.
As the load comes on, the readings of the instrument which gave the
negative deflection will decrease until the reading drops to zero, and it
will then be necessary to again reverse the pressure leads on this watt
meter. Thereafter the readings of both instruments will be positive, and
the numerical sum of the two should be taken as the measurement of the
load.

If one set of the instruments he removed from the circuit, the reading
of the remaining watt meter will have no meaning. As stated above, it
will not indicate the power under these conditions in any one phase of
the circuit. The power factor is obtained by dividing the actual watts
input by the product of the average of the volt meter readings and the
average of the current readings X 1.73.

Polyphase Watt Meter Method.-This method of testing a
three phase motor is identical with the two watt meter method
shown in fig. 4,875, except that the watt meter itself combines the movement of the two watt meters. Otherwise the
method of taking the measurements is identical. If the power
factor be known to be less than 50 per cent., connect one movement so as to give a positive deflection; then disconnect movement one and connect movement two so as to give a positive
deflection. Then reverse either the pressure or current leads
of the movement, giving the smaller deflection, leaving the
remaining movement with the original connections.
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The readings now obtained will be the correct total watts delivered to
If the power factor he known to be over 50 per cent., the
same methods should be employed, except that both movements should
he independently connected to give positive readings.
An unloaded induction motor has a power factor of less than 50 per cent.,
and may, therefore, be used as above for determining the correct connections. For a better understanding of the reasons for the above method
of procedure, the explanation of the two watt meter method, fig. 4,875,
should be read.

the motor.

The power factor may be calculated as explained under fig.
4,875. Connect as shown in fig. 4,875.

G

THREE PHASE

MOTOR

A

Fic. 4,876.-Three phase motor test; one watt meter method.

The following check on connections may be made. Let the polyphase
induction motor run idle, that is, with no load. The motor will then
operate with a power factor less than 50 per cent. The polyphase meter
should give a positive indication, but if each movement be tried separately one will he found to give a negative reading, the other movement
will give a positive reading. This can be done by disconnecting one of
the pressure leads from the binding post of one movement. When the
power factor is above 50 per cent., then both movements will give positive
deflection.
U

One Watt Meter Method. --This method

13

equivalent to
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the two watt meter method with the following difference. A
single volt meter (as shown in fig. 4,876) with a switch A, can
be used to connect the volt meter across either one of the two
phases. Three switches B,C and D, are employed for changing the connection of the ammeter and watt meter in either
one of the two lines.
With the switches B and D, in the positio'l shown, the
and
watt meter series coils are connected in the 1_ft hand line. ammeter
The switch
C, must he closed under these conditions in order to have the middle
line closed.
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FIG. 1,877.-Three phase motor test;

W

I

one watt meter and

1' box

method.

Another reading should then he taken before any change of load has
occurred, with switch A, thrown to the right, switch B, closed, switch D,
thrown to the right and switch C, opened. The ammeter and the current coil of the watt meter will then he connected t) the middle line of
the motor. In order to prevent any interruption of the circuit, the switches
B,D and C. should be operated in the order given above.
With very light load on the motor the watt meter will probably give
a negative deflection in one phase or the other, and it will be necessary
to reverse its connections before taking the readings. For this purpose
a double pole, double throw switch is sometimes inserted in the circuit
of the pressure coil of the watt meter so that the indications can be reversed without. disturbing any of the connections.

-
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is suggested, before undertaking this test, that the instructions for test by the two watt meter and by the polyphase watt meter methods be read.

It

One Watt Meter with Y Box Method.-This method, as
shown in fig. 4,877, is of service only provided the voltages
of the three phases be the same.
A slight variation of the voltage of the different phases may cause a
very large error in the readings of the watt meter, and inasmuch as the
voltage of all commercial three phase circuits is more or less unbalanced,

THREE PHASE MOTOR
WITH NEUTRAL BROUGHT
OUT

FIG.

4,878.-Test of three phase motor with neutral brought out; one watt meter n etAod.

this method is not to be recommended for motor testing. With ba anced
voltage in all three phases, the power is that indicated by the watt meter,
multiplied by three. Power factor may be calculated as before.

Test of Three Phase Motor with Neutral Brought Out.This test as shown in fig. 4,878, employs a single watt meter.
Some star connected motors have the connection brought out
from the neutral of the winding. In this case the circuit may
be connected, as shown in fig. 4,878.
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The volt meter now measures voltage between the neutral and one of
the lines, and the watt meter the power in one of the three phases of the
motor. Therefore, the total power taken by the motor will be three times
the watt meter readings. By this method, just as accurate results can
be obtained as with the two watt meter method.
The power factor will be the indicated watts divided by the product of the
indicated amperes and volts.

Temperature Test of a Large Three Phase Induction Motor.
this method as shown in fig. 4,879, two motors, prefer-

-In
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NISM AND OPERATINGGAS
AH ALTERNATOjt

WATTMETER

G=J
WATTMETER
THREE PHt.SE MOTOR
RUNNING BELOW SYNGHRON ISM

FIG.

4,879.-Temperature test oí a large three phase induction motor.

ably of the same size and type, are required. One is driven
as a motor and runs slightly below synchronism, due to its
slip when. operating with load. This motor is belted to a second machine. If the pulley of the second machine be smaller
than the pulley of the first machine, the second machine will
then operate as an alternator and will return to the line as
much power as the first motor draws from the line, less the
losses of the second machine.
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'By properly selecting the ratio of pulleys, the first machine can he
caused to draw full load current and full load energy from the line. In
this way, thé total energy consumed is equivalent to the total of the losses
of both machines, which is approximately twice the losses of a single
machine.

Fig. 4,879 shows the connection of the watt meters, without
necessary switches, for reading the total energy by two watt
meter method. Detailed connection of the watt meter is
shown in fig. 4,876.
EXCITER

LIME

Q
r

aoono-moo-ADJUSTABLE
RESISTAI10E

AMMETER

THREE PHASE
ALTERI+ATOR

VOLTMETER

VOLTMETER

VOLTMETER

FIG. 4,880.-Alternator excitation or magnetization curve test.

it is usual, in making temperature tests, to insert one or more thermometers in what is supposed to be the hottest part of the winding, one
on the surface of the laminae and one in the air duct between the iron
laminw. The test should he continued until the difference in temperature
between ally part of the motor and the air reaches a steady value. The
motor should then he stopped and the temperature of the armature also
measured.
.

NOTE-Temperature tests of small induction motors are usually made on small
induction motors by belting the motor to a generator and loading the generator with a lama
bank or resistance until the motor input is equal to the full load. If, however, the motor he
of considerable size, such' that the cost of power becomes a considerable item in the cost of
testing, the method shown in fig. 4,879 may he used.
NOTE-For the approved method of taking temperature readings and interpreting
results, see Standardization Rules of the A J.E.E.
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Alternator Excitation' or Magnetization Curve Test.-The
object of this test is to determine the change of the armature
voltage due to -the variation of the field current when the external circuit is kept open. As shown in fig. 4,880, the field
circuit is connected with an ammeter and an adjustable resistance in series with a direct current source of supply.
The adjustable resistance is varied, and readings of the volt meter

r

LOAD

EXCITER LINE

AMMETEP

Q

FIELD RHEOSTAT
AMMETER

AMMETER

f
AMMETER
VOLTMETER

THREE PHASE
ALTERNATOR

FIG:. 4,851

-Three

VOLTMETER

VOLTMETER

r.iternator synchronous imper:ance test.

across the armature, and of the ammeter, are recorded. The speed of the
generator must he kept constant, preferably at the speed which is given
on the name plate. The excitation or magnetization curve of the machine is obtained by plotting the current and the voltage..

Three Phase Alternator Synchronous Impedance Test.-In
determining the regulation of an alternator, it is necessary to
obtain what is called the synchronous impedance of the machine.
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To obtain this, the field is connected, as shown in fig. 4,881. Volt
meters are removed and the armature short circuited with the ammeters
in circuit. The field current is then varied, the armature driven at synchronous speed, and the armature current measured by the ammeters in
circuit. The relation between field and armature amperes is then plotted.

The combination of the results of this test, with those obtained from the excitation or magnetization curve test shown
in fig. 4,880, are used in the determination of the regulation
of an alternator.
Engineers differ widely in the application of the above to the determination of regulation, and employ many empirical formula' and constants
for different lines of design.

Three Phase Alternator Load Test.-By means of the connection shown in fig. 4,881, readings of armature current and
field amperes can be obtained for any desired load.
The field current can be varied also so as to maintain constant armature voltage irrespective of load; or the field current may he kept constant and the armature voltage allowed to vary as the load increases.

The connections may also be used to make a temperature
test on the alternator by loading it with an artificial load.
In some cases after the alternator is installed the connection may be
used to make a temperature test, using the actual commercial load the
alternator is furnishing.

Three Phase Alternator or Synchronous Motor Temperature
Test.-In this test, as shown in fig. 4,882, two alternators or
synchronous motors of same size and type are used, and are
belted together, one to be driven as a synchronous motor and
the other as an alternator. The method employed is to synchronize the synchronous motor with the alternator or alternators on the three phase circuit, and then connect to the
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line by means. of a three pole single throw switch. The alternator is then similarly synchronized with the alternator of the
three phase circuit and thrown onto the line.
By varying the field of the alternator it can be made to carry approximately full load, and the motor will then be also approximately fully
loaded. The usual method is to have the motor carry slightly in excess
of full load, and the alternator slightly less than full load. Under these
conditions the motor will run a little warmer than it should with normal
load, while the alternator will run slightly cooler.

A

THREE
PHASE
LINE

V

THREE PHASE
SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR

,1

THREE PRASE
ALTERNATOR

ARMATURE
CIRCUIT

-

k

A

E

D.C. LIME

FIG.

4,882.-Three phase alternator or synchronous motor temperature test; first method.

Temperature measurements are made in the same way as
discussed under three phase motors.
The necessary ammeters, volt meters and watt meters for adjusting the
loads on the motors and alternator are shown in above figure. If pulleys be
of sufficient size to transmit the full load, with, say one per cent. slip,
the pulley on the motor should be one per cent. larger in diameter than
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the pulley on the alternator, so as tg enable the alternator to remain in
synchronism and at the same time deliver power to the circuit.
With very large machines under test, it is inadvisable to use the above
method as it is sometimes difficult to so adjust the pulleys and belt tension that the belt slip will be just right to make up for the difference in
diameter of the pulleys, and very violent flapping of the belt results. To
meet such cases, various other methods have been devised. One which
gives consistent results is described as follows:
E%GÍTER.LINE
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?rr,. 4,883.-Three phase alternator or synchronous motor temperature
test: neeond method.

In this method, supply the field with normal field current. The armafig. 4,883, and full load current
sent through it from an external source of direct current, care being taken
to ground one terminal of the dynamo so as to avoid danger of shock
due to the voltage on the armature winding. The field is then driven
at synchronous speed.

ture is connected in open delta as shown in

f the armature be designed to he
connected star for 2,300 volts, the
voltage generated in each leg of the delta will be 1,330 volts. and unless
one leg of the dynamo be grounded, the tester might receive a severe shock
by coming in contact with the direct current circuit. The insulation of
the dynamo would also he subjected to abnormal strain unless one terminal were grounded. By the above method the field is subjected to its
full copper loss and the armature to full copper loss and core loss. Temperature readings are taken as per standardization rules of the A.I.E.E.
1
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This method may also be used with satisfactory results on large thiee
phase motors of the wound rotor type. If the alternator pressure be
above 600 volts, a pressure transformer should be used in connection with

the volt meter.

TEST QUESTIONS
Draw diagrams showing the various ways of connecting instruments for power measurements.
2. How are instrument losses calculated for small loads?
3..1n what kind of. test may the instrument losses be
1.

neglected?
4. When an iron vane type instrument is used as a watt
meter, explain the action of the current in the series
coil.

Explain in detail the method and calculations employed
in making the following tests:
5. Single phase motor test.
6. Three phase motor test.
7. Vólt meter and ammeter method.
8. Two watt meter method.

9. Polyphase watt meter method.
10. One watt meter with Y box method.
11. Test of three phase motor with neutral brought out.
12. Temperature test of a large three phase induction. motor.
13. Temperature test of small induction motors.
14. Approved method of taking readings.
15. Alternator excitation or magnetization curve test.

/
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16. Three
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phase alternator synchronous impedance test.
17. Three phase alternator load test.
18. Three phase alternator or synchronous motor temperature test.
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ray oscillographsstatic elimination and radio trouble pointe.s-underwriter's stanaards-units
and tables.
AUTHENTIC. CLEAR, CONCISE.

AUDELS NEW ELECTRIC LIBRARY.

.

$1.50 a vol.

FOR ENGINEERS, ELECTRICIANS, ALL ELECTRICAL
WORKERS, MECHANICS AND STUDENTS.
Presenting in simplest, concise form the fundamental principles, rules and
applications of applied
electricity. Fully illustrated with diagrams & sketches, also calculations & tables
for ready reference.
Helpful questions and answers. Trial tests for practice, study and review.
Design,
construction, operation
and maintenance of modern electrical machines and
appliances. Based on the best knowledge and
experience of applied electricity.
Vol. 1-Principles and rules of electricity, magnetism,
armature winding, repairs-!O0 illustrations
480 pages.
Vol. 2-Dynamos, D.C. motors, construction, installation,
maintenance, trouble shooting-573 illustrations-418 pages.
Vol. 3-Electrical testing instruments and tests, storage battery
construction and repairs-631 illustrations-472 pages.
Vol. 4-Alternating current principles and diagrams, power factor,
alternators, transformers-801
illustrations ---484 pages.
Vol. 5-A.C. motors, windings, reconnecting, maintenance, converters, switches,
fuses, circuit
breakers-1489 illustrations -498 pages.
Vol. 6-Relays, condensers, regulators, rectifiers, meters, switchboards, power
station practice-689
illustrations -548 pages.
Vol. 7-Wiring-house, light and power, circuits. high tension transmission,
plans.:alculations, code,
marine wiring practice -1215 illustrations -728 pages.
Vol. 8-Railways, signals, elevators, ignition-1078 illustrations -812 pages.

-

Vol. 9-Radio, telephone, telegraph, television. motion pictures -793
Vol. 15-Refrigeration, illumination, welding, xray, modern electrical illustrations--576 pages.
appliances, vndex-1084 illustrations -674 pages.
Vol. 11-Electric mathematics and calculations-700 pages.
Vol. 12-Electric dictionary, 9000 words and terms -550 pages.
COMPLETE IN 12 VOLUMES-EACH VOLUME SOLD SEPARATELY AT
81.50 EACH.

